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Ornithology; r, Reptilia; //*, Mollusca; cr, Crustacea; />, Botany; mi, Microscopy
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Year of
Election.

1886 Adkin, B. W., F.E.S., Trenowith, Hope Park, Bromley, Kent.

/, orn.

1882 Adkin, R., F.E.S., President, Wellfield, 4, Lingard's Road,

Lewisham, S.E. /.

1 90 1 Adkin, R. Armstrong, 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham.

S.E. vi.

1903 Ansorge, E. C, 12, Addison Road, Bedford Park, W. /.

1 90 1 Armstrong, Richard R., 55, Granville Park, Lewisham,

S.E. e, I.

1895 Ashby, Sidney R., 119, Greenvale Road, Eltham Park, Kent. /.

1895 Ashdown, W. J., Belmont Road, Leatherhead. /, c, he.

1888 Atmore, E. A., F.E.S., 48, High Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk. /.

1872 Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S., F.E.S., etc., High Elms, Down, nr. Farnborough,

Kent {Hon. member). h, b.

1884 Barker, H. W., F.E.S., 147, Gordon Road, Peckham, S.E. /.

1896 Barnett, Thos. L., 81, Royal Hill, Greenwich, S.E. /.

1887 Barren, H. E., 46, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, S.E. /.

1900 Barrett, J. P., 3, St. John's Villas, Margate. /.

1905 Bellamy, F. G., 203, Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E. /.

1888 Bennett, W. H., F.E.S., 15, Wellington Place, Hastings. //, c.

1905 Bevins, W., Hallsford Villas, Ongar, Essex. /.

1877 Billups, T. R., F.E.S., 20, Swiss Villas, Coplestone Road,

Peckham, S.E. h, 0, c, d, he.

1897 Bishop, E. B., 2, Hunter Road, Guildford. /.

1898 Bliss, M. F., Coningsburgh, Montpelier Road, Ealing. /.

1893 Bond-Smith, W., Potton, near Sandy, Beds. /.

1898 Bouskell, F., F.E.S., Sandown Road, Knighton, Leicester. /.

1895 Bowman, K., Castle Road, Upper Walmer, Kent. /.
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1902 Boxer, C. R. L., 151, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E. /.

1905 Briault, G. H., 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. /.

1887 Briggs, C. A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth R.S.O.,

N. Devon. /, m, n, 0, British fishes.

1 89 1 Briggs, H. Mead, 8, High Street, Canterbury. /, orn.

1887 Briggs, T. H., M.A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. /.

1890 Bristowe, B. A., F.E.S., The Cottage, Stoke d'Abernon,

Surrey. /.

1893 Bristowe, L. W., Durlstone, Champion Hill, S.E. /.

1895 Brooks, W., Thundercliffe Grange, near Rotherham. /.

1898 Broome, E. G, Hurst Vicarage, Twyford, Berks. /.

1900 Browne, G. B., 43, Southbrook Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1897 Burr, Malcolm B., B.A., F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., 23, Blomneld

Court, Maida Vale, W. 0.

1890 Butler, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading,

/, c.

1903 Cannon, F. G., 7, Fordwych Road, Hampstead, N.

1 888 Cansdale, W. D., F.E.S., Sunny Bank, South Norwood, S.E. /.

1S89 Cant, A., F.E.S., 10, Clrandos Street, Cavendish Square, W.

/, mi.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., F.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. /.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /. •

1899 Carr, F. M. B., Hadfield Hall, Durham. /, n.

1872 Chaney, W. C, 38, Woodside Road, S. Norwood, S.E.

{Hon. member), h, /, c.

1 897 Chapman, T. A., M.D., F. E.S., F.Z.S., Betula, Reigate, Surrey. /.

1898 Chatterton, F. J. S., F.E.S., 5, Camden Studios, Camden
Street, N.W. /.

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. /.

1S96 Clark, F. Noad, Paddington Infirmary, Harrow Road,

W. mi.

1887 Clark, J. A., F.E.S., L.D.S., M.P.S., 57, Weston Park,

Crouch End, N. /.

1898 Clarke, H. Shortridge, F.E.S., 2, Osborne Terrace, Douglas,

Isle of Man. /.

1879 Clode, W. {Life member).

1899 Colthrup, C. W., 127, Barry Road, E. Dulwich, S.E. /.
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1902 Cowham, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. /.

1899 Crabtree, B. H, The Acacias, Levenshulme, Manchester. /.

1885 Croker, A. J., Hurst Farm, Fleming, Assiniboia, Canada. /•

1S98 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton. /.

1888 Dawson, W. G., Shortlands House, Shortlands, Kent {Life

member). I.

1900 Day, F. H., 12, Goodwin Terrace, Carlisle. /, c.

1889 Dennis, A. W., 12, Brownlow Road, Dalston. /, mi, b.

1906 Dobson, A. A., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New Maiden,

Surrey. /, orn.

1884 Dobson, H. T., F.E.S., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New
Maiden, Surrey. /, orn.

1 90

1

Dods, A. W.j Hon. Librarian, 97, Darenth Road, Stamford

Hill, N. /.

1897 Drury, W. D., F.R.H.S., F.E.S., Rocquaine, West Hill Park,

Woking, Surrey. /, b.

1904 East, F. J., 42, St. Kilda's Road, Stoke Newington, N. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., Hon. Sec, 15, St. German's

Place, Blackheath, S.E. /, el.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 42, Salisbury

Road, Bexley, Kent, d, mi.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. Bm M.A., F.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1889 Ford, A., Hillside, Sunninghill Road, Pokesdown, Bourne-

mouth, Hants. /, c.

1 89 1 Forrester, A. C, 35, Old Queen Street, Westminster. /.

1886 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Government

Lymph Laboratories, Chelsea Bridge, S.W. /, mi.

1903 Furnival, T. F., 86, Minet Avenue, Harlesden, N.W. /.

1899 Gadge, S. W., 9, Longley Road, Tooting Graveney, S.W. /.

1 90

1

Garrett, H. E., 3, Brewers Green Mews, W. /.

1884 Gibe, L., 148, St. James Street, Montreal, Canada {Life

member). I.

1902 Goulton, E. C, Stanmore House, Clifton Crescent, Sutton,

Surrey. /.

1895 Griffiths, G. C, F.Z.S., F.E.S., 43, Caledonia Place, Clifton,

Bristol. /, e I.

1904 Grosvenor, T. H. L., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill, Surrey. /.



VI

Year of
Election.

1893 Hall, A., 16, Park Hill Rise, Croydon, Surrey. /, el, ool.

1888 Hall, A. E., F.E.S., Norbury, Pitsmoor, Sheffield. /.

1884 Hall, T. W., F.E.S., Hon. Treasurer, Stanhope, The Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey; and 6i, West Smithfield, E.C, /.

1 89

1

Hamm, A. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. /.

1906 Handisyde, B., 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, W. /.

1903 Hare, E. J., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants; and 2, Earlstoke

Villas, Lansdown Road, Clapham, S.W. /.

1892 Harrison, A., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., Thames

Sugar Refinery, Silvertown, E., and Delamere, Grove

Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /, mi.

1902 Harry, S. P., 29, Rowland Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1900 Hewitt, R. L., " Hlabisa " Coalfield, Natal, S. Africa. /.

1903 Hickman, J., 16, Aldred Road, Kennington Park. /.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Dorville Road, Lee. /.

1888 Hillman, T. S., F.E.S., Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., 5, Haseldean Road, Brockley, S.E. /.

1889 Horne, A., F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. /.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. /.

1887 Jenner, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

/, c, d, m, b.

1884 Jobson, H., 1, Rock Villas, Maynard Road, Walthamstow /.

1904 Joy, E. C. 34, Fairholt Road, Stoke Newington. /.

1886 Kane, W. F de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.I.A., Drumreaske

House, Monaghan, Ireland. /, mi, marine invertebrata.

1898 Kaye, W. J., F.E.S., Vice-President, Caracas, Ditton Hill,

Surbiton, Surrey. /.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., 37, Trinity College, Dublin. /, c.

1900 Kirkaldy, G. W., F.E.S., Sugar Planters' Association, Hono-

lulu, Hawaii, ex. rhyn. ; fresh, arth. ; ethnology.

1888 Knight, E., 2, Lichfield Grove, Church End, Finchley, N.

1898 Lemann, F. C, F.E.S., Blackfriars House, Plymouth. /.

1884 Levett, C, 107, Brockley Road, S.E. /.

1903 Lister, W. K., Great Walton, Eastry, Kent. /.

1898 Little, W. W., 17, Belgrave Street, King's Cross, N. /.

1901 Lowe, F., 92, Hurlingham Road, Fulham, S.W. /.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. /, 0, n, m.



VI
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Year of
Election.

1890 McArthur, H., 35, Averill Street, Fulham, W. /.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Vice-President, Almondale, Bucking-

ham Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, cr.

18S9 Mansbridge, W., F.E.S., 27, Elmbank Road, Sefton Park,

Liverpool. /.

1885 Mera, A. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. /.

1881 Miles, W. H., F.E.S., The New Club, Calcutta, India, mi, b.

1888 Mitchell, A. T., 594, High Road, Chiswick, W. /.

1896 Montgomery, Arthur M., F.E.S., 34, Shalimar Gardens,

Pembridge Road, N. Acton, W. /.

1880 Montiero, Sehor A. A. de C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrinar,

Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhithe, S.E. /, k,

d, e I, e h, e d, mi.

1904 Moore, H. W., 34, Farnaby Road, Shortlands, Kent. /.

1903 Newberry, Councillor C, Annandale Road, E. Greenwich,

S.E. /.

1901 Newnham, C. E., The Eyot, Hershara, Surrey. /.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1900 Nottle, Edward, Lanyar Vale, Portland Road, South

Norwood. /.

1903 Oldaker, F. A., The Red House, Haslemere, Surrey. /.

1872 Oldham, C, 2, Warwick Villas, Chelmsford Road, South

Woodford, Essex. /.

1903 Oyenden, J., Post Office, Frinsbury, Rochester. /.

1892 Pannell, C, East Street, Haslemere. Conchology.

1883 Pearce, W. A., 88, Croxted Road, West Dulwich, S.E. /, b.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., Halcyon Lodge, Lyford Road, Wands-

worth Common, S.E.

1901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

/, h, d.

1888 Perks, F. P., 22, Mary's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross, W.C. zoology, mi, pond life.

1889 Perry, Rev. J. F., Catholic Church, Brixton Hill, S.W. /, c.

1899 Pickin, J. R., 2, Industry Terrace, Brixton, S.W. /.

1887 Porritt, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Mayfield, Edgerton, Hudders-

field. /, ;/.
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Election.

1903 Pratt, W. B., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond, Surrey. /.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Arva, Dakers Road, Forest Hill. /.

1903 Priske, R. A. R., 66, Chaucer Road, Acton, W. /, m.

1902 Rayward, A. L., Colebrooke, Park Lane, Wallington, Surrey. /.

r888 Reid, W., F.E.S., Pitcaple, Aberdeen. I, continental!.

1887 Rice, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham

Common, S.W. orn.

1904 Richards, Percy, Wellesley Cottage, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1902 Riley, E. F., 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1887 Robinson, A., B.A., r, Mitre Court, Temple, E.G. /.

1894 Robinson, Leigh, Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street,

Westminster, London, S.W. /.

1888 Robson, H, 9, Trump Street, E.C. /, b.

1887 Routledge, G. B., F.E.S., Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Carlisle.

l,c.

1900 Rowden, Alfd. Oliver, 6, Eastgate, Exeter. /, b.

1904 Rowland-Brown, H, F.E.S.,Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. 7.

1890 Rowntree, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. /.

1898 Russell, A., F.E.S., The Limes, Southend, Catford, S.E. /.

1886 Salwey, R. E., F.E.S., Springbank, Wokingham, Berks. /.

1897 Sandison, John, 2, Francis Grove, Wimbledon, Surrey. /.

1888 Sauze, H. A., 22, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, S.E. /.

1906 Schoon, J. W.j 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, W. /.

1902 Scollick, A. J., F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Road, Merton Park,

Wimbledon, S.W. /.

1903 Shakespeare, J. J., St. Mary's, Cobham Road, Kingston-on-

Thames. /.

1898 Sich, Alf., F.E.S., Corney House, Chiswick, W. /.

1903 Smallman, R. S., Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Common, W. /.

1899 Smith, E. W., 16, Tresco Road, Linden Grove, S.E. /.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. /.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. /.

1882 South, R.,F.E.S., 96, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1873 Standen, R., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Lindfield,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,

Ashtead, Surrey, b, m, orn, cr.

1902 Stonell, B., 25, Studley Road, Clapham, S.W. /.



Year of
Election.

1894 Tarbat, Rev. J. E., M.A., Fareham, Hants. /, 00

1

1904 Thompson, A. B., Garlands, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1 90

1

Thornthwaite, W., Hersham, Surrey. /.

1895 Tolhurst, J., Glenbrook, Beckenham, Kent. /.

1902 Tonge, A. E., Aincroft, Grammar School Hill, Reigate. /.

1899 Toombs, G. W., 40, Shrubland Grove, Dalston Lane, N. /.

1895 Tunaley, Hy., F.E.S., 13, Becmead Avenue, Streatham,

S.W. /. h.

1887 Turner, H. J., F.E.S., Hon. Report Secretary, 98, Drakefell

Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, n
t
he, b.

1886 Tutt, J. W., F.E.S., Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill,

Blackheath, S.E. I, continental I.

1887 Verrall, G. H., F.E.S., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, d.

1889 Vine, A. C., 45, Temple Street, Brighton, Sussex. /.

1889 Wainwright, C. J., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,

Handsworth, near Birmingham. /.

1880 Walker, J. J., M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., " Aorangi," Lonsdale

Road, Summertown, Oxford. /, c.

1888 Waller, R., 2, Grand Parade, Upper Richmond Road,

Putney, S.W. /.

c886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.,c\rc, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

(Hon. member). I, orn.

1 903 Warne, Ernest, 45, St. John's Hill, Clapham Junction, S.W. /.

1888 Webb, S., 22, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. /.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,

S.E. /, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood, Barnet Wood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1887 Whiffen, W. H., 12, Garlands Road, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1905 Winkworth, J. T., 290, Burdett Road, E. /.

1899 Wood, Rev. Francis Henry, M.A., Brabourne Cottage,

Bromley Park, Kent. /.

1905 Wright, J., 30, Coleman Street, Woolwich, S.E. /.

1886 Wright, W. H., Secretary's Department, Somerset House,

Strand, W.C. /.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1905.

THE Council of the South London Entomological and

Natural History Society, in presenting the Thirty-

fourth Annual Report, is pleased to state that the

Society continues in a satisfactory condition.

Since the last annual meeting eight new Members have

been admitted, six have resigned, and six have been removed

from the roll in accordance with Bye-Law 10, Chap. 2 ; and

we have sustained the loss of one Member by death, viz.

Mr. N. D. Warne, who joined the Society in 1888, and was
a most generous contributor to the Society's Library. His

death at such an early age is greatly to be regretted.

There are at the present time one hundred and seventy-

three Members, and of these thirty-one are Country Members
and three are Honorary.

The Treasurer's Balance-Sheet shows that the Society's

funds are in a satisfactory condition.

The meetings have been as well attended as in former

years, and even those during the summer were on no occa-

sion much below the average, which the Recorder, Mr.

Ashby, reports has been more than thirty for the twelve

months. This year the general exhibits have been somewhat
more numerous than during the last year or two, but there

does not appear to be a sufficient desire to furnish short

notes on these exhibits so as to render them of more than

momentary interest. The lantern has been used on several

occasions, and the Council notes with pleasure that an

increasing number of Members are in the habit of registering

their biological observations by the use of the photographic

lens, and, in addition, are willing to impart the knowledge so

gained through the medium of lantern slides. To Mr. F.
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Noad Clark special thanks are due for his unwearied kind-

ness in presiding at the lantern, and for making all the

necessary arrangements for exhibitors.

The Annual Special Exhibition of Varieties was held as

usual in November, and was a great success ; seventy Mem-
bers and friends were present, and the exhibits were exten-

sive and interesting.

The Council has long been considering the advisability of

holding a " General Exhibition," which has not been held

for some years past. This they have decided to hold on

Saturday, March ioth, 1906, at their extensive rooms at

Hibernia Chambers, when it is hoped that every Member
will do his best to make it a success.

Ten Papers, two Lantern Demonstrations, and extended

reports of the five Field Meetings have been contributed to

the Society, of which contributions the following Members
and friends were the authors : Mr. Adkin one, Mr. Kirkaldy
one, Mr. Tutt one, Mr. Manger one, Mr.SiCH one, Mr.

Arrow (of the British Museum) one, Mr. Turner two, Mr.

F. N. Clark one, and Mr. D. J. Scourfield (of the Royal

Microscopical Society) one. Five of the papers related to

Lepidoptera, one to the Echinodermata, one to Geology

(with lantern), one to Coleoptera, one on Microscopical

Manipulation, and one on Mendel's Law of Heredity. The
Council desires to tender its most hearty thanks to the

authors of these papers.

In connection with the Field Meetings the Council this

year made a new departure. It was decided to send a

preliminary notice of the Field Meetings to all members and

at the same time to request those who wished to have

detailed particulars of each meeting to be sent them to write

the Secretary at once. This was done and about forty

names were given in. In this way considerable expense and

labour have been saved.

Five Field Meetings were held during the summer season

—

Seal Chart, on May 27th ; conducted by Mr. Adkin.

Reigate, on June 24th ; conducted by Dr. Chapman and

Mr. H. J. Turner.
Clandon, on July 15th ; conducted by Mr. W. J. Kaye.
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Chiselhurst, on September 16th ; conducted by Mr.

F. B. Carr.

Oxshott, on October 7th ; a fungus foray, conducted by

Mr. Step.

The Council wishes to thank these gentlemen for the

trouble they took in making all the necessary arrangements,

and only regret that more members do not avail themselves

of these most pleasant outings.

The Society's Collections still remain under the able care

of Mr. W. West (Greenwich), who has been its one and

only Curator since the Society started in 1872. He reports

as follows :

" I am pleased to tell you that Mr. Adkin, with his usual

liberality, has added the following rare species to our collec-

tion of Lepidoptera : Chrysophanus dispar, Hcmaris tityus

(bombyliformis) , Lophoptcryx carmclita, Pachnobia hyperborea
,

Anavta mclanopa, A. cordigera, together with several other

species. Messrs. Harrison, Main, Carr, and Goulton
have also made contributions to the cabinets. To Mr.

Ashby for his kind assistance in keeping the collections in

order my best thanks are due."

The Library is still under the care of Mr. A. W. Dods,

who reports as follows :

" Although the number of books borrowed, remains about

the same as last year, greater use has been made of the

Library on meeting nights."

He wishes to call the attention of Members to the fact that

such back numbers of the Society's "Proceedings" as are

still in print ma)' be obtained by them at a reduction of

one-third off published price.

The following is a list of additions to the Society's Library

during the year

:

The " Smithsonian Annual Report," for 1903, by exchange.

The " Canadian Entomologist," for 1905, by exchange.

The " Annual Address of the Entomological Society of

London," 1904, from the Society.

The " Entomologist," for 1905, from Mr. South.

The i: Entomologist's Monthly Magazine,", for 1905, from

Commander J. J. Walker, M.A.



The " Irish Naturalist," for 1905, by exchange.

The " Entomologisk Tidskrift," for 1904, from Professor

Aurivillius.
" Report of the Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological

Society," for 1904, by exchange.
" Catalogue of Rhopalocera of Trinidad," and " Catalogue

of Heterocera of Trinidad," by W. J. Kaye, from the Author.
"Cambridge Natural History, Fishes," from Mr. Stanley

Edwards.
" Annual Report of the North London Natural History

Society," for 1904, by exchange.
" Entomological Record," vols, i and ii, from Mr. Adkin.
" Rochester Naturalist " for 1905, by exchange.

"Report of the East Kent Scientific and Natural History

Society," by exchange.
" Report of Economic Entomology of British Museum,"

1903-4, from the Trustees.
" Wild Flowers Month by Month," vols, i and ii, from

Mr. N. D. Warne.
" Wayside Blossoms," 1st and 2nd series, by E. Step,

from Mr. N. D. Warne.
" Report of the Portuguese Natural History Society," by

exchange.
" Report of Horniman's Museum," for 1904, from the

London County Council.

"Transactions of the City of London Entomological

Society," for 1904, by exchange.
" Journal of the City of London Science Society," for 1904,

by exchange.
" Proceedings of the Croydon Natural History Society,"

for 1904, by exchange.
" Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Science

Society," 1904-5, by exchange.
" Report of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific

Societies," with supplement, 1905, by exchange.
" Annual Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario,"

from Mr. L. Gibb.
" Report of the Perthshire Society of Natural Science,"

1904-5, by exchange.
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" A Naturalist's Holiday," by E. Step, from the Author.
The usual "Abstract of Proceedings" of the Society for 1904

was published, and consisted of a volume of 104 pages, and

one chart, kindly presented by Mr. R. Adkin. The Society

is again much indebted to several members for financial aid

in producing this Report.

Your Council desires to see the Society's Collections made
as complete as possible, and for that purpose they are send-

ing out with the present " Abstract of Proceedings " a list of

the species of Lepidoptera which the Curator reports as

being either wholly or imperfectly represented in the Society's

cabinets (see pp. in, 112).

The " Tugwell Herbarium" is gradually being renovated

by the kindness of Mr. Step, and will probably, during the

present year, be completed, and arranged according to the

ninth edition of the " London Catalogue."



Our British Plume Moths.

By J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. Read March 23rd, 1905.

From the days of Linne, the " plumes " for many years were
held to comprise the Orneodid and Alucitid moths. When the

great distinction of structure between them was recognised they were
still considered to be closely allied. Jordan suggested that they
appeared to be allied to the Pyralids, and this was accepted as fact

by Meyrick and others. Chapman, who was the first to analyse the

structural details, and who recently said that to unite the plumes and
pyrales on neuration characters was much like uniting the Noctuids
and Tortricids, came to the conclusion that they practically had no
connection with the Pyralids, and, further, that they had no real

affinity with the Orneodids, from which they differed in all primary
characters in every stage. At the present time their real alliance is

unsolved ; they form, in the present state of our knowledge, an
isolated and separate superfamily, peculiar in their structure, their

natural history, and their habits. The man who solves—on scientific

evidence based on all their stages—the position of the "plumes"
will have added an important item to the lepidopterological know-
ledge of the world.

A word or two about the eggs. The plume egg is a fiat egg

—

i. e.,

its longitudinal axis is horizontal and its micropyle at one end. They
are exceedingly delicate, almost smocth, and roughly fall into three

groups—more oval eggs (Alucitid), more cylindrical (Platyptiliid),

and flat, flask-shaped (Agdistid).

We may here state at once that the Agdistids are a very special

group, the wings not being divided into plumules in the ordinary
way—not that this is the only plume group with undivided wings,

for there are certain American species that appear to be ancestral

Platyptiliids, and one suspects that, with greater knowledge of the
exotic plumes, our present-day notions will be much modified.

Linne called all the butterflies Papilio. He called all the plumes
Alucita. In his tenth edition of the " Systema Naturae " he included
moiwdactyla, didactyla, tridactyla, tetradactyla, pentadactyla, and
hexadactyla. Some four years afterwards Geoffroy created the genus
Pterophorus for three of the same species without giving them names,
although from the descriptions one knows that they were penta-
dactyla, monodactyla, and hexadactyla, figuring the first-named species.

The types of both genera were fixed as pentadactyla, and thus
Pterophorus naturally fell as a synonym of Alucita. Fabricius was
the author who kept alive the Geoffroyan name, for he called all the
plumes Pterophorus, and strangely transferredAlucita to a number of
Tineid moths. Most of the old entomologists, however, kept to the

Linnean name Alucita for the plumes, and they were largely known
as Alucitids, till Latreille, following Fabricius, called the ordinary
plumes Pterophorus, but separated hexadactyla under the name of

1



Orneodes. Leach strangely, in 1815, selected Pterophorus and
Alucita to represent these groups, and, until Walsingham and Meyrick

rightly protested against this misuse of the names, they were thus

generally used in England. There appears to be no doubt that the

true plumes should be known as the Alucitides and the " many
plumes " as Orneodides.

Thus much to show why I now call the plumes Alucitids and
not Pterophorids. The change matters less because, during the last

sixty years, a great many genera have been created to satisfy the

increased knowledge that students have slowly and laboriously

accumulated. During the last fifteen years I have spent a great

deal of time on the natural history of this group. During part of

this time I have received the greatest help from Dr. Chapman,
Mr. Bacot, Mr. Bankes, Mr. Sich, and others, and the comparative

studies of the various species have led to one overwhelming con-

clusion, viz., that, small as the superfamily is compared with many
other superfamilies, there lies within it as much variation and as

many subdivisions and groups as lie within such superfamilies as,

say, the Noctuides, the Papilionides, or Geometrides. It follows, there-

fore, that Stainton's grouping into three genera really was merely the

subdivision of the whole of the plumes into their constituent main
divisions—Agdistides, Alucitides, and Orneodides—and that, just

as in the early days of entomology, Scopoli made his first genera of

butterflies by the markings of the wing, and put iris andpamphilus
and everything else with spotted wings into one genus, machaon and
priori and everything else with tails into another genus, so Meyrick's

grouping of all the white plumes in one genus, brown ones in

another, etc., although based on the apparently scientific generalisa-

tions of structure present in the neuration, are, when the early stages

are studied, just as unnatural. It is, of course, shocking that we,

who have been taught that the five white British species

—

spilodactyla,

galactodactyla, pentadactyla, tridactyla, and niveidactyla—come into a

large genus of white-coloured plumes from all parts of the world, and
are, therefore, most naturally united by their colour, should learn by
actual investigation that, in essential items of larval and pupal struc-

ture, they are really very separate from each other, that galactodactyla

is nearer, for example, to septodactyla (lienigianus) and tephradactyla,

and is exceedingly specialised, that the white pentadactyla is closely

allied to the black brachydactyla, and that spilodactyla, again, is very

different from tridactyla and niveidactyla (baiiodactyta), and, although

all on one side of the Alucitid stirps, represent the most generalised

genera on that side, but such is the difference. Still more amazing
are the structural differences of Meyrick's Alucita, which comprises
species whose larvae and pupas exhibit nearly tribal differences, whilst

still more farcical is the old genus Leioptilus, in which grey and
yellow species were placed, and where very different types of larval

and pupal structure found themselves in one genus—to wit, mono-
dactyla, lithodactyla, tephradactyla, ostcodaclyla, and distinctus. I

hope, if I live long enough to bring out the volume on hand of this



group, to illustrate these points by figures. I only bring forward
this criticism in order to state that our investigations, as far as they
have gone, disprove the old groupings on colour, that galactodactyla

and pentadactyla art; no more congeneric because they are white than
Chrysophanusphlaeas and Aglais nrticce because they are red. I also

bring it forward to combat the ignorant nonsense that is talked as to

"good" and "bad" genera by the men who still study the wings, their

pattern and nervures, and have neither the time nor the training to

study the life-histories de novo, who still act as if they believe the early

stages are useless for generic purposes, and who carry out the charming
simple-mindedness of the old author who remarked that it would never
do to use the legs for the purpose of classification, as most of the in-

sects received from abroad had had them broken off, and that the early

.stages were equally useless because they were not known. Of course,

it is true that you cannot use for classification characters that you have
not studied, but it is another thing to decry more complete work in

order that it shall be considered as no better than superficial material

obtained without effort. The whole' essence of classification is to

show the relationship of insects to each other, and the question is a

simple one—whether one genus for all the butterflies or plumes, or

many genera for each of them, will best represent that relationship.

In my opinion, if the larval and pupal characters separate widely
spilodactyla, galactodactyla, and pentadactyla, I am prepared to take

up a strong position against the men who know nothing about the

structure of the early stages, and argue that my genus for galacto-

dactyla is bad because they cannot see any differences between it

and pentadactyla, and will not take the trouble to discover them.
So much for the things people hold opinions about, usually in

inverse ratio to their knowledge of the facts. Now about the facts

themselves. Omitting the Agdistids, there is a distinct division in

the true plume stirps—/. e., that, leaving out the early stages in the
developmental series, when the plumes had assumed forms somewhat
similar to those we now know, certain characters began to develop
that cut them markedly into two branches. One of these characters

is in the imaginal stage. It is this, that, though in the frenulum of
the c? there is practically no difference, in the ? , the frenulum splits

distinctly into two sections, (i) in which the $ spina is single, (2) in

which the 5 spina is double. By itself, it is a character of no more
value than any other character, but it supports the general subdivision

made by Hofmann on the neuration, it supports the marked characters

of the egg, larva and pupa, and one supposes, therefore, that it is

broadly of primary value in separating them into two large sections.

The "one spina" group corresponds with the Platyptiliids, the "two
spina" group corresponds with the Alucitids {sens. rest.).

It may be well now to note the main features of the larval structure.

One suspects that the original Alucitid larva was an internal feeder
and that the external feeders are modern developments. I have
already stated that there is a distinct difference in the larvae of the

two sides of the plume phylum. On the Platyptiliid side, the larva



is shorter, thicker, more cylindrical, the thoracic plate simple-haired,

the tubercles more simple or generalised, i and h more or less

separated, iv and v comparatively simple, the extra tubercles behind

the spiracles small or absent, whilst strangely enough secondary skin-

hairs are very abundant. On the other side, the larva is longer and
flatter, the thoracic plate with abundance of hairs, the tubercles form-

ing complicated warts, i and ii tending to approximate or join together,

iv and v forming a common wart, supernumerary tubercles behind spi-

racles present, whilst secondary scattered skin-hairs are few or absent.

The Oxyptilids on the one side form, in some of their species, the

most difficult exception, in that, as outside feeders, they remain

abundantly haired, whilst, on the other side, and, as if suggesting

that the presence of secondary skin-hairs is a generalised character,

spilodactyla, niveidactyla, and tridaclyla, the little group that I have

named Merrifieldiids, are supplied with them, spilodactyla more
abundantly than any other on this side of the phylum.

The plume pupa is a very specialised one, characteristic in many
ways, and so distinctly sni generis that once one knows a plume pupa,

one can scarcely be mistaken about them. Their mode of suspension,

by the wonderful cremaster which, partly on the eighth and partly on
the tenth abdominal segments, supports it vertically or horizontally

against any flat surface, and, in conjunction with its free segments,

although allowing of scarcely any lateral movement, permits it to turn a

wonderful somersault movement, arching itself over in such a manner
that the head is brought into close contact with the hinder segments
if it be disturbed, is very remarkable. There is no other pupa
known which has three free segments in the $ and four in the $ ,

which is unable to progress independently or has its movements fixed

by a cremastral attachment.

But perhaps a still more important item than the generalised

characters here noted is the special character noticeable as character-

istic of the pupa? on the two sides of the plume phylum. One, the

Platyptiliid, is smooth, the primary tubercles usually provided with

single setae at their normal positions. In the Alucitid pupa they are

hairy, and the tubercular larval warts are carried over as pupal
structures, there being quite an abundance of well-developed hairs

on many of the pupal tubercles.

Here, again, is a marvellous exception, for in the Oxyptilids again.

we find that, whilst the greater number of pupae are largely Platy-

ptiliid and smooth, a few, of which our heterodactyla is the best ex-

ample, are very hairy, and, in fact, of all others, this species, super-

ficially, comes nearest to pentadactyla. One can only assume that,

as they agree in all the other characters with Platyptiliids except in

the wart structure of larva and pupa, it has arrived at this mode of

specialisation by an independent route.

To complete the comparison between the Platyptiliid and Alucitid

branches one has to notice that, besides the one-spina frenulum in

the ? of the former, and the two-spina one, in the ? of the latter,

the Platyptiliids have the forewings with an apical and hind angle to
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each lobe, and the hindwings the first cleft not deeply cut, whilst, in

the Alucitids, the (brewings have the angles ill-developed or obso-

lescent, whilst the hindwings have the clefts deeply cut and the three

plumules of more linear form.

Temporarily, I suggest that the following represents, in the present

state of our knowledge, a fair grouping, exhibiting most of the wider

differences at present discovered, of our Alucitid moths, and this I

propose to use as a framework, on which the studies of Mr. Bacot,

Dr. Chapman, and myself, will be hung, in our forthcoming volume
on this superfamily.

Stenoptiliidi.
Stenoptilia, Hb.

pterodactyla, Linn.

Adkinia, Tutt
bipunctidactyla, Scop,

zophodactylus, Dnp.
Alucitid.*:.

: OlD.EMATOPHORlN^E.
OlD.EMATOPHORIDI.
Oidematophorus,

Wallgrn.
lithodactyla, Tr.

Emmelina, Tutt
monodactyla, Linn.

: Leioptilin.*:.

porrittiidi.

Porrittia, Tutt
galactodactyla, Schiff.

Leioptilidi.

Leioptilus, Wallgrn.
tephradactyla, Hb.

Ovendenia, Tutt
septodactyla, Tr.

(lienigianus, Zell.).

Adainidi.
Hellinsia, Tutt

osteodactylus, Zell.

Adaina, Tutt
microdactyla, Hb.

: Al.UCITIX/E.

Alucitidi.
Pselnophorus, Wallgrn.

brachydactyla, Tr.

Alucita, Linn.

pentadactyla, Linn.

: MHRRIFIELDIIN-li.

Merrifieldiidi.
Wheeleria, Tutt

spilodactyla, Curt,

niveidactyla, St.

(baliodactyla, Zell.).

Merrifieldia, Tutt
tridactyla, Linn.

{tetradactyla, Auct.).

Superfam.

:



On the Lengthened Period of the Pupal Stage in Sundry-
Species of Lepidoptera.

By R. Adkin, F.E.S. Read April i$tk, 1905.

On looking through the pages of the various entomological journals,

one frequently comes across records, under such headings as "Re-
tarded Emergence," " Abnormally Prolonged Pupal Stage," or such-

like, of moths that have been reared from the pupa? of some two or

more years before, and they are more often than not accompanied

by an expression of surprise that the moths should have come forth

after so long a period. I fear that I cannot myself disclaim the

authorship of some such a record ; but that was written in my younger

days, and the experience of many years has led me to believe that

such occurrences are the rule rather than the exception, at any rate

so far as concerns subterranean species and those that make substan-

tial cocoons. Indeed, even species having exposed chrysalids, such

as butterflies, can hardly be excepted, for it is a well-established fact

that a portion of a brood of Pieris napi will come forth in the autumn
and the remainder of it remain in pupa? through the winter, but as to

whether the two sets of circumstances are quite on all fours with

each other I am hardly prepared to say, although, on the face of it,

I see no reason for doubting that the same influences, whatever they

may be, are responsible for the result in either case.

The following instances of prolonged pupal stages that I have

taken from my note-books will serve as illustrations, and it will be

noted that a considerable number of families are included.

Perhaps one of the most striking cases is that of Asteroscopus

nubecitlosa. In the spring of 1884 the only five moths that were

reared of the brood emerged from pupa? that had lain over from the

summer of 1881, nearly three years having thus been passed in the

pupal stage. The circumstance at that time appeared to me to be

so remarkable that I was constrained to put it into print ("Entom.,"
xvii, p. 142), and as, on looking up the note, I find there are at the

same opening of the volume similar notes with regard to other species

from the pens of such authorities as T- W. Tutt and O. P. Cambridge,
it is hardly to be wondered at that I at that time thought the occur-

rence unusual ; but on feeding up another brood of the same species

in 1890 I had to wait until 1892 for the moths to come out, and
from such information as I have been able to obtain I gather that

similar prolongations of the pupal stage are the rule rather than the

exception in this species.

Notodonta chaonia is another species that appears to be very prone
to lying over. From twelve pupa? that I had in the autumn of 1902



two moths emerged in 1903 and nine in 1904. From a similar

number of pupae of 1901 one moth came forth in 1902, eight in

1903, and one in 1904. These, as in the case of A. nubeculosa, were
of Perthshire origin, and it is possible that that fact may have had
something to do with the large proportion that remained over to the

second year, as from a portion of a brood of Kentish origin fed up
from the egg in 1884 twenty-one moths emerged in 1885 and two
only in 1886.

A small brood of Lophopteryx camelina reared from Kentish ova
in 1880 produced two moths in the same year, nineteen in 188 1, and
two in 1882. From a few Essex pupae of Notodonta dictaa that I

had in 1889 I got four moths in 1890 and one in 1891. Some
twenty Sussex Pterostoma palpina pupae of 1902 produced sixteen

moths in 1903 and one in 1904. From a small brood of Kentish

Dicranura vinula fed up in 1878 twelve moths were reared in 1879
and twelve in 1880. On three separate occasions I have reared,

with varying success, small broods of Endromis versicolor from, 1

need hardly say, Scotch eggs, the emergences being : from the 1880
brood, four in 1881 and one in 1882 ; from the 1884 brood, nine in

1885 and twelve in 1886; and from the 1888 brood, two in 1889
and six in ] 890. From a somewhat extensive brood of Smerinthus
populi fed up in 1882 from eggs deposited by a female taken in my
garden, forty-nine moths emerged in 1883 and five in 1S84, while

from five hybrid .S. populi x ocellatus pupa? of 1901 three moths
were produced in 1902 and one in 1903.

Eriogaster lanestris is a notorious laggard, and such experience as

I.have had with the species has by no means belied its reputation.

From twenty-four pupae that I had in 1877 the emergences were
eight moths in 1878, nine in 1879, and one in 188 1 ; none came out

in 1880, and what became of the remaining six cocoons is not

recorded.

Among the Noctuae, the cases that have come under my notice

are not numerous, but some of them are, nevertheless, interesting.

From some dozen or so Sussex pupae of Acronycta aceris that I had
in 1 90 1 six moths emerged in 1902, three in 1903, and one in 1904.

Sixty-two pupae of Diatithcecia conspersa received from Shetland in

1896 produced thirty-nine moths in 1897 and ten in 1898. From
twelve Surrey pupae of Cucullia lycknitis of 1882 only four moths
emerged, namely one in 1883 and three in 1884; and from four

Kentish pupae of C. chamomilhe of 1885 two moths appeared in

18S6 and one in 1887 ; and twenty-two pupae of Brephos notha,

received from Wyre Forest in 1902, produced five moths in 1903
and fourteen in 1904, by far the larger proportion thus lying over

until the second year.

The Geometrae, too, have furnished some instructive cases, of

which that of Emmelesia unifasciata is. perhaps, the most interesting.

This species used to be fairly common in the larval stage in many
places around London, and I and my friends frequently collected
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the nearly full-fed larvae in the autumn, but it was very rarely that

any of us were rewarded by even a single moth in the spring, and it

was commonly supposed that our want of success was due to the

majority of the larva? that we obtained being ichneumoned ; and,

disgusted with our luck, we turned our attention to more profitable

species. This all happened a long while ago. But in 1900 I

thought I would make another attempt at rearing the species, and

obtained some fifty pupa? from Sussex, with the result that ten moths

came out in 1901, eleven in 1902, two in 1903, and five in 1904, and

there may still be more to come.* It is, therefore, very evident that

our want of success in our earlier attempts was due to our stupidity

in throwing away the pupae, rather than to the supposed ichneumons.

Other species that I have found to lie over include Emmeksia albu-

lata, of which a number of pupae received from Forres in 1888 pro-

duced four moths in 1889 and twenty-one in 1890. Eupitheda

togata pupae from Forres in 1888 produced eleven moths in 1889

and three in 1890. E. venosata, from Shetland in 1895, produced

twenty-five moths in 1896 and one in 1897, and pupae of 1896 pro-

duced twenty-eight moths in 1897 and two in 1898. Thirteen pupae

of E. pygmceata from Wicken in 1902 gave six moths in 1903 and
five in 1904; and from Kentish Biston hirtaria fed up in 1877,

twenty-six moths were reared in 1878 and twenty-four in 1879, while

another brood fed up in 1878 gave twenty-seven moths in 1879 and
one in 1880.

Thus far I have dealt only with species that in the ordinary course

of things feed up during the spring and summer months, pupate in

the summer or autumn, and produce imagines in the spring or

summer of the following year, in other words species that hibernate

as pupae. It may therefore not be uninteresting to mention a single

instance that came under my notice of a species that habitually

hibernates as an ovum, lying through the winter as a pupa. In

April, 1896, I received a few ova of Trichiura cratcegi from Sussex,

which hatched in due course ; the larvae fed up, pupated at the end
of June, and in August and September the moths came forth, except

one, which did not emerge until July, 1897.

Then we have the case of double-brooded species, in which a

portion of the pupae resulting from the spring larvae, instead of pro-

ducing moths in the late summer, lie over until the following spring.

These are well illustrated by the following : Zonosoma punctaria, fed

up in July, 1899, produced about fifty moths in August of that year,

but two pupae remained over the winter, and the moths emerged in

May, 1900. Z. orbicularia, fed up in August, 18S7, produced
twenty-four moths in September of that year and an exactly equal
number in May and June, 1888. Z. a unit lata, fed up in June, 1879,
produced seventeen moths in August of that year and three in April,

1880. And I might also mention a brood of Melanippe sociata,

* Two moths also emerged in 1905, after this note was written.



from Kentish ova, of which the larvae fed up in June, 1884, fifteen

of the moths emerging in July of that year and seven in May, 1885.

There can be no doubt that this power of the pupa to retain its

vitality over a lengthened period and then bring forth the perfect

insect at the time of year when the imagines of more recent broods
are on the wing is a distinct advantage to a species; but it was not

with a view to discussing this part of the question that I put these

notes together, but rather, by pointing out the frequency with which
this power of lying over in the pupal stage is exercised, to induce
those who are in the habit of rearing lepidoptera to retain any pupae

that may not have emerged at the usual time and to carefully note

all the circumstances of each case. It is by such means that we
may hope to eventually arrive at how and why this habit is advan-

tageous to a species. The moral that I would point is, never throw
away pupa; until you know that they are dead ; nay, I would even
go further and say, never disturb a pupae cage until you kuozv that

you have got all that it is possible to get out of it.
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Echinoderms.

By W. Manger. Read April itfk, 1905.

This is a somewhat technical subject, and it is difficult to condense
the mass of available information into the very narrow compass of

these notes. I can only point out the general characteristics of a

group of animals whose study becomes more and more interesting

with increasing knowledge of the subject.

Echinoderms are divided into seven classes, each of which is

again divided into orders. The name Echinoderm is derived from
the Greek echinos, a hedgehog, and derma, skin. The group is

comprised of (among others) the star-fish, the sea-urchin, the brittle

star, the feather star, the crinoids or stone lilies, and the sea

cucumber ; the first three are well known to all of us, as are also'

the fossil sea-urchins of the chalk which are so common on the

downs of England. Echinoderms are of great geological age and
were very abundant in the earlier periods of the world's history.

Two groups, the Blastoids and Cystoids, have entirely disappeared,

and the stalked Crinoids or stone lilies are becoming very rare.

Though these animals differ very much in shape, a slight examina-
tion will discover many points in which they resemble one another
and differ from other creatures ; they are therefore placed in one
great group, the Echinodermata.

Echinoderms are found in all seas and extend to great depths of

ocean. They are most abundant in the tropical seas. Most Echino-
derms lay their eggs in the water, where the larvae are developed
and swim about freely, passing through a series of remarkable
changes, but in a few cases the young do not pass through any
metamorphosis : the eggs are placed in special pouches of the body
of the parent in which they are hatched. Reverting to the differ-

ences which the animals in this group exhibit, in a star-fish, as in a

sea-urchin, the mouth is in the centre of the under surface and the

vent almost in the centre of the upper surface, with some few ex-

ceptions. The body of the star-fish is either pentagonal or more or

less star-shaped, in which case it consists of a central disc extended
into arms. The number of these arms varies from five (Asterias) to

over forty (Heliaster) ; and whereas the arms of a star-fish are simply
extensions of the body, containing the generative glands and pro-

cesses of the stomach, those of the brittle star are mere append-
ages to the body. The common star-fish, or five fingers, as it is

sometimes called (Asterias nibcns), so frequently met with on our
shores, has usually five arms which, as I have said, are continuous'
with the disc, and contain portions or prolongations of the chief
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organs ; each arm on the underside is channelled along its centre

and contains a wonderful series of tube feet or suckers, supplied by

a system of water-vessels peculiar to star-fish and their allies. There
are hundreds of these suckers in each ray. These water-vessels are

supplied by a tube or calcareous filter which has its opening on the

upper side near the junction of two of the rays, and is called the

Madreporic tubercle, from some resemblance which the tube has to

Madrepore coral. The podia, or ambulacral feet, become erected by

being filled with water, and are then contracted, and by this opera-

tion movement is effected. But these creatures are also furnished

with organs of another sort which are still more wonderful ; they

occur very numerously among the sucker feet. These minute organs

were long regarded as parasites, but they are now known to be

pedicels specially modified to act as seizing organs ; they consist of

slender flexible stalks, the free end being divided into usually three

pieces, which are always opening and shutting and taking hold of

something ; it is supposed they act as cleansing organs by removing

particles of dirt, as well as temporary organs of fixation. At the tip

of each ray is a spot that is often spoken of as the eye, but the

animal has no true eye. Nevertheless, experiments have proved

that both star-fish and echinoids are sensitive to light and also to

smell. Star-fish live on dead fishes, oysters, and other molluscs, and

even on specimens of their own species. The organs for masticating

the food are highly developed and consist of a complex apparatus

known as the " Lantern of Aristotle." It is comprised of five sets of

pieces, and takes the form of an inverted pyramid ;
the teeth are

very strong, and are capable of complicated and various movements.

I have said the star-fish lives on (among other things) oysters,

and its method of attack is a very curious and wonderful process ;

it has the power of extruding the stomach through the mouth, and

having surrounded the victim with its fine membrane, pours out its

gastric juice, which is a very penetrative solvent, and speedily kills

the oyster, which, having been reduced to a fluid condition (by the

action of the solvent), the whole is reabsorbed. A most interesting-

account of this operation is given by our friend Mr. Step in his

excellent little book " By the Deep Sea."

All Echinoderms have the power of reproducing lost or injured

parts ; indeed, the star-fish from one arm can reproduce a complete

animal, and strange shapes often result in the course of regrowth.

All Echinoderms can right themselves if they are reversed, but the

methods are diverse ; the brittle star can easily perform the operation

by wriggling some of its arms under the inverted disc ; the common
star-fish has more difficulty, it twists round the tip of one or more

of its rays, and by the use of its sucker feet slowly drags itself over,

the whole operation lasting less than a minute. Brittle-stars : the

name Ophiuroidea given to these animals refers to their long serpent-

like arms, which are attached to a relatively small body, to which

they are appendages rather than portions of ; they have no groove on
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the under-side of the arms like star-fish, but have little openings

through which the tube feet pass ; in this class it is the arms them-

selves and not the tube feet that are used for locomotion. The
arms of the brittle-star are nearly always five in number, and
unbranched except in the family Astrophytidse, where the numerous
branches interlace and form a kind of basket-work all round the

disc, whence the animals are called basket-fish or medusa head star-

fish. Ophiuroids live on the smaller Foraminifera ; they appear to

have great facility for voluntarily throwing off a part or the whole

of a ray or several rays, which can be reproduced by new growths.

We now come to the Echinoidea or sea-urchins, in which the rays

are not free, but unite to form a compact spherical heart or disc-

shaped test covered with rounded tubercles of various sizes, to which

spines are attached by a ball and socket joint, disposed chiefly in five

broad zones, alternating with which are five narrower zones with

fewer tubercles and pierced by small holes, through which pass the

tube feet, all provided with suckers. The test (or shell, as it is

commonly called, although it does not by any means correspond in

structure with the shell of a Mollusc) is composed of a great number of

small hexagonal plates, the edges of which are fitted closely together,

so that the whole shell is converted into a water-tight box ; besides the

spines there are very many pedicellarise or pincers (as in the common
star-fish), as well as the madreporic tubercle or filter already men-
tioned. Turning over would appear to be a matter of considerable

difficulty to this animal. A long series of exhaustive experiments

were made on this creature by Romanes, and he tells us that unless

the animals are fresh and vigorous they are unable to right them-

selves at all, and remain inverted until they die. Their method of

turning is always the same : two or three rows of suckers are protruded

and fastened firmly to the floor, their combined action serves to tilt

the globe slightly over, enabling the next row of feet to touch the

floor, and when they have secured their hold they assist in increasing

the tilt, then the next feet in the series lay hold, and so on until the

globe slowly rises on its equator ; as soon as this position has been

attained, it might be anticipated that the Echinus would simply let

go all its attachments and allow itself to roll over into its natural

position, but it seems to be afraid of being rolled about at the mercy
of currents, and therefore in this case it lets itself down almost as

slowly as it raised itself up ; so gently, indeed, is the downward move-
ment effected that an observer can scarcely tell the precise moment
at which the righting is concluded.

Holothuria or sea-cucumber or sea-slug : the body is cucumber-
shaped, with the mouth at one end and the vent at the other ; it has

no rays or arms, but its mouth is surrounded by a circlet of tentacles

often branched, which can be retracted at will ; they usually attach

themselves to rocks by their tube-feet, and wave the tentacles about.

These slugs are collected in large quantities throughout the Indian

Archipelago, and are eaten by the Chinese and Malays ; the food is
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known as trepang, or beche de mer, and forms a very important

article of commerce ; they are split open, gutted, boiled and smoke-

dried. The average annual imports into China during the years 1889-

91 were about 2250 tons ; there are many varieties, differing in

quality and value, which ranges from z\d. to \s. gd. per lb.

A word or two about Crinoids in conclusion. Crinoids, or stone-

lilies, differ very much from a sea-urchin, star-fish, or brittle-star,

being attached by a long stalk to the sea floor, a stone, or some other

object ; the free end is developed into five arms ; they are found at

great depths and prefer clear and undisturbed water ; their food con-

sists chiefly of Foraminifera, Diatoms, and the adults of small, and

the larvae of larger, Crustaceans. Crinoids seem to be peculiarly

subject to the attacks of numerous parasites, and it is a common
thing both in the fossil and living state to find traces of them ; there

are many species of Crinoids, but most of them are fossil.

You will now see that, as I said in my opening remarks, this is a

rather difficult and big subject, and you will realise how unsatisfactory

it is to treat it in any but the fullest manner ; however, if any of you

can be induced to observe these animals for yourselves, I shall be

well satisfied, and you will be struck with wonder and amazement at

the marvellous organisation exhibited by these lowly creatures.
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The Genus Eurymus (Colias), with Special Reference to
E. Eurytheme.

By Hv. J. Turner, F.E.S. ReadJune 22nd, 1905.

I am exhibiting a series of Colias eurytheme^ or, as it should be,

Eurymus eurytheme, from Assiniboia, sent to me by our member
Mr. Croker. This insect is very common all over North America,

and is one of the most variable of butterflies. Except during the

winter of the north or during the hottest summer in the south this

species in one form or another is to be met with almost everywhere.

Many of its forms, when first discovered, have been described as

distinct species, or confused with other species, and only after the

long-continued observations of Edwards, Scudder, and others has the

identity of these been established. Even now there is probably

much still to be ascertained in a species with such an inherent ten-

dency to vary, and one that is spread over such a vast area.

Scudder gives the following named forms of the species : Eurymus
eurytheme var. ariadne, the yellow southern form ; var. eriphyle, the

yellow northern form (a- different shade from the first) ; var. kee-

waydtn, the yellow orange type (orange suffusion from the base into

the disc) ; var. Christina ?, the form exhibited (yellow at base only

of all the wings); var. keeivaydin alba, pale form, corresponding to

var. helice of E. edusa ; var. amphidusa, the orange type, with no
yellow ; var. amphidusa alba, pale form corresponding to var. helice

•of E. edusa.

Eurymus eurytheme has a polymorphism hardly exceeded by that

of any other butterfly. In the mountains of Colorado this species is

double brooded, and the imagines of the second brood hibernate.

In Illinois it is three-brooded, and both larvas and imagined hiber-

nate. In the lowland of California it is triple- or quadruple-brooded,
and the imagines only hibernate. In Texas the species aestivates as

a larva from June to October, when the clover pastures are dried up,

while the imagines are always to be seen from November to June.
So that here we have a species which can both hibernate and
aestivate, and its hibernation may be either in the larval or imaginal
stage.

This species is distributed over an enormous area of country ex-

tending from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the borders of the

Gulf of Mexico to beyond the northern boundary of the United
States. Assiniboia, from which the specimens exhibited came, is on
the extreme northern edge of the area of its distribution, and hence
we might expect to find forms showing some distinctly aberrant
characters.
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An idea of the complication of forms may be gathered from the

following summary, taken from the writings of Edwards and
Scudder

:

(i) There is the usual sexual dimorphism as seen in our E. edusa.

(2) The female is also dimorphic; there is a pale form.

(3) The broods, two, three, or four, or even more, differ distinctly

from each other generally.

(4) The sequence of broods in the mountains takes place at dates

different from that of the broods in the hills or lowlands, and the

broods in the two latter areas are also not synchronous.

(5) The broods run into each other, as the oval and larval state

lasts at most only about three weeks.

(6) Among such rapid and active insects a commingling of the

broods must take place in areas intermediate between the mountain
and lowland.

(7) On the Pacific lowlands the southern yellow form {ariadne)

runs up as far as Vancouver Island, while on the other hand the

northern yellow form {eriphyle) goes as far as San Bernardino.

(8) In some parts the distinctions are well maintained.

(9) In other areas the characteristics of the various forms crop up
anywhere ; especially do they do so towards the close of the warm
season, when the early spring forms, or perhaps we should say forms

approaching them in characters, reappear.

(10) In all mountainous regions there is an excessive inter-

gradation of forms, probably due to the intermingling of those which
have been produced at higher and lower levels.

The variation, then, may be termed sexual dimorphism of ? ,

seasonal, geographical, crossing of various forms, and climatic.

In the second box exhibited are short series of a few other

species of Eurymus.

(1) E. edusa, <$ and ?, with var. helice and intermediates, all

either captured or bred from specimens captured in this country.

(2) E. hya/e, $ and ? , from N. Kent.

(3) E. phicomene, g and ? , from the Alps. A mountain species.

(4) E. pahc.no, $ and ? , from Lapland and from the Alps.

Another northern and mountain species.

(5) E. electra, £ and ? , and pale var., from S. Africa. Appears
almost identical with our E. edusa.

(6) E. philodice, $ , from Montreal. A species extremely like

the eriphyle form of E. eurytheme, and known specially as the
" puddle butterfly " from its habit of assembling in groups on damp
places in the roads.

(7) E. erate, <§ and $ , from Japan.
Also Meganostoma ccesonia, a species of a genus closely allied to

Eurymus.
This genus, Eurymus (or Co/ias), is distributed throughout the

northern hemisphere, and has its culminating area in the Himalayas
and the hills of India, where the species are numerous and extremely
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brilliant. A few species, diverging considerably from the general

facies, are found in the Andes of South America, and one species

occurs at the Cape, but the Indo-Malay and Australia regions have

no representative.

The species form a very distinct group, and anyone who knows

E. edusa would not fail to recognise any member of the genus. In

his "Catalogue of the Rhopalocera " of the world, Kirby, in 187 1-9,

enumerated forty-seven species and numerous forms. Some of these

have fallen as species with extended knowledge. Ruhl, in 1895, in

his "Palaearctic Gross-schmetterlinge," gives thirty-six species and

many varieties. Six years later Staudinger names thirty-seven species

for the same area, while in 1901 Dyar, in "Catalogue of North

American Lepidoptera," gives sixteen species. Thus at the present

time there are probably some sixty species, with a very considerable

number of seasonal and geographical races.

The general coloration of all the species is yellow of various shades

and depths as a ground, running into suffusions of deep orange, and

often shot with purple. In the ? of many species dimorphism is

found, in which case the second form of the female has a white or

very pale ground colour. In some species the female always has a

similar basal colouring to the male. All the species have more or

less pronounced black borders, which in the females are always

spotted with the ground colour, and generally finely grained with

lighter shade. The discoidal spots are invariably black and prominent

on the forewings above, large, silvery, and with a rusty margin on the

hind wings below.

The larvpe of all the species, so far as they are known, feed on

Leguminosse, generally species of clover ; and the underside of the

hind wings of the butterfly, when the insect is at rest with its wings

closed, is said to resemble a faded clover leaf with a central fungus

spot.

I have also put in the box wings of both E. edusa and E. hyale,

which have been denuded of scales by the Waterhouse process, in

order to show the neuration. It will be readily noted that they are

extremely alike, although slight differences are apparent. Below is a

general sketch of the neuration of a Lepidopteron to show in what

way a Eurymus (Colzas) differs from it and has its own special

character.

The subcostal vein has only four branches instead of five. The
first branch arises before the end of the cell, the second branch at

the end of the cell, the third and fourth fork including the apex
;

the upper radial arises from the subcostal at some distance from

the cell.
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Random Notes on the Entomology of the Lowlands of
Oahu (Hawaiian Islands).

By G. W. Kirkaldy, F.E.S. Read August lot/z, 1905.

There is no doubt that the Hawaiian Islands are at the same
time the most and the least interesting entomologically of any
islands in the world.

The interest consists in their extreme remoteness from continental

lands and isolation from other islands, their endemic fauna, almost

entirely confined to altitudes above 1000 or 1500 feet, being highly

specialised. The disappointment consists in the poverty of the

fauna, not only in species but in individuals (excepting in the case

of a few introduced species), and in the difficulty of " working the

country."

On landing at the Port of Honolulu * the delighted entomologist
finds himself amidst a profusion of palms—cocoanut, royal, date,

etc.—banyans (Ficus indica), algarobas, tamarinds, poincianas,

bananas, orange-trees, hedges of scarlet or vermilion hibiscus,

oleander-trees, etc., while further out are enormous stretches of
Lautana camara and sugar-cane, as well as guava and gluebush
(Mimosa). But the elated " bugologist " (as he is termed in America,
of which it seems necessary to remind these islands form a part

politically, though not zoologically ; also Hawaii is not in the South
Pacific, as most people seem to imagine) is grievously disappointed
and enlightened in a short time.

Myriads of the cosmopolitan dragon-fly Pantala flavesce?is are seen
everywhere, and occasionally the splendid cobalt-blue-bodied Anax
Junius and the curious " pecked-looking " Tramea lacerata ; on
orange-trees and other places where Aphids do herd is seen the lace-

wing Chrysopa microphya in all stages.

One of the most beautiful butterflies in the world has his sole

habitation in the mountain forests of Hawaii, sometimes wandering
to the lowlands. Compared to Pyrameis tammeamea,\ the three

introduced species, viz. P. aialanta, P. virginiensis, and P. cardui,

look like tiny London street flower-sellers by the side of the "belle
of the ball." The cosmopolitan Anosia erippus (if that indeed be
the latest fashionable name) is not uncommon, while Pieris rapa
works havoc in the Chinaman's cabbage-patch ; the pretty little

Lyccena blackburni (with green underside), endemic but found often

below the forest levels, L. boeticus(vi\\\z\\ has found its way here from
Europe via the Orient and Australia and has not yet penetrated to

America), and two Mexican Lycsenids introduced to combat the

* Hawaiian, " a calm, level, sheltered spot on the leeward side of a precipice."

t Named after the most famous Hawaiian monarch, Kamehameha the Con-
queror, " Kamehameha " meaning " the lonely one "

!
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Lantana, complete the sum of the butterflies ; one or two big

Sphingids are the most conspicuous of the lowland moths, which

indeed are not specifically numerous, though certain Noctuidae are

destructive. There are several common Diptera, including two

common species of mosquito—one nocturnal, which appears at times

in myriads and is supposed to be the carrier of the Dengue fever (or

"breakbone" !), but although I have been well bitten I have not

found the swellings painful ; the other is diurnal, and is a tiny insect

with a very painful bite. We have here the yellow fever mosquito,

but fortunately not the yellow fever itself as yet. More or less

desultory efforts have been made to cope with " the mosquito

problem," and it is to be hoped that they will be successful ; for

Honolulu on a dry, breezy, moonlight night would conform in most

respects to an ideal " Paradise of the Pacific " were it not for the

mosquitoes which render sitting out on the verandah after dark

almost an impossibility, certainly not romantic, unless within screens.

Among bugs, the Australian cane-leaf hopper {Perkinsiella saccha-

ricida) has occasioned severe losses to sugar-cane, while the Reduviid
intruder Zelus peregrinus may be seen on Hibiscus hedges, orange-

trees, etc., spearing man's insect friends and foes impartially. The
bed-bug (Clinocoris lectularius) is "not uncommon in places," while

one disturbs shoals of the green torpedo-bug (Sipha?ita acuta) from

guava. Scale-insects, mealy-bugs, and plant-lice are varyingly common,
and kept in check by many predators and parasites, chief among
which is Cryptolftmus montrouzieri, a purposely introduced Coccinellid,

whose white-clothed larvae are adorned with waxen fringes.

Cockroaches (B/atta americana, etc.) are very rife in some houses ;
*

in fact, my own use of a mosquito curtain at night is more to keep
away " roaches " than mosquitoes. Two or three grasshoppers and
one cricket are common {Xiphidion fuscus, Oxya ve/ox, Elimcea

appendiculata, etc.).

Ants are ubiquitous and the greatest nuisance imaginable. Aculeates

form a good proportion of the more visible fauna. Xylocopa brasilia-

noru7n tunnelling the telephone and telegraph poles, Odynerus
ceneipennis paying attention to the bamboo of one's verandah chair,

and species of Polistes and Sceliphron ccetnetitaria forming mud-cells

on the ceilings of the rooms and verandahs, the Polistes stinging

horribly.

With the exception of the silver fish (Lepisma), two species of

termites, and the " common " flea, all working havoc in the house
according to their special gifts, and some common beetles whose
names I do not know or have forgotten, these are practically all the

insects that can be obtained in Oahu without special search.

For further, more detailed, information I would refer you to the
" Fauna Hawaiiensis," edited by Dr. D. Sharp, now in course of

publication.

Honolulu,
February 2$th, 1905.

* Most houses here are built of wood, but are in little danger of fire as the
town is lit by electricity.
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Practical Hints on the Manipulation of the Microscope
and a Description of its Parts.

By Frederick Noad Clark. Read October 12th, 1905.

In giving a few practical hints or instructions as to the use of the

modern microscope, I am doing so with a certain amount of diffi-

dence, feeling that to a large extent some members at least have as

good a knowledge of the subject as myself ; so that I must ask their

kind forbearance when I traverse well-beaten ground or weary them
with elementary details. By way of excuse I will just explain that I

consented to give this paper only by reason of the pressure put upon
me by our hard-working Secretary, Mr. Turner, who put it to me in

this way—that there are many of our members possessing a micro-

scope to whom a few hints on its use and a description of its parts

would be acceptable. I have also certainly noticed at many soirees

and microscopical evenings that the owner of a modern and costly

instrument, with elaborate accessories, is frequently at sea as to its

use and how to display his objects to the best advantage.

There are, I imagine, few scientific instruments which require so

much explanation as to their construction and use as the microscope
;

indeed, the selection of an instrument from amongst the variety of

patterns obtaining must be a matter of some difficulty for even one
who is tolerably acquainted with its use. One may learn a good
deal from the finely illustrated catalogues of the various English and
continental makers, who also give an excellent description of the

various parts of the microscope and its accessories. For a more
thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of the instrument I

can recommend a study of that magnificent work " Carpenter on the

Microscope and its Revelations," edited by Dr. Dallinger, which has

reached its eighth edition, and is the most complete and up-to-date

work on the subject existing.

It is perhaps unnecessary to remark that the cost of a serviceable

and reliable instrument varies in proportion to the requirements of

the purchaser as well as to the amount of money he intends to ex-

pend on its purchase ; but, broadly speaking, for any sum from ^5
t0 £s° ne can procure an instrument with which really good work
may be done. Below the smaller sum he could not rely on getting

an efficient instrument, although he might be fortunate enough to

obtain a second-hand one which would meet his requirements.

The exact origin of the microscope is surrounded with much un-

certainty. By some writers it is considered probable that it was
known to the Greeks and Romans, no doubt in a very rudimentary
form. There is more definite information at hand that in the six-
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teenth century Jansens had made several microscopes, but according

to Hogg the first reliable information was with regard to the com-
pound microscope of Dr. Hooke in 1667 ; his discoveries were soon

followed by those of Divini and Bonnani. From thence up to the

present day improvements have successively taken place, and the

evolution of the modern microscope has resulted.

A knowledge of the main principles of the science of optics is

necessary for a proper comprehension of the theory of the micro-

scope, but it is not within the scope of this paper to more than refer

to the fact.

I would advise the intending microscopist at the outset to obtain

a good stand, so constructed that at any future time he might add
further necessary apparatus.

Commencing with the stand, I will describe its various appliances

in their proper sequence, bearing in mind that the objective or

"object-glass," the eyepiece, and the condenser are of primary

importance. Roughly speaking, stands are of two kinds—the pillar

and horseshoe foot, and the tripod. Continental makers adopt the

former principle, English the latter. The continental form is gene-

rally the cheaper but is considered by some workers to be " top-

heavy " on account of the unequal distribution of the weight on the

pillar, and as the stand should be capable of inclination, this is a

disadvantage when used for photographic purposes. In consequence

the tripod form of stand is being universally adopted by makers.

It will be appropriate here to remark that since photography has

become so generally applied to the microscope* makers have realised

the fact that all their instruments must be constructed with this

object in view.

The " tube" is that portion of the stand which carries the eyepiece

and objective, and is made in two patterns—the continental, short

and wide, 6 in. (160 mm.), and the English, long and narrow, 10 in.

(250 mm.) in length, this latter length being taken as the normal

visual distance. The continental pattern is to be preferred, especi-

ally for photomicrography, and is the principle upon which all the

best English makers now work. On account of the shortness of the

tube in the latter, it is necessary that it be fitted with an inner or

draw tube, which lengthens from six to ten inches. Its use is for

increasing the magnification of the image formed by the objective,

and for cover-glass correction. These and the following remarks

apply to the monocular microscope, which is the instrument in

general use. The binocular is more suitable for viewing opaque
objects illuminated by reflected light, and for this purpose is not

used, except under special conditions, with higher powers than

i-inch. Very beautiful effects are obtained by its use with suitable

illumination of such objects as crystals, diatoms, foraminifera, eggs

of insects, etc. Having selected the stand, we will turn our attention

to that most important part of the microscope, the objective, or

object-glass.
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This is a combination of lenses placed at the lower end of the

tube, next to the object examined ; its use is to define the image of

the object, ultimate magnification of the aerial image being effected

by the eyepiece. The Royal Microscopical Society have adopted a

standard size for screw fittings, and the intending purchaser should

ascertain whether the instrument he selects is constructed according

to that standard. Great improvements have been made of late years

in the construction of the objective, and as a result the apochromatic

lenses of to-day have reached a high degree of perfection. Objec-

tives are of two kinds, achromatic and apochromatic. Achromatics,

so called, are imperfectly corrected for colour. Apochromatics are

all but perfect in this respect, besides possessing certain qualities

which render them indispensable for critical work, especially with

high powers. Achromatic, or better still the semi-apochromatic,

lenses of some of our best makers may be relied on to perform ex-

cellent work, and are, moreover, of a moderate price compared with

the apochromatics. The latter, in the case of the -iVth inch, for

example, are almost of a prohibitive price, one of these by Zeiss, the

well-known maker, costing from ^15 to ^20. The worker may,

however, be assured that with a good achromatic by certain well-

known makers work may be done comparing favourably with that of

the apochromatics. The selection of an objective is an important

matter, and one where the advice of a competent friend is desirable.

The essentials of a good objective are— flatness of field, penetra-

tion or depth of focus, definition, and freedom from colour. Test

objects are used for this purpose, certain of these requiring a lens of

a definite quality to properly resolve their details. As examples of

test objects for medium powers I might mention those of the fine

hairs on the tongue of the blow-fly, hairs of Dermestes and Lagi/ri/s

for definition, section of pine-wood for achromatism, and spine of

Echinus for flatness of field, whilst for higher powers the secondary

markings on some of the finer diatoms, such as Surirella gemma,
Navicula rhomboides, some bacteria and their flagellar, and the well-

known Podura scale test.

Objectives are termed low, medium, and high power. The low

power range from 4 in. to 1 in., medium from 1 in. to \ in., and
high power from \ to TV in. Measurements of their respective

foci are, however, better expressed in millimetres. It must be under-

stood that the terms 4 in., etc., do not represent the actual distance

between the front lens of the objective and the object, but bear an

approximate value according to the distance of the objective from

the eyepiece. Except for the study of bacteriology, when the use of

a -jV in. is imperative, it is seldom necessary that a higher power
than \ in. will be employed by the entomologist, whilst for general

work a 2-in. will be found the most useful all-round objective. For

the examination or photography of larger structures, such as wings,

or entire insects, or the larger eggs, a 3-in. or even 4-in. objective is

necessary, or, better still, a lens of the "Planar" type. These latter
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are useful for objects too large for the field of the micro-objective.

A method I have employed with success in the photography of large

insects is to use a wide angle photographic lens with a camera of

extra long extension. My own has a triple extension specially made
for this purpose. Before leaving the subject of objectives, I might

mention that the higher powers, such as the TV in., are described as

oil-immersion lenses, from the fact of their requiring for the more
perfect exhibition of their resolving powers a stratum of oil between
the lens and the cover-glass of the object. Cedar- wood oil is

generally used for this purpose, the high refractive index of which
enables outside rays to be collected which would otherwise be lost.

It would be out of place in a paper of this scope to explain the

meaning of the term "numerical aperture" (n. a.). I will, however,

mention that, in effect, the higher the angle of aperture of an objec-

tive, the better is the definition in one plane of vision only, whilst a

lens of low angle gives penetration and, in consequence, a more
general definition over the whole field of view.

The nose-piece is a useful adjunct for the busy worker, enabling

him to rapidly change the powers, and is made to carry two,

three, or four objectives. It is especially of advantage in photo-

micrography.

The eyepiece, or ocular, is a combination of lenses placed at the

upper end of the tube ; it does not magnify the object per se, but
amplifies the aerial image formed by the objective. There are

several kinds ; that in common use is called the " Huyghenian,"
and is composed of two plano-convex lenses, having a stop or dia-

phragm in the visual focus of the upper lens. They are made of

several powers, denoted by letters A, B, C, D, E, and F, and their

initial magnifications are respectively 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 diam.

The most useful power for general work is the B eye-piece. The
"compensating" eyepieces are designed primarily for use with

apochromatic objectives, being specially constructed to correct cer-

tain shortcomings in the latter. The " holoscopic " eyepieces, by
Watson & Sons, are for use with either achromatic or apochro-

matic objectives, and thus obviate the necessity for two series of

eyepieces. The " projection " eyepieces, as the name implies, are

of the greatest use in high-power photomicrography, and are used to

project the image on a screen.

The substage condenser is for the purpose of condensing light on
or through the object examined, and is fitted underneath the stage.

It is an essential, part of the modern microscope, but although many
of the cheaper instruments are unprovided with them, no microscope
should be purchased that has not fittings for such, so that it can be
added at any time, for only low power work can be done in its

absence. For high power work a good substage condenser is

absolutely necessary, as is also a rack and pinion adjustment for

accurately focussing on the object the light transmitted. Many
eminent microscopists consider the substage condenser second only
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in importance to the objective, and a correct knowledge of its use is

necessary in order to obtain the best results from the objective. Stops

or diaphragms, or, better still, an iris diaphragm, should be fitted below

the condenser for the purpose of modifying the light transmitted.

The "Abbe" illuminator will be found a very useful form of con-

denser, and is moderate in price. It is composed of two lenses, the

upper one being removable for low power work.

In the cheaper form of stand focussing of the objective is effected

by a sliding tube, but a rack and pinion movement is more con-

venient, and tends more to accuracy ; this is termed the " coarse

"

adjustment, and, for preference, the diagonal form is recommended.
For those workers to whom expense is an object the sliding adjust-

ment is satisfactory as far as it goes, and it will save considerably on

the cost of the stand. For focussing the higher powers a reliable

" fine " adjustment is necessary. There are several forms of these

adopted by different makers. There is one which actuates move-

ment of the nosepiece at the end of the tube ; it is found in the

older type of stand, but is not to be recommended. The adjust-

ment now in general use is that which moves the entire body of the

microscope by means of a finely graduated micrometer screw. Care

is necessary in focussing so as not to injure lens or object by careless

use of the adjustment. Whenever focussing can be done with the

coarse adjustment, it should be used in preference to the fine adjust-

ment, the latter being a delicate piece of mechanism.

The " stage " is that portion of the stand for the support of the

specimen to be examined, and is a perfectly flat metal plate rigidly-

fixed at exact right angles to the axis of the microscope tube.

Spring clips are fixed on it for holding the specimen. Some stages

have a rotary movement, which is occasionally useful ; others are

fitted with what is called a mechanical stage, which may be moved
in either direction by means of a rack and pinion. This adds con-

siderably to the cost of the stand, and for ordinary use it is unneces-

sary, but for work with the higher powers and the examination of

bacteria it is most essential.

Proper illumination of the object is a matter requiring as much or

even greater care than the actual focussing of the objective.

The " mirror " reflects light through the condenser on to the

object, and is of two kinds—concave and plane. The plane is

intended for use with the condenser for critical work with high

powers, the concave for general use with low powers without the

condenser. It is attached to a swinging rod, and should be capable

of movement in every direction. Daylight or artificial light may be

used ; for the latter a microscopical lamp with a ^-ir\. wick burning

paraffin is most suitable, and is, indeed, necessary when working

with high powers. A little camphor dissolved in the paraffin is of

advantage, as it produces a whiter light.

The "bull's eye," or stand condenser, is a plano-convex lens of

about i \ in. to 2 or 3 in. diameter, and is used for concentrating
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the rays when viewing opaque objects by reflected light ; for photo-

micrography it is indispensable. It should have a ball and socket

movement.
Dark-ground illumination of opaque objects is effected in various

ways, the simplest being by means of the bull's eye condenser, pre-

senting the plane side of this close to the object ; but a better effect

is obtained by using the latter in conjunction with the side silver

reflector. With their use the objects require to be specially mounted
in a black cell. The " Lieberkuhn " is a useful device for this pur-

pose, but can only be used with the lower powers, one being required

for each objective. The central spot diaphragms, the " spot " lens,

and the paraboloid are other means of obtaining dark-ground effects ;

but the two latter are not now much used. Dark-ground illumina-

tion with high powers is effected with the "vertical illuminator," a

piece of apparatus fitted just above the objective ; it is the means
employed in examining the surface of metals, minerals, etc. Very
beautiful effects are obtained by the use of polarised light, but an

explanation of its theory would take more time than can be allotted

to it here. For the study of crystallography and micro-chemical

analysis a knowledge of its use and properties is essential.

The camera lucida is a valuable addition to the microscope for

making drawings of objects, etc., and for obtaining measurements
with the micrometer. It is an apparatus properly mounted and fitted

to the eyepiece of the microscope, which latter is inclined to the

horizontal position ; the image is then projected at right angles on
a piece of white paper and the outline traced with a pencil. Photo-
micrography is, however, now superseding this method of reproducing
the microscopic image.

For the accurate measurement of objects one method is by means
of a stage micrometer. This is a glass slide ruled in y^ths and
ToVoths of an inch, or y^ths and y^-ths of a millimetre, and costing

five shillings. The object is focussed on a screen as in photo-

micrography, note being taken of the exact position of the projected

image. It is then replaced by the stage micrometer, and the corre-

sponding measurement of the image of its divisions taken. Another
method, and one generally adopted, is by using in addition to the

stage micrometer an eyepiece micrometer. This is a glass disc ruled

with arbitrary divisions and is placed upon the diaphragm of the eye-

piece ; the number of divisions corresponding with the object is then
noted and read off on the stage micrometer, which has meanwhile
replaced the object. This method entails the purchase of an eye-

piece micrometer costing five shillings. The " Ramsden ;
' eyepiece

micrometer is probably the most convenient of all methods. It is,

however, somewhat costly. For the measurement of the thickness

of an object some microscopes have the fine adjustment screw so

graduated that each turn of the screw represents a proportionate
measurement in millimetres.

It follows, of course, that given a photograph or drawing of an
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object magnified by a certain number of diameters it is easy to esti-

mate the size of the original object by dividing the magnified or

reproduced image by the number of diameters.

Microscopical Technique.

For the preparation of objects for examination or for their pre-

servation as permanent specimens the following notes from practical

experience will, I trust, be of service.

The necessary apparatus should consist of—a lens suitably

mounted for the examination and dissection of the various tissues
;

this need not be of an elaborate nature. Most tissues are dissected

under water, and a cork slip backed with lead will be found con-

venient for attaching the object. Scalpels of various sizes ; scissors,

fine-pointed and curved ; needles with flattened points and cutting

edges, in light handles
;

glass dishes or watch-glasses with flat

bottoms for dissecting and staining purposes ; test-tubes, wide-

mouth stoppered bottles, a washing bottle, dipping tubes and pipettes
;

thin glass strips, 3 inches by 1 inch, with ground edges ; one ounce
each thin glass circles or cover-glasses ; these are obtainable at the

opticians, and are of varying degrees of thinness, known by the

numbers 1, 2, and 3. No. 2 (medium) are the most suitable for ordinary

work, but for very thin sections or bacteria No. 1 ("003 to "006 mm.
thick) should be used so as to admit of the use of immersion powers
which have to be brought almost in contact with the cover-glass. It

is well to keep a stock of these having the following diameters :

f, f and -§ inch. A few dozen slips with excavated cells, for mounting
objects without pressure, should also be kept. For bacteriological

work it is necessary that the slips and covers are scrupulously clean,

and I recommend soaking them in strong sulphuric acid and tho-

rough washing in water.

List of chemicals, etc., required.—Acids: acetic, arsenious, carbolic,

chromic, hydrochloric, nitric, osmic 1 per cent., picric and sulphuric;

alcohol absolute, benzole, chloroform, Canada balsam, dammar, ether

meth., glycerine liq. potassae, oils of cedarwood, cloves, and turpen-

tine, nitrate of silver, chloride of gold, perchloride of mercury

;

and the following staining reagents : aniline oil, carmine, eosin,

fuchsin, gentian violet, hematoxylin, methylene blue, bismarck

brown, etc.

In the majority of cases the ordinary method of preparation of

objects will be satisfactory — /. e. treatment with liquor potassae

(especially if the object be chitinous), dehydration with alcohol,

clearing with oil of cloves or turpentine, and mounting in Canada
balsam. This procedure applies particularly to insect preparations.

For some objects, however, Canada balsam is unsuitable, more
especially in mounting pediculi, entomostraca, and other soft and
transparent structures. For these, glycerine in the form of Farrant's
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medium will answer best ; for others, such as some scales and wings

of lepidoptera, the dry method of mounting is more suitable.

Most animal tissues require to be hardened before sections can be

cut from them, and nearly all require some special individual treat-

ment. The general procedure for soft tissues is as follows : fixing,

hardening, staining, dehydrating, and mounting. By fixing is meant
the rapid killing of the tissue, so that it does not have time to

change its form before undergoing further treatment. The agents

most generally used are perchloride of mercury, chromic acid, and
picric acid. For hardening animal tissues preparatory to staining

and section-cutting, a good method is by the employment of Muller's

fluid, the formula for which is potass, bichromate, 25 grammes;
sodium sulphate, 10 grammes ; water, 1000 c.c. Small portions of

the tissue should be kept soaking in this fluid for several weeks, after

which they are well washed in running water and placed in methylated

alcohol, frequently changing. Some tissues harden rapidly, others

require two or three weeks. As this method is unsuitable for some
staining processes, perhaps, for general purposes, nothing is so good
as saturated perchloride of mercury. Small pieces of tissue are

soaked in this for one or two days ; they are then washed for several

hours in running water, and afterwards placed in gradually increasing

strengths of alcohol up to 70 per cent., in which they may be kept

until ready for cutting sections.

There are several methods of section-cutting. One formerly much
in use was Valentin's knife, which consists of two thin parallel blades

fixed in a handle, the distance between the blades, and consequently

the thickness of the resulting section, being regulated by a screw. It

is not now much used. The simplest method, and one which I can
recommend, is the freezing process, in which a Cathcart's microtome
is used ; this is not an expensive apparatus. Prior to cutting a small

portion of the tissue is soaked for two or three days in thick mucilage

of acacia five parts, syrup three parts : it may be kept in this inde-

finitely. The tissue is now placed on the bed of the microtome and
frozen by means of the ether spray. After elevating to the desired

position by means of the screw underneath, sections are cut with a

sharp razor which is made to slide along two parallel glass plates.

By this means sections thin enough for most purposes can be
expeditiously cut. Another method is by imbedding the tissue in

melted hard paraffin previous to cutting. Some workers prefer this

method to the last, and probably the thinnest sections are obtained in

this way. If the very best class of work is required and expense is

no object, the finest microtomes in the market are the Minot and the

Thoma ; they may be obtained of the best makers of apparatus. For
precise details of these methods the worker is referred to the various

treatises on microscopical manipulation.

Staining is an art requiring much experience and care in manipula-
tion. Its value lies in the perfection with which the various tissues

are differentiated and their structure exhibited, apart from the mere
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colour effect. The discovery of staining methods has been of

immense importance to microscopical science, resulting in the opening

up of the science of bacteriology. Stains may be divided into two

classes—general and selective. The former colour the whole of the

specimen, and are only useful in exhibiting structure too transparent

to be seen otherwise. The latter, as their name implies, colour only

certain kinds of tissue or cells ; thus it is possible in a single speci-

men to stain one portion blue, another red, etc., according to the

affinity each structure has for its particular stain. The action of some
stains is stopped before the surrounding structure is affected ; in

others the whole of the section is allowed to stain and afterwards

treated with acid or alcohol, in order to wash out the stain from those

structures which give it up most readily. There is no doubt that in

the future, as in the past, advance in microscopical science will be

largely indebted to the perfection of knowledge in the direction of

staining processes.

Mounting.

There is plenty of scope for the microscopist to exhibit his skill

and neatness in the final operations of mounting and finishing the

specimen. There are two kinds of mounts— opaque and transparent.

The treatment of opaque or dry objects is very simple, as they require

but little preparation. The chief precaution to observe is that the

object and the cell in which it is placed are thoroughly dry before

closing. Specimens of seeds, pollen, algoe, mosses, micro-fungi,

crystals, etc., are frequently mounted in an asphalte cell, being fixed

thereon with a tiny drop of gum. Cells are built up in various ways
;

they may be obtained from the optician in the form of rings of

ebonite, glass, tin, etc., of various sizes and thickness. These are

cemented to the glass slip with a thin ring of gold size. For this

purpose a " turntable " is required. This is a circular metal plate of

about 3^ inches diameter, mounted so as to revolve on a centre pin.

One or more concentric rings are engraved on its surface, and the glass

slip placed thereon and held in position with two brass clips. The
plate is then revolved, a small sable brush is charged with gold size or

other cement, and a circle made with it on the glass slip or cover. A
disc of asphalte varnish or brunswick black may be made in the same

way. Asphalte varnish is made by dissolving asphalte in benzole to a

proper consistence, adding a few grains of indiarubber to obviate

brittleness. Varnish cells may be made with the turntable of the desired

depth by ringing on successive coats of dammar varnish or gold size.

Dammar varnish is a thick solution of picked gum dammar in benzole.

Each coat should be allowed to dry before the application of a second.

When the last coat is in a slightly sticky condition the cover-glass is

gently attached and the slide finished by a coat of asphalte varnish just

covering the edge of the cover-glass. Some microscopists use Aspi-

nall's enamel for this purpose, others the well-known zinc cement.
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which is made as follows : i dr. of oxide of zinc rubbed down
with turpentine, 1 oz. of thick solution of dammar in benzole, and |

dr. of gold size. Bell's cement (J. Bell and Co., Oxford Street)

is thoroughly reliable and especially useful for sealing up cells con-

taining fluids or glycerine. Transparent objects are mounted in

various preservative media, such as Canada balsam, glycerine, glycerine

jelly, etc. Of these the most useful is Canada balsam, although it is

not suitable for all sections or staining methods. It is important to

remember that all objects to be mounted in Canada balsam must be

quite free from water, and should have undergone " clearing " in

either turpentine, oil of cloves, or xylol after staining, whilst objects

mounted in glycerine must be first treated with water. We will

assume that the object has undergone the necessary preparation and

is ready for mounting in Canada balsam. A formula which I can

strongly recommend is : Canada balsam (dried) ioo parts, turpentine

50 parts, benzole 50 parts. A drop or two of this is placed on the

slide by means of the pipette or rod attached to the stopper of the

bottle, the specimen placed in it and the cover glass carrying

another drop of balsam carefully lowered to exclude air bubbles
;

these sometimes give trouble, but slight warming over a spirit lamp

and careful pressure with the needle generally dispels them. The
specimen is now set aside for several days to set, spring clips being used

for maintaining the pressure during hardening. Superfluous balsam

may be scraped off when dry, and the slide finally cleaned with a

rag dipped in turpentine or xylol. Excavated cells or glass slides,

having a depression ground out and polished, are useful for thick

objects, and are mounted in a similar way. When mounting in

glycerine certain precautions have to be taken in closing the cell.

Glycerine is well known to give trouble in this respect, to obviate

which all superfluous glycerine should be wiped off with a moist

camel-hair brush, and a ring of either shellac varnish or dammar
cement laid on. Farrant's medium is an improvement on glycerine

as a mountant, and is easily manipulated. It is made as follows :

Picked gum arabic, 4 oz.; glycerine, 2 oz.; saturated solution of

arsenious acid in water 4 oz. Strain, allow to stand for some weeks,

and pour off clear. Glycerine jelly, although much used by the

older microscopists, I cannot recommend, as it is the experience of

many that specimens mounted by its means have broken down after

a few years' keeping. Finished slides should bear a label, giving

particulars as to name of object, methods of staining, and mounting
and date. Amongst the most practical works on the subject are :

"Modern Microscopy," by M. I. Cross and M. J. Cole ; "Methods
and Formulae, etc.," by P. W. Squire.

Photomicrography.

I had not originally intended to treat of the subject of photo-

micrography, this being one to which it is impossible to do justice
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in the short time at our disposal, but as several members have
signified a desire to this effect, perhaps a few short remarks may not

be out of place ; at the same time, I do not propose to fully enter into

the details of this important application of the microscope to the

reproduction of the microscopical image. Drawings and diagrams are

excellent in their way and in many cases indispensable, but for

accuracy of delineation they are not to be compared with the results

obtainable by photography. Elimination of the personal element
is also a factor that should not be overlooked.

In the apparatus employed the microscope is brought to the

horizontal position. The object may be illuminated by a paraffin

lamp, the rays from which pass through a bull's eye condenser to the

substage condenser and thence through the object. (This method
applies to transparent objects.) The photography of opaque objects is

effected under the conditions I have already described under the head-

ing of "Dark Ground Illumination." To secure an evenly illuminated

disc the method of procedure is similar to that employed in the optical

lantern. The source of light, be it a paraffin lamp, incandescent gas,

electric lamp, or limelight, must be exactly central with the condensers

and the axis of the microscope, a little adjustment of the bull's eye con-

denser, either nearer or farther away from the source of light, being all

that is necessary for obtaining an evenly illuminated disc on the screen

or sensitive plate. The image of the object is now focussed on the

ground-glass screen of the camera by means of a focussing rod con-

nected with the fine adjustment. An eyepiece is unnecessary for

low-power work. It will be found in practice that the ground glass

is too coarse for accurate focussing, so we substitute for it a piece of

plain glass and focus the aerial image with an ordinary photographic

focussing lens, to obtain the necessary definition. The beginner

will be well advised to attempt at first only low-power work, for in

using high powers difficulties of a technical character crop up which
would tend to discourage him. As a general rule when photograph-

ing insect preparations a coloured screen is not required, although

the latter is very necessary for bacteriological or other stained

objects. If the object is of a dark, chitinous character, the difficulty

may generally be surmounted by giving increased exposure. Isochro-

matic plates are a necessity and they should be " backed." Develop-

ment is carried out to full density for correct exposures, hence a

fairly strong pyro developer with plenty of sulphite will be found to

give the best results. It is difficult to give precise particulars as to

the length of exposure required, it depending on the character of the

subject, source of illumination, the kind of lens used, and the

magnification.

It is important to keep an indexed record of the subjects photo-

graphed, giving such particulars as—name of specimen, generic and
specific, whether male or female, where obtained, how prepared,

the objective used, amount of magnification in diameters, exposure

and date, and any other fact that requires notice. Such a record

will prove invaluable for reference in the future.
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When dealing with any particular structure, such as the antennae,

eggs, eyes, etc., of insects, the entomologist should be careful to

photograph them respectively at the same magnification, so that for

purposes of comparison his results will have a scientific value.

It is essential to entomologists, and to workers in any other branches

of science, to proceed with and record observations systematically. In

this connection I would draw attention to the value attached to a series

of photographs representing the life-history of any particular insect.

There are a vast number of these whose life-histories and structure

have never been accurately studied, and to the earnest worker abund-

ant material is afforded by the many variations which insects present

during their development from the ova to the adult state. In nearly

every case the details of metamorphosis are different. Apart from

the interest which the casual observer will derive from such a line of

study, the specialist will be in a position to make a permanent record

of his observations.
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Mendel's Law of Heredity.

By D. J. Scourfield, F.R.M.S. {Resume of Lecture delivered

November gt/i, 1905.)

The important generalisation now known as " Mendel's Law of

Heredity " was published as long ago as 1865 by Gregor Mendel, an
inmate of the Augustine monastery at Briinn, in Austria, where for

about ten years previously he had carried on the experiments upon
which it was based.

But his work was quite forgotten until 1900, when the rediscovery

of his paper was independently announced by three botanists—De
Vries, Correns, and Tschermak—who had been doing work of

somewhat the same character and obtaining very similar results.

With the exception of a short paper on Hawkweed hybrids (1869)
Mendel did not publish anything further on the subject, and after

becoming Abbot of Briinn he does not seem to have had time to

continue his experiments, so that when he died, in 1884, his name
was practically unknown to science. It is not likely, however, that

it will be forgotten again.

The most interesting way of approaching this subject will be to

briefly consider what Mendel did and the conclusions he drew from

his experiments. The task which he set himself was to follow up
the development of hybrids * in their progeny so as to be able to

determine the different forms under which they could appear and
their numerical relations. He recognised that to get intelligible

results in such an inquiry he must use suitable objects, and after

devoting some time to preliminary experimenting, he finally fixed

upon certain varieties of the garden pea as giving the best hope of

success. He also recognised that it would be necessary to examine
and keep under observation not only every plant, but also every seed

produced. This was a very important point, for it enabled him to

argue back from the progeny to the constitution of the germ-cells of

the parents. But more important still was his recognition of the

fact that if ever students of heredity were to find their way among
the confused mass of details which their own experiments and
observations had brought to light, they must give up trying to

compare the offspring as a whole with its parents and confine

themselves to what may be called unit-characters.

It is impossible to deal fully with Mendel's experiments ; but it

may be stated that so far as peas were concerned he limited himself

* The word "hybrid" is used by Mendel for a cross between two races or

varieties as well as for a cross between two species. The same signification of

the word is adopted in this paper.
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to seven contrasted pairs of characters—6'. g. the form of the ripe seeds,

whether round or angular (wrinkled), the colour of the cotyledons,

whether yellow or green, the length of the stem, whether long or

short, and so on. Specimens of each pair were united by cross-

fertilisation, and in every case the resulting hybrids were of one type

only, so far as each pair of characters was concerned. The
character which thus appeared to the exclusion of the other was

termed by Mendel the " dominant " character, and the one which

was suppressed he called the " recessive " character, because he

found by his subsequent work that it had not been destroyed, but

had only receded from view owing to the overpowering influence of

the dominant character.

When the hybrid peas thus produced were reared and self-fertilised

Mendel found that they gave rise to progeny (as shown by subsequent

plantings) consisting of individuals of three kinds in approximately

the following proportions, viz. one containing the dominant character

only, one containing the recessive character only, and two containing

both the dominant and recessive characters, but with the appearance

of pure dominants. In outward appearance, therefore, the genera-

tion raised from the hybrids was in the proportion of three dominants

to one recessive, and this was found to be true whenever hybrids

were self-fertilised or crossed inter se. Some of the actual figures

obtained were as follows : Round seeds 5474, angular seeds 1850,

yellow cotyledons 6022, green cotyledons 2001.

Mendel also found that when two pairs of characters (say round

and angular seeds, yellow and green cotyledons) were considered

together, four forms differing in outward appearance were obtained,

and in such proportions as might have been calculated from the

ratio already obtained for a single pair, viz., 9 ry + 3 rg 4- 3 ay +
1 ag, which equals (3 r -f 1 a) x (3 y + 1 g). It is important to

note that two of the four forms, namely, the rg's and the ay's,

were new combinations, and also that in each of the four groups

one individual was found to be pure with respect to the characters it

exhibited, while the others were more or less hybrids. A corre-

sponding result was obtained when three pairs of characters were

simultaneously watched, and good evidence was obtained that all

seven pairs of characters dealt with were in like manner inde-

pendent of one another.

These important results were explained by Mendel in a very

simple but nevertheless very ingenious manner. He argued that,

as in ordinary experience, pure races can only be maintained

by the mating of individuals showing the same characteristics, so

when a pure stock emerges from hybrid parents (as his experiments

had shown to be possible) it must be due to the mating of germ-cells

which contained the factors for one character only of each pair and

not the other. He assumed, therefore, that in the formation of the

germ-cells of hybrids, whether male or female, a separation of the

determining factors for the different characters takes place in such a
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way that one half the number of germ-cells contains the factor for

one character only of any pair, and the other half only the factor for

the opposite character. This conception, sometimes referred to as
" gametic purity," constitutes the essence of Mendel's law.

All the facts obtained by Mendel in his experiments on peas, so

far as the seven pairs of characters already referred to were concerned,

pointed to the correctness of his explanation. Taking the simplest

case, for example, in which only two contrasted characters are

involved, it is easy to see that if, when the germ-cells of the hybrid

are formed, they separate into two equal sets, containing respectively

the factors for, say, yellow and green cotyledons, the only possible

combinations are as follows :

$ y with $ y =i yy (/. e. pure yellow)

H : |;}
= 2yg <" h?hM - >

<J g „ ? g = i GG ( „ pure green)

The results mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs may be indicated

in the form of a diagram, thus :

R X A Parents (round and angular.

Hybrids (all round).

Progeny obtained by sell-

fertilisation of hybrids
(three round to one angu-
lar). Of the three round
one is pure and the other
two hybrids. The angu-
lar is pure. These facts
are proved by the subse-
quent generations as in-

dicated.

The numerical proportions i yy, 2 yg, i gg follow, of course, from

the assumption that there are equal numbers of <Jy's and c?'g's and

of $ y's and $ g's, each male gamete having therefore an equal chance,

presuming there is no disturbing element, of mating with a yellow or

a green female gamete. Owing to the dominance of the yellow, the

yy's and the yg's will all appear yellow, while the gg's will be green,

thus producing the constantly recurring Mendelian ratio of 3 : 1.

If two pairs of characters are combined in the hybrid, say yellow

and green cotyledons, and round and angular (wrinkled) shape of

seed, then the germ-cells will be of the constitution yr, ya, gr, ga,

and the possible combinations will be :

cT yr
^ YA

' M-itK 'with

S GA J (

YR
YA
GR
GA

3
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When allowance is made for the dominance of the yellow cotyledon

and the round form of seed it will be found that there result from

these combinations 9 yr + 3 ya -f- 3 gr + 1 ga, and it has already

been noted that these were the approximate proportions obtained by

Mendel for two pairs of characters.

Since the rediscovery of Mendel's paper in 1900 much work has

been done by many investigators on the same lines. Mendel's

results have been repeatedly verified, and the law formulated by him
found to hold good for a very large number of characters in both

animals and plants. Many facts which at first seemed opposed to

the law have since been explained away in a very simple fashion.

Thus the fact that what seem to be intermediate forms between
"round" and "wrinkled" peas sometimes occur, which might

show that complete segregation of the determining factors for these

characters cannot always take place, has been found to rest upon a

misconception of the nature of the characters "round" and
" wrinkled." On the one hand, certain indentations of the surface

giving rise to an appearance approaching to " wrinkled " have been
shown to constitute quite a distinct character from either round or

wrinkled, and on the other hand the very important discovery has

been made that the " roundness " and " wrinkledness " are only the

outward expression of the fact that the starch grains in the two forms

of peas are radically different. Owing to accidents in growth or in

picking and drying, it may happen that a " round " pea appears almost

like a "wrinkled" pea, but if the starch grains be examined it is

impossible to make any mistake as to the category into which it

should be placed.

Again, the apparently contradictory results at first obtained with

mice have been explained in a very simple way by Cuenot, the

explanation at the same time ranking as a most important develop-

ment of Mendelian theory. It had been found that when coloured

and albino mice (both being pure races in the usual acceptation of

the term) were bred together, certain coat colours were produced in

the progeny which were not evident in the parents ; e. g. a pure black

mouse might be obtained from a pure grey and a pure white. Some
of the evidence seemed to point to the conclusion that it was the

albino which was responsible for the new colour, and Cuenot made
the bold assumption that an albino might contain in a latent con-

dition the factor for some particular colour (that of the ancestor

from which the albino stock was obtained), and that this colour

only showed itself when the albino was crossed with a coloured
form. He represented the constitution of the germ-plasm not as

being simply, say, G (grey) or a (albino), or a combination of the

two, but as involving two pairs of characters, namely, c (coloured)

and a (albino), and, say, G (grey) and b (black), the grey being the

actual colour of the coloured mouse and the black being the latent

colour in the albino. The characters of the first pair are to be looked
upon as constitutional, so to speak, the " coloured " constitution
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allowing any factor for colour in the germ-plasm to make itself

evident in the animal, and the " albino " constitution prohibiting

such manifestation, although not destroying the determining factors

for colour. By the help of this conception Cuenot has not only been
able to reduce the previously existing chaos of experimental results

with regard to the colour of mice to order, but has been able to

anticipate correctly the results of complicated matings not previously

carried out. He made a similar assumption with regard to the distri-

bution of the coat-colour, whether uniform or " panachee," and found
that the facts could be explained by Mendel's law in this way.

Exactly comparable results have been obtained by Hurst with rabbits

for both coat-colour and coat-pattern.

Whilst, therefore, Mendel's law appears to be of even wider appli-

cation than at first supposed, it is only fair to state that a certain

number of facts have come to light which cannot be made to

harmonise with the conception of gametic purity, at least in its

original simple form. One example must suffice. In studying

the hereditary peculiarities of the comb in fowls Bateson and
Punnett found that "rose" and "pea" combs both behaved as

simple dominants to the " single " comb, but that when they were
crossed they gave rise to a comb practically the same as the. "walnut"
comb of Malays. These fowls with " artificial " walnut combs, when
bred together, and also when crossed with those having single combs,
produced progeny exhibiting all four types of comb, to account for

which it is necessary to assume that the compound factor for the

walnut comb had been broken up not only into the rose and pea
factors but into the single-comb factor as well. Needless to say, this

conception of compound allelomorphs, as they have been called by
Bateson, acting, according to circumstances, sometimes as single and
sometimes as multiple factors, is an extremely important extension of

the original idea of unit characters. There appears, however, to be
a good deal to be said in favour of the acceptance of such a notion as

a legitimate development of Mendel's law.*

Just one other point must be referred to in connection with the
recent work inspired by the unearthing of Mendel's paper, and that

is the attempt which is being made to explain the postulate of

gametic purity in terms of cell-division phenomena. It is evident

that if the cytological evidence were distinctly incompatible with the

idea of gametic purity Mendel's law would have to be reconsidered.

This, however, is not the case. On the contrary, there are many
phenomena connected with the processes of the maturation of the

germ-cells and fertilisation which seem to justify views regarding the

bearers of the hereditary tendencies (chromosomes) which are com-

* A supposed simpler explanation of the particular case mentioned, based on
the assumption that two pairs of characters are involved in the " rose " and
" pea" combs, has been put forward in a later paper by Bateson and Punnett.
There remain other cases, however, which seem to require the conception of

compound allelomorphs for their explanation.
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pletely in harmony with Mendel's conception. The principal of these

views are the continuity of the individual nuclear chromosomes, their

existence in pairs, the separation of the pairs in the maturation

process, the derivation of one of each pair from the male and the

other from the female parent, and the different but complementary
roles which the various pairs play in the development of the whole

organism. More work is needed, however, to put these ideas about

the chromosomes on a really firm basis.

Having now passed in review a few of the principal facts and
theories brought out by the work of Mendel and his twentieth century

disciples, it will be well to consider briefly what effect the acceptance

of Mendel's law must have upon current views of heredity and
evolution. In the first place it gives us quite a new conception of

what constitutes a pure race. This is no longer a question of pure

ancestry for numerous generations, but entirely a question of the

union of pure gametes. It is now seen that a pure strain may
originate from a hybrid stock, and that wrhen once it appears it will

remain pure indefinitely, so far as merely hereditary tendencies are

concerned. On the other hand, the direct ancestry of a particular

form may have appeared pure for any number of generations, and yet

it may produce progeny of a different character.

Next we are forced to a new analysis of variation, for it is evident

that under this term widely divergent phenomena have been included

in the past. The results of the experiments made in connection

with the testing and amplifying of Mendel's law have rendered it per-

fectly clear that at the very least the variations in gametic constitution

will have to be carefully separated from those due to responses made
by the body of the organism to its environment, for the former will

be transmissible and the latter will not. The outcome of this is that,

owing to the close approximation of these two kinds of variation in

some cases, or occasionally even a possible overlapping, the usual

biometric methods based on the measurement of a number of indi-

viduals taken at random without consideration of their gametic
constitution may sometimes lead to quite erroneous ideas as to the

course of evolution and other matters in relation to the group of

organisms dealt with.

Then again, the idea of independent alternative unit characters

throws a new light on our notions about specific differences. For
these to be valid they must rest on deep-seated differences in the

structure of the germ-plasm. In a strict sense, therefore, there is

probably no merging of one species into another by the selection of

infinitely small variations, but rather a saltatory passage from one to

the other, each step being marked by a specific change in the germ-
plasm of such a character that it produces either a factor in distinct

opposition to some previously existing factor of the same order, or

an altogether new factor. In other words, Mendel's law is decidedly

favourable to the idea of what is known as the discontinuous origin of

species. Needless to say, this latter doctrine does not in any way
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call in question the importance of natural selection as a factor in

evolution.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that whether Mendel's con-

ceptions are ultimately proved to be completely right or only

partially so, there are three things we owe to him which deserve our

deepest gratitude. Horticulturists and breeders have, for the first

time, had placed in their hands a really scientific working hypothesis

which should enable them to obtain some, at least, of the results

they want with a certainty and speed far surpassing anything done
in the past. To the professed biologist a most promising field of

investigation has been opened up—a field in which probably some
of the most important work that has ever been undertaken in biology

is now in progress. And to all workers in science Mendel has set a

most splendid example of patient work with perfectly simple means
and materials. It is not often that the results of so much work

have been put into so small a compass. Ten years of steady work
for a paper of forty-five pages !
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Report of the Seal Chart Field Meeting, May 27th, 1905.

By Robert Adkin. Read January nth, 1906.

Five summers ago I had the pleasure of inaugurating a series of

visits to the Kentish hills that nestle around the head-waters of the

River Darenth, and the Field Meeting held at Seal Chart on Saturday,

May 27th last, may be regarded as the concluding ramble of the

series. Not that the possibilities of the district have been by any
means exhausted, but the five meetings already held have, to my
way of thinking, given a very good general idea of that part of the

country, and as I hope to refer to the district as a whole later on, it

may be well to first briefly report the chief features of the meeting
more immediately under our notice.

Seal Chart is one of those inconveniently situated places that are

neither very far from nor very near to any main railway station. To
reach it in the ordinary way one would take train to Bat and Ball,

Sevenoaks, Station on the L.C.&D. Railway, whence the " Chart " is

within an easy two miles' walk by the main road towards Ightham,
but as the train service to this station did not appear to offer the

necessary facilities for this occasion, the difficulty was overcome by
taking the South-Eastern line from Cannon Street to Tubs Hill,

Sevenoaks, Station, where the party was met by traps which conveyed
them to Seal village, arriving there at about 3.30, approximately an
hour after leaving London.
The walk from the village to the Chart is about three quarters of

a mile along the high-road, bordered for the greater part of its dis-

tance by a low hedge on the left hand and on the right by an open
lath and rail fence enclosing well-timbered park-land. This fence is

well worthy of a passing glance ; I have at one time and another

found resting upon it such interesting species as Notodonta chao?iia

and Cidaria picata, besides numerous Eupithecice and other of the

commoner macros, and have seen it veritably alive with hosts of

small fry. At the end of the fence, or, to put it more correctly, at

its corner—for it is continued to the right along a rough lane down
a hill—the Chart commences ; it extends for a considerable distance

on either side of the road and some half a mile or more along it.

The Chart, I need hardly say, is a well-timbered piece of unenclosed

land, the trees upon it being chiefly fir, oak, beech, and birch, with

here and there sallow and white beam ; broom and juniper also grow
in isolated patches, and there are luxurious masses of bilberry over

large portions of the ground, together with good-sized patches of

heather and bracken. I may here mention that in spring the

bilberry affords, often in very considerable numbers, larva? of Hypsi-
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petes sordidata that produce a rather small, distinctly marked form,

quite different from those that may be reared from the sallow grow-

ing within a few yards of it, and later in the season larvae of Epione

advenaria may be found upon it. Hepialus hectus is abundant over

the bracken on still evenings, and most of the usual heather- and
pine-loving species may be met with in their seasons. A careful

search of the boles of the larger trees is also sometimes a profitable

occupation, several of the "prominents" and most of the Tephrosias

and Boarmias being of by no means uncommon occurrence upon
them, but this is a case where a quick eye and a good deal of perse-

verance is necessary to insure success.

After so glowing an account of the place it may, no doubt, appear

strange that the list of captures to be appended to this report of our

meeting is so meagre. The time of year was just when the " Chart"
should have been at its best, from the point of view of the Lepidop-

terist at any rate, and the day was as fine as one could wish, but it

was one of the first fine warm days succeeding a three weeks' spell

of cold east winds, and probably this fact alone is sufficient to

account for the apparent scarcity of insect life. After all, it is not

the simple fact of being able to record some good captures that

marks the success of a field meeting, but rather to know that some
members of the Society have been introduced to a locality where

they may have the chance of doing profitable work should they elect

to re-visit it on their own account on future occasions.

As to the doings of the day there is little more to be said. Nets

were out almost before we had left Seal village, but there was little use

for them along the road. On reaching the " Chart " the members
of the party spread themselves out among the timber, singly or in

little groups, to explore its leafy depths and indulge in such forms of

collecting as best suited their individual tastes, while others pene-

trated to the brow of the hill to enjoy the views of the beautiful

landscape stretching away below. The photographers of the party

also found plentiful occupation in obtaining a more permanent
record of many interesting objects. In this connection I am much
indebted to Mr. Step for the opportunity of reproducing the accom-
panying very typical bit of Chart scenery and that landmark so well

known to those who frequent the neighbourhood, the drinking

fountain by the roadside, and last, but not least, the group of

ruffians forming the party, a picture that has but one blemish, viz.

that it does not include Mr. Step, who was operating the camera.

Towards the later part of the afternoon those who had been ex-

ploring the woods began to find their way back to the road, and
following it past the drinking-fountain already referred to, and
descending the hill, soon found themselves in that pretty little valley

wherein is situated the " Sir Jeffery Amhurst," better known locally

as the " Crown Point Inn," where at about 6.30 a substantial tea was
served, to which the twenty-six forming the party did ample justice.

Tea over, the return journey was commenced, and as the shades
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of evening began to fall, "dusking" was indulged in on the way back

to the village, which was reached at about 9 o'clock ; here the traps

were again requisitioned to convey the members back to Sevenoaks

station, and the return to London was made by the 9.48 train. Un-
fortunately, owing to the widening of the line near the London end

the train was considerably delayed, causing some of those who had
other trains to catch to miss their connections ; but all, I believe,

eventually reached home safely, if later than intended, and I hope
have by this time forgiven the railway company for its iniquities.

Several of the members attending the meeting have very kindly

supplied me with notes of their captures and observations from which

the following is compiled.

Coleoptera, by Mr. R. A. R. Priske.

—

Rhaghim bifasciatum,

Loc1u?iCEa suiuralis, Coccinella variabilis, Rhizophagus perfora/us,

Otioriiynchus picipes, Strophosomus coryli, Phyllobius argentatus,

Agriotes pallidulus, Athous Juvmorrhoidalis, Eiater balteatus.

Hemiptera, Homoptera.— Centrotus cornutus.

Lepidoptera.—Euchloc cardamines (ova on Sisymbrium), Gonop-

teryx rhamni (ova on Rhamnus), Drepana lacertinaria, D. cultraria,

Anarta mvrfii/i, Calamia trapezina (larvae), Rumia luteolata (cratce-

gaia), Aletrocampa margaritaria (larva?), Ellopia prosapiaria (larvae),

Crocalis elinguaria (larvae), Himera pennaria (larvae), Phigalia pedana
(larvae), Tephrosia punctularia, T. biundularia, lodis lactearia, Acida-

lia aversata, A. remutaria, Cabera pusaria, Bapta temerata, Macaria

liturata, Panagra petraria, Ematurga atomaria, Cheimatobia brumata

(larvae), Oporabia dihitata (larvae), Hybemia defoliaria (larvae),

Eupithecia abbreviata, E. vulgata, Thera variata (and larvae), T.

firmata (larvae), Hypsipetes sordidata (ehttata) larvae in united leaves

of bilberry (Vaccinium myrfilli/s), Melanippe fluctuata, Coremia

unidentaria, Chesias rufata, C. spartiata (larvae on broom), Ahicita

hexadactyla, Sericoris urticafia (larvae in bilberry shoots), Phoxqpteryx

myrtillana. With regard to the Tineae, Mr. Alfred Sich has supplied

the following : Argyresthia arceuthi?ia, three beaten from juniper

bushes ; Gelechia ericetella, abundant among heath ; G. proximella
;

Ornix betulce ; Lithocolletis cramere/Ia ; L. cavella ; three Nepikukr

taken on a fence at the commencement of the Chart proved to be

N. basalella, an interesting species, firstly, because its localities are

not very definitely known on account of its having been confused

with another species (JV. turicella), and secondly, on account of the

curious tuft of scales at the base of the hind-wing in the males
;

Incurvaria muscalella, Ade/a viride/ia, Nemophora swammerdainme/Ia,

JV. schwarziella.

Plants.—Mr. Edward Step's notes are : The woods were very

dry, the soil light, and the undergrowth scanty, consisting chiefly of

bilberry (Vaccinum myrtillus), bracken (Pteris aquilina), and

heather (Calluna vulgaris). The bilberry was of small stature and

the flowers few. The broom (Sarotha??inus scoparius) was well in

flower, but most of the specimens were along the high-road and con-
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sequently spoiled by dust. A few flowers of the wood-sorrel (Oxalis

acetosella) still persisted. The white beam (Pyrus aria) was met
with sparingly. We saw several clumps of the meadow cow-wheat
(Afelampyrum pratense), plenty of the woodland loosestrife (Lysim-

achia nemorum), bluebell (Scilhi nutans), and furze (Ulex europceus).

Other plants noted in flower were meadow crowfoot (Ranunculus
acris), holly (Ilex aquifolium), hawthorn (Cratcegus oxyacantha), and
beaked parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris). To which Mr. Sich adds the

thyme-leaved speedwell ( Veronica serpyllifolia).

Birds.—Mr. F. B. Carr reported finding a nest with five eggs of

the willow wren (Phylloscopus trochilus) amongst the bilberry on
the Chart.

THE DISTRICT AS A WHOLE.

The Downs and the Darenth River.

In dealing with the district covered by the five field meetings

already mentioned, as a whole, it may be well, in order to properly

appreciate the lay of the land, to first look a little further afield.

The cliffs on the coast of Kent in the neighbourhood of Dover and
Folkestone are the termination of a range of chalk hills that we
know as the North Downs. Following them inland, we find that

they pass, roughly speaking, through the middle of the county from

east to west by way of Wye, Charing. Maidstone, and Otford, and
so on into Surrey and far beyond. Similarly the cliffs at Beachy
Head on the Sussex coast form the termination of the South Downs,
which run on by way of Lewes and Brighton, and away through

that county to the west. Both the North and the South Downs
are somewhat irregular in formation, having spurs running off from

them in many directions, and they vary very much in height, rising

in places to an elevation of over 800 feet, as at Tatsfield on the

border of the county, and exceeding 600 feet on the ground covered

by our Otford meeting, while at others they fall away to so low a

level that rivers pass through them, but on the whole they form two
fairly continuous ranges of hills running parallel to one another, and
between them the Weald is situated but does not extend everywhere

exactly to the foot of the Downs, the district under review being a

case in point. Here a detatched range of hills having a sandy soil

containing large quantities of a limestone " rock " known as "Kentish
rag," and attaining in parts an elevation little short of that of the

Downs themselves, runs parallel to them for some ten or twelve

miles at a distance of about two miles south of them, and, like the

Downs, this range has a gradual rise from the north to the summit,
which is fairly flat and broad, and falls away by a steep descent to

the south.

In the valley formed by this range of hills and the Downs the
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River Darenth rises, its source, according to popular tradition, being

the pond by the roadside at Westerham, but as sundry small
" tricklets " empty themselves into this pond, and one of them
appears to be the overflow from the Wealden Spring in Limpsfield

Chart, I think it may be possible to trace the origin of the river

back to that spot. From Westerham the Darenth flows along the

valley by Brasted and Riverhead to Otford, being joined en route by

numerous small tributaries, among them one having its source in

some grounds between Kemsing and Seal Chart, and passing through

the Downs flows thence by way of Eynsford to Dartford, where it

empties itself into the Thames. It appeared to me that the hills

drained by the upper part of this little River Darenth formed a

remarkably compact district for field work, especially as there is still

a good deal of unenclosed country upon them.

The five meetings already held have, I think, been sufficient to

give a good general idea of the district indicated. Two of them,

viz. those at Otford in 1902 and Eynsford in 1904, dealt with the

Downs side of it, and although perhaps not wholly satisfactory

localities from a collector's point of view on account of the close

cultivation of the land, the opportunities for work being thus confined

chiefly to hedgerows, the neighbourhood is one well worthy of

investigation ; there is little traffic over it, the hedgerows are old and
not too well trimmed, and there still remain numerous small patches

of woods and uncultivated fields. As is usually the case on parts of

the Downs where shelter is obtainable, there is no lack of insect life,

and where insects are abundant there is always the chance of turning

up something interesting.

But it is to the sandy hills on the opposite side of the valley, on
which the meetings at Brasted Chart in 1901, Limpsfield Chart in

1903, and Seal Chart in 1905 were held, that I wish more particularly

to call attention.

The Charts.

Starting from the western end of the range at Limpsfield Chart

(or as it is marked on the maps, the High Chart), one may pass by

way of Crockham Hill Common, Hosey Common, Brasted Chart,

and Toy's Hill, across the valley by the village of Ide Hill to Whitley

Shrubs or Goathurst Common, passing to the south of Sevenoaks,

through Knowle Park and continuing by Fawke Common, Godden
Green, and Seal Chart to Crown Point or even on to Ightham, a

walk of some twelve miles at the least, through an almost continuous

run of ancient forest and heath lands, a broad upland, with for the

greater part of the distance the valley of the Darenth on the left

hand, and the Weald stretching away for many miles on the right,

admitting of some of the finest views in the county. It is needless

to say that in such a country opportunities for collecting are nume-

rous. Old forest tracts are not always the most prolific in insect
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life, but they do generally harbour many good species, and past

records have given abundant proof that these charts and commons
are no exception to the rule.

As to means of communication, it must not be assumed from
remarks that have occurred in the reports of the various field

meetings that the district is by any means difficult of access. It is

true that in making arrangements for a party, which one naturally

hopes may be a large one, many and diverse interests have to be
considered; and, as the strength of a chain is that of its weakest link,

so in the case of a party, one has to study the convenience of the

member of it whose walking capacity is the least and the one who
may have the longest journey to make for home ; but when one is

alone upon the war-path, or in the company of but one or two com-
panions, all such considerations vanish, and the extra mile's walk or

somewhat later train home become matters of no importance. In

such circumstances the western end of the hills, namely, Limpsfield

Chart, Crockham Hill Common, and Hosey Common, are best

worked from Westerham Station, the three taken together making
a convenient round of five miles. Brasted Chart and Toy's Hill are

within easy distance of Brasted Station. The Fawke Common
district is reached from Sevenoaks, Tubs Hill, Station on the

S.E.R. main line by walking through Sevenoaks town and Knole
Park, and Seal Chart is, as already mentioned, within a couple of

miles of the L.C. &: D.R. Bat and Ball, Sevenoaks, Station, the

time occupied by the railway journey between London and either

of these stations being approximately an hour. I do not think

that I can add anything that is likely to be useful to any of our

members who may elect to work this district, they will no doubt
be able to arrange the details of their peregrinations to suit their

own convenience ; but in conclusion I should like to add a word
or two on a matter that may not be altogether devoid of interest,

namely, the possible origin and meaning of the term " Chart " as

applied here.

So far as I am aware, the term " Chart " is a local one, confined

not only to the County of Kent, but almost exclusively to the small

portion of the county that we have under review *
; here, however,

it is in general use, being printed in the maps of the Ordnance
Survey to denote certain defined areas, and is in everyday use by the

local inhabitants.

In " Pegge's Alphabet of Kenticisms," dated 1735, and published

by the English Dialect Society in 1876, the meaning is thus defined :

" Chart, common rough ground over-run with shrubs, as Brasted

Chart, Seale Chart; and, indeed, there runs a tract through this

County, which one may call the Chart of Kent, Westerham, Brasted,

Whitley Shrubs, etc. Hence the Kentish expression charty

* The villages of Great and Little Chart in the Ashford district, said to be
of Saxon origin, were originally spelt Certh ; the name probably has no con-
nection with the Charts of the western end of the county-
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ground," clearly implying that the term, when in use elsewhere, has

taken its origin from its use in this district.

Then, as to benefits, we find that the commoners have rights of
" estovers," and sometimes of pannage and lopping. " Estovers " is

a legal term signifying " necessaries or supplies allowed by law, as
"

in the present sense, "of wood to a tenant for life," the "common
of Estovers," which is no doubt the more restricted sense in which it

should apply here, being " the liberty of taking necessary wood for

the use or furniture of a house or farm from off another's estate."

" Lopping " is the right to " cut off all the branches of a tree, except

the crop or main shoot"; while "pannage" means "the food of

swine in woods, as acorns, beech-nuts, etc."

We thus get the accepted meaning of the word, and a definition

of the commoner's rights, but must look further for the reason why
these wooded common-lands are called " charts." It is perhaps not

an unnatural inference that "chart" is a contraction of the word
charter, and if it could be shown that the rights appertaining to

these particular lands were granted by some special charter we should

have no hesitation in accepting such a solution of the question with-

out further ado, but history does not appear to supply any such

direct information ; it does, however, contain many records which

by analogy point strongly to this conclusion.

From the earliest records available it appears that the district we
now know as the Weald " in former times comprised an immense
tract of waste desert and wilderness, uninhabited, and like a forest

stored with deer and droves of swine." It was called by the Britons

Coit Afidred, from its immense extent, and by the Saxons " Weald,"

signifying a woody country. Some attempt at colonising this wilder-

ness appears to have been made by the Saxons, but it does not

appear to have been parcelled out into parishes or manors until after

the Norman Conquest. The population of this part of the country

enjoyed certain privileges that did not apply to the holdings of their

neighbours in the adjacent districts, among them being " the non-

payment of tythes for wood to the parson ; the not being amenable
to the statute of woods ; neither has the lord waste within the Weald,

the timber growing thereon belonging to the tenant."

As to the original extent of the Weald there appears to be some
controversy, but its western limits, the only portion that concerns us,

are, according to ancient records, fairly well defined, and are thus

described : "The Weald, to the west, bounds on Surrey; southward

on Sussex ; commencing, on the north, at Surrey ; the boundaries

are by the hill whereon Well Street stands ; thence to the summit of

Idehill, Riverhill, the hill above Fair lane, and thence to Herst hill."

Most of these places are not shown on maps of the present day, but

by older prints we find that Well Street was at the foot of the hill

below Limpsfield Chart ; Ide Hill stands in a dip between Toy's

Hill and Goathurst Common ; River Hill is some two miles to the

south of Sevenoaks, just below Knole Park ; while Fair Lane and
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Hurst Hill are further to the east and beyond our radius. It will

therefore be seen that the Charts all stand on the hills immediately

adjacent to, but beyond the confines of, the Weald.
It is common knowledge that soon after the Norman conquest the

ruling monarchs took possession of large tracts of forest land for

hunting, holding them as royal forests. The forest laws which
applied to these royal forests were very severe, and the people of the

districts affected were thus deprived of rights that they had formerly

enjoyed ; they were also oppressed in many other ways. This
afforesting, as putting the land under the forest laws was called,

caused such intense dissatisfaction locally that Richard I was com-
pelled to disafforest large tracts lying to the south of the North
Downs and to the east of the River Wey, and it seems very probable

that the portions we now know as the Charts were included. Under
King John there was again a strong inclination to re-afforest many of

these parts, but a confirmation of Richard I's Charter was obtained.

Then followed some years of controversy between the Crown and the

people as to which particular tracts of land were to be held as royal

forests and which were to be given over to the people for the enjoy-

ment of their rights, resulting, during the thirteenth century, in the

granting of numerous charters, and it is by no means improbable that

one of these had special reference to the district under our notice.

That being so, it is only natural that those who, originally less

favoured than their neighbours in the Weald, had, by the afforesting

of their commons, been deprived of many of such rights and privi-

leges as they formerly had enjoyed, should, on regaining them,

desire to hand down to posterity a record of their success. The
naming of the lands in question " Charts," as signifying that the re-

gained rights and privileges had been certified by charter would bean
appropriate memorial of their victory. The fact that these commons
were wooded would soon lead to that meaning being attached to the

term in a general sense

—

i. e. chart, a wooded common.
One word of warning in conclusion. It must not be assumed that

because the inhabitants of the district have certain rights over the

charts the public at large possess equal rights, or, indeed, any rights

at all over them, and it should be remembered that when we, as

members of the general public, roam over these fair lands without let

or hindrance, we do so by courtesy, not by right. The property in

the common land belongs to the lord of the manor, who, under

certain conditions, has rights of enclosure, and, as a matter of fact,

some portions of the Charts have recently been enclosed, but, on the

other hand, some other parts have been made common land in

perpetuity, largely through the action of that ever vigilant body, the

Kent and Surrey Committee of the Commons and Footpaths

Preservation Society, and so long as the Association is adequately

supported in the good work that they have undertaken we are un-

likely to be deprived of free access to any large portions of these

pleasant hunting-grounds.



Report of the Field Meeting held at Reigate on
June 24th, 1905.

By Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. Read December 14th, 1905.

As usual, given fine weather (and this we had), Reigate again

proved a favourite place of meeting for the members and their friends.

In all some five and twenty ladies and gentlemen were present, and
a very pleasant afternoon's ramble was spent, at the conclusion of

which all were ready to do ample justice to the capital tea provided
by Messrs. Keasley & Co. The route taken was the well-known
and always prolific Pilgrim's Way westwards and the adjacent slopes

of the North Downs. Most of the members attending sent me lists

of and remarks on feheir captures, for which I am very thankful, and
from which the following notes have been compiled.

Polyommatus (Lyccend) bellargus was taken by most members, but

only one or two specimens each. P. icarus was fairly common,
as well as P. astrarche. In one restricted spot Cupido minima was
in some number, and Ccenonympha pamphilus was generally observ-

able. A few Epinephele jurtina (ianira.) were seen as well as Pieris

brassicce. Augiades sylvanns was not uncommon and quite fresh,

but Nisoniades tages was in very poor condition. The larvae of

Anthrocera Jiiipendu/tz were fairly common. Mr. South took a female
Theretra (Ch&rocampa) porcellus, and one specimen of Spilosoma
menthastri was met with by Mr. Adkin. Setina irrorella was in

some number but getting over. Euclidia mi and E. glyphica were
met with now and again, and Toxocampa pastinum was captured.

Acidalia ornata was common, as was Camptogravwia bilineata.

Asthena luteata and A. candidata occurred, and Bapta temerata and
Lomaspilis marginata were taken. Several members netted Melanippe
procellaia, and Mr. South took one specimen of Anticlea cucullata

close to the town of Reigate. Of Eupithecia, E. vulgata and E.
isogrammata fell to several members, and Melanippe fiuctuata and
M. rivata also.

As usual on the grassy slopes Crambidce, etc., were quite in

evidence. Cratnbus pratellus, C. pascuellus, C. perlellus, and C.

hortuellus were observed. Herbula cespitalis, Scoparia dubiia/is,

Phycis ornatella, and P. adornatella represented the Pyralidtz and
the Phycidce. Four species of plume-moths were in some numbers,
Alucita pentadactyla, Merrifieldia tridactyla (ieiradaciy/a), Maras-
viarcha lunadactyla (phceodactyla), and Oxyptilus parvidactyla. Mr.
South was the only member who reported any Tortrices, viz.

Ephippiphora brumiic/iiana, Catoptria hypericana, and Argyrotoza

conwayana, together with larvae and pupae of Peronea logiana. He
also reported Prays curtisellus.
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Mr. Sich noted the following among the micros : Pancalia leuwen-

hoekella, Argyresthia albistria, and Coleophora lixella, and Mr.
Ashdown, larva? of Gelechia {Ceratophora) ri/fescens. The only

species of Diptera reported was Volucella bombylans. Forficula lesnei

was still in its old locality to represent the Orthoptera worth noting.

Of Coleoptera, the following is the list furnished by Messrs. Ashdown
and Priske : Lacon murinus, Athuus lo/igicollis, Pixderus littoralis,

Timarcha tenebricosa, Sphezroderma cardui, JPaltica pusilla, CEdemera
lurida, CE. nobilis, Drilusflavescens, Byturns tomentosus, Cryptocephalus

hypochceridis, C. labiatus, Dascellus cervinus, Lagria hirla, Dorytomus
maculatus, Telephones bicolor, RJiagonycha fitlva, and -R. fuscicornis.

Mr. Howe reported Chrysopa alba and C. ventralis as representatives

of the Neuroptera, and to Messrs. Clark and Step we are indebted

for the following list of plants observed in flower : Reseda luteola

(dyers' weed), R. hitea (wild mignonette), Polygala vulgaris (milk-

wort), Helianthemum vulgare (rock rose), Silene inflata (bladder

campion), Anthyllis vulneraria (kidney vetch),- Vicia cracca (tufted

vetch), Lathyrus pratensis (meadow vetch), Bryonia dioica (white

bryony), Coruus sanguinea (dogwood), Chlora perfoliata (yellow

centaury), Atropa belladonna (deadly nightshade), Veronica chamtzdrys

(germander speedwell), Scrophularia nodosa (figwort), Thymus
serpyllum (wild thyme), Ajuga reptans (bugle), Symphytum officinale

(comfrey), Echium vulgare (viper's bugloss), Listera ovata (tway

blade), Ophrys apifera (bee orchis), Orchis pyramidalis (pyramidal

orchis), Habenaria conopsea (fragrant orchis), Aceras anthropophora

(man orchis), Centaurea scabiosa (hardheads), Hippocrepis comosa

(horseshoe vetch), Bellis perennis floreplenus ("double" daisy), and
Briza media (quake grass).
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Report of the Field Meeting held at Clandon on
July 15th, 1905.

By W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

On July 15 th, in perfect weather, fresh ground was broken for one of

the Society's excursions. The scene of operations lay to the south of

the Clandon Downs. Early in the morning quite a number of those

who had intimated they would be present had already journeyed down,
some direct to Clandon Station, and others to Horsley, who wended
their way along the top of the range to meet the main party later. It

might here be said of the latter route that there are few walks in Surrey

to equal this, either botanically or entomologically, while the view, at

one time to the north, at another to the south, gives a feeling of rest and
satisfaction known only to those who have experienced it. Unfortu-

nately, the units of a field meeting do not form a homogeneous body,

and this latter route is not to be recommended, owing to its length,

except to individuals endowed with the requisite energy. The actual

course taken by the majority of the members and their friends—in

other words, the official route—was, upon alighting from the train at

Clandon Station, to walk up to and through the picturesque little

village of West Clandon till the main Leatherhead and Guildford

road was reached. Bearing a little to the right then for about thirty

yards, one comes to a stile which marks the commencement of a

footpath up to the Downs. The path leads at first through two or

three fields and then emerges on the long-grass-covered Downs.
Looking back, one can then see right across the Valleys of the Wey
and the Mole, and to the west lies the high ground on which Alder-

shot stands, with the Fox Hills and Chobham Ridges a little to the

north. Continuing up higher, one reaches the road that leads down
the other side to Albury. Almost unexpectedly one finds one has

reached the highest point, known far and wide as Newlands Corner.

From here the extensive panorama laid to view has become famous.

The beauty lies perhaps not so much in the great extent as in the

great variety in the scene displayed. Immediately on one's right the

eye catches sight of the quaint little St. Martha's Church, built on the

top of the hill by the side of the Pilgrim's Way. Further to the south

one sees the bold outline of Hindhead, while round to the eastward is

the highest point in the county, Leith Hill, standing 965 feet high. The
ground all along the ridge of the Downs is excellent for collecting, and
up till the present time has not been invaded by the tripper, and one
may any day in the week, be it a Saturday or even a Sunday, find one-

self in sole possession of the ground. Here, at the right season and in

favourable weather, one may see the fine Argynnids

—

Argy?inis aglaia,

and Argvnnis adippe, not to mention numbers of such common species

4
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as Aphantopus (Enodia) hyperanthus, Maniola (Epinephele) tithonus,

and Adopcea flava (thaumas), while the local Nemeobius lucina and
Polyommatus corydon never fail at their appointed dates to make a good
showing. The lepidoptera seen or taken on the occasion of the

Society's visit did not include any of the rarer butterflies, but such as

were on the wing were sufficiently numerous. Maniola (Epinephele)

janira and Adopceaflava were in great abundance, the latter especially,

so much so that frequently the writer had four and five in the net at

once. The remaining species of the lepidoptera taken or noted were
as follows : Augiades sylvanus, Pieris brassicce, Pieris napi, Macro-
glossa stellatarum, Calligenia miniata, Lithosia deplaiia, Porthesia

similis, Tricena {Acro?iycta) tridens, Heliophila (Leucania) conigera,

Caradrina qttadripunctata, Triphcenapronuba, Hecatera serena, Plusia

gamma, Aventia flexula, Rivula sericealis, Zanclognatha tarsipennalis,

Urapteryx sambucaria, Rumia luteolata, Metrocampa margaritaria,

Pseudoterpna pruinata, Hemithea strigata, Asthena candidata,

Acidalia rubiginata, Acidalia dimidiata, Acidalia virgularia, Acidalia

aversata, Cabera pusaria, Panagra petraria, Abraxas grossulariata,

Lomaspilis marginata, Larentia didymata, Larentia viridaria, Hypsi-

petes sordidata, Melanthia bicolorata, Melanthia ocellata, Melanthia
albicillata, Melanippe unangulata, Melanippe rivata, Melanippe flue-

tuata, Camptogramna bilineata, Euboliabipunctaria, Cidaria fulvata,

Scopula olivalis, Scopula prunalis, Crambiis pinetelli/s, Mimceseoptilus

pterodactylus, Aciptilia petitadactyla, and Scoparia dubiialis.

Larvae of the following lepidoptera were taken : Halias prasinana,
Euchelia jacobtzce, Cilix glaucata, T<zniocampa stabilis, Dianthcecia

carpophaga, Cucullia lychnitis (commonly), Amp/u'dasys stratarza,

Tephrosia punctularia, Cabera pusaria, Cabera exa?ithemaria, Bapta
te??ierata, Eupithecia venosata, Eupithecia abbreviata. I am indebted

to Mr. F. M. B. Carr for the two foregoing lists. The only other

records sent in of other orders were two lists of the plants, one by

Mr. F. N. Clark, the other by Mr. E. Step. Taking these two
jointly, one finds the following plants noted as being in flower :

Round-headed-rampion (Phyteuma orbiculare), centaury (Erythrcea

centaurium), chicory (Cichorium intybus), musk thistle (Carduus
nutans), spear plume thistle {Cnicus lanceolatus), dwarf plume
thistle {Cnicus acaulis), dropwort (Spiraa filipenduld), woodsage
{Teucrium scorodonia), wild mignonette (Reseda lutea), hard heads

{Centaurea scabiosa), rock rose (Helianthemum chamcecistus'), white

campion {Lychnis vespertina), rose campion (Lychnis diuma), corn

cockle (Lychnis githagd), rest harrow (Ononis repens), milkwort

(Polygala vulgaris), traveller's joy (Clematis vitalba), viper's bugloss

(Echium vulgare), yellow wort (B'lacksIonia perfoliata), marjoram
(Origanum vulgare), small scabious (Scabiosa columbaria), field

scabious (Rnautia arvensis), agrimony (Agrimouia eupatoria), bryony
(Bryonia dioica), great bindweed (Convolvulus septum), common
fumitory (Futnaria officinalis), St. John's wort (Hypericum per-

foratum), bladder campion (Silene inflata), squinancy-wort (Asperula
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cynanchica), nipplewort (Zapsana communis), ploughman's spikenard
{Inula conyza), great bellflower {Campanula latifolia), knotted
figwort {Scrophularia nodosa)-.

It remains to be said that seemingly everyone enjoyed the outing.

A substantial tea was served at the Silent Pool, and the party,

having explored the picturesque pool, wended their way up to the

Downs once more, and sauntered back to Clandon Station in time
for the 9.22 train. Perhaps this latter statement is hardly correct,

as one heard that one or two members, anxious to make the most of

the collecting, had a very slender margin on arriving at the station.

The distance also on the return journey proved rather deceivingly

long, but not so long as to prevent wishes being expressed for better

acquaintanceship with the collecting-ground.
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Report of Field Meeting held at Chislehurst on September
16th, 1905.

By F. B. Carr. Communicated January 11 t/i, 1906.

The weather was perfect, but unfortunately the response of members
to the invitation to attend the meeting was no better than usual at this

period of the year. All those who took part in the outing appear to

have thoroughly enjoyed it, although they may not have made any
notable captures. The number present was thirteen, and on arrival

at the station a few elected to take the shortest road to St. Paul's

Cray Common, the remainder taking a roundabout route through

Southborough and Pett's Wood, and joining the other party on

the common. The latter had a pleasant ramble through field,

copse, country lane, and wood, and searched diligently, each in his

own particular line. Though no great rarities were found, it was

agreed that at a more favourable time of year a much better result

might be expected. When the two parties met on St. Paul's Cray
Common all proceeded to the hostelry at Chislehurst, where an

excellent tea was partaken of, after which the majority made for the

station. Three remained behind and returned to St. Paul's Cray
Common to search for larvae and had a fair amount of success. I

am indebted to the following members for list of finds : Rev.

F. H. Wood (Arachnidae), Mr. F. Noad Clark (Flora), Mr. T. R.

Ashby (Coleoptera), Mr. Harry Moore (Coleoptera and Hemiptera).

Arachnida.—Clubiona holosericea^lV., Dictyna arundinacea, Linn,

Ergatis befiigna, Blk., Linyphia triangularis, Clerck, Meta segmentala,

Ok., Zilla atrica, C. L. Koch, L. montana, Blk., Epeira inclinata,

Blk., Epeira calophylla, Blk., and Baryphema pratensis Blk.

Coleoptera.—B>emetrias atricapillus, Dromius linearis, Stenus

? sp., Strophosomus coryli, S. lateralis, Philonthus politus, Saprinus

nitidulus, Coccinella w-pundata, C. ^-punctata, Rhizobius litura,

Zeugophora subspinosa, Phyllodecta cavifrons, Phyllotreta cruciferce,

Crepidodera helxines, Psylliodes affinis, Cassida viridis, Apion

miniatum, A. violaceum, A. striatum, Ceuthorhynchus litura, Lochmcca

suturalis.

Hemiptera.—Nabis rugosus, Lygus contaminatus, Orthotylus

ericetorum, Camptobrochis lutescens, Stygnus pedestris, Anthocoris sylves-

tris (and larva), Scolopostethus larva, Monalocoris filicis, Acocephalus

nervosus, Pediopsis scutellatum.

Lepidoptera.—Larvae : Hylophilaprasinana, Spilosoma lubricipeda,

Drepana lacertinaria, D . falcataria, D. binaria, D. eultraria, Lopho-

pteryx camelina, Notodoiita ziczac, Pygcera pigra, Thyatira derasa.

T. batis, Cymatophora duplaris, Caradrina morpheus, Hadena oleracea,

Urapteryx sambucaria, Rumia luteolata, Metrocampa margaritaria,
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Odontopera bidentata, Amphidasys betularia, Geometra papi/ionaria,

G. vernaria, Hemithea strigata, Acidalia aversata, Lomaspilis

marginata, Eupithecia oblongata, Melanthia albicillata.

Flora.—Hypericin perforatum, Melilotus officinalis, Lathyrus

pratensis, Ruins ccesius, Agrimonia eupatoria, Potentilla reptans,

Lonicera periclymenum, Scabiosa succisa, Sonchus arvensis, Centaurea

nigra, Inula dysenterica, Solanum nigrum, Bartsia odontites, Mentha
arvensis, Teucrium scorodonia, Linaria vulgaris.
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Report of the Fungus Foray at Oxshott, October 7th,

1905.

By Edward Step, F.L.S.

The fungus season was rather early, and late in September specimens
were plentiful, though the species represented were not very numerous.
Early frosts, however, acted as a check, and on the day fixed for

our visit the woods between Oxshott and Esher were not nearly so

full of fungi as is usual about the same date. A fair number of

members attended, and the party was reinforced by several friends

from the Acton Natural History Society. The species identified

were : Scleroderma vidgare, Phallus impudicas, Tremellodon gelatino-

sum, Calocera viscosa, Sparassis crispa, Thelephora laciniata, Polystictus

perennis, Polyporus schiveinitzii, P. rufescens, Boletus luteus, B.
chrysenteron, B. variegatus, B. badz'us, B. edulis, B. scaber, B. versi-

pellis, Hypholoma fascicularis, Paxillus involutus. Cantharellus

cibarius, C. aurantiaa/s, Laccaria laccatus, Lactaria subdulcis,

Pussitla alutacea, P. vesca, R. ochrolei/ca, R. emetica, Amanita mappa,
A. muscaria, A. rubesceiis, Ama?iitopsis vaginatus,

A pleasant autumn ramble terminated in the usual tea at Wig-
more's in Oxshott village, to which twenty-three members and friends

sat down.
Mr. Carr reported larvae of the following species of Lepidoptera :

Hylophila prasinaria, Drepana lacertinaria, D.falcafaria, D. binaria,

Lophopteryx camelina, Agrotis strigula, Anarta myrtilli, Urapteryx
sambucaria, Rumia luteolata, Metrocampa margaritaria, Selenia

illu/iaria, Odontopera bidetitata, Geometra papilionaria, Hemithea
strigata, Bupalus piniaria, and Eupithecia coronata.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS

£outh Son don (Bntomolocjtcat and gtatnral Ststorn

jlorictn.

Read January 2^th, 1906.

By Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., F.C.S.

/^entlemen,—From the Report of the Council which
^-* you have just heard, I think the Society must be
congratulated on its continued satisfactory condition.

Our numbers have fallen off slightly, as we have lost

thirteen and gained only eight new members, but the
general interest in the Society has been well maintained.

I regret to have to record the death of one of our members.
Norman Dalziel Warne died on August 25th, after a short
illness. He was elected in 1888, and although not a frequent
attendant at the meetings during the last few years, always
took a keen interest in the Society and was a generous
contributor to the Library.

Among a number of well-known naturalists outside our
own Society who have passed away during the last year I

might mention

:

Henri de Saussure, Hon. F.E.S., the famous Swiss ento-

mologist, one of the most prolific writers on the Orthoptera.
He aiso did much original work on Hymenoptera. He died

February 20th, at the age of 75.
Dr. Alpheus Spring Packard, Professor of Zoology and

Geology in Brown University, and one of the foremost ento-

mologists in America, died on February 14th, aged 67.

F. O. Pickard Cambridge was well known as an arachno-
logist, his contributions to science being very numerous and
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valuable. He was on the staff of the British Museum, and

was a keen, all-round naturalist. He died on February gth,

at the age of 44.

Alfred Beaumont, F.E.S., was formerly a member of our

Society. He was one of the oldest field-naturalists in the

country. His studies in natural history covered a wide

field, including the Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera,
Neuroptera, and Diptera. He discovered many species of

insects which were new to the British List, some of them
being new to science. He was elected a Fellow of the

Entomological Society as far back as 1851, and was an

intimate friend of Stainton. He died on February 21st, in

his 74th year.

The name of John William Douglas carries us back to the

time of some of our early workers in entomology. He was
born at Putney in 1814, and died on August 28th last, in his

gist year. His earlier writings appeared in the " Entomolo-
gist's Weekly Intelligencer." "The World of Insects, a

Guide to its Wonders " appeared in 1856. He was asso-

ciated with Stainton in the " Natural History of the Tineina."

With the late John Scott he was joint author of "The British

Hemiptera," published by the Ray Society. At the time of

his death he was the oldest Fellow of the Entomological
Society and oldest on the staff of the " Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine."
G. B. Buckton, F.R.S., etc., died on September 25th, in

his 88th year. His monographs on the " British Aphides,"
" British Cicadse or Tettigidae," and his most recent " Mono-
graph of the Membracidas" are his best known entomological
works.

Our finances, under the care of our Treasurer, remain in a

sound condition.

The attendance at our ordinary meetings has been well up
to the average.

The number of field meetings was less than in recent

years ; as is always the case, they were much enjoyed by
those who attended them.
One of the most interesting and useful parts of our meet-

ings is the exhibition of specimens and the remarks on them.
I am afraid this part of our work is not as fully entered into

by many of our members as it should be. Some rarely fail

to bring up something of interest to each meeting, while
others are content to be always spectators. I know that

some members have the idea that the things they catch or

breed are very ordinary, and they think there is no particular
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interest attaching to them. They fancy all the observations
they have made have been recorded already. This is a great

mistake. The value of such a society as ours is that it brings

together workers of similar tastes who should mutually show
their work and share their experiences, thereby enabling all

to widen their practical knowledge, and to see specimens
from different localities which they might otherwise never
have the opportunity of doing.

If all members would make it a point to let us see as

much as possible of the results of the work they are doing,

it would greatly add to the interest and usefulness of our
meetings. There really is room for considerable improve-
ment in this respect.

Specimens in groups outside one's own particular line are

always interesting, especially when accompanied by the usual

descriptive remarks. We are fortunate in being able to refer

difficulties about objects we come across to some of the

experts in their own line among our fellow-members.
Photography has been described as the handmaiden of

the Sciences, and students of natural history are making
increasing use of its help.

Birds, their nests and eggs, have been so well worked
that excellent photographs have been obtained of almost all

on the British list.

I am glad to see in our own Society the number of workers
is growing, and we have had opportunities at our lantern

meetings of seeing examples of their work.
We have several members photographing the various

stages of the lepidoptera, but as yet the other orders of

insects have been somewhat neglected.

Lastly, but by no means least, our botanical friends have

been very busy and have secured excellent pictures of plants,

both in the studio and in their natural state.

Photomicrography has been successfully used for figuring

ova and showing details of insect structure, etc.

We have also seen what an important part photography
can play in works on natural history, like those of Mr. Step.

The lifelike pictures of animals and plants show a great

improvement when compared with the illustrations in the

older works.
Long papers have not been as numerous as in some former

years, but those we have had have been of very great interest.

Our collections have increased during the year, chiefly

owing to the exertions of our Curator and a few of the

members. A little co-operation on the part of the members
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generally would easily fill up many blanks among the

Lepidoptera at least, and the list which is being prepared
will allow each of us to see what wants we can supply from
among our own duplicates.

The specimens in the Tugwell Herbarium, under Mr. Step's

care, are being put into good order and will form a valuable

and easily accessible collection for reference. I hope an
effort will be made by some of our members to supply species

which are wanting.
Thanks to many kind donors, our library has received a

number of valuable and interesting additions, which have
been already mentioned in the Council's Report.

Our "special variety" exhibition brought together a large

number of members and friends and a goodly array of

interesting exhibits. Diversity was introduced by the presence

of a live badger. I notice that some members, when exhibit-

ing varieties, make a point of showing typical specimens for

comparison, a practice which appears to me worthy of

general imitation.

In accordance with the wish of the members, the Council
has considered the question of an exhibition somewhat on
the lines of those that used to be held by the Society. It

has been decided to hold one in these rooms on the evening

of Saturday, March ioth. We hope that as we have had no
such opportunity for some years all will assist in making it

a success, not only by bringing exhibits, but by inviting any
known to them who might be induced to add to our member-
ship.

Among the additions to the British list reported during

the year I would briefly mention the following :

COLEOPTERA

:

Amara anthobia, Villa, taken at Leighton Buzzard, by
Rev. G. A. Crawshay (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 87).

Anisotoma htcens, Fairm., which had been erroneously

referred to oblonga, is recorded by Mr. G. C. Champion
("E. M. M.," 1905, p. 198).

Dacne fowleri, Joy, a species new to science, was discovered

by Dr. Norman H. Joy, at Bradfield, Berks (" E. M. M.,"

1905, p. 274).
Dinarda hagensi, Wasmann, taken at Bournemouth, by Mr.

H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe (" Ent. Record," 1905, p. 181).

Lcemophlaus monilis, F., taken in Berks, by Messrs. Chitty

and Joy, under beech bark (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 275).

Malachius vulneratus, Ab., taken at Sheerness, by Mr.
Champion (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 88).
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Oxypoda scricea, Heer., taken in Dulwich Wood, by

Mr. Donisthorpe (" Ent. Record," 1905, p. 67).

Qucdius variabilis, Heer., taken in Sherwood Forest by
Mr. Kidson-Taylor (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 197).

Silvanus mercator, Fauv., found in a bakery at King's

Lynn, Norfolk. Reported by Mr. J. R. le B. Tomlin
(<<"E. M. M.," 1905, p. 37).

Tetropium crawshayi and Tetropium parcuui, both new to

science, are recorded by Dr. Sharp. The former was taken

in some numbers from larch, by Rev. G. A. Crawshay, at

Leighton Buzzard. The latter is at present only known
from two specimens in the museum at Cambridge, labelled
{t Near Manchester, 1865 " (" E. M. M.," 1905, pp. 271, 272).

Triplax bicolor, Gyll., taken in Gibside, by Mr. R. S.

Bagnall (" E. M. M.," 1905, pp. 86, 135).

Cryptoccphalus pusillus, ab. marshami, Weise. Hadrotoma
nigripes, F. Mycetoporns clavicomis, var. forticornis, Fauv.

Phlceopora transita, Muls. et Rey. These four species are

added by Mr. H. Willoughby Ellis (" Ent. Record," 1905,

p. 270).

Dermestes peruvianas, Laporte, recorded from Liverpool,

by Mr. J. R. le B. Tomlin (" Ent. Record," p. 107).

Phymatodes lividus, Rossi. This insect was taken as far

back as 1895, by Mr. W. E. Butler, at Reading, but was
only identified last year by Mr. F. Bouskell (" Ent. Record,"

p. 294).
Melanophthalma distinguenda, Con. Among a number 01

interesting beetles found on a short trip to Lundy Island,

Dr. Joy took this species (" Trans. Ent. Soc," 1905, xlvi).

To the Lepidoptera :

Argyresthia illuminaiella , Fell. In such a well-worked

order it is not easy to add new species to our list, but our

Vice-President (Mr. Alfred Sich) in company with his

brother, Mr. H. Leonard Sich, was fortunate enough to

take four specimens of this moth at Hailsham in the

middle of June (" E. M. M.," p. 226).

Tortrix pronubana, Hb., was taken at Bognor, in October,

by Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher (" E. M. M.," p. 276). Also taken

by Mr. H. Cooper, at Eastbourne, either at the end of Sep-

tember or beginning of October last (" Trans. Ent. Soc,"

1905, lxiii).

To the Hymenoptera :

Rev. F. D. Morice records the addition of three new saw-

flies, Amauronewatus moricei, Konow, LygcEonematus pcedidus,
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Konow, and Pamphilius gyllenhali, Dahib. (" E. M. M.,"

p. 63).

To the Aphaniptera :

Pulex cheopsis, Rothsch., a flea which had hitherto been
regarded as a purely tropical form, and which is usually

associated with the spread of plague, was found on a rat at

Plymouth by Lieut. -Col. G. M. Giles (" E. M. M.," p. 139).

Ceratopliyllus farreni, Rothsch,, taken from the nest of a

wood-pigeon in Suffolk by Mr. Wm. Farren, and by Mr. J.
Waterston, in Berwickshire, in the nest of a house-martin.

This species is new to science (" E. M. M.," p. 255).

To the Diptera :

Chrysotus femoratus, Ztt., taken by Col. Yerburv at Nairn
("E.M.M.," i 9o5,p. 54).

Craspedothrix vivipara, B. and B., Exorista grossa, B. and B.,

E. intermedia, B. and B., E. glirina, Rdi., E. fugax, Rdi.,

E. antennata, B. and B., Phytomyptera nitidiventris, Rdi.,

Ptilops nigrita, Fall., and Tricholyga major, Rond., are re-

corded by Mr. C. J. Wainwright (" E. M. M.," 1905, pp.
206, 207).

Dolichopus argyrotarsis, Wahlb., taken by Col. Yerbury at

Nethy Bridge (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 279).
Erigone pectinata, Girsch., and E. truncata, Ztt., taken by

Col. Yerbury, the former in Herefordshire, the latter in

Inverness-shire. Recorded by Mr. E. A. Austen (" E. M. M."
1905, PP- 57> 58).

Hammerschmidtia ferruginea, Fin., taken at Nethy Bridge
b)' Mr. Lamb and Col. Yerbury (" Trans. Ent. Soc," 1905,
xlvii).

Medeteriis obscurns, Ztt., taken at Nethy Bridge by Col.

Yerbury, and recorded by Mr. Verrall (" E. M. M.," 1905,

p. 190).

Porphyrops gravipes, Wlk., taken at Nethy Bridge and at

Nairn by Col. Yerbury, and recorded by Mr. Verrall

("E. M. M," 1905, p. 279).
Porphyrops rivalis, Li v., taken at Aviemore by Col. Yerbury

and recorded by Mr. Verrall (" E. M. M.," 1905, p. in).
Rceselia pallipes, Fall., recorded by Mr. Wainwright

("E. M. M.," 1905, p. 203).

Systenus bipartitus, Liv. (" E. M. M.," 1905, pp. 170, 251 ;

5. leactirns, Liv. ("E. M. M.," 1905, p. 251 : S. scholtzii, Liv.

("E. M. M.," 1905, p. 169); S. tener, Liv. (" E. M. M.,"

1905, p. 251). The four recorded by Mr. Verrall.

Ulidia nigripennis, Liv., taken bv Mr. W. Wesche
(" E. M. M.," 1905, p. 227).
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Xiphandvium lanceolatum, Liv., taken by Col. Yerbury in

Sutherland, and recorded by Mr. Verrall (" E. M. M.,"
1905, p. 169).

Among the books on natural history published during the
year I must mention the following

:

" The Lepidoptera of the British Islands," by C. G. Barrett.
Vol. X has recently been completed, carrying on the work
part way through the group Tortricina. Since the regretted
death of the author, the task of seeing the remainder of
the work through the press has been entrusted to the able

hands of Mr. Richard South.
Mr. Tutt's great work, " A Natural History of the British

Lepidoptera," continues to make progress. During the past
year the publication of the portion dealing with the butterflies

has been commenced in serial form. Former Presidents
have spoken of the value of this work, and I need only add
that the character and the immense amount of the informa-
tion it contains render it quite indispensable to all students
of the order Lepidoptera.

The same author has also published the third and con-
cluding series of his " Practical Hints for the Field Lepi-
dopterist," a work which fulfils the promise of its title in as

complete a manner as it is possible to imagine.
" Wasps, Social and Solitary," by George W. and Eliza-

beth G. Peckham. A record of observations in the field of

the habits of wasps, chiefly of those which provision their

nests with insects and spiders. How fascinating the study
of these creatures is, all readers of M. Fabre's " Insect

Souvenirs " are well aware.

"The Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland," by J. G.
Millais. Two volumes of this magnificent work have been
issued, and a third, the concluding volume, will be published

shortly. For the beauty of the illustrations these volumes
are certainly unrivalled in any book dealing with the mam-
malia, and in this respect can be compared only with Lord
Lilford's great work on British birds. Unfortunately, the

cost of this sumptuous book places it beyond the reach of

most naturalists.
" The Birds of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight," by the

Rev. J. E. Kelsall and Philip W. Munn, is an important
addition to books dealing with county faunae, and as this

county includes the New Forest it is especially interesting

to us.
" Bird Life Glimpses," by E. Selous, is an interesting

record of patient watching of birds, and careful and minute
observations of their habits.
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" Bird Life and Bird Lore," by R. Bosworth Smith, is a

scholarly book which all lovers of birds will prize for its

accumulation of quaint lore concerning birds.

" House, Garden, and Field," by L. C. Miall, a series of

upwards of fifty essays, intended primarily for the use of

teachers, but containing much interesting matter concerning

entomological and botanical subjects.
" Flora of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight," by

Frederick Townsend. This book should be welcome to

botanists visiting the New Forest. It is considered to be

one of the best of our county floras.

"Wild Flowers, Month by Month, in their Natural

Haunts," by Mr. Step. This delightful book is lavishly

illustrated with photographs of flowers in their natural

habitats.

From Mr. Step's pen we have also had " A Naturalist's

Holiday," a pleasant book for the seaside, and also a revised

edition of his "Wayside and Woodland Blossoms."

The Ray Society has issued two works of great interest to

microscopists, viz. the second volume of a " Monograph of

the British Desmidiacese," by W. and G. S. West, and the

first volume of the " British Freshwater Rhizopoda and
Heliozoa," by Jas. Cash ; both works are beautifully illus-

trated.
" My Life," by Alfred Russel Wallace, a book of the

deepest interest to all admirers of this great naturalist.

Other books I must mention are " Extinct Animals," by

E. Ray Lankester, "Natural History in Zoological Gardens,"

by F. E. Beddard, " Nature in Eastern Norfolk," by

A. H. Patterson, and last, but by no means least, " Notes

on the Life-History of British Flowering Plants," by Lord
Avebury.

If we were asked, as is often the case, " Why are we
students of Natural History?" or perhaps, "Why are

we Entomologists?" as this branch is the one taken up by

most of us, one can imagine how varied our replies would
be. But after all, I think, the plain fact is that we are

entomologists because of the pleasure which the subject

affords us, each of us approaching it in the way that most
appeals to him.

The hunting instinct is deeply ingrained in mankind, and
this finds its outlet in our field work. Frequently our holidays

are associated with some particular insect to whose head-

quarters we have made a pilgrimage. Instances that readily

occur to one are Dawlish for Callimorpha hera, the New
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Forest for Apatura iris, Argynnis valesina, etc., the Fens
for many species, Cornwall for Lyccena avion, the Isle of Man
for Dianthcecia cccsia, and so I might go on indefinitely. It

is the spirit of the chase which draws us, and it is often the
guidance and direction of one of our entomological friends

and fellow-members which puts us on the right track. How
delighted we feel when, having carefully followed up the clue,

our eyes are gladdened with the sight of our quarry, seen
for the first time in its native haunts ! I well remember
many such incidents, but I might give as an example a trip

undertaken a few years ago after the larvae of Callimorpha
dominula. We had asked a former occupant of this chair

when and where we should go, and he said he would look up
his diary and give us the exact data. This was soon forth-

coming, with a graphic map on which was marked, on a

certain spot, " Here is C. dominula'' !

Having taken train to the nearest station, we followed the
route shown for some miles until we reached this spot. It

was dark by this time, but turning our lanterns on the
herbage around, there they were, C. dominula by the score.

As our friend's record was many years old it was a striking

proof of how attached a species may be to a certain

narrow area. As this locality for the species is well known
to many collectors, there is no doubt that a heavy toll is

levied annually on the species, notwithstanding which it is

extremely abundant there, and last year I know that large

numbers were taken.

It is sometimes difficult to recall what first led us to

commence studying insects. It may have been the sight

of a friend's collection, or coming in contact with some
enthusiastic collector from whom we have caught the fever.

Many start collecting at school, and stamps, butterflies,

rabbits, birds' eggs, etc., pass in more or less rapid succession

through their hands. These fancies of the schoolboy may
die out, but it is a poor lost soul who retains no hobby on
which to ride in hours of leisure.

Instances will occur to all of you of those who have taken

up entomology in their boyhood's days, to whom it has been
a lifelong pleasure, and who only gave it up when they
themselves were laid to rest.

I have said that the attraction for all of us is that it gives

us pleasure, and the pleasure we get may be derived in very

different ways. To some it lies in the hunting for and
securing as many species as possible to fill our cabinets.
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Some look down on this and rather scornfully speak of
" mere collectors."

Others, while enjoying to the full the hunting, whether
with net, or treacle, or searching with lamp at night, or
" beating," or searching for larvae, take delight also in keeping

some of their captures alive in the hope of obtaining eggs,

and thus being able, when these hatch, to see the young
larvae, to feed and watch and study them through the various

stages of their growth, till they enter the pupa state, and
afterwards they are rewarded with series of the insects

which are far more perfect and better specimens for the

cabinet than could possibly be captured. This entails great

expenditure of time and patience, but no entomologist

worthy of the name ever begrudges this.

Some of the more scientifically inclined have in this

manner the opportunity of describing and figuring the ova,

the larvae in each instar, and the pupa ; and though the

number of these latter workers is small, the amount of work
they have done in recent years is very striking and valuable,

as, for instance, in the groups Pterophoridae and Coleo-

phoridae. Those who do not care to indulge in this highly

specialised work, but who still take pleasure in rearing

insects from the egg state, may get very valuable results

bearing on the laws of heredity. Much remains to be done
to see whether Mendel's hypothesis holds good with insects,

and I hope before many seasons have passed that more
experiments will be made with this object in view. There
is abundance of material, and there is nothing more stimu-

lating to work than having some definite object in view,

some, problem to solve. So far as my knowledge goes the

results obtained by Mr. Bacot with Triphcena comes, using

melanic and reddish-coloured forms, and by Mr. Harris with

the melanic and the ordinary typical forms of Hemerophila

abruptaria, do not come out at all in Mendelian proportions.

The specimens bred in each of these experiments were
exhibited here at our meeting on November 23rd.

Such species as Amphidasys betularia, with its melanic

form doubledayaria, Acidalia aversata, with its reddish-clay

and putty-coloured forms, or its banded and non-banded
forms, and doubtless many other species presenting two well

defined characters which do not, when crossed, produce inter-

mediates, would be suitable for experiments.

Full particulars of the life-history of many of our British

Lepidoptera, even oftheMacro-Lepidoptera, are still unknown.
No one up to the present has ever been able to rear Lyccena
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avion. One entomologist at least is on the track of the
mystery, but so far I believe it has eluded him. Last year,

however, a step was made in advance, the pupa having been
discovered in its natural position.

There seems to be an increasing tendency towards
melanism among Lepidoptera in certain parts of the

country. In Lancashire, Cheshire, and the western parts of

Yorkshire, among species which have been affected may be
mentioned Aplecta nebulosa, Cymatophora dnplaris, Odontopera
bidcntata, Hibernia marginaria, Macaria liturata, and one of

the latest to be noted viz. Acronycta Icporina ; in the London
district Amphidasys betularia, Hemevophila abruptaria, and
Eupithecia rectangulata. In some of these cases the dark
form is replacing the ordinary light form, and in the others

also it is possible it is destined to do so.

In some cases, as in A. nebulosa in Delamere Forest, we
find every intermediate form between the usual grey and the

extremely dark. Some of these forms are shown on Plate

V, for which I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. R. South.
Fig. i is from Ireland, Fig. 2 from the New Forest, Figs.

3—10 from Delamere Forest.

In other cases, as in C. dnplaris at Knowsley in Lancashire,
I believe that only dark forms are found.

Various theories have been put forward to account for

melanism. Of course, it may be arrived at by different

methods in different species; e.g. the black form of A.
betularia is reached practically in one step, intermediates
being rare, while in A. nebulosa in Delamere Forest every
gradation occurs, as I have just mentioned. From black
parents of this latter species J. Arkle records breeding twenty-
four specimens, viz. five typical, five intermediate between
the type and robsoni, ten robsoni and four of the extreme
form with white fringes. He also states that from wild
larvae it has been found that var. robsoni may occur in the

proportion of 10 per cent, and the extreme form in the pro-

portion of 3 per cent. From a large number of wild larvae

collected in 1905 Mr Harrison and myself obtained 11 per
cent, of the dark forms.

It is conceivable that there may be different forces at work
in different cases to bring about the same result, but
generally one would look for the same influences or com-
bination of influences working together on the insects in

the same stages of their life-history. This would cause
variations of the perfect insects in a certain direction,

and if this direction were favourable to the race, by
5
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natural selection and heredity, we would arrive at a common
result.

Many observers have been at work, and much careful

thought has been devoted to the subject, as shown in Mr.
Tutt's 'Melanism and Melanochroism,' published in 1891,
where smoke and moisture, the latter more especially in

association with woods, are considered as the determining
factors in producing melanism.

Before accepting a general hypothesis such as this it is

advisable to test it by considering how it fits in with the
facts in reference to various individual species. Now, it

appears to me that when considered in connection with such
a species as A . nebulosa, the contradictions are too great to be
ignored.

Mr. E. J. Burgess Sopp, F.R.Met.S., has been good
enough to send me statistics of the rainfall and humidity of

various parts of the country. Taking a period of ten years,

I find that the New Forest has more rainfall than the
Delamere District, but about the same mean humidity,
North Cornwall has a decidedly heavier rainfall and rather

more humidity, while the London district has less rainfall

and humidity. I have not got the figures for Argyleshire.

Briefly A. nebulosa is pale in the New Forest and in

Cornwall, where we have moisture associated with woods.
Again, in Argyleshire, where we certainly have a moist
climate, so far as I know, only a light form occurs, very
similar to the Cornish. Then in Ireland, where many
species are melanic, I have never heard of dark A . nebulosa,

but I must admit my knowledge of the Irish forms is meagre.
In Epping Forest, where smoke comes into play, we get a

darker grey, but nothing approaching a black form.

In Delamere Forest, where there is more rainfall than in

Epping Forest, but less than in Cornwall and the New
Forest, and where smoke has not played a part, we do get

extreme melanic forms.

With regard to Delamere Mr. Mansbridge writes me

:

" I am quite unable to regard this as a smoke-affected area.

Its geographical position in relation to the positions of the
manufacturing centres of S. Lancashire and Cheshire quite

precludes this. I do not think that resting surfaces are at

all darker than in southern woods of the same character

—

e.g.

St. Leonards and Tilgate Forests, Sussex." Mr. Harrison,
who knows Delamere Forest well, fully concurs in these
remarks :

" I do not think that melanism as instanced by A. nebu-
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losa, A. betidaria, C. duplaris, and M. liturata would be pro-

tective where the insects rest exposed, with the exception of

the dark form of M. liturata, which as it rests on the pine-
trunks is very efficiently protected, because it matches the
colour of the pine-bark extremely well ; the type can always
be easily seen if on the bark ; the insect, however, commonly
rests on the foliaged twigs. I have only seen one black A

.

nebulosa at rest (or at all in nature), and I saw that at least

six yards away, across a brook, although it was worn."
Mr. Mansbridge also says with reference to Pcedisca corti-

cana that it was very abundant in Delamere Forest this past
summer. The grey form was more difficult to see than
either the pale ochreous or black forms, thus showing that a
blackish insect resting on a Delamere tree-trunk is more
conspicuous than a grey one. Tephrosia biundularia, var.

delamerensis, he says, can be seen yards away.
Knowsley, which is about ten miles north-east of Liver-

pool, is a smoky district, but not more so than around London,
as in Epping Forest, Highgate, Wimbledon Common, etc.,

and here melanism is more prevalent than in the southern
woods, but not more so than in Delamere.
A consideration of the facts concerning^, nebulosa does

not therefore appear to support the hypothesis that smoke,
or humidity, or the two combined, are responsible for the
change.
A consideration of the distribution of the dark forms of

Xylophasia monoglypha shows similar contradictions. Like
A. nebulosa, dark forms occur in Delamere Forest, though
very sparingly. I have not met with them from North
Cornwall, but, unlike A. nebulosa, extremely dark forms are

found in Argyleshire and the Hebrides. It should be noted,
however, that A", monoglypha rests on tree-trunks less often

than A. nebulosa ; also such information as I have concern-
ing the distribution of melanic forms of Tephrosia biundularia

seems to me equally at variance with the hypothesis.

On the other hand, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, of

course the trees and everything else are much blackened by
smoke, and here melanism in the case of moths that have
exposed resting habits is distinctly protective, yet Mr.
Mansbridge tells me that he cannot see that lepidoptera

from this district show much more appearance of melanism
than in Delamere and Knowsley. Polia chi is an exception,

the West Riding form being very different from those found
in the other places mentioned. Odontopera bidentata should
be noted as another exception.
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Perhaps as a period of fifteen years has elapsed since Mr.
Tutt summarised the information then obtainable on this

subject, and as fresh facts and developments have been
rapidly accumulating during this period, the time is now
ripe for a reconsideration of the whole question.

For this reason I have ventured to make these remarks, in

the hope that some one more capable than I am may be
induced to undertake the task of gathering together all the

new facts and of testing the old hypothesis in the light of

these new facts.

I wish now to thank the Officers and Council for their

help and co-operation, which has been so freely accorded me,
and the members generally for their courtesy and goodwill

during the year of my occupation of this chair.

Finally it only remains for me to give place to my successor,

Mr. Robert Adkin, under whose experienced guidance we
confidently look forward to a year of increased prosperity.



ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FEBRUARY gth, 1905.

Mr. Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

At the request of the President various members had
brought series of Hybcrnia defoliaria (male specimens) for

comparison.
Mr. Rayward and Mr. Pratt exhibited series from Wimble-

don Common, comprising very dark forms, uniformly dark

forms, forms with dark bands, forms showing varied shades

of bands, forms with bands of very varied widths, and speci-

mens showing light bands but little differentiated from the

general ground shade, but in the majority the black or dark

brown colour was strongly evident in the bands.

Mr. Crow exhibited series from Chingford very similar to

those from Wimbledon.
Mr. Browne exhibited light-banded forms from Chisle-

hurst, and very dark specimens from Epping Forest.

Mr. Hickman exhibited a few specimens from Chingford,

all light forms, and one with both basal part of fore-wing as

well as the band of the same shade.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited long series from

Surrey, Epping Forest, and Delamere Forest, each series

showing the same general variation, the extremes of all three

localities being pretty uniform.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a few specimens from Addington,

one of which had an extremely wide central band, and

another in which the band was uniform and narrow.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a very nice series from Reigate, in

which the markings were very sharply defined, and the

difference in depth of the various colours made a very pretty

contrast. This form only occurred in odd specimens among
the other series exhibited.

A short discussion took place, and Mr. Tutt pointed out

that but little was known of the distribution of the species.

It was a well-ascertained fact that the males migrated in

large numbers, but how about the apterous females ? Various
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suggestions had been made, but there was an absence of

authenticated facts.

Mr. Rayward exhibited living females of Hybemia rupi-

capraria taken at Wallington on February 8th, and several

members had also found the species fairly common.
Mr. Crow exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Hickman, the brood

of Arctia caia and its varieties referred to at the Exhibition
of Varieties in November. Several of the specimens were
very dark, smoky, with scarcely any white or lighter markings,
and yet the usually dark marking obscurely showed through
on both fore- and hind-wings. If any light markings were
present they were towards the base of the wings. One or

two of the varieties were much crippled and with asym-
metrical markings. The rest of the brood were practically

normal in markings, and there were no intermediates.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a few specimens of the two forms of

Heliconius pasithoe, Cram, and stated that it was an isolated

species and confined in its distribution to the banks and
creeks of the Demerara River. From the River Essequibo
to the north, and the Berbice River to the south, it has
never been recorded. The species occurs in local abundance
in its haunts.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Cupido minima, taken
last year at Eastbourne, in which the males showed an
unusual amount of blue coloration. Mr. Main said that a

series he obtained from Folkestone were very varied in the

amount of blue shown in the same sex.

Mr. South exhibited a very long series of Tachyptilia popu-

lella, all taken on August 20th, 1904, at rest on birch trunks

at Oxshott. They were very varied in markings and most
difficult to see at rest from their protective resemblance to

the bark of the birch. The series showed two general types,

(1) having the dark and light markings pronounced and
somewhat strongly contrasted, and (2) having a generally

dark appearance. In all examples the submarginal line was
very well defined.

Mr. South also exhibited a hybrid between Anthrocera

(Zygoma) filipendultz ( ? ) and A. trifolii (<? ), and contributed
the following note : "The specimen of A nthrocera exhibited

was reared from eggs deposited by a female A . filipendulce that

had paired with a male A . trifolii. The parents, also exhibited,

were one of the four cross-pairs to which reference was made
at a meeting of the Society held on October 22nd, 1903
(see also " Entom.," xxxvii, 15). Although all the eggs
hatched and the larvae, over 100 in number, appeared at first
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to be doing fairly well, they gradually died off, until there

were only a few that seemed likely to survive the winter. In
the spring of 1904 it was found that only four larvae gave
any promise of completing their metamorphoses, but two of

these ultimately disappeared. The other two formed cocoons
in due course, but only one imago emerged, and this was
unable to free itself properly from the pupal case. The
specimen therefore is imperfectly developed, and each
antenna is still encased in the pupal sheath. However, it is

evident that the offspring has inherited characters of each
parent, but in a modified form. The sixth spot of fore-wing

is present, but only faintly discernible. In the female parent
this spot is unusually large and united with spot 5, the

border of hind-wings is much broader than in filipcndulce, but
not so broad as in trifolii. Altogether the specimen closely

resembles the form ofA. filipcndulce known as va.r. hippocrepedis."

Mr. Edwards exhibited two males of the rare and beautiful

Papilio blumei, from the Celebes. The female was stated to

be excessively rare.

Mr. Priske exhibited a specimen of Calosoma sycophanta,

picked up recently in Kew Gardens. It was dead when
found, but apparently had only just recently died as it was
not stiff. The species is only occasionally met with in this

country, and probably then only an accidental visitor. In

the South of France it is said to attack the larvae of the very

destructive processionary moth, Thaumetopcea (Cnethocampa)

processioned.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a long series of Hastula (Dichelia)

hyerana, <$ and ? , and its dark var. marginata, a Tortnx
he had bred in long series from the South of France, to-

gether with details of the life-history. The exhibit included

(1) series of S > light and dark forms
; (2) series of ?

,

light and dark forms
; (3) preserved larvae in each instar

;

(4) pupa cases showing dehiscence
; (5) stems of the food

plant Asphodelus microcarpus, showing the ravages of the

larva
; (6) a number of the only parasite of the larvae which

he had found, Xanthandrus comotus (a Syrphid fly)
; (7) a

number of microscopical details of the various instars
; (8)

photos of the ova masses; (9) photos of the plant in the open
showing the leaves tied together by the larva; (10) a series of

diagrams of the setae on various segments, the dehiscence of

the pupa and the cremastral hooks ; and (11) living larvae.

He then read a paper on the exhibit entitled " The Life-

History of Hastula {Dichelia) hyerana " (see E. M. M., 1905,

pp. 100, 129, and 149).
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FEBRUARY 2yd, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. G. H. Briault, of Acton, was elected a member.
Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited (1) a series of

Hybevnia progemmaria taken in Epping Forest. They were
mostly of the ordinary typical forms, a few only being

slightly darker
; (2) a series of the same species from the

neighbourhood of Liverpool, in which were a number of the

dark or so-called black form, var. fuscata, which is stated to

be taken in that district very freely
; (3) another series from

Delamere Forest, Cheshire, of which most of the specimens
were of the ordinary forms, with only a few of the war. fuscata,

which is stated to be not very frequently met with in this

latter district.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a series of the same species from
various southern localities, especially from Tilgate Forest

and Reigate, those from the latter place particularly being

prettily variegated.

Mr. Priske exhibited a short series from Richmond Park,

among them being one specimen with a very dark area from
the base of the fore-wing up to the margin of the transverse

band. This was the only specimen out of all the southern
examples which in any way showed a decided tendency to

assume the dark suffusion characteristic of the northern var.

fuscata.

Mr. Robt. Adkin's exhibit consisted of (1) a series of the

same species bred from wild Yorkshire parents, both of the
" black " form, the progeny consisting of 161 individuals, of

which 98 were males and 63 females ; of the males 60 were
of the " black " form and 38 of a dark form, but lighter than
the parent, more particularly in the colour of the hind wings

;

the females also were all of the "black " and dark forms, no
light forms being reared of either sex. (2) A single male of

a somewhat light shade and four females—two " black,"

one light, and one intermediate, reared from a pairing be-

tween a light male and a "black" female Yorkshire wild
parents. The majority of this brood perished, the male
exhibited being the only one reared. (3) Two black and two
light males, eight " black " and four light females, represent-

ing the progeny of similar parents. (4) A dark male captured
at Rannoch. (5) A light male from the West of Ireland

;
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and (6) a series of more or less light forms from Kent and
Sussex.

Messrs. Dennis, Rayward, Edwards, and Turner also

exhibited series of the same species, from various southern
localities, but all were of the ordinary forms usually met with.

In the discussion which followed it was noted that all the
southern specimens retained the light-coloured hind-wing
however dark the fore-wings might have become, while in the

dark var. fuscata the hind-wings were invariably also darkened.
In all the specimens exhibited except var. fuscata the sub-

marginal row of light wedge-shaped spots were always
distinctly present, while in the var. not a trace of them was
to be found. It was also remarked that there was a tendency
in many specimens for the discal spot to touch the margin
of the transverse band. There were no forms exhibited

intermediate between the ordinary forms and the var. which
in any way could be designated as near var. fuscata.

Mr. Manger exhibited a specimen of Eudccmonia brachyura

from Sierra Leone, a species in which the hind-wings were
developed into extremely long tails.

Mr. Priske exhibited a specimen of H elops striatus, in which
the left antenna was bifurcated about one third of its length

from the apex. The two arms of the fork appeared to be

equally developed.

Mr. H. Main exhibited specimens of Limulus and Scorpio,

the latter from India, West and South Africa, and remarked
on the various theories of the position of the former in the

natural kingdom. The early view held was that Limulus
should be called a Crustacean. It occurs in the warmer
waters of the east coast of America, the East Indian Archi-

pelago, and the western shores of the Pacific, living in from
two to six fathoms, in mud or sand, feeding on worms, and
sometimes attaining the length of several feet. A thick

chitinous shield produced laterally into two backwardly
directed processes covers the anterior region of the body,

which bears six pairs of appendages. Behind this there is

an abdominal region enclosed in a shell with lateral spines,

while a long pointed spine extends behind.

By a series of diagrams it was pointed out how the regions

of the body of Limulus and a scorpion agreed, the same
number of segments being identified in each, the eyes and
appendages being also quite comparable. The gills of

Limulus were homologous with the lung books of Scorpio.

The absence of antennae in both is noteworthy. The aquatic

habit and the breathing by gills are the more noticeable
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features given as suggesting relationship of Limulus with the

Crustacea, but the large number of agreements with Scorpio

in so many details incline most naturalists to the belief that

it is a scorpion modified for an aquatic existence. For
further details see the article by Prof. E. Ray Lankester in

" Quarterly Journal Microscopical Science," 1881.

MARCH gth, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Main exhibited a box, in which he had some time ago
placed a spider found in a vessel which had brought over a

cargo of sugar from Java. The spider had laid a consider-

able number of ova, from which a brood of young spiders

had emerged. These young ones had spun a dense mass of

webs and then changed their skins, which hung about among
the webs in all directions.

He also showed a photograph of the hibernating larva of

Apatura iris on a leaf of sallow in situ. The larva was stated

to be mainly brown in colour while hibernating ; only a very
small amount of green markings was present.

The remaining portion of the evening was devoted to an
exhibition of lantern slides by Messrs. Dennis, Lucas, Tonge,
Harrison, and Main.

MARCH 23rd, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

The death of a member, Mr. Alfred Beaumont, was
announced.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a large globe fish and contributed

the following note :
" Tetradon fahaka.—One of the so-called

' globe ' or ' parrot ' fishes, two popular names descriptive

of their most striking characteristics. That of ' globe fish
'

is derived from their capacity of filling their bodies with air,

in which state they float on the surface of the water, belly

upward ; that of ' parrot fish ' from the shape of their mouths,
the bones of the head being more or less blended together,

so as to form a sharp cutting beak. The flesh is exceedingly
poisonous. The present species is found on both the east

and west coasts of Africa and up the Rivers Nile and Niger.

The specimen exhibited is from the Red Sea."
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Messrs. Harrison, Main, and Cowham exhibited long series

of Colias cditsa, bred from a ? var. helice, received from Dr.
Chapman from the South of France in 1904. The results

tabulated are as follows :

Bred males 79 = 53% = 53% 6* .

,, females, edusa form . 19 = 13%\ _ 0/
helice form . . 52 = 34% J

~ 47/o *'

Total number of specimens bred = 150

Of the 71 females 19 (= 27 per cent.) were typical, 52 (= 73
per cent.) were var. helice.

Only one or two of the specimens were intermediate in

shade, and Mr. Carpenter remarked that he had had but few
intermediates when breeding from South France ova.

Mr. Edwards exhibited examples of the following species

of the genus Papilio : P. peranthus from Java, closely allied to

the P. pericles of Wallace from Timor ; P. gelon from New
Caledonia, a most variable species, scarcely two being alike

;

P. encelades from Celebes, of which the female is still un-

known, although the male was described in 1836 ; and P.
acauda from the United States, belonging to the P. polyxenes

group.

Mr. West (of Greenwich) exhibited a small collection of

curious Homoptera and Heteroptera from S. Africa.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a photograph of the nesting spot
of the nightjar, showing two young birds recently hatched.
The protective resemblance to the surroundings were so

perfect that it was quite impossible to feel absolutely sure of

the exact position of the young birds.

Mr. Kaye exhibited specimens of the preserved larvas of

Triph&na interjecta, and pointed out the distinguishing char-

acters of the species, with special reference to the larvae of

T. orbona, also exhibited. He stated that the larva of T.

interjecta may be distinguished from T. orbona by (1) its being
more generally slender, (2) in not having any curved pale sub-

dorsal marks, and (3) by lacking the dark brown or black

triangular marks on the eleventh and twelfth segments. The
ground colour is as a whole considerably paler, though indi-

viduals are quite dark.

Mr. J. W. Tutt then gave an address on " Our British

Plumes," illustrating his remarks by a diagrammatic, philo-

genetic tree on the blackboard (see p. 1).
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APRIL 13th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited larvae of Nemeophila
russula in their last stage : they had been bred from ova laid

by a female moth captured in Cheshire and were feeding on
dandelion.

Mr. Cowham remarked that he had fed up a brood of this

species from which the imagines emerged in the autumn.
The larvae were kept in a close tin and continued feeding

without any pause, and the imagines resulting were of the

full average size. Mr. R. Adkin said that he had also fed up
a brood in the autumn, but the imagines he had bred were
all miserably small.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited examples of series of Brcphos

notha, Notodonta chaonia, Pterostoma palpina, Acronycta aceris,

Eupithecia venosata, and E.pygmceata that had emerged during

1904 from 1902 pupae, thus having remained in the pupal
stage for a longer period than is generally considered usual,

and read a short paper on the subject (see p. 6).

Mr. Manger exhibited a very large number of various

species of Echinodermata to illustrate his paper.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a specimen oiCystoccelia (Pneumora)
immaculata and read the following note :

" I have lately received several small lots of insects from
my friend Mr. Guy Farren, of Durban, South Africa.

Amongst them are a few very interesting and curious speci-

mens, not the least being the species of Pneumora (Cystoccelia

immaculata)
,
peculiar to that portion of the world. Although

by no means an uncommon insect, it is of more than pass-

ing interest, and though belonging to a musical family

(Orthoptera), is perhaps the most instrumental of the lot.

The female is wingless, but in the male it will be noticed

that the wings are not only fully developed but that the

abdomen is distended like a bladder, hence the Boer name
' Blazops ' and the colonial English 'the flying gooseberry,'

the latter appearing neither so absurd nor unsuitable, the

insect when alive being a clear grass green. Its greatest

interest lies in its 'remarkable modification,' for to use the

words of Darwin, ' the whole body has been converted into

a musical instrument,' and further, instead of rubbing its

thighs against the wing covers to produce its calls, they are

rubbed against a small notched ridge which projects obliquely
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row of oblong horny teeth. I am not aware whether its

note is considered musical or not, but my friend informs
me it is very loud and like a police whistle. I am
unable to say whether its life-history is known or has been
recorded, the literature at my disposal affording but scanty
information."

Mr. Main exhibited his method of holding a twig with
larvae or imago in position for photographing. It consisted
of a compound clamp or test-tube holder used in chemical
experiments and an ordinary retort stand. He showed how
the twig could readily be moved in either a horizontal or

vertical plane or rotated. He also exhibited an appliance
(ball and socket joint) for fitting on the camera stand, to

allow of the inclination of the camera in any direction with-
out or with extremely little adjustment of the legs of the
stand.

Mr. Step exhibited, on behalf of his daughter Miss Mabel
Step, a remarkable flower of the common primrose. It was
an amalgamated series of flowers in one ; the parts were in

thirteens, 13 stamens, 13 sepals, and 13 petals. The stigma
was short, with a bilobed disc at the summit. He also

showed specimens of the uncommon fungus Hirneola auricida-

judcea, or Jew's ear fungus, from the Mickleham Downs,
where he had not met with it before. It was attached to

dead elder stems.

Mr. Manger read a paper, "The Echinoderms " (see

page 10).

APRIL 2-jth, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Harrison exhibited living larvae of Agrotis ashworthii

from N. Wales, and gave an account of the larval habits.

Mr. Turner exhibited a specimen of the cristated form of

Sedum reflexum. Mr. Step said that this species of Sedum
was prone to variation, and this form was known as the
" cockscomb stonecrop." He also remarked that the normal
form occurred in several places in Surrey, but that probably

it was not indigenous in this part of the country. Mr.
Turner also showed cases of Coleophora saturatella on broom
twigs ; he thought they were probably the cases of last

year's larvae from which the imagines had emerged.
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Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited specimens of the

Coleopteva Lebia cyanoccphala and L. chlorocephala, both taken

at Box Hill under moss.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a considerable number of South
American species and forms of the genus Papilio, belonging

mainly to the groups Endopogon, Hectorides, and Parides, and
including, among others, P. ascanius, P. bolivar, P. childrcnce,

P. crdippus, P. thymbrceus, P. ceneides, P. chabrias, P. orellana,

P. sesostris, etc.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a long series oiHeliconius numata,

showing extensive variation from a form like H. numismaticus,

with a narrow barred hind-wing, to the extreme form H

.

mclanops, with the whole of the marginal half of the wing
black. He also showed pairs of H. sylvana and H'. novatus (?).

All the specimens were from British Guiana, and mostly

from the Bartica and Potaro districts.

Mr. Sich read a paper entitled " The Spot we stand on,"

and illustrated it with a series of lantern slides.

MAY nth, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Bevins, of Ongar, Essex, was elected a member.
Mr. Sich exhibited the flowering stem of an asphodel

which had bloomed in his garden in a sheltered situation.

It was originally brought from the West of France. Dr.

Chapman said it was not the same species as that he had
referred to at a previous meeting as the pabulum of Hastula

hyerana in the Esterels.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a specimen of the coral-root, Coral-

lorhiza innata, a rare species of British Orchidcce. It was
obtained in Buckinghamshire, in a wood, where it has

occurred for many years.

Mr. Adkin exhibited the " Lantoscope," recently brought

out by Dr. Connold, to facilitate the examination of lantern

slides without the use of the lantern.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited an old work on microscopy,
" Micrographia Illustrum," by George Adams, dated 1771,
and called attention to the curious illustrations.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a short series of a moth, Metoptria

monogramma, allied to Euclidia glyphica. They were taken in

Sicily at the end of April, when the species was apparently

just emerging.
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Mr. Main exhibited some enormous larvae in spirit from
the West Coast of Africa. Probably they were of some large

species of Longicorn beetle.

Mr. Lucas exhibited one of the Entomostraca, Branchippus
stagnalis, taken, on May ioth, from a cart-rut in Princes

Covers at Claygate. It was a most delicate and beautiful

member of the tribe Branchiopoda. According to Hogg the

species is usually found in cart-ruts and other small pools

after heavy rains. Carpenter says it is comparatively rare in

this country.

Mr. Gilbert J. Arrow exhibited Geotrupes stercorarius, G.
sylvaticus, and G. typhosus, all British, with G. sharpi, from
Burma, and G. aurata, from Japan. The last-named was
metallic, an unusual character in this family. He also

exhibited a larva of Geotrupes. In the same family he showed
Copris hispanicus, from France, C. lunaris, a rare species in

Britain, and a specimen of a new species from Angola, of

which only one other is known to exist. In the Passalidce he
showed Neleus unicornis, from Trinidad, set up to show the

abdomen and vocal apparatus, together with the larva of N.
interruptus, the largest species of the family and wingless. It

was from South America.
Mr. Arrow then gave an address on " Some Social

Beetles," of which the above were in illustration. In the

discussion which took place it seemed that but little was
known of the use of sound apparatus in larvae. There were
various suggestions that they were more or less directly or

indirectly protective, either to the individual as warning
signs, or to the species as a whole, in collecting together

those individuals which had wandered too far.

MAY 2$tk, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited a large number of

species of Lepidoptera captured or bred this season from
various southern, south-western, and north-western localities

in England, and pointed out the local characteristic forms

of the various species.

Mr. Carr exhibited various spring species of Lepidoptera,

mainly from the New Forest.

Mr. Joy exhibited a short bred series of Thecla rubi. He
stated that he had searched dog-wood for larvae of Cyaniris
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argiolus, but had only obtained larvae of T. rubi. The locality

was Folkestone.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a short series of Cucullia

lychnitis, bred from larvae obtained at Box Hill, on the occa-

sion of the Society's Field Meeting in June of last year. The
larvae were obtained on their food Verbascum lychnitis, on the

flowers of which they fed in the hottest sunshine. Shortly

after they were found it was discovered that they were more
or less abundantly studded with the ova of parasites. These
were, however, removed, with considerable trouble to the

larvae, and only three larvae came to grief out of twelve. One
was eaten by the others, and two produced dipterous para-

sites. He also showed the larvae of Leioptilus septodactylus

(lienigiamis) , a local plume, feeding upon Artemisia vulgaris.

They were found at Croydon, feeding in an open, exposed
position.

Mr. Edwards exhibited the common Amphioxus, or lance-

let {Branchiostoma lanceolatum) , and read the following note :

" This interesting little animal has been found in British seas

as far north as Norway, but is much more plentiful in

warmer waters, as the Mediterranean. It is abundant in the

Bay of Naples, and is also found in the Indian Ocean.
Amphioxus was first discovered by Pallas (1778), who re-

garded it as a mollusc, and named it Limax lanceolatus. It

was first correctly diagnosed as a low vertebrate by Costa in

1834, who named it Branchiostoma, and two years later

Yarrell gave it the name of Amphioxus. It is studied in more
or less detail every year by countless students in zoological

laboratories and marine stations. The value of this primitive

form as an object of biological education depends upon the

fact that it shows the essential vertebrate characters and
their mode of formation in a very simple and instructive

condition. Although no doubt somewhat modified, and
possibly degenerate in some details of structure, in its

general morphology it presents us with a persistent type,

probably not far remoyed from the ancestral line of early

Chordata. There are no sufficient grounds for the view that

Amphioxus is a very degenerate representative of fish-like

vertebrata."

Mr. Lucas exhibited a series of botanical slides.

Mr. Edwards recorded the capture of Chrysophanus phlceas

ab. schmidtii at Blackheath, on June 26th, 1904, by Mr.
Green.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a series of Dcpressaria thapsiella,

bred by him from larvae obtained in Sicily. They fed in
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occur in the South of France, Italy, and Sicily. The imagines
emerge in April and May and aestivate, the larvae going
through the winter, whereas most species of the genus hiber-

nate as imagines.

Mr. Sich exhibited larva? and pupae of Wheeleria (Aciptilia)

spilodactyla feeding on Marrubium vulgare. They were sent

to him from the Isle of Wight. He pointed out how closely

the colour and texture of the larvae assimilated to that of

the Marrubium.
Mr. Wright exhibited a larva of a very large species of

Coleoptera, which was feeding in the wood of a sugar-box
from the West Indies. It had been in the burrow for some
eight months and had not attempted to bore its way out.

JUNE 8th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a spike of the fly orchis, Ophrys musci-

fcra, in which the flowers, including the sepals, were white.
He stated that this was the second season in which this

particular plant had produced a spike with white flowers. It

was found on the Surrey hills.

Mr. WT

. J. Kaye exhibited a bred series of Zonosoma
pendularia, showing considerable variation. He also showed
a number of empty pupa cases in situ on the leaves upon
which they had pupated, and called attention to the variable

position of the girth. There seemed to be no fixed position

and no groove for its reception ; although perhaps normally
it passed round the third abdominal segment, it frequently

passed nearer to the head and often nearer to the anal
extremity.

Mr. Step exhibited a number of Helix lapicida taken from
beech trunks near Ashtead. He stated that this species was
always most difficult to find, and only occasionally, after

very heavy rains, did it occur in any numbers, and even then
the species did not seem by any means generally distributed.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited examples of Coccinella

distincta, from Darenth Wood. It was a species very closely

allied to C. septempunctata, from which it was distinguished

by its much bolder spots. He also exhibited specimens of

Mordellistena abdominalis, a coleopteron, parasitic in the nests

of wild bees.

Mr. Sich exhibited the exceedingly small ovum of Litho-

6
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colletis qiiercifoliella. It was laid on glass, and no doubt the

larva resulting would perish, as in the normal position of the

egg the larva would emerge on the under surface and bore

into the leaf at once.

Mr. Main exhibited the tracheal tubes of the silkworm,

which had been dissected out by means of a solution of

potash. He also showed a box of insects from West Africa.

Mr. Step exhibited a photograph of the party who attended

the Field Meeting on May 27th at Seal Chart.

JUNE 22nd, 1905.

Mr. A. Sich, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Rayward exhibited a larva of Thecla w-album, just

spun up for pupation, on the under side of a leaf of wych-
elm, in a similar position to which he had almost invariably

found the pupae in nature. He also showed the fully-

developed pupa?, and pointed out how closely it resembled

a dark brown, crumpled, shrivelled portion of a leaf. He
pointed out the girth, which was normally about the centre

of the pupa, but in the larva just before the actual shedding

of the larval skin it was much farther forward. The larvae

were obtained at Chalfont Road.
Mr. Turner exhibited a long series of Colias eurytheme vars.,

including var. eriphyle and var. keewaydin (?) from Assiniboia,

sent by Mr. A. J. Croker ; and he read a short paper on the

species and its allied forms.

At the same time he exhibited C. philodice, C. palceno, C.

hyale,C. ednsa,C. electra, C. erate, C. phicomene, and the allied

Meganostoma ccesonia, and gave a general account of the genus
Colias-Eurymns (see p. 14).

Mr. Edwards also exhibited a number of species of Colias.

Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited a photograph of a view in Seal

Chart, where the Society held a Field Meeting on May 27th.

Mr. Stonell exhibited :

1. Vars. of Euchelia jacobczcz, from Oxshott, with the apical,

hind-marginal, and fore-marginal streak joined, forming a

border to the front wing. Bred by Mr. Crisp.

2. Pale var. of Amorpha populi, from Clapham.
3. Angerona priinaria, from the Briggs Collection, includ-

ing two ? , with $ coloration.

4. Boarmia abietaria var. sericearia, from the Mason col-

lection.
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5. Acidalia humiliata, taken in Isle of Wight, from Mason
collection.

6. Larvae of Nyssia lapponaria feeding on birch, from
Rannoch, hatched from eggs on May 20th.

7. Larvae of Apatura iris, from North Hants.
Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited an example of the sweet flag,

Acorns calamus, and stated it was the only close relation

we had in the British flora to Arum. He pointed out that

what was often taken to be a leaf was really the spathe of the

flower-head, as in the " hood " of the arum ; the true leaves

could always be recognised by their corrugations. Mr. Clark

also showed the fruit of the henbane (Hyoscyantus niger).

Dr. Chapman exhibited larvae of Arctia villica, from ova

laid by a female captured in Sicily in April last. He also

showed the ova laid by bred imagines of Graellsia isabclhx

from Bronchales.

Mr. R. Adkin gave a short account of the Annual Congress

of the S.E. Union of Scientific Societies, held at Reigate,

June 6th to 10th.

JULY 13th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Joy exhibited the larvae of Thecla rubi, feeding on the

berries of buckthorn, and pointed out the holes which they

made for extracting the contents. He had also found them
feeding on the buds of bramble and dogwood in a similar

way.
Mr. Stonell exhibited an example of Abraxas sylvata

(uliuata), taken in the Clapham Road.
Mr. Sich exhibited the ova of Coleophora gryphipcnnclla,

in situ on a rose-leaf. It was undoubtedly an " upright
"

egg, and was so abundantly gummed on as to appear partly

buried in the leaf. Apparently it belonged to the higher

group with C. laricella, but was much taller.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited an album containing a number of

photographs of clutches of bird's eggs in their surroundings.

Those of sea-bird's eggs were remarkably well done.

Mr. Main showed larvae of Papilio machaon at different

ages, obtained from ova sent him by Mr. Browne. He also

showed an old stem of an umbellifer containing the cells of a

species of carpenter bee.

Mr. Clark exhibited the horned poppy Glaucium flavum,
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which he had obtained from Minehead, and called attention

to the curious elongated ovary.

Mr. Step distributed copies of the photograph of the party
who attended the Field Meeting at Seal Chart on May 27th.

JULY 27th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Carr exhibited the larvae of Epione advenaria from
ova laid by a female captured at Seal Chart.

Mr. Stonell exhibited a putty-coloured larva of Odontopera
bidentata, of which he had had several. They originated

from South Yorkshire, and were feeding on privet. He also

reported that he had taken a fair number of Ccenobia rufa at

Worcester Park, Surrey.
Mr. Main showed a photograph of a woodcock's nest

taken in the New Forest. He had himself seen the nest.

He also exhibited a photograph of a colony of the larvae of

Eugonia polychloros, also from the New Forest, where these

assemblages had been comparatively common this year.

He had already bred about sixty imagines from the " nest."

The larvae had been fed on sallow. At the same time he
exhibited a Deltoid moth which had emerged in some
numbers from hairy larvae which had been found feeding on
imported bulbs. They had been fed up upon crocus-bulbs.

A number of eggs of the species were also exhibited.

Mr. Clark exhibited photographs of (1) the ova of Coleo-

phora gryphipennella, in situ on leaves of rose
; (2) much

magnified photograph of the micropyle of the same ; (3) the
ova of JEgeria ckrysidiformis. Mr. Sich remarked that the

ova of C. gryphipennella was undoubtedly an " upright " egg.

It was imbedded at the base in a liberal amount of gum,
probably the better to affix the egg, as the larvae did not

come out of the egg direct, but bored into the leaf substance
from the base of the egg, and for a period was a true miner,
only forming a case subsequently.

AC/GUST ioth, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Main exhibited the larvae of Hadena contigua, from
ova laid by a ? captured in the New Forest. They were
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extremely varied in ground colour, from a light green to a

dark blackish brown. Of the whole brood no two larvae

were exactly alike.

Mr. Sich exhibited (i) larvae of Nisoniades tages and (2)

larvae of Syrichthus malvee. They were both feeding well on
garden strawberry, and during the day hid away from view
in tents made of the leaves fastened loosely together. In

the evening and at night they came out of these tents to

feed. The former species passed the winter as a larva,

while the latter species hibernated as a pupa.
Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited two very local species of

Hemiptera from North Denes, Yarmouth, taken in July of

this year : (1) Gnathoconus picipcs, found by searching at the

roots of violets on the sandhills
; (2) Chorosoma schillingi,

obtained by sweeping marram grass on the sandhills.

Mr. Turner exhibited specimens of (1) JEdipoda and (2)

Locusta viridissima, both from Gavarne, in the Hautes Pyre-
nees, where they were very common. The latter species was
alive and fed readily on lettuce. A discussion took place as

to the food of L. viridissima. Mr. Step said that it was
generally supposed to be purely vegetarian in its diet, but one
he had kept alive for some time in Cornwall fed exclusively

on flies ; it refused all vegetable substances, and he believed

that this species was usually carnivorous. A specimen of

Meconema varians he had recently found also refused all

vegetable substances, but devoured a chrysalis which hap-

pened to be in the box. Mr. Brown said that he had found
the large grasshopper very troublesome at the " sugar

"

patches a few weeks ago at Deal, where it was lying in wait

for the Noctuae. It was particularly partial to Xylophasia

monoglypha {polyodon), which was in extreme abundance.
Mr. Main had repeatedly seen them feeding on the sugar.

Some years ago Mr. Adkin kept one alive for some time on
shredded beef, which it ate with avidity. Mr. Sich said

that the species would readily eat its fellow-captives, and
Mr. West (Ashtead) had had one which had actually eaten

one of its own legs.

Mr. E. Step exhibited a female specimen and photographs
of the rare crustacean Dromia vulgaris, from Portscatho,

Cornwall. It is the sole British representative of the tribe

Anomala of the Brachyura, which are distinguished by the

breadth of the sternal plastron and a wide telson or " tail
"

to correspond. The carapace is remarkably convex, the

front narrow, the eyes retractile into deep orbits, and there

are grooves to accommodate the antennae when not in use.
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The fourth and fifth pairs of legs are short, and attached so

far back that they appear to be on the upper surface. They
are prehensile, and the crab commonly uses them for the

purpose of attaching a mass of living sponge which it carries

about as a disguise. Another remarkable feature of this crab

is the position of the generative organs, the openings of the

vulvae being in the bases of the female's third pair of legs,

whilst the vasa deferentia of the male pass through the bases

of the fifth pair of legs and have tubular prolongations.

There are also peculiarities of the branchiae, and the entire

animal is invested by a coat of short fur. When at rest the

limbs are so disposed under the crab that it more closely

resembles a sponge or an algae-covered stone than a crus-

tacean. It is common in the Adriatic, but rarely taken in

British waters. Couch does not include it in his " Cornish
Fauna." It was first made known as British by Leach in

1824, from specimens obtained in Leadenhall Market.
Mr. Step also exhibited photographs of bur parsley (Cau-

colis anthriscus), tufted vetch (Vicia cracca), wild carrot (Daucus

carota), scentless mayweed {Matricaria inodora), and of a nest

of the field vole (Microtus agrestis), with five young in it.

Respecting the last-mentioned he remarked that he had
found it in his garden at Ashtead, and the next day an
inspection of a portion of the adjoining meadow had resulted

in the finding of at least a score of nests, some of which were
empty. The nests were in slight hollows and domed, com-
posed of grass, the bed portion being very thick and soft, of

finely divided grass blades and moss, loosely felted.

Mr. R. Adkin read a paper by Mr. Kirkaldy from the

Hawaiian Islands entitled " Random Notes on the Ento-
mology of the Lowlands of Oahu (Hawaiian Islands)" (see

page 17).

AUGUST 24th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited a specimen ofTricena (A cronyeta)

tridens ( ? ), from Clandon, and bred specimens of T. psi,

together with larvae of the former.

Mr. Harrison exhibited a short series of Phorodesma
smaragdaria bred from larvae taken on the Essex coast.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited an example of the peculiar

growth in the branching of the nightshade (Solatium nigrum)

,

known as extra-axillary, and pointed out that buds usually
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arose in the axils of leaves, but in this family it frequently
happens that buds arise from the stem close to the foliage

leaves.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited specimens of the hemi-
pteron, Nabis brcvipennis, taken at Darenth, including the
ordinary undeveloped forms and some of the developed form.

SEPTEMBER 14th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

The President referred in suitable terms to the death of

Mr. N. E. Warne, who for some years was an active member
of the Society, and a vote of condolence with his friends was
passed.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a branch of the " tree of Heaven "

(Ailantus glanduhsa) , in full flower. He stated that it was
introduced into this country from China in 1751, but it was
only rarely observed to flower freely. Dr. Chapman said

that he had seen several trees in full flower at Reigate Hill

this year.

Mr. R. South exhibited a series of Acidalia virgularia

{incanavia), and contributed the following note :
" I am ex-

hibiting a series of specimens, being part of a brood reared

from ova deposited by a female taken at Upper Tooting in

September, 1904. The specimens were bred in April, 1905,
and are noticeable for their dark colour and large size. The
larvae were fed on dandelion, and seemed to prefer it when
more or less dry. They did not eat much during the winter,

but fed up rapidly in March, and the majority had gone down
for pupation by April 4th. Seven moths appeared on April

25th, and others, to the number of thirty-five, followed

between that date and the end of the month. From eggs

laid by some of the females another batch of moths was
obtained in July, but all the specimens of this brood were
pale and of small size, resembling almost exactly the female

September parent of the April moths."
He also exhibited examples of Rhacodia emargana, with

var. caudana, var. effmctana, and var. excavana, together with

a series of Coremia unidentaria, and contributed the following

note on the latter species : "The series of specimens exhibited

has been selected from a larger number reared from a female

taken at Oxshott in August, 1904. A good deal of modifica-

tion in the composition of the central band is shown, and the
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ground colour is more ochreous in some specimens than in

others. There is also variation in colour and marking of the

hind-wings. The red-banded form is not represented, and I

have never seen that form in any Surrey locality. On the

whole the specimens pretty much favour the female parent,

and it maybe assumed that the small variation shown is due
to the male element.

Mr. Goulton exhibited some excellent photographs of the

larvae of Lepidoptera.
Mr. Smallman exhibited a specimen of Ccenonympha pam-

philus, L., of a yellowish-white colour above and on the

under side of the fore-wings. It was taken on Wimbledon
Common August 15th, 1905.

Mr. Kaye exhibited for Mr. Percy Richards (1) two series

of Acidalia dihitaria, one comprising normal specimens and
the other specimens much darker and more yellow

; (2)

Macaria litiirata, with its dark form var. nigrofulvata ; and (3)

pupae of A narta myrtilli.

Mr. West exhibited on behalf of a friend who had recently

returned from West Africa a large collection of Lepidoptera,

mainly butterflies.

Mr. Main exhibited a photograph of a larva of Phorodesma
smaragdaria taken a few days before in the Essex marshes.

Mr. Turner exhibited a lizard (Lacerta vivipara) caught by
a cat. The cat was in the habit of frequently bringing one
in from a railway bank, but nearly always the tail was found
to have been broken off. This specimen possessed a stumpy
tail, evidently the new growth to replace the first tail, which
had been broken off in a previous encounter with the cat.

Mr. Penn Gaskell exhibited several clusters of the eggs of

the gipsy moth (Liparis dispar) from San Sebastian, where
they were very conspicuously abundant in the trees lining

the roads, especially on the tamarisks. He also said that in

the South of France he had noticed the hibernacula of the

young larvae of Porthesia chrysorrhcea in considerable numbers
over a large area.

Mr. Sich exhibited the larvae and cases of Coleophora lari-

pennella feeding on Chenopodium. He pointed out the fact

that the cases were covered with grains of sand and fluff.

Mr. South exhibited the case and larva of Coleophora

limosipennella, the form of the species which feeds on birch.

It was met with at Oxshott.
Dr. Chapman exhibited some brilliantly white and glisten-

ing cocoons, which he first supposed to be those of a Ceci-

domyid. They are, however, those of a Coccid, Eriopeltis
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festuca, Fons, in which the $ lays her eggs and then drops
out. The silk is an exudation through special skin pores.

These specimens are from E. R. Bankes, Esq., taken in

Dorsetshire. It was first taken in England by Mr. G. C.

Bignell (see Newstead's " Coccidae," vol. ii, p. 21). The silk

is really much more like silk than it is to the ordinary

evanescent excretions that we generally see on our commoner
Coccids and Aphides.

Dr. Chapman also exhibited some examples of Erebia

scipio, Boisd., taken this summer. This species only occurs

in the South-east of France, practically confined to the

department of the Basses Alpes, where it is probably met
with in any suitable locality, viz. rough slopes with proper

aspects (east or south-east) at 6000 to 7500 feet. The last

week in July is its date.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. F. M. B. Carr exhibited a variety of Aglais (Vanessa)

urticcB, captured on the wing at Chalfont Road, July 24th,

this year, in which the metallic blue spots in the margins of

the wing are absent, and the black basal area of the secon-

daries is somewhat extended.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a box of Coleoptera, Hemiptera,
and Hymenoptera taken on the occasion of the Society's

field meeting at Clandon on July 15th.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited (1) a specimen of

Apatura iris bred from a larva taken in the New Forest, and
hibernated in a sleeve on a sallow-bush

; (2) Ccenonympha
tiphon (daviis) from Cheshire, together with Isle of Lewis
specimens for comparison. The ocelli on the Cheshire

insects were much more pronounced than on the Scottish

examples. (3) Erebia cethiops (blandina) bred from ova laid

by a female specimen taken in Yorkshire. About sixty

larva? were counted in the autumn ; but very few survived

the winter, only two butterflies being reared. The larvae

were fed on cock's foot grass, and hibernated on the growing
plant, in a cage kept out of doors but protected from rain.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a fine bred series of Thecla pruni

from larvae taken in Monkswood, Hunts. Attention was
directed to the usually small area of orange coloration in

British specimens. This was particularly noticeable in the
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female, when frequently the orange marks were absent on
the fore-wing, rendering this supposed secondary sexual

character valueless. The band on the upper corner of the
cell of the forewing of the male, however, gave a constant
and ready character to decide the point.

Mr. Joy exhibited a bred series of Cyaniris argiolus, form-
ing about half of a brood, fed entirely on the young leaves of

holly, and which emerged in July ; the remainder are passing

the winter as pupae. He stated that he kept the larvae in

glass-topped tin boxes, about three in a box, and that they did

not attack one another, but thrived exceedingly well, much
better, in fact, than did some which he had in a cylinder

cage indoors, and better than some kept out of doors.

Other members spoke of the suitability of these boxes if the

food were not allowed to become too stale and the boxes
were frequently opened for change of air.

Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited two rare orchids from the New
Forest, August, 1905, Malaxis paludosa and Spiranthcs

autumnalis.

Mr. Edwards reported capturing Lcucania paliens on Sep-
tember 26th, and the President referred to Noctua c-nigrum

being recently taken, which latter doubtless belonged to a

second brood.

Mr. Turner read a paper entitled " Notes on the Genus
Coleopliora," and illustrated each species mentioned by an
attempt at showing the life-history, the imago in series, the

cases at different stages in situ on the food-plant, showing
the nature of the depredations of the larvae (see " Entom.
Record," vols, xvi and xvii, 1905-6, where the "notes" are

considerably expanded).
Mr. Sich added some remarks on several of the species

mentioned with which he was intimately acquainted.

OCTOBER 12th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Edward Hill, of Dorville Road, Lee, was elected a

member.
Mr. Stonell exhibited varieties and forms of various

species of Lepidoptera.
Mr. Cowham exhibited specimens of Dicycla 00 from

Woodford, including two specimens in which the rich dark
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markings were much intensified along the usual irregular

lines and the bands filled in for the most part with the same
rich brown.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited (i) Nemeophila
rnssula, a series bred from ova obtained from a female taken
in Delamere Forest in July, 1904, also a few captured
specimens for comparison ; (2) Callimorpha dominula, a series

bred from larvae taken near Deal.

Mr. Sich exhibited the specimens referred to in the follow-

ing extract from the " E. M. M.," xvi, p. 226, 1905 :

" Two specimens of this insect were recently sent me for

determination by Mr. Alfred Sich of Chiswick, who (in

company with his brother, Mr. Leonard Sich) took them in

the middle of June near Hailsham, in Sussex. It does not

seem to have been authentically recorded from Britain

before, so far as I know ; earlier records were based on the

species now known as atmoriella. The unicolorous species

of A rgy resthia present difficulties which are probably not yet

fully understood ; and therefore, when visiting Merton Hall,

I took the opportunity to compare these specimens with

Lord Walsingham's continental material and to get his

opinion on them. Lord Walsingham and Mr. J. H. Durrant
both agreed with me that they were referable to the true

illuminatella, and their identity may therefore be taken as

established.

"The species is markedly smaller and more yellowish than

atmoriella, but is especially distinguished from it by the much
paler hind-wings ; atmoriella feeds on larch, illuminatella on
pine (species doubtful, or perhaps more than one). Ocnero-

stoma piniariella, which might be confused with it, is abund-
antly distinct structurally by the reduced neuration and
shorter palpi, and is greyer. Mr. Sich reports that the

specimens were beaten from Pinus (species not ascertained)

in a wood which also included larch and other trees ; the

insect was common, but was regarded at the time as being

0. piniariella, from which, on subsequent examination, he

found it to be distinct. I hope that the discoverer will now
complete his interesting record by finding the larva and
correctly identifying the food-plant.

" I may add that the description in my ' Handbook ' is

drawn from the true illuminatella (not from atmoriella, to

which Staudinger in his Catalogue refers it), but the locali-

ties cited are erroneous.—E. Meyrick."
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited (1) a pair of black Boarmia

gemmaria {rhomboidaria) , bred from ova laid by a Bexley 2 ;
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(2) a black suffused Chora glabraria, bred from a New Forest
larva in July, 1905.

Mr. Ashdown exhibited specimens of the local Hemipteron
Eysarcoris melanocephalus, taken in Surrey, together with the

rare E. ceneus taken in the New Forest this year. Mr. Turner
said that he had met with the former species in several

localities.

Mr. W. West (Greenwich) exhibited the following species

of Coleoptera : (1) Sibinia potentillce, obtained by sweeping
Spergula arvensis

; (2) Sibinia primita, by sweeping grass ; and

(3) Rhinoncus bruchoides, by sweeping Polygonum. All were
collected on waste land near Darenth Wood in August, 1905.

Mr. Joye exhibited a very remarkable form of variation on
the underside of a specimen of Cupido minima, in which the

submarginal row of dots on the hind-wing were elongated

into wide streaks, radiating more or less long towards the

base of the wing.
Mr. West (Ashtead) exhibited a photograph of the

" Silent Pool," near Albury, where members attending the

Field Meeting of July 15th met for tea, and also another
photograph showing a cluster of Mania manra in the corner

of a room where for some years specimens of this species

have been accustomed to associate, sitting close together

with wings overlapping. Some dozens of specimens have
been obtained from this one spot.

Mr. Main exhibited the curious wine-glass-shaped egg-case

of a spider, Agroeca proxima, which is somewhat frequently

noticed on the pine-trunks at Oxshott.
Mr. Edwards exhibited a specimen of the fungus Coprinus

atramentarius from Blackheath.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited two specimens of Emmelesia

unifasciata that had emerged in August of the present year

from pupae of 1900. He said it would no doubt be remem-
bered that some little time since he had exhibited specimens
of this species that had emerged in each of the years 1901,

1902, 1903, and 1904, from the same lot of pupae as the two
now exhibited, the emergences from the one batch of pupae

having thus extended over five successive years, and had
taken place during the first half of the month of August in

each year.

Mr. F. Noad Clark read a paper, " Practical Hints on
Microscopical Manipulation" (see p. 19), and by way of

illustration exhibited a microscope fitted with all the ordi-

nary appliances.
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OCTOBER 26th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Rev. E. Tarbat exhibited a very curious specimen of

Pseudoterpna pruinata (cytisaria) in which the usual green
colour was replaced by a rather glossy rich yellowish brown,
of a deeper colour in some parts of the fore-wings. The
specimen was in perfect condition, but somewhat small, and
was taken at Morthoe, North Devon, on a hillside near
the sea.

Mr. Kaye exhibited an extremely light form of Boarmia
abietaria bred from a Box Hill larva. The ground colour

was very pale, and the dark markings were of about the

usual intensity, making the specimen most conspicuous in

contrast to the very dark forms bred at the same time.

Mr E. Step exhibited a specimen of the so-called " vege-

table caterpillar " from New Zealand, and explained that the

larva of Hepialns virescens became the host of a fungus,

Cordiceps robertsii, which gradually filled up all the tissues of

the caterpillar, and finally sent forth a long slender shoot
from just behind the head. At the extremity of this shoot
about a third of the length is covered with the perithecia,

which contain the spores of the fungus. This New Zealand
species has long been familiar as one of the curiosities of

insect life ; but it is not so well known that one of the

British species of Cordiceps, C. militaris, similarly grows out

of lepidopterous pupae in the ground.
Mr. Edwards exhibited ova of the cat flea (Pidex canis).

Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited the following species of

Hemiptera : (1) Drymm sylvaticus var. ryei, a rather un-

common form found among dead leaves and rubbish
; (2)

D. pilicomis, a very local species ; and (3) Bcrytus crassipes, a

rare species found under stones. All were from Box Hill.

Mr. Step exhibited a series of photographs of groups of

flowers.

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to an exhibition

of lantern slides by the members. Among the slides worthy
of special note were an adder, and a pollard willow having

eight kinds of woody undergrowth springing from its crest,

by Mr. Briault ; a mass of Mania maura hibernating in the

corner of a room, views of the " Silent Pool," Gomshall,

where the Society met in July, 1905, and the Vorticella, by
Mr. W. West of Ashtead ; the British heaths, the protective
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resemblance shown by the larva of Chora lichenaria, etc., by
Mr. Lucas ; a sinistral form of the small British shell, Helix

rotundata, by Mr. F. Noad Clark ; larvae of Papilio machaon
at various stages of growth, and the metamorphoses of

Pyrameis cardui and Vanessa atalanta, by Mr. Hugh Main ;

and the fly orchis, Ophrys muscifera, and its white variety, by
Mr. Dennis.

NOVEMBER gth, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. Stonell exhibited various aberrations of Lepidoptera,

among which was a specimen of Callimorpha dominula with

yellowish wings.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a collection of South African

Orthoptera, including examples of the following genera and
species : Sibylla pretiosa, Stal. ; Popa undata, Fabr. ; Brachy -

trypes mcmbranaceus, Drury ; Gryllus ignobilis ; Enyaliopsis

petersii, Schaum, from Unyoro ; Mustius orientalis ; Cymato-

mera denticollis ; Conocephalus nitidulus ; C. mandibular is ;

Zonocerus elegans, Thunb. ; Z . roscipennis ; Z. sanguinolcnta

;

Phymateus morbillosns, Linn. ; Xiphocera, sp. ? ; Cyrtacanthacris

scptcmfasciata, Serville ; and C . purpurifera, Walker.
Messrs. Main and Harrison exhibited a short series of

Acidalia aversata, bred from a female taken near Bude, Corn-
wall. The parent was of the reddish-clay-coloured form,

and banded. The moths bred are eleven in number, of

which six resemble the parent, and five are of the ordinary

putty-coloured form, four without a band, and one with a

dark band.

Mr. Robt. Adkin exhibited a specimen of Pararge egeria

taken at Shaldon, South Devon, on September 21st last, in

which the usual pale rings around the ocelli of the hind-

wings were almost absent, being indicated only by a few pale

scales ; the ground colour of the insect was also consider-

ably darker, and the usual pale spots somewhat less promi-

nent than in the forms generally met with, and it appeared to

be intermediate between the accepted type and a variety

taken by Major Still in the neighbourhood of Dartmoor in

August, 1892, and which is figured in Barrett's " Lepidoptera

of the British Isles," vol. i, pi. xxxi. Other examples taken

at the same time and place, as well as from the New Forest,

were shown for comparison.

Mr. Adkin also exhibited a series of Dryobota {Hadena)
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protea that he had reared from ova during the present year,

and gave the following notes upon their life-history: " On
April 2nd a small batch of eggs that I had saved over from
the previous autumn hatched, and as attempts made in

former years to rear this species under artificial conditions

had proved absolute failures, I determined to try what could

be done by proceeding upon lines approximating as closely

as possible to natural conditions. Accordingly, having pro-

vided a large sleeve of the finest muslin, I enclosed in it a

large portion of a young oak-tree to which I had previously

attached the box containing the newly-hatched larvae. In all

I must have had as nearly as possible fifty eggs, but I fear

many of the little larvae died before I was able to get them
fixed up on the food-plant. The advantage of having a very

finely woven muslin for the sleeve was that, although it

prevented any possibility of the larvae escaping, it allowed

me to gather an idea of what was going on inside the sleeve

by holding it in such a position that I saw through it to the

light. I need hardly say that, at so early a date, the oak
buds showed no signs of expanding, and, indeed, were, to all

appearances, as hard and brown as in the middle of winter,

but from frequent observations, made as above described, it

soon became evident that the little larvae had managed to

enter the buds and were supporting life on their contents.

On May 15th, the oak having burst forth into young leaf, I

opened the sleeve in order to make a closer inspection of its

contents. Some of the buds were unopened, and to all

appearances dead, no doubt having been destroyed by the

attacks of the larvae in their earliest stages, but such buds as

had expanded had by this time formed little delicate shoots,

the leaves of which were loosely drawn together, and in each
domicile so formed was a larva of about half an inch in

length, while other larvae had secured themselves by attach-

ing one of the larger leaves to the muslin sleeve by silken

threads, but in both cases each larva had a house of its own
wherein to dwell, and, of course, even the largest leaves did

not then much exceed an inch in length. For the next nine

or ten days, the weather during that time being chilly for the

time of year, the larvae neither ate nor grew much, but

between May 25th and 28th they both fed and grew very

rapidly, and by the later date had devoured their houses and
every green leaf in the sleeve, and had apparently assumed
their last skin. They were therefore removed into a breed-

ing-cage containing earth and a liberal supply of soft moss,

under which they closely hid themselves by day, coming up
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only at night when quite dark, and feeding ravenously on oak-

leaves, small branches of which were kept continuously fresh

in the cage. Seventeen larvae were removed from the sleeve

to the cage, and on the night of May 30th they were seen

feeding for the last time. The fifteen moths that were reared

from them emerged between September 16th and 24th."

Mr. Main exhibited pupa cases of Pyrameis atalanta and
P. cardm, and also four pupae of Picris napi, showing the

great variation in the number and size of the black markings.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a box containing a number of

Lepidoptera, which he had presented to the Society's col-

lections.

Mr. Rayward exhibited a series of Polyommatus bellargus,

reared from ova that were laid on June 21st, 1905, by a

female captured at Reigate on June 17th. The larvae were
fed on " bird's-foot trefoil," and produced sixteen males and
fourteen females from August 30th to October 1st.

Mr. D. J. Scourfield, F.R.M.S., gave an address on
" Mendel's Law of Heredity," and exhibited a number of

specimens of peas in illustration of his remarks (see p. 31).

NOVEMBER 2yd, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. F. G. Bellamy, of 67, Greenwich Road, Eltham, was
elected a member.
At this Meeting there was a Special Exhibition of varieties.

Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited a series of Aporia cratcegi, in-

cluding specimens taken by himself in 187 1 in the New
Forest, also specimens taken in East Kent during the years

1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, to show that it occurs
annually. He also exhibited a variety of A. cratcegi, show-
ing aberrant veining and shape of fore-wing; a very beautiful

variety of Argynnis adippe from Three Bridges, with hind-

wings suffused with black ; a variety of Melanargia galatca

from Gravesend, having the black markings confined to the
marginal and submarginal areas of all the wings ; and a

specimen of Polia xanthomista [?] taken in 1904 in the North-
east Kent district.

Mr. Tonge exhibited photomicrographs of the ova of all

the British species of the following genera : Ennomos, Opor-
abia, Cheimatobia, Anisopteryx, and Hybernia.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Zygcena filipendulce
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to illustrate the colour variation in the species. In the

thirteen specimens shown the colour of the spots of the fore-

wings and the area of the hind-wings, other than the extreme
margin, graded from the typical rich crimson through shades

of terra-cotta and pinkish yellow to a pale clear yellow,

the gradations of colour being so gradual that it was almost

impossible to distinguish the difference from specimen to

specimen, except in the case of the first step from crimson

to the darkest of the terra-cotta forms; also an example of

the same species of typical colour, in which the four basal

spots of each fore-wing were united, forming an irregular

elongated patch.

Mr. Adkin also exhibited a specimen of Pararge megcera

in which the usual ocellated spot was absent from the apical

portion of the right fore-wing, its place being taken by a

minute black dot ; the same variation also showed on the

under side. The specimen was taken among a number of others

at Folkestone some years ago, and the absence of the spot

was not noticed until the insects were removed from the

setting-boards ; all the others were typical.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a box of butterflies, chiefly

from South America, including a considerable number of

more or less hyaline species belonging to numerous genera,

particularly Ithomia.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited :

(i) Aplecta nebulosa, bred from larvae taken in Delamere
Forest this year. Altogether n per cent, of the very dark
and black forms were obtained, and a considerable propor-

tion of forms intermediate between these and the ordinary
grey Delamere form. The difference between the two
extremes is very great, and the gap between them is bridged
over by an almost regularly graded series of intermediates.

The last specimen is of the extreme black form, with deep
white fringes and margin. For comparison a row of the

same species taken in the New Forest was shown. From
the Delamere larvae 18 per cent, of ichneumons were bred,

whilst in 1904, from larvae taken on the same ground, no
ichneumons were obtained.

(2) Hypsipetes sordidata, series bred from larvae taken at

Windermere, Seal Chart, and Delamere, and a few captured
specimens from Barmouth. The Windermere insects show
considerable variation, from light mottled forms to almost
black.

(3) Xylophasia rurea from the New Forest, Delamere, and
Lancashire, and specimens of var. combusta from the two
latter localities.

7
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(4) Agrotis exclamationis, a black variety from Lancashire.

(5) Xylophasia monoglypha, a short, varied series from
Barmouth and Crosby Sandhills, near Liverpool.

(6) Cymatophora duplaris, a melanic series from Simons-
wood Moss, Lancashire, where this species seems to produce
only dark forms, some being almost black ; a Cornish
specimen for comparison.

(7) Agrotis ashworthii, from North Wales, a second brood,

which emerged in October, bred by Mr. Mansbridge.

(8) Melanippe fluctuata, from Woodford, Epping Forest,

having the central band much reduced and the ground
colour somewhat brown.

(9) Acronycta leporina, a specimen from Delamere Forest,

with black thorax and abdomen, and having the fore-wings

suffused with smoky black coloration ; another Delamere
and a Lancashire specimen varying in the same direction,

but with the black colour less pronounced ; and a New
Forest example for comparison.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a collection of various

groups of the genus Heliconius.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited his collection of British

Hemiptera, comprising specimens or series of 305 species out

of a total of 431 species. They were particularly interesting,

as being for the most part collected close around London.
Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited a bred specimen of Lasiocampa

querciis in which the scales were extremely deficient in quan-
tity as well as size.

Mr. A. Harrison exhibited on behalf of Mr. E. Harris, of

Chingford, long-bred series of Hemerophila abruptaria, and
contributed the following note :

"The original parents were a dark female taken at Upper
Clapton May 25th, 1904, and a light male taken at Ilford,

May 26th.
" Eggs laid between May 27th and 31st, hatched June 9th

and following days, and the larvae spun up from July 24th to

August 27th, the imagines emerging between August 7th and
27th. Of the offspring, five were dark males and five light

males, four were dark females and four light females, making
eighteen in all. Two of the pupae went over and emerged
April 4th and 5th, 1905, one a light male and the other a

light female.
" From the above I paired two dark forms that emerged

August 12th, from which the following is the result : Larvae,

hatched August 28th and following days, spun up (fifty-

seven in all) between October nth and November 5th, and
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the imagines emerged between March 24th and May 6th,

1905. These comprised twelve dark males, sixteen dark

females, five light males, and six light females.
" The remaining eighteen did not break through their

silken cocoons, but upon examination I think they would
have been five dark males, six dark females, three light

males, and four light females.
" From the above moths I paired dark male with dark

female, light male with light female, dark male with light

female, and light male with dark female, with the following

result : The offspring of dark male and dark female were all

dark, thirty-four males and the same number of females

;

nine pupae have not changed. The pairing of light male

and light female produced specimens that were all light,

nine males and nine females; three pupae have not changed.

The dark male and light female have thrown eight dark

males and sixteen dark females, three light males and three

light females ; one pupa has not changed. The light male

and dark female have thrown nineteen dark males and fifteen

dark females, seven light males and eight light females

;

thirteen pupae have not changed. The last moth emerged
November 6th.

" It may be worthy of note that one of the light males in the

first brood emerged with only three wings, the left fore-wing

being absent, also that the size of two specimens in the

first brood that emerged in 1905 was exceptionally large

;

the male was 40 mm. (i-^- in.) in expanse, while the female

measured 42 mm. (if-^ in.)."

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Arctia villica from

Sicily of the form var. konewkai, in which the spots of the

fore-wings run together to form more or less well-developed

fascia. He also showed living larvae of the same species,

and pointed out that they had black heads, whereas in the

type form the larvae had red heads.

Mr. G. B. Browne exhibited Ellopia fasciaria, three bred

specimens showing one dark form.

Cabera pusaria, two bred specimens of the var. rotundavia,

with two of the ordinary f®rm.

Lithostege griseata, a sample of forms taken in June this

year.

Angerona prunaria, a series bred from ova from a female

taken at Hailsham in 1904.
A cronyeta ligustri, three typical forms, with a variety taken

at Lee in 1901.

Melanthia albicillata, a series bred from larvae taken at

Paul's Cray in the autumn of 1904.
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Mr. Chittenden exhibited several very dark forms of

Triphcena comes (orbona) bred from Forres larvae, 1905 ; and
a yellow form of Tiliacea aurago, from Ashford, Kent, 1905.

Mr. Dobson exhibited a case of dragon-flies, illustrating

six of the species that he took last summer on the Norfolk
Broads, viz. : Libellula fulva, Orthctnim cancellatum, JEschna
isosceles, Brachytron pratensc, Cordulia cenca, and Libellula

quadrimaculata.

Mr. A. L. Rayward exhibited several specimens of Anthro-
cera (Zygcena) filipendulce with the sixth spot much less

conspicuous than usual, and a very beautiful and brilliant

form of Polyommatus (Lyccena) bcllargus ? , with an unusual
amount of blue scaling, the normal red markings on the
hind-wings being almost entirely absent.

Mr. Joy exhibited a specimen of Cupido minima in which
the submarginal spots on the under side of the hind wings
were more or less elongated into streaks.

Mr. South exhibited

—

Amphidasys bctttlaria, with transverse lines, especially those

on hind-wings, unusually well defined. At rest on tree at

Oxshott.

Cleora glabraria, a blackish suffused variety from the New
Forest.

Boarmia cinctaria. Post-medial line projected to ante-

medial line below the middle ; from Ireland.

Tephrosia punctularia. Pale ochreous form, found at rest

on fir-trunk at Oxshott.
He also showed a series of Aglais (Vanessa) urticce, bred

from larvae fed upon hop. They were unusually small, one
specimen extremely so, measuring only 36 mm.

Mr. West (Ashtead) exhibited, under the microscope,

some diatoms, and also photomicrograph much enlarged.

On behalf of Dr. Chapman he showed several preparations of

the pupal skins of Chrysophanus dispar and C.phlceas, showing
the curious trumpet hairs (for details see " Ent. Record," 1905).

Mr. Barnett exhibited some large Buprestid Coleoptera

from Madras and Ceylon, together with specimens of the

extremely large ova of the former.

Mr. Mears exhibited a living specimen of the British

badger, also cases showing a pair of kingfishers and the

opening to their nest.

Mr. A. Bacott exhibited long-bred series of Triphcena comes,

and contributed the following note on their races and gene-

rations, as portrayed in his experimental crossing and
breedings :
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Parents.—These were selected from moths reared from
wild larvae collected at Cluny, Aberdeenshire, in the spring

of 1904 by Mr. Duncan. (Only three melanic specimens
were reared out of forty.)

First Generation.

Brood A: Both parents bright red (non-melanic). Off-

spring follow their parents.

Brood B : Male parent dark slate (non-melanic) ; female

parent bright red (non-melanic) ; offspring one slate-coloured,

one bright red (non-melanic).

Note.—Owing to an accident nearly the whole of Broods A
and B were lost.

Brood C : Male melanic, female red.

Offspring . 21 melanic . 32 red.

Second Generation.

Brood C 2 : Male melanic, female melanic.

Residt.—Bacot . . 60 melanic . 26 red.

Prout . . 17 ,, 5 „
Gardner . . 21 ,, . 5 „

9S 36

Brood C 7 : Male melanic, female melanic.

Result.—Bacot . . 50 melanic . 14 red.

Newman . 8 ,, 1 ,,

Raynor . . 22 ., 4 ,,

80 19

Brood C 9 : Male melanic, female melanic.

Result.—Bacot . . 19 melanic . 8 red.

Prout . . 15 „ 8 „

34 l6

Brood C 3 : Male red, female red.

Result.—Bacot . . 19 red.

Gardner . . 10 ,,

29
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Brood B by C : Male red, female red.

Result.—Bacot . -131 red.

Gardner . . 77 „
Raynor . . 48 ,,

256

Third Generation.

Brood C 7 by C 2 : Male melanic, female melanic.

Result.—Bacot . 24 melanic.

Harrison . 21 ,,

45

Brood C 9 by C 7 : Male Melanic, female melanic.

Result.—Prout . 16 melanic . 5 red.

Brood C g by C 9 : Male melanic, female melanic.

Result.—Bacot . 7 melanic.

Brood C 7 by C 7 : Male melanic, female red.

Result.—Harrison . 15 melanic.

Hamling . 2 ,,

17

Brood (B by C) by (B by C) : Male red, female red.

Result.—Bacot . . 20 red.

Brood C 3 by C 3 : Male red, female red.

Result.—Bacot . . 6 red.

Summary.

First Generation.

One brood : Male melanic, female red.

Result.—21 melanic . 32 red.

Second Generation.

Three broods : Male melanic, female melanic.

Result.—212 melanic . 71 red.

Two broods : Male red, female red.

Result.—285 red.

Third Generation.

Three broods : Male melanic, female melanic.
Result.—68 melanic . 5 red.
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One brood : Male melanic, female red.

Result.—17 melanic.

Two broods : Male red, female red.

Result.—26 red.

DECEMBER 14th, 1905.

The President in the Chair.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited a series of Cleoceris

viminalis, bred from larvas taken in June at Windermere,
showing a considerable range of variation from the ordinary

pale grey form to very dark, together with a few specimens
taken at Barmouth, all of the light grey form. They also

showed a series of Plusia moneta bred this year from larvae

obtained at Chertsey and at Reigate.

Mr. B. Stonell exhibited a series of melanic specimens of

Phigalia pedaria (pilosaria) from Delamere Forest, Lyccena

avion from N. Cornwall, Nonagria arundinis {dissoluta) from

Norfolk, N. canncc from Norfolk, a series of Polyommatus

icarus (alexis) females with male coloration, melanic Odonto-

pera bidentata from Skelminthorpe, very dark varieties of

Camptogramma bilincata from Shetland, and Enpithecia perno-

tata taken at Loughton in 1876.

Dr. Chapman exhibited two larvae found by Mr. H.
Murray recently at Carnforth. He (Dr. Chapman) took

them to be Nenieophila plantaginis, though he had never seen

such larvae before. Mr. Murray, who had seen thousands of

N. plantaginis larvae, did not think they were. Their colour-

scheme was exactly that of N. plantaginis. In size, they

looked much larger and thicker than full-grown N. plantaginis.

This seemed to be due to the great density of the hairy

covering, which was, perhaps, little longer than ordinary

N
.
plantaginis had when full grown, but the hairs were so abun-

dant and crowded that the larvae looked solid right out to the

ends of the hairs, thus seeming to be 14 mm. (over half an
inch) in diameter. He remarked " I can find no English

authority to say that N. plantaginis ever hibernates except

small (probably about 4th instar), but one continental one
(Dubois) also says it hibernates more rarely as full grown.

I take these to be such larvae, and suppose them to have a

much denser hairy covering than the ordinary full-grown

larvae, just as I found A rctia caja, when hibernating in certain

instars, developed a dense clothing not met with in any other
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larvae at any stage. Though I have not met with it, I should
suppose this form of larvae must be referred to in some of

our magazines, possibly some member of the Society may
know where."

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Odontopcra biden-

tata reared from Durham larvae, which showed a good deal

of variation in point of colour, the lightest being similar to

the usual southern forms, while the darkest were of a slatey-

brown shade, one individual having distinct whitish trans-

verse lines.

Mr. Goulton exhibited several photographs of larvae in

their resting or feeding positions on their food-plant.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited the nest of the white ant (Termes
bellicosus) of Durban and a large species of wood-louse
(Glomeris) from the same locality.

Mr. Barnett exhibited specimens of Mellinia circellaris

(ferruginea) of very dark coloration, Boarmia gemmaria var.

perfumaria, and a series of varied forms of Hybernia defoliaria

from uniformly mottled specimens to richly-banded forms
;

all were from West Kent.
Mr. Dods exhibited a portion of the stem of the silk-

cotton tree, Eriodendron caribceum of Jamaica, in which the

fibro-vascular tissue had been fretted out into a mass of silky,

hair-like threads. It was said that this tree was remarkable
for the extreme development of buttress-roots to its trunk.

Mr. Fremlin exhibited a specimen of the large and uncom-
mon species of sawfly, Sirex juvencus, taken near Maidstone.

Mr. Main exhibited photographs of the starches of the

round smooth and of the wrinkled peas referred to in the

address on " Mendel's Law" by Mr. D. J. Scourfield, and
contributed the following note

:

" Recalling the remark made by Mr. Scourfield, that it

was easy to differentiate between the smooth and wrinkled
peas, I had got one or two of each sort from the lecturer.

Mr. H. F. B. Jenkins has made the photographs exhibited

of the starch from these. The difference was very striking,

the granules of the starch from the round peas being of the

usual leguminous type, elongated, with a well-marked longi-

tudinal hilum. Those from the wrinkled peas were composed
of several segments which were very easily separated into

what one might call daughter-granules. Under polarised

light, also, the difference was remarkable, the round pea
starch showing the characteristic black cross, while little or

no effect was seen in the other form. None of the authorities

I had consulted mentioned this difference in leguminous
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starches, and it added a new difficulty to those who had to

determine these, especially in mixtures."

The Report of the Field Meeting held at Reigate on June
24th, 1905, under the leadership of Dr. Chapman and Mr.

Hy. J. Turner (p. 47), and the Report of the Fungus Foray
held at Oxshott on October 7th, 1905, under the leadership

of Mr. Lucas and Mr. Step (p. 54), were read.

JANUARY nth, 1906.

The President in the Chair.

Mr. J. W. Schoon, of Bayswater, and Mr. A. A. Dobson,
of New Maiden, were elected members.

Mr. West (Ashtead) exhibited a booklet now being ex-

posed for sale on all the stalls and containing some sixty

admirable photographic reproductions of the life-histories

and protective resemblances in butterflies and moths.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited four male examples of MorpJw
cypris from South America.

Mr. South exhibited an enlarged drawing made by Herr
Max Gilmer of the ova of Pieris brassicce, showing the larva

just emerging from the shell.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a capital photograph showing' the

life-history of Sesia (Macroglossa) stellatarum, ova, larva, pupa,

and imago.
Mr. Main exhibited a long series of Noctua /estiva bred

last year from larvae collected in Lancashire, and a photo-

graph of an egg capsule of Periplaneta americana, the large

American cockroach which has become naturalised in some
of our factories in this country.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a remarkable specimen of Agrotis

tritici bearing a close resemblance to Agrotis agathina. It

had been taken this year at Oxshott flying over heather in

company with A . agathina, and was a good example of syn-

cryptic resemblance brought about by the common habit of

resting on heather. The specimen agreed with A. agathina

in ground colour, in the pale costa, in the distinct dark

wedge-shaped marks near the outer margin, and in the dis-

tribution of the stigmata. These characteristics are simply

a strong development of characters which recur in the

species, and it was the simultaneous development of all of

them which gave the insect its strong likeness to A. agathina.
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Mr. Adkin read the Report of the Field Meeting held at

Seal Chart on May 27th (printed on p. 39).
Mr. Carr presented the Report of the Field Meeting held

at Chislehurst and St. Paul's Cray on September 16th
(printed on p. 52).

Mr. Kaye presented the Report of the Field Meeting held
at Clandon on July 15th (printed on p. 49).

JANUARY 25th, 1906.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The President in the Chair.

The first meeting was devoted to the business of the

Society.

The Balance Sheet, which was read by the Auditors and
adopted by the meeting, was a very satisfactory one, show-
ing a substantial balance of £42 18s. 3d.

Mr. Tutt, in proposing a vote of thanks to the Treasurer

for his services during the past year, said that he did so

with especial pleasure. During the time he had been a

member of the Society they had had but three treasurers

—

Mr. Step, Mr. Adkin, and Mr. Hall—men of the highest

ability, whose sound business judgment had largely placed

them in the satisfactory position the Society held at the

present time. There was a great deal of work attached to

the Treasurer's position ; it was not those who regularly

attended the meetings who gave trouble and increased work,
but those who, from some cause or other, attended but

little—largely through thoughtlessness, no doubt, for " Evil

is wrought from want of thought as well as want of heart."

But still, the trouble and work were ever present to the

Treasurer when he accepted his onerous and honorary duties

from year to year. In Mr. Hall they had the utmost confi-

dence, and he had no doubt the meeting would show very

markedly its appreciation of the work he did for the

members.
Mr. Montgomery seconded, and the motion was carried

unanimously.
The Report of the Council (see p. xii) was read and

adopted by the meeting.
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The President declared the following gentlemen elected

as Officers and Council for the Session 1906-7 :

President.—R. Adkin, F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents.—W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., and Hugh Main,

B.Sc, F.E.S.
Treasurer.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S.
Librarian.—A. W. Dods.
Curator.—W. West (Greenwich).
Hon. Secretaries.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.E.S., and

Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.
Council.—F. B. Carr ; T. A. Chapman, M.D., F.Z.S.,

F.E.S. ; F. Noad Clark ; A. Harrison, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

F.E.S. ; A. Sich, F.E.S. ; E. Step, F.L.S. ; and W. West,
L.D.S. (Ashtead).

Mr. Main then read his Presidential Address (see p. 55),

at the close of which he vacated the chair, which was taken

by the incoming President, Mr. Adkin.
Mr. Robert Adkin, in proposing a vote of thanks to the

retiring President, said they were all very much indebted to

Mr. Main for the able manner in which he had carried out

the duties of the chair during the year, and for the most
interesting address that he had just read to them. The
Society had passed through an undoubtedly satisfactory

year ; the meetings had not only been pleasant, but instruc-

tive to all those attending them, and the attendance had
been distinctly good—he believed well above the average

—

and he had no hesitation in saying that these eminently

desirable results had been brought about largely by the able

manner in which Mr. Main had conducted the proceedings,

and his solicitude for the interests and the convenience of

his fellow-members. Mr. Adkin took the opportunity to

express his appreciation of the honour done him in electing

him to follow Mr. Main in the presidential chair. The
position, he said, was none of his seeking, he would have

preferred to have seen a younger and more active man at the

head of affairs ; the members might, however, rely upon his

carrying on the duties of the office to the best of his ability

and his earnest endeavours to continue the good work of his

predecessor so far as lay in him. He concluded by moving
a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Main, the retiring President,

for his services during the past year, and for the able address

that he had just read to them, coupled with a request that

he would allow the address to be printed.

Mr. Tutt, in seconding the vote of thanks to the President

for his address, desired to congratulate him on his very
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successful year of office. He knew that Mr. Main accepted
the position with considerable misgiving, but the success of

his presidency had fully justified the insistence of his friends

that he should accept it. He also wished to congratulate
the Society in having persuaded Mr. Adkin to again resume
the presidential chair. The laws of courtesy forbade any
discussion of the Presidential Address, and he was afraid

that if he indulged in retrospect it would be considered a

sign of growing age and infirmity. However, he could not
forget that, twenty years since, when he joined the Society,

Mr. Adkin was then its President, and during the years that

had passed away one knew of the excellent work that

Mr. Adkin had done for the Society. Another memory that

forced itself upon him was that when he took charge of his

first school—now twenty-eight years ago—one of the names
still on the register was that of their ex-President, Mr. Hugh
Main, who had been criticising his early work so freely that

evening. This was, of course, very dreadful, but he thought
he had an answer to most of the points raised. Mr. Main
had asked in his address why each one of us individually was
an entomologist, and had made a suggestion there anent.

He (the speaker) supposed the cause was usually different in

every case. For himself, he began collecting butterflies (he

knew not why, probably because of their beauty) as far back
as 1870, when he was about twelve years of age, but his

active enthusiasm was the result of seeing two or three cases

made by a youngster only three or four years older than
himself, and from that day to this the love of the hunter
had been strong within him. But this was not all : collecting

had to satisfy mental conditions as well as the hunting in-

stincts, to respond to one's temperament, if the pursuit was
to last and if something better than mere hunting was to

grow out of it, whilst behind it all was the desire

" To wander away and away
With Nature, the dear old nurse,

Who sings to us night and day

The songs of the universe.

" And whenever the way seems long,

And the heart begins to fail,

She sings a more wonderful song

Or tells a more marvellous tale."

It was just the temperament that did everything, and
differently as we viewed the possibilities of our pursuit, there

was no doubt that the love of the wood and fields was at
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first the great incentive ; the direction it took later, whether
it ended in science or the more or less purposeless destruction

of insects, was a matter of later detail and development.
He again congratulated the retiring President on the excel-

lent record shown by his year of office, and congratulated
the Society on having obtained so excellent a successor.

In reply to the vote of thanks, Mr. Main thanked the pro-

poser and seconder for the kind things they had said and
the members for the way in which the remarks had been
received ; he also would like to add that it had been a real

pleasure to occupy the chair which he had just left.

Votes of thanks were then passed to the Officers and
Council of the past year.

Ordinary Meeting.

Mr. Bellamy exhibited a "black" form of Anthrocera
(Zygtzna) trifolii captured at Ringwood on June 25th, 1899,
and described as follows in the " Entomologist," vol. xxxii,

p. 210 :
" The fore-wings are, in certain lights, of the usual

glossy greenish-black colour, but the spots, on close inspec-

tion, are conspicuous, appearing to be more thickly scaled

and consequently more opaque than the rest of the wings
;

the borders of the hind wings are of the same greenish hue
as the ground of the fore-wings, whilst that portion of the

hind-wings usually red is of a dull smoky black, with slight

indications of a dark central mark on inner margin. The
body is black and somewhat shaggy, and at some distance

the whole insect appears to be of a uniform black colour."

He considered this form to be unique, although a similar

form occurs occasionally in A . filipendiilce. Mr. Tutt stated

that, far from this being the only specimen, he believed there

were several others recorded, and he had no doubt the facts

would be detailed in "The Nat. Hist, of Brit. Lep.," where
he had summarised the known facts relating to our British

species of burnets. Oberthur and others had specimens of

this form. It was subsequently suggested that the form had
been named ab. obscura, in January, 1899 (Tutt, " Brit. Lep.,"
vol. i, p. 487) from a specimen of M. Oberthur's, and
references to other examples are there given (" Var. chez
Lep.," p. 43, 1896; "Ent. Rec," vol. i, p. 331 [33 in error]).

Mr. Bellamy also exhibited

—

(1) A fine specimen of Polyommatus corydon var. fowleri,

South, taken at Swanage, figured and described in the
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"Entomologist" for July 20th, 1899. This was the first

specimen procured, and led to the capture of a number of

others in the same locality. It was also the finest specimen
obtained, so far as he was aware, having almost a total

absence of spots on the white border of the hind wings.

(2) A fine example of the yellow form of Callimorpha
dominula, bred from larvae obtained at Ringwood, June,
1900.

Mr. Turner exhibited a number of species of butterflies

taken in late July at Larche and Lanteret in the French
Alps, including Colias palceno, C . phicomone, Parnassius apollo,

Cupido minima, Polyommatus damon, P. corydon, P. escheri,

P. eros, P. orbitulus, Rusticus argus, Thecla spini, Issoria lathonia,

Brenthis pales, Melitcea cynthia, M. didyma, M. dictynna,

Argynnis niobe, A. aglaia, Epinephele lycaon, Erebia lappona,

E. goante, E. tyndarus, etc. They had been sent to him by
Dr. Chapman.

Mr. Edwards exhibited the pupa cases of Clonus scrophu-

larice, mounted in situ on the food-plant of the larva Scro-

phularia nudosa, to show the remarkable resemblance which
these cases bear to the seed-vessels. He also showed
examples of Papilio patros, from Ega, on the Amazon, which
is probably not a distinct species, but only a form of P. tov-

quatus, which is found over the same area; and of P.photinus,

from Mexico, a species between P. montezuma from Mexico
and P. dares from Nicaragua.

Mr. Lucas exhibited living specimens of the stag-beetle,

Lucanus cervus, which had been dug up on January 6th at

Kingston. He stated that the larva forms apuparium in the

autumn, and probably soon passes through the pupal stage

to an imago. The imago, however, does not come out of

the puparium until the late spring. In the present instance

the puparia were ruptured in the digging.

Mr. Tonge, on behalf of Mr. Vine, exhibited a remarkably
pale yellow form of Epinephele janira, with the spots of the

fore-wings unusually large and very clearly bipupillate. He
also showed capital photographs of the life-history of

Euchlo'e cardamines, ova in situ, pupa ditto, and imagines.

Mr. Main exhibited examples of the small cockroach
Phyllodromia germanica, from Silvertown, where it was now
very abundant.
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List of Desiderata in Lepidoptera to complete the Society's

Reference Collection :

Daplidice
helice

latona

valesina

hibernica

antiopa
pruni

boetica

pinastri

livornica

celerio

bombyliformis
tabaniformis

andreniformis

strigula

senex
muscerda
sororcula

sericea

pulchella

hera
hospita

hethlandica

castanese

asella

ccenosa

callunae

ilicifolia

versicolor

bicuspis

crenata

plumigera
cuculla

dictaoides
trilophus

trimacula

dodonea
octogesima
fluctuosa

algse

par
euphorbiae

albovenosa
musculosa
vitellina

albipuncta

extranea
obsoleta

putrescens

flammea
maritima
hellmanni
extrema
elymi
cannae
neurica

polyodon
exigua
leucophsea
dumerili

abjecta

furva

ophiogramma
fibrosa

captiuncula

caliginosa

palustris

lunigera

cinerea

cursoria

aquilina

obelisca

obscura
simulans
ashworthii

flammatra
ditrapezium
conflua

subrosea
ncglecta

populeti

erythrocephala

flavescens

barrettii

compta
irregularis

olivacea

xanthomista
templi

nigra

capucina
bimaculosa
flammea
exulis

porphyrea
dissimilis

conspicillaris

semibrunnea
socia

lambda
sphinx
scrophulariae

lychnitis

gnaphalii

chamomillae
chryson
festucas

iota

interrogationis

scutosa

armigera
argentula

ostrina

parva
paula
mi
glyphica
lunaris

alchymista
fraxini

flexula

fuliginaria

emortualis

cribralis

salicalis

albistrigalis

turfosalis

notha
syringaria

doubledayaria

angularia

conversaria

perfumaria
abietaria

perochraria

rubiginata

trigeminata

holosericata

circellata

straminata

subsericeata

immutata
strigaria

emarginata
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rotundaria

alternata

limbaria

lineata

ononaria
sacraria

purpuraria

adustata

autumnaria
salicata

olivata

affinitata

alchemillata

tseniata

unifasciata

succenturiata

scabiosata

pernotata

pygmseata
helveticaria

egenaria

satyrata

jasioneata

trisignaria

valerianata

pusillata

campanulata
innotata

expallidata

minutata
subciliata

dodoneata

ultimaria

coronata
nigrosericeata

viretata

simulata
firmata

ruberata

plumbata
rivata

cucullata

berberata
lapidata

polygrammata
reticulata

imbutata
griseata

Almost any species of Pyralides, Tortrices Tinese, Crambi, and Pterophori

would be of service to fill up or renew.

As the specimens are for reference they need not be British.
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Varieties and aberrations—
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A Resting Moth Protected by its Surroundings.
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Xylina ornithopos {rhizolitha) at rest on the trunk of an oak tree in the

New Forest.

Photo, by G. r. Lyle. Natural size.

Frontispiece. Adiard & Son, Imfir
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1906 Brown, P. A. C, 34, Pentney Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1900 Browne, G. B., 43, Southbrook Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1897 Burr, Malcolm B., B.A., F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., 23, Blomfield

Court, Maida Vale, W. 0.

1890 Butler, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading,

/, c.

1888 Cansdale, W.D.,F.E.S., Sunny Bank, South Norwood, S.E. /.

1889 Cant, A., F.E.S., 10, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, W.

/, mi.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., F.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. /.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1899 Carr, F. M. B. /, ;/.

1897 Chapman, T. A., M.D.,F.E.S., F.Z.S., Betula,Reigate, Surrey. /.

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. /.

1896 Clark, F. Noad, Paddington Infirmary, Harrow Road,

W. mi.

1887 Clark, J. A., F.E.S., L.D.S., M.P.S., 57, Weston Park,

Crouch End, N. /.

1879 Clode, W. (Life member).

1899 Colthrup, C. W., 127, Barry Road, E. Dulwich, S.E. /.

1907 Coote, F. D., 30, Hayes Court, Camberwell New Road, S.E.

/, b.

1902 Cowham, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. /.

1899 Crabtree, B. H, Cringle Lodge, Levenshulme, Manchester. /.

1885 Croker, A. J., Hurst Farm, Fleming, Saskatchewan, Canada. /.

1898 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton. /.

1888 Dawson, W. G., 31, King's Gardens, West End Lane, Hamp-
stead, N.W. (Life member). I.
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1900 Day, F. H., 12, Goodwin Terrace, Carlisle. /, c.

1889 Dennis, A. W., 12, Brownlow Road, Dalston. /, mi, b.

1906 Dobson, A. A., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New Maiden,

Surrey. /, orn.

1884 Dobson, H. T., F.E.S., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New
Maiden, Surrey. /, orn.

1901 Dods, A. W., Hon. Librarian, 51, Grayling Road, Stoke

Newington, N. /.

1897 Drury, W. D., F.R.H.S., F.E.S., Rocquaine, West Hill Park,

Woking, Surrey. /, b.

1904 East, F. J., 42, St. Kilda's Road, Stoke Newington, N. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., Hon. Sec, 15, St. German's

Place, Blackheath, S.E. /, el.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 13, Tufnell

Park Road, Holloway, N. d, mi.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. B., M.A., F.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1889 Ford, A., Hillside, Sunninghill Road, Pokesdown, Bourne-

mouth, Hants. /, c.

1907 Fountaine, Miss Margaret E., F. E.S., 1, The Studios,

Sheriff Road, W. Hampstead, N.W. /.

1886 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Government

Lymph Laboratories, Chelsea Bridge, S.W. /, mi.

1903 Furnival, T. F., 86, Minet Avenue, Harlesden, N.W. /.

1899 Gadge, S. W., 9, Longley Road, Tooting Graveney, S.W. /.
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Garrett, H. E., 3, Brewers Green Mews, W. /.

1884 Gibb, L., 148, St. James Street, Montreal, Canada {Life

member). I.

1902 Goulton, E. C.j Stanmore House, Clifton Crescent, Sutton,

Surrey. /.

1895 Griffiths, G. C, F.Z.S., F.E.S., 43, Caledonia Place, Clifton,

Bristol. /, e I.

1904 Grosvenor, T. H. L., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1893 Hall, A., F.E.S., 16, Park Hill Rise, Croydon, Surrey.

/, e I, ool.

1888 Hall, A. E., F.E.S., Norbury, Pitsmoor, Sheffield. /.

1884 Hall, T. W., F.E.S., Hon. Treasurer, Stanhope, The Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey; and 6t, West Smithfield, E.C /.
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i 89 i Hamm, A. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. /.

1906 Hammond, L., 38, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N. /.

1906 Handisyde, B., 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, W. /.

1903 Hare, E. J., F.E.S., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants. /.

1892 Harrison, A., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., Thames

Sugar Refinery, Silvertown, E., and Delamere, Grove

Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /, mi.

1902 Harry, S. P., 29, Rowfant Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1900 Hewitt, R. L., " Hlabisa " Coalfield, Natal, S. Africa. /.

1903 Hickman, J., 16, Aldred Road, Kennington Park, S.E. /.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Dorville Road, Lee. /.

1888 Hillman, T. S., F.E.S., Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., 3r, Farnaby Road, Bromley, S.E. /.

1S89 Horne, A., F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. /.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. /.

1887 Jenner, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

/, c, d, 7ii, b.

1884 Jobson, H, 1, Rock Villas, Maynard Road, Walthamstow /.

1904 Joy, E. C 34, Fairholt Road, Stoke Newington. /.

1886 Kane, W. F. de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.I.A., Wadmans,

Sittingbourne, Kent. /, mt, ))iari)ie invertebrata.

1898 Kaye, W. J., F.E.S., Vice-President, Caracas, Ditton Hill,

Surbiton, Surrey. /.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., 37, Trinity College, Dublin. /, c

1900 Kirkaldy, G. W., F.E.S., Honolulu, Hawaii, ex. rhyn.

;

fresh, arth. ; ethnolog)'.

1 888 Knight, E., 2, Lichfield Grove, Church End, Finchley, N.

1898 Lemann, F. C, F.E.S., Blackfriars House, Plymouth. /.

1903 Lister, W. K., Great Walton, Eastry, Kent. /.

1 90
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Lowe, F., 92, Hurlingham Road, Fulham, S.W. /.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. /, O, 71, 7)1.

1890 McArthur, H., 35, Averill Street, Fulham, W. /.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Vice-Preside 7it, Almondale, Bucking-

ham Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, cr.

1889 Manseridge, W., F.E.S., 27, Elmbank Road, Sefton Park,

Liverpool. /.

1885 Mera, A. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. /.
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iSSi Miles, W. H., F.E.S., The New Club, Calcutta, India, mi, b.

1896 Montgomery, Arthur M., F.E.S., 34, Shalimar Gardens,

Pembridge Road, N. Acton, W. /

1880 Montiero, Senor, A. A. de C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrim,

Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhithe, S.E. /, h,

d, e /, e h, e d, mi.

1904 Moore, H. W., 34, Farnaby Road, Shortlands, Kent. /.

1906 Newman, L. W., Salisbury Road, Bexley, Kent. /.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1903 Oldaker, F. A., The Red House, Haslemere, Surrey. /.

1903 Ovenden, J., F.E.S., Post Office, Frindsbury, Rochester. /.

1892 Pannell, C, East Street, Haslemere. Conchology.

1906 Payler, D., 3, Bonneville Road, Clapham Park, S.W. /.

1906 Payne, Wallace, 77, Killyon Road, Clapham, S.W. /.

1883 Pearce, W. A., S8, Croxted Road, West Dulwich, S.E. /, b.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., Halcyon Lodge, Lyford Road, Wands-

worth Common, S.E.

1901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E.S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

/, h, d.

1888 Perks, F. P., 22, May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross, W.C. zoology, mi, pond life.

1899 Pickin, J. R., 2, Industry Terrace, Brixton, S.W. /.

1887 Porritt, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Mayfield, Edgerton, Hudders-

field. /, n.

1903 Pratt, AV. B., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond, Surrey. /.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Arva, Dakers Road, Forest Hill. /.

1903 Priske, R. A. R., F.E.S., 9, Melbourne Avenue, W. Ealing,

W. /, m.

1902 Rayward, A. L., F.E.S., Colebrooke, Park Lane, Wallington,

Surrey. /.

1887 Rice, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham

Common, S.W. orn.

1904 Richards, Percy, Wellesley Cottage, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1906 Richmond, B. A., M.B., B.Sc, 2S, Lower Road, Rotherhithe,

S.E. /.

1902 Riley, E. F., 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /,
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1887 Robinson, A., B.A., 11, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C. /.

1894 Robinson, Leigh, Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street,

Westminster, London, S.W. /.

1888 Robson, H., 9, Trump Street, E.C. /, b.

1887 Routledge, G. B., F.E.S., Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Carlisle.

l,c.

1900 Rowden, Alfd. Oliver, 4, St. John's Road, Exeter. /, b.

1904 Rowland-Brown, H., F.E.S.,Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. /.

1890 Rowntree, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. /.

1898 Russell, A., F.E.S., The Limes, Southend, Catford, S.E. /.

1888 Sauze, H. A., 22, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, S.E. /.

1906 Schoon, J. W., 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, W. /.

1902 Scollick, A. J., F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Road, Merton Park,

Wimbledon, S.W. /.

1903 Shakespeare, J. J., St. Mary's, Cobham Road, Kingston-on-

Thames. /.

1898 Sich, Alf., F.E.S., Corney House, Chiswick, W. /.

1903 Smallman, R. S., F.E.S., Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Common,

W. /.

1899 Smith, E. W., 16, Tresco Road, Linden Grove, S.E. /.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. /.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. /.

1882 South, R,F.E.S., 96, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1873 Standen, R., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Lindfield,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,

Ashtead, Surrey, b, m, orn, cr.

1902 Stonell, B., 25, Studley Road, Clapham, S.W. /.

1894 Tarbat, Rev. J. E., M.A., Fareham, Hants. /, ool.

X904 Thompson, A. B., Garlands, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1 90
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Thornthwaite, W., GofFs Tower, Crawley, Sussex. /.

1895 Tolhurst, J., Glenbrook, Beckenham, Kent. /.

1902 Tonge, A. E., F.E.S., Aincroft, Grammar School Hill,

Reigate. /.

1895 Tunaley, Hy., F.E.S., 13, Becmead Avenue, Streatham,

S.W. /. h



IX
Year of
Election.

1887 Turner, H. J., F.E.S., Hon. Report Secretary, 98, Drakefell

Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, n, he, b.

1886 Tutt, J. W., F.E.S., Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill,

Blackheath, S.E. I, continental I.

1887 Verrall, G. H., F.E.S., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, d.

1889 Vine, A. C, 45, Temple Street, Brighton, Sussex. /.

1889 Wainwright, C. J., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,
Handsworth, Staffs. /.

1880 Walker, J. J., M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., "Aorangi," Lonsdale

Road, Summertown, Oxford. /, c.

1886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.,&c, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

(Hon, member). I, orn.

1903 Warne, Ernest, 45, St. John's Hill, Clapham Junction, S.W. /.

1888 Webb, S., 22, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. /.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,

S.E. /, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood, Barnett Wood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1887 Whiffen, W. H., Holmwood Lodge, Laton Road, Hastings. /.

1905 Winkworth, J. T, 290, Burdett Road, E. /.

1905 Wright, J., 30, Coleman Street, Woolwich, S.E. /.

1886 Wright, W. H., Secretary's Department, Somerset House,

Strand, W.C. /.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1906.

THE Council of the South London Entomological and

Natural History Society, in presenting the Thirty-

fifth Annual Report, is pleased to state that the

Society still maintains a satisfactory condition.

During the year ten new Members have been elected,

while two resignations have been received. In addition

your Council record with regret that three Members have

passed away, viz. : Mr. F. G. Cannon, who joined the

Society in 1903, died at the early age of thirty-seven; Mr. W^
Chaney, one of the earliest Members, who had always taken

a keen interest in the work of the Society, and for some years

was its Librarian, died in his sleep on November 3rd last

at the age of seventy-eight ; the Rev. F. H. Wood, of

Bromley Park, Kent, who had been a Member since 1S99,

and was a frequent attendant at the Field Meetings, died

suddenly on April 4th. He will be much missed, as he was
the only arachnologist the Society possessed. At present,

therefore, the total membership of the Society is 178, con-

sisting of 2 Honorary, 5 Life Members, 32 Country, and

139 Ordinary Members.
The Treasurer's Balance Sheet, duly audited, is printed at

page x, and shows the Society to be in a satisfactory con-

dition.

The attendance at the ordinary meetings has again been

very good, even in the summer months, when active outdoor

work in entomology is so much more attractive. The
average attendance of Members at the twenty-three meet-

ings has been thirty-one, a slight improvement on last year's

average.
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Your Council for the year 1905 had decided that it would
be advantageous to the Society to hold a large General

Exhibition of Natural History, and your Council of 1906

carried this intention into effect. On Saturday, March 10th,

the whole of the Society's suite of rooms in Hibernia

Chambers was filled with exhibits of a most varied and
attractive nature by some fifty exhibitors ; and a large

number of Members, friends, and visitors attended. For the

success of the meeting your Council desire to tender their

most hearty thanks to all those Members and friends who so

kindly brought exhibits, helped in the arrangement of the

rooms, acted as stewards, and in other ways materially

assisted. Particularly are your thanks due to Mrs. R. Adkin,
who so ably carried out the arrangements for tea, and to

Mr. F. Noad Clark, who ungrudgingly remained at the

lantern the whole evening, exhibiting slides for the Members
who kindly gave lecturettes on Natural History subjects.

In November the usual Special Exhibition of Varieties

took place, and, although the number of exhibitors was
not so great as on several previous occasions, some very fine

exhibits were brought, and the attendance of Members and
friends was exceptionally good.

There have been fewer Papers this year than usual. The
contributors were : Mr. Kaye, one ; Messrs. Croker and

Turner, one; Mr. Adkin, one; Mr. Lucas, one ; Mr. Bel-
lamy, one ; Mr. W. West (Ashtead), one ; and Mr. Turner,
one.

Mr. East, J. P., introduced by Mr. Lucas, gave the Society

a very fine Lantern Demonstration. Two Special Discus-

sions took place, initiated by Messrs. R. xYDKiN and E. Step
respectively. The lantern was at the disposal of the Members
for the exhibition of slides on three occasions, and was also

used to illustrate two of the papers read.

Six Reports of Field Meetings were communicated to the

Society. The following is a list of the Field Meetings held

:

May 26th.

—

Wisley, Mr. Lucas, leader.

June 16th.

—

Ranmore Common, Mr. Step, leader.

June 30th.

—

Leith Hill, Messrs. Step and Turner,
leaders.
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July 14th.

—

Horsley, Mr. Kaye, leader.

September 8th.

—

Sevenoaks, Mr. Carr, leader.

October 6th.

—

Oxshott (Fungus Foray), Mr. Step, leader.

These were generally successful, although the Ranmore
Common Meeting was marred by a terrific downpour of rain.

The Meeting at Leith Hill was for a whole day, and,

although the attendance was not great, the outing was a

very pleasant and successful one. The Council wish to

thank the leaders of these Meetings for the admirable

arrangements which ensured the comfort of those attending.

Mr. West, of Greenwich, still continues to act as Curator

to the Society's Collections with his usual close attention,

and reports as follows :

" Through the kindness of the President we have now
in the Collection S and 2 of Clirysophanus dispar ; and he

has also added many Pyralidcs and Crambitcs from the late

Mr. C. G. Barrett's collection.

" I have also received numerous specimens from Messrs.

A. E. Tonge and H. J. Turner, and a nice series of Sesia

myopiformis from Mr. E. C. Goulton. I have to thank

Mr. Ashby for his kind assistance in arranging the Collec-

tion."

Mr. Dods has very carefully watched over the Society's

books during the year, and he reports as follows :

" The Library has been well used for reference both before

and after the meetings, and the number of books borrowed

is well up to the average."

He wishes to call the attention of Members to the fact

that such back numbers of the Society's " Proceedings " as

are still in print may be obtained by them at a reduction of

one third off published price.

The following is a list of the additions to the Library

during the year, and the best thanks of the Society are due

to the donors of books and separata.

Magazines.

"The Entomologist," from Mr. South, F.E.S.

"The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine," from Com-
mander J. J. Walker, M.A., F.E.S.



"The Rochester Naturalist";
" The Irish Naturalist "

;

" Entomolog. Tidskrift "
;

" The Canadian Entomologist "
;

" The Phillipine Journal of Science "
;

" The South-Eastern Naturalist "
; by exchange.

Books and Separata.

Numerous publications of the Phillipine Bureau of Science,

by exchange.

Eleven volumes of " Transactions of the Wisconsin Society

of Science," by exchange.

"The Mammals of Colorado," from Mr. Cockerell.
Six volumes of the " Essex Naturalist," by exchange (to

complete set).

"British Butterflies," by R. South, from Mr. W. F.

Warne. .

" Catalogue of Recently-described Coccidse," from Mr.

Cockerell.
Publications of the New Mexico College of Agriculture,

from Mr. Cockerell.
" Fungi of the New Forest," by J. F. Rayner, from the

Author.
" Melanism in Yorkshire Lepidoptera," by G. T. Porritt,

from the Author.

Annual Reports and Transactions of Societies.

Entomological Society of Ontario
;

North London Entomological Society

;

Horniman's Museum
;

City of London Entomological and Natural History

Society

;

" Haslemere Museum Gazette "
;

Holmesdale Natural History Society, 1902-5 ;

Norfolk and Norwich Natural History Society ;

Croydon Natural History and Science Society;

Royal Entomological Club, Montreal

;

" Bulletin of the Soc. Ent. of France "
;

" Bulletin of the Colorado College of Science

;
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British Association for the Advancement of Science ;

Perth Naturalists' Society ; etc.

The "Abstract of Proceedings" of the Society for 1905

was issued considerably earlier this year, and consisted of a

volume of 140 pages, with five plates and diagrams, and a

map. The Council wish the general body of Members to

know that the small annual subscription is not sufficient to

cover the cost of this production, and that it is only through

the most generous assistance of those mentioned on page 2

of the cover that so thorough a record of the Society's work
can be published. The gratitude of one and all of the

Members is due to those gentlemen. [The Treasurer would

be glad to receive further names in augmentation of this

list.]

In conclusion, the Council wishes to congratulate the

Society on still continuing to maintain its position and use-

fulness in fostering and advancing the love for the study of

Nature.



A few Notes on the Butterflies of Saskatchewan
(Assiniboia).

By A. J. Croker, with remarks on the species exhibited by
Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. Read April 12th, 1906.

Last year I was three months at Miniota, a lovely place on the
banks of the Assiniboia River. Here I took a nice series of
Euvanessa antiopa, including one splendid variety, in which the
two yellow dashes on the costal margin are increased in size and
united into one great smudge of yellow, while at the same time the

yellow border is half as broad again as in the type. [This form
seems to be that named by Heydenreich as ab. hygicea, although in

the diagnosis no mention is made of the costal blotches, but only of
the extension of the outer marginal band. Dyar includes this

form in his "Cat. N. Am. Lep."] I had very little time for

collecting, but took a specimen of Pontia (Pleri's) protodice and
one of P. napi. The latter was a surprise. It made me think of the

old times at Ranmore Common and Box Hill. The large fritillary

I sent you is Argynnis lais, and the small one with purple underside

is Brcnthis bellona. This latter is a fairly common species here. It

is double-brooded, appearing in June and again in August. [There
appears to be very little difference between the two broods, at least

as exhibited in those from Assiniboia. It is one of the commonest
species over the whole of the northern parts of North America.]
With regard to the Clouded Sulphurs I can help you a bit,

I think. First of all the genus is Eurymus, according to the

"U. S. Bulletin," 1902, although Holland still lists them as

Colias in 1903. E. eurytheme is the orange-flushed and
E. eriphyle the yellow. The yellow form appears first and then
the orange, but strange to say they both appear in rotation again

—that is to say, there are two broods of each form. Then, again, I

have taken two pairs of another yellow species which I take to be
E. philodice. This year, if all be well, I will pay especial attention to

the group as to dates, etc., and write you further. I have some very

nice forms, one yellow female without any markings, and one with

exceptionally broad bands. [These species were exhibited at the

Society's meeting last year, and a summary of what is known of

their extremely complex life-history was read to the Society, and is

printed in the "Annual Abstract of Proceedings" for 1905.] The
Erebia sent you is E. epipsodea, and has a range from North Mexico,
at a high elevation, to Alaska. I have taken two examples of

E. discoidalis, a species which only occurs in the far north. [Dyar

1
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gives "Arctic America" for this species, while Holland says that his

examples came from the shores of Hudson's Bay. It is interesting

to find this species occurring so far down as the plains.] The
Satyrus, like hyperanthus, is S. alope, which is a species divided

up into distinct local forms. In S. alope, var. nephele, in the $ the

yellow bands of the type-form are suppressed, and I think you will

find this form among those sent you. [According to Holland the

var. nephele, is the form in which partial or total suppression of the

whole of the yellow markings of the type takes place. He does not

mention this suppression as being sexual. It would be interesting

to find it was so in Assiniboia. The type forms of S. alope are

exhibited through the kindness of Dr. Chapman.] The ringlet like

Ccenonympha pamphihts is C. inornata. [The forms sent are all

dark, except three, which are very light in comparison, and much
nearer in ground colour to our own C. pamphilus ; they may be what
is called in America C. pamphiloides. Holland says the C. ino)'?mta

coming from Newfoundland are " distinctly darker than those

coming from the north-west."] The Lycccna, with a submarginal row of

eye spots on the under sides of all the wings, is Nomiades lygdamas,

which is fairly common here ; but there does not seem to be

much variation in the hundreds that I have gone over. The
other " blue," like L. icari/s, is Cupido saepiolns, and distinctly a

western blue.

We get Pyrameis cardui and P. huniera. When taking a trip to

the "bush" last summer, I came across a field full of thistles, and
nearly every head had either a larva or an empty pupa case. The
larvae were of various sizes, and strange to say I found two or three

pup?e and bred several fine imagines. There is no confusing the

two : P. cardui has a row of small eyes on the underside of the hind
wing, while P. huntera has two large ones only. [Of course the
shapes of the wings are also sufficiently distinct.] The butterfly like

Melitcea athalia, only smaller, with silvery underside, is Phyciodes

ismeria. I think I sent you another one with a plainer underside.

This latter is P. tharos. [This was not sent, but examples are placed

in the box for comparison.] Now we come to the Hesperidce. The
one like Thymelicus action is Oarisma garita, and appears to be a

northern species. [Holland does not give a locality so far north as

Assiniboia. Dyar, in his catalogue, gives British America.] In addi-

tion I have taken a few of the following species : Thymelicus mystic,

Thanaos brizo (much the appearance of N. tages), T. persius, and
Urbicola (Erynnis) comma. [Of these species, T. brizo, T. persius, and
E. comma were received. The last named appears paler than the

British form. Holland gives this species under the name^1

. Manitoba,
which is really a varietal name for the Boreal American form (see

Tutt's "British Lepidoptera, Butterflies," p. 167, for a full and
detailed discussion of the various races, etc., of this widespread
species)]. Pasilarchia archippus is a fairly common species he-re,

and I have taken a few Anosia plexippus and Papilio polyxenes



(asterius). [Three specimens of the B. archippus (disippus) were

sent.] Of Everes comyntas, a blue with a small tail, mentioned by
Holland as common, I have only taken two, with a type each of

Agriades (Lycama) rustica (a small species) and Cyaniris pscud-

argiolus, var. marginata. [The latter is the American form of our

C. argioli/s, and is characterised by the dark margins of the wings

on the undersides. It is the winter form, and appears in the spring

in Assiniboia.] I have also taken a few specimens of Pyrameis
atalanta and Pieris occidentalis [of the latter a specimen was sent.]



Zoophytes.

By W. West, L.D.S. Read September 27 tk, 1906.

Hydroid Zoophytes.

The subject I have the pleasure of bringing before your notice this

evening is one that, little more than a century ago, was the cause of

great controversy amongst scientific men.
The botanist claimed Zoophytes as a branch of the kingdom he

studied. The zoologist ignored them, except the Actiniae or animal

flowers. The mineralogist questioned their botanical origin, and claimed
them as rocks or stones moulded into the figures of mosses or trees by
the action of the waves; but this theory was not generally accepted.

Up to as recently as 1826 they were classified amongst the seaweeds
;

prior to that date, in 1727, Peysonnel wrote a paper which was read

before the Academy of Sciences in Paris, in which he maintained,

that what were considered flowers growing on coral were really

animals, and asserted that the animals secreted the coral in a fluid

state, which afterwards became hard. He had to endure consider-

able opprobrium, and it was not until 1741, when Abraham Trembly
made his observations, that the animal nature of the Zoophytes was
conclusively proved.

Still the controversy went on until the time of Linnaeus, who would
not accept the theory of their animal nature, but placed them on the

boundary line between animals and vegetables.

Now, thanks to improvements in our scientific apparatus and
means of observation, it is conclusively proved, and generally

accepted, that they belong to the animal kingdom.

Let us see why there should be such difficulty in placing these

little organisms in their proper place.

It is very excusable that these difficulties should arise, for at a first

glance a branch of Zoophytes looks like a piece of sea-weed or other

plant. They are attached by a root (or what looks like one) to rocks

or shells, or are parasitic on seaweed. On a closer observation what

appear to be little flowers are seen, sometimes of gorgeous colours,

sometimes open, at others closed like buds. So it is not surprising

that in the early days of scientific research the observers should have

fallen into error.

Before proceeding to describe the Hydroid Zoophytes, it will be

necessary for me to refer to a few somewhat difficult terms, which I

hope you will be able to remember, as it will assist you to understand



the structure and physiology of these marvellous little beings. First

is the

Zooid.—Any of the principal elements, such as the Polypite, or the

reproductive body, etc.

Polypite.—The animal itself, consisting of a digestive sac termi-

nating with the mouth, and surrounded with tentacles. Occasionally

they are single, as in the Hydra, but generally consist of a large

number, comprising the plant-like colony.

Ccenosarc.—The flesh-like trunk which unites one Polypite to its

neighbour, forming a compound Zoophyte. It is divided into two
parts—the stem, and the adherent base or stolon.

Polypary.—The chitinous sheath which invests the ccenosarc or

fleshy trunk, in some species only partially.

Hydrotheca or calycle.—The bell-shaped organ in which the Poly-

pite is lodged. It is sometimes called the cell, but as there are so

many definition^ of the word cell the term " calycle " is generally

used.

Gonophore.—The bud in which are developed the reproductive

organs. It consists of an external sac (ectotheca) covering either a

fixed generative sac, in which the ova and spermatozoa are developed,

or a free sexual Zooid which is called the

Goiwzooid.—They are sometimes fixed, at others free.

Gonotheca or capsule.—The chitinous receptacle or pocket in

which the gonophores are developed. They vary much in shape
according to the species.

Umbrella or swimming-bell.—A contractile disc which enables

the medusiform Gonozooid to propel itself.

Manubrium.—The hollow body with its mouth at the extremity.

It hangs free from the top of the umbrella, in the position the stick

holds in that useful article.

Velum.—A delicate membrane which partially closes the swim-
ming-bell or umbrella.

Lithocysts.—-Small organs developed on the edge of the swimming-
bell— probably organs of sense.

Planula.—The usual form of the Hydroid embryo.
Trophosome.—The whole colony of alimentary Zooids comprising

the hydroid colony.

Gonosome.—The sexual Zooids of the community.
Ectoderm.—Their outer covering.

Endoderm.—Their inner covering.

Aematocysts or thread-cells.—Minute sacs containing delicate

projectile threads.

Paplocil.—A rigid, hair-like process occurring on the tentacles of

some Hydrozoa, supposed to be organs of touch.

In the classification, which is somewhat complex, Johnston places

the Hydra (a fresh-water species) first on the list. Hincks places it

last, in a sub-order (Gymnochora). I think that, as they are devoid

of any chitinous covering or polypary, they should come first ; at all
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events, I propose to describe them first for the purpose of this

paper, as this course will enable me to describe the various forma-

tions of the polypary in a simpler manner.
There are four species of fresh-water Hydra—viz. Hydra viridis,

H. vulgaris, H. holigadis or fusca, and H. atlenuata.

Their bodies are composed of gelatinous and contractile tissue.

A general description would be : a semi-transparent tube possessing

an adhesive base at one end, enabling it to attach itself to anything
;

at the other extremity of the tube is the mouth, surrounded by
tentacles, which are capable of enormous elongation, as also is the

body of the animal. They are armed by formidable thread-cells,

which are grouped together, and have the power of throwing out

stinging organs for killing or paralysing their prey. A small ento-

mostraca or annelid coming into contact with the tentacle stands a

small chance of escape, for these stinging threads are projected in

immense numbers ; even if it should struggle away and escape, it

dies soon after.

The Hydra; are propagated in two ways—by gemmation, and by a

true sexual reproduction.

In the spring of the year young Hydras are projected from the

body of the parent, sometimes in large numbers, and grow to a fair

size before leaving the mother, causing her to look like a plant with

branches growing out of the main stem. After a time they detach

themselves, and become independent animals.

Towards the autumn true reproductive organs are developed,

usually on the same individual.

The ovary is a simple sac (formed by the outer walls of the body)

in which the ovum is developed.

The spermaries are conical projections, developed just at the base

of the tentacle.

The eggs are developed late in the autumn ; they break away from

the parent and undergo no change until the following year.

The Hydra possess enormous vitality ; they may be cut up into

many portions, and each portion is capable of producing a perfect

Hydra. They are very common, and are found, attached to weed,

in most stagnant ponds and ditches.

Hydra viridis is (as its name implies) of a lovely, pale green colour,

and forms a charming object under a low power of the microscope

when illuminated on a dark ground. If alarmed it shrinks up into a

small green body, and is scarcely visible on the weed.

This description will apply to most of the Hydroid Zoophytes, with

this difference, that the marine forms are clothed with a chitinous

covering (the polypary), and the base of each polypite. instead of

being a sucker, is prolonged into the polypary.

The flesh-like trunk or ccenosarc is united to its neighbours—in

fact, is an outgrowth from the original polypite, which attached itself

when tired of swimming about freely. The whole colony has

developed by successive buddings, and, like a plant, each branch is



sustained by its fellow polypites, as well as having a certain amount
of individuality, and all work for the general good of the colony.

Each polypite inhabits a separate cell or calycle, into which it

retreats when alarmed. When confidence is restored it projects its

tentacles, spreads them out, and by means of ciliary action attracts

its food, which is drawn into the mouth situated in the centre of the

whorl of tentacles.

The ccenosarc (the continuation of the body) is tubular, therefore

the food captured by each individual polypite affords nourishment to

the whole colony. .

At certain portions of the polypary are seen much larger cells

—

the gonotheca or capsules—in which are developed the reproductive

organs (the gonophores). They vary much in shape, and so help in

determining the different species. In some species both male and
female organs are developed on the same individual.

The sexual Zooids may be either fixed or free. Sometimes they

discharge their contents in situ, at others they leave the parent

colony and enter upon an independent existence. They afford a

complete contrast to the parent, being shaped like a medusa, of a

crystalline umbrella form, which has the power of contraction and

expansion, enabling it to swim freely in the water.

From the centre of the crystal bell is suspended a hollow organ

called the manubrium, which terminates in a mouth. Around the

margin of the bell are seen numerous tentacles, and also a collection

of pigment cells, each containing a crystalline body. These are

supposed to be rudimentary eyes.

It is curious that it is only on Zooids destined to be free that

these eye-spots are developed.

The generative organs are developed inside the bell, in the walls of

the manubrium, sometimes before detachment, at others long after

the Zooid is liberated from the colony.

After a time the little medusa loses its activity, and reverses its

umbrella, which shrinks up into a shapeless mass, causing the pro-

jection of the manubrium ; the contained ova are then liberated.

As to the appearance of these lovely little forms I cannot do

better than quote from Hincks' " British Hydroid Zoophytes." He
says : "It would be difficult to exaggerate in speaking of the beauty of

these floating flower-buds, as they may well be called. The vivid

tints which they often display, the gracefulness, of their form, the

exquisite delicacy of their tissues, and the vivacity of their movements,

combine to render them singularly attractive. Frequently they are

so perfectly translucent that their bubble-like forms only become

visible in a strong light. In other cases the umbrella is delicately

tinted, while the manubrium displays the gayest colouring, and

brilliant ocelli glitter on the bulbous base of the tentacles. To their

other charms that of phosphorescence is often added ; they are not

only painted like the flower, but at night they are jewelled with vivid

points of light, set round the margin of the bell, or one central lamp



illumines the little crystal globe, and marks out its course through

the water. Though individually minute, their numbers are so

numerous that they play an important part in the production of the

luminosity of the ocean. They project themselves by vigorous jerks,

contracting the tentacles at the same time ; in all cases their locomo-
tion is produced by alternate contraction and expansion of the bell."

The tentacles are used for many purposes, viz. capture of prey, as

organs of attachment, and occasionally as legs. They are well armed
with stinging organs, similar to those possessed by the fresh-water

Hydra.
When searching for food the Zooid will probably attach itself by

one or more of its tentacles to some object, and with the others,

which it has the power of elongating, it will search the surrounding

water, and woe betide any unfortunate creature that comes into

contact with them, for they proceed to draw it towards the mouth,
situated in the middle of the ring of tentacles, probably at the same
time paralysing it to prevent its struggles.

In a large proportion of species the reproductive element is much
less conspicuous. The Gonozooid does not leave the parent colony,

but develops its offspring in situ.

In the study of the embryology of these interesting little creatures

a gradual evolution is observed, from the simplest form to the most
complex medusa structure.

In a species called Gonothyrea the young develops into a very

near approach to the medusa form, but does not leave the calycle.

When the ova are ripe they are scattered into the surrounding water,

and the Gonozooid withers away.

There are other forms in which the young are cast forth, looking

very much like planaria, and are covered with cilia, enabling them
to swim freely.

The embryo after a time enlarges at one extremity, and assumes

something of the appearance of a tadpole. This enlarged end, after

being attached to some piece of rock or seaweed, then expands into

a circular disc, the other part of the body standing at a right angle

to it. The embryo is now covered by a thin, chitinous envelope.

As development proceeds the free end is moulded into a beautiful

glassy, transparent, cup-shaped body, in which are formed the

tentacles, capable of extension and retraction ; the base becomes
modified into thre*td-like structures, enabling the organism to over-

come the action of the waves, which would tend to detach it from

its anchorage. As these little organisms swarm in sea-water, it is

easy to understand why such large colonies are formed.

There are other modifications of development producing more
complex forms, which would take too long to describe this evening,

suffice it to say, that some are developed inside the gonotheca or

capsule, wrhilst others are ejected from the parent to go through
their changes as free swimming animals, each eventually settling

down and developing into a lovely plant-like animal.



To thoroughly appreciate the beauty of these organisms they

must be seen alive. The chitinous coverings which we pick up on
the sea-shore are beautiful, but will not bear comparison with the

beauty of the living animals, which, when placed in sea-water, project

themselves and assume the appearance of blossoms on some graceful

plant, and frequently of gorgeous colours.

Not only is their form a delight to us, but their habits exert a

certain amount of fascination and respect from us ; as each animal

works for the commonwealth, as well as itself, there can be no
selfishness amongst them, as the food each one captures goes to

nourish the whole colony.

The classification of the Hydroid Zoophytes is very complicated.

I will not trouble you with the names of the different species, but

merely say that they are placed in the sub-kingdom Ccelenterata,

class Hydrozoa ; this, again, is divided into various orders and sub-

orders, containing numerous families. To describe the peculiarities

of each family would alone occupy the whole evening, and would
not, I think, be particularly interesting to my hearers.

Polyzoa.

Having given you a short and somewhat meagre description of

the Hydroid Zoophytes, I propose to say a few words upon the

Polyzoa, which by the older writers were included in the term
" Zoophyte," but being of far more complex structure are now
classified in the sub-kingdom Molluscoidea, branch Acephala, and
class Polyzoa, which is again divided into various sub-classes, orders,

and families, too numerous to take up your time with this evening.

There is a very great difference in the appearance of some of the

families, and yet a gradual development may be traced from the

simpler to the more complex forms.

The difference is not so marked in the polyp itself, but in the

zoarium—the collection of cells or homes.
When a larva attaches itself, it becomes changed into a single

cell containing certain elements in a rudimentary condition ; these

after a time become developed into a polypide. By continuous

budding the composite zoarium is built up.

You will see by the diagram that the polypide consists of a tube

varying in diameter, with two openings—one the mouth situated in

the centre of the ring of tentacles, the other the anus, both opening

on the outside of the membranous sac, which is filled with fluid.

This sac at its extremity is soft and flexible, and by means of

suitable muscles the polypide can retreat or draw its tentacles in,

the sac also turning in upon itself, forming a sheath as it were

around the tentacles, when the animal retires into its cell.

The cell, or zocecium, varies much in shape (according to the

species) ; it consists of two walls—the outer (ectocyst) and the inner

(endocyst).
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The ectocyst is sometimes chitinous, at others is strengthened by
calcareous or silicious matter, and forms a solid wall around it, the

outside of which is frequently curiously sculptured.

The colony increases by repeatedly budding. Buds arise on
the primary cells, which are developed into secondary cells; these

again divide, and so on. They are connected by what are called

communication plates, in which are small perforations, through

which minute threads pass connecting each animal with its

neighbour.

The other layer of the cell, the endocyst, is more highly organised,

and consists of conical, nucleated cells, with their bases towards the

ectocyst. It is supposed by some to give rise to buds, and the

reproductive products, by others, to exist merely for the purpose of

enlarging the colony.

This inner layer also gives origin to the muscles which enable the

polyzoon to carry on its various functions, by compressing the

membrane and lessening the size of the perivisceral cavity.

So you see the zocecium is a chamber lined with a delicate and
sensitive membrane, which the polypide has built around itself, and
which it inhabits all its life.

Now let us consider the anatomy of the polypides.

They are divided into two great divisions—the Ectoprocta and
the Entoprocta.

The great difference between them is that the Entoprocta have

both orifices of the alimentary canal within the whorl of tentacles,

whereas, in the Ectoprocta the anus is outside.

There are other differences, one of which is that the Entoprocta

do not develop a calcareous covering ; they are much more sluggish

in their movements, and are furnished with contractile stems, at the

extremity of which the cells containing the bodies of the animals are

situated ; they are fixed in their cells and are incapable of protrusion

or retraction.

Amongst the calcareous cells of the Ectoprocta are seen certain

modified cells called Oaria. They are special receptacles in which
the ova are developed into the larval stage.

If we examine, carefully, a colony, we shall see that many of the

cells are destitute of inhabitants—the polypides have disappeared,

but have left behind them a brown, granular-looking substance, which
has been a source of contention amongst scientists, and given rise

to many theories as to its origin. Some maintained these brown spots

were merely the dead polypides, others regarded them as ova or

statoblasts ; now it is recognised that they are alive and in the

course of time develop into fresh polypides and re-inhabit the cells.

There are many modifications in the zocecium of the marine
polyzoa ; not the least remarkable are the avicularia and vibracula.

The avicularium, or the " bird's-head " process, is an organism
attached to the colony in the shape of a bird's head, with a formid-

able hooked beak, and a lower mandible worked by powerful
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muscles. These jaws keep up a continual opening and shutting

movement. The head is also articulated to a sort of neck, and
sways to and fro, presenting the front of the jaws in different

directions. Out of forty-five British species avicularia may be found
in thirty-one, but not all of the same design ; they vary from the
most simple rudimentary forms to the complex " bird's-head."

The vibraculum is a kind of movable bristle working in a socket
by powerful muscles. At intervals it sweeps round and clears away
all refuse matter which would interfere with the health of the

colony.

Vibracula are much rarer than avicularia, only being found on
four species ; on two species both appendages are present.

The two organs have quite different functions. The " bird's-

heads " are evidently for the capture of food for the colony, for the

jaws are seen to snap up any passing creature and to hold it until

dead and decomposing. Then the surrounding ciliary action of

the polypides draws the particles to them, and thus the whole
colony is nourished.

The Polyzoa have two methods of reproduction—by ova and by
gemmation.
The ova are fertilised by spermatozoa discharged into the sur-

rounding water. From the ova are developed free swimming
(infusoria-like) beings of various shapes ; these after a time settle

down and begin a new colony.

The other method of reproduction is by gemmation. The colony

extends from its edges by outgrowths, as it were, which form cells

and develop young polyps.

In one eNample-—the Loxosoma—the young detach themselves,

and are developed into solitary animals. These belong to the Ento-
procta group.

The variety of designs in the grouping of cells is innumerable.

Sometimes the polyzoon will attach itself to a piece of sea-weed,

spread along the frond, and eventually cover it with a calcareous

mat. It is popularly known as Sea Mat. There are various species

that develop in that manner, each species having a differently

designed cell. Some prefer a stone or piece of rock to build upon,

others choose something which has movement—such as the leg of a

crab or lobster, or a whelk-shell. Many beautiful forms are found
attached to shells.

A few species are found in fresh water, sometimes attached to the

roots of submerged trees, or on the under-side of aquatic vegeta-

tion—frequently on the leaves of the water-lily.

One species has the faculty of shifting its quarters and roaming
from plant to plant.

I am afraid I have treated this subject in a very cursory way. It

is so large that it is difficult to know what to say to do the matter

justice. Any one species, with its life history, anatomy, and
physiology, is sufficient for an evening's discourse, and if I have
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failed to elucidate any particular point my excuse must be the short-

ness of time at my disposal, and the superabundance of material to

choose from. At all events, if I have not given you a complete
monograph of the Zoophytes, I trust I have interested you in the

subject, and that it may stimulate some to take up this interesting

branch of Zoology, which has been somewhat neglected in com-
parison with others.

[Mr. West's paper was illustrated by a large number of lantern

slides.]
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On the Occurrence of Tortrix pronubana, Hb., in Britain.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. ReadJanuary iot/1, 1907.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, held on
November 15th, 1905, Mr Selwyn Image exhibited a specimen of a
Tortrix which had been taken by Mr. Harold Cooper in his drawing-

room at Eastbourne at either the end of September or the beginning
of October that year. It was identified as a male Tortrix pronubana,
Hb. (" Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1905, p. lxiii), and it appears
to be the first example of the species taken in Britain.

A second specimen was taken a couple of weeks later by Mr. W. H.
B. Fletcher, who captured a small moth in his garden at Bognor, at

about 10 a.m. on Monday, October 23rd, 1905—the weather being
bright and sunny at the time—which also proved to be a male T.

pronubana (" Ent. Mo. Mag.," xli, p. 276).

In a list of " The Micro-Lepidoptera of Guernsey," by W. A. Luff,

published in 1898, T. pronubana is included (" Entom.,"xxxii, p. 264),

presumably on the authority of the Rev. Frank E. Lowe, who, in an
account of his experiences of the species in its various stages, which
he published in 1900, says :

" In 1898 I was able to record the

appearance, in Guernsey, of Tortrix pronubana, which had hitherto, I

think, been known only as a continental species " ("Ent. Rec," xii,

pp. 316, 317). This appears to suggest that at that time it was an
addition to the fauna of that island ; at any rate it was not noticed

there before that date (" Ent. Mo. Mag.," xlii, p. 42). In the course

of his remarks he expresses the opinion that it would probably be
found to occur on the Euonymus hedges of the south of England, if

looked for.

Although the foregoing was common knowledge, I must confess

that I had no thought of T. pronubana in my mind when I went to

Eastbourne on September 1st, 1906, with a view to spending a short

holiday ; but on Sunday, the 9th, while taking an after-breakfast

stroll and enjoying the morning sunshine, my attention was attracted

by a small, brilliantly-coloured moth, which flew heavily across the

road. The peculiarity of its flight and the brightness of its appear-

ance on the wing were so marked that I followed it for some little

distance, when it alighted on the gate-post of a garden, where I

obtained a full view of its upper wings, which, however, did not at all

account for its bright appearance while flying. Unfortunately, I had
no pill-box in my pocket, and while searching for some receptacle in
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which I might secure the insect, it took wing again, flew away over a

garden, and disappeared, leaving me wondering what manner of moth
it could be, for I could not, at the moment, recollect any Tortrix that

would agree with the peculiarities of the insect that I had so clearly

seen. Its markings and its bright appearance while on the wing had,

however, so impressed themselves upon me that I could not get the

episode out of my mind, and some hours later it suddenly dawned
upon me, that the little moth whose identity had so worried me
agreed more closely with the Tortrix that was exhibited at the

meeting of the Entomological Society nearly a year before than any-

thing else that I had seen, and that it could have been no other than

T. pronubana. Needless to say, I took many after-breakfast strolls

in the same direction, and at night left the windows open and the

gas burning in the hope that some stray individual should wander
towards the house where I was staying, and be thus lured into my
clutches ; but nothing in the shape of a Tortrix was obtained.

At the end of the week my friend Mr. South came down to

spend a day with me, and on my relating my experiences of the

previous Sunday morning to him, he very kindly promised to look

up the literature of the subject, on his return home, and to send me
any extracts from it that might be useful to me in following up the

search.

The information thus received, especially an extract from the

Rev. F. E. Lowe's article on the occurrence of the species in

Guernsey, which for the moment had quite passed from my mind,

induced me to make a close search of the Euonymus, which grows

so luxuriantly in Eastbourne, in common with most of the south-

coast towns, but I was at once met by the serious difficulty that the

majority of the hedges of this shrub to which one can obtain easy

access are kept so closely and frequently clipped, that the young
shoots, where it would be most likely that any Tortrix larvas would
be found, are continually removed. It was not until I obtained the

entry to a private garden, where the shears had been somewhat less

ruthlessly applied, that there appeared to be much chance of

success.

The Euonymus here looked promising ; it was growing in a thick

hedge, and there were plenty of young, tender shoots upon it.

From it I obtained during, perhaps, an hour's close search, two

small pupae and a very evident Tortrix larva, and all uncertainty was
dispelled a couple of days later by the emergence from one of the

former of an undoubted Tortrix pronubana—a rather small male.

Subsequent visits to the same place produced a few more pupae,

and two or three more larvae, from which I have since reared a short

series of moths, including both sexes ; and on the evening of

September 22nd, while searching for pupae, I found a somewhat
worn female moth (the first, I believe, of that sex taken in this

country,) resting in a shoot of the food-plant.

Mr. Eustace R. Bankes has already described the Bognor speci-
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men in considerable detail (" Ent. Mo. Mag.," xlii, p. 6), but as

even the small number of individuals that I have reared show some
variation, and as the female differs very considerably from the male,

which alone he had to describe, some further notes under these

heads may not be out of place.

Imago.

Tortrix pronabana is easily recognised by the bright orange

colour of its hind wings, which at once distinguishes it from all its

allies that are known to occur in Britain. The male measures from

15 mm. to 17 mm. in expanse. Fore wings warm greyish-brown,

faintly reticulated with darker brown, with a broad, rich red-brown
fascia from the middle of the costa, where it is narrowest, to the inner

margin, where it broadens out, extends to the anal angle, and unites

with an irregular triangular patch of the same colour that occupies

the apical and hind marginal areas. There is also a dark shade on
the inner margin between the fascia and the base of the wing. The
reticulations on the darker markings have a distinct bluish colour

when seen in a bright light. Hind wings bright orange, bordered
with black, with a few black scales scattered along the veins. Cilia

of the fore wings, brownish orange ; of the hind wings pale orange.

Body ringed with orange.

The female is a larger and more sombre insect. It measures
iS mm. to 22 mm. in expanse, is slightly paler in colour than the

male, and the reticulations are more clearly denned. The brown
fascia is of a duller and less reddish tone, and its central portion is

often indicated only in outline, as is also the triangular patch of the

apical and hind marginal regions. The cilia of the fore wings are

brown from the apex for about two-thirds of their distance, where
they shade into orange towards the anal angle. Those of the hind

wings are orange. The orange rings of the body are more distinct

than in the male. The female, when at rest, might easily be passed

over as a pale example of Tortrix heparana.

There is little variation in the fore wings, beyond one individual

being slightly darker or lighter than another ; but the black scaling

of the hind wings is subject to very considerable modification,

chiefly in the males. In the paler examples the black border is

represented by a slender line, just within the fringes, and any
further black scaling is hardly discernible. In other specimens the

border is broad, and black scales are scattered along the veins ;

while in the darkest individual the black scaling spreads over the

wing so thickly as to almost obscure the orange colour. I ought to

mention that the material I had to work upon in framing these

remarks consisted of less than a dozen specimens, and it is quite

possible that a longer series might show further variation.
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Larva.

The larva has already been described in detail by Milliere (see

Bankes " Ent. Mo. Mag.," xlii, p. 6) ; but for all practical purposes

one may regard it as a very ordinary-looking green Tortrix larva,

with a number of stiff, whitish hairs on its body ; head glabrous,

and of a shade somewhat yellower than the body. On the Conti-

nent it is said to feed on a great number of different food plants
;

but here, as in Guernsey, it has taken kindly to the Euonymus of

our gardens, Euonymus japonicus, I believe, uniting the two fully-

developed terminal leaves, and feeding on the tender shoot thus

enclosed between them, apparently, if we may judge by the number
of empty domiciles found, shifting from one shoot to another as

soon as the food-supply in the first is exhausted.

Pupa.

The pupa is fairly robust, dark (blackish) brown, with a slightly

lustrous appearance, and measures from 9 mm. to 10 mm. in length.

It is enclosed in a dense, silken web between the last pair of leaves

in which the larva has fed. When the imago is ready to emerge, the

pupa pushes itself up through the top of the web, by means of

the anal hooks with which it is furnished, and protrudes about half

its length.

Ovum.

I have no personal knowledge of the ovum, but the Rev. F. E.

Lowe tells us " the eggs make a bright, triangular-shaped patch of

vivid green, almost exactly the colour of the brighter tints of this

evergreen " (Euonymus).

Time of Appearance.

On the shores of the Mediterranean, where the species appears

to have its home, it is on the wing from the middle of February to

the end of April, and Milliere tells us that he doubts whether the

insect has more than one brood even in the South of France. He,
however, says that the larva hatches out about the end of November,
grows slowly during the winter, and becomes full fed in February.

Tutt, on the other hand, says distinctly, " it is double-brooded in the

South of France" ("Ent. Rec," xvii, p. 343). Lowe tells us that

in Guernsey it " makes its appearance at the extreme end of August,

and continues up to the end of the first week in October—weather

permitting." With regard to Britain, the earliest date we have

—

assuming that the insect which I saw at Eastbourne was really this

species—is September 9th ; the original British specimen was taken

at the end of September or beginning of October, and the Bognor
example on October 23rd. Of the specimens bred the first emerged



on September 20th. and the last on October 30th. The times of
appearance in Guernsey and in Britain approximately agree, it being
in both places a late autumn species ; whereas, if Milliere's assump-
tion is a correct one, in the south of France it is on the wing only in

early spring. I think, however, that in this he must be mistaken,

especially having regard to his account of the larval history, and
that Tutt's assertion of its double-broodedness must be accepted.

It is, of course, quite possible that an insect that is double-brooded
in the south of France may have failed to produce one of its broods
on becoming established in the more northern British locality, or,

indeed, even so far north as Guernsey, but in such a case it seems
hardly reasonable to suppose that it would be the spring emergence
that would be suppressed, and, although both in Guernsey and in

Britain the species has so far been found only in autumn, I am
strongly of opinion that we shall find a spring brood also if we look

for it, or, indeed, that there is a succession of broods continuing so

long as warm weather permits the larva? to feed up rapidly. The
selection of an evergreen as its food-plant in these more northern
localities appears to me to be an additional reason for thinking that

this is so.

It would be interesting to know how the species got here, and
whether it has existed on our south coasts for some years and been
overlooked, or whether it is of quite recent introduction. I hardly

think that we owe its introduction to any migration, although the

spread first to Guernsey and then to South England might favour

that hypothesis. The species appears to be of sluggish habits, and
the chances of its having been introduced in plants in one of its

earlier stages are more probable, I think, than its having flown here,

or been blown over. Nor do I think it likely that it has been
established here for any great length of time. Apart from the

improbability of so distinct a species being continuously overlooked,

there are two points that appear to me to strongly favour this

conclusion. Milliere tells us that 75 per cent, of his larva? yielded

the Dipterous parasite, Morinia bigoti, Mill., yet not one of the larvae

or pupa? which I found was attacked by a parasite, and it appears

improbable that a species, prone to such attacks, would long remain
in any locality before receiving the attention of such persistent

visitors. The:', again, although the species has been taken at places

so far apart as Bognor and Eastbourne, the area over which I found
it at the latter place was exceedingly restricted, and, although I

carefully searched other equally suitable hedges within a few hundred
yards of that spot, I failed to find any trace of it, which, to my mind,
suggests that the colony was recently founded, and had not had time
to spread. I doubt not that there may be many similar colonies

within the length of coast line indicated, but at present the chances
are that each one will be found to be of but very limited area.
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Report of Field Meeting at Wisley Ponds, May 26th, 1906,

By W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S. Read November 22nd, 1906.

On May 26th was held the first of the field meetings of this

Society for 1906. The locality chosen was the district around
Boldermere, the large pond in front of the Hut Hotel near Wisley,

this spot not having been visited by the Society since 1902. The
morning was wet, and, though no rain fell during the time actually

covered by the excursion, the weather was dull, and rain came on
again in the evening.

On my arrival alone at Effingham Junction, about 2.30 in the

afternoon, the air was moist, warm, and close, like that one expe-

riences in the hotter of the plant-houses at Kew Gardens. It had a
strongly aromatic smell, due, it would seem, to the damp earth and
the fresh young vegetation. Near the station the woods were resonant
with the songs and cries of innumerable birds of very varied note,

from the song of the nightingale, heard close at hand, to the cry of
the cuckoo, detected somewhat uncertainly in the distance.

While waiting for the rest of the party I turned down the lane

branching off near the station to the right towards Cobham, to find,

as I had done on a previous occasion, specimens of that most unfern-

like little fern, the Adder's Tongue {Ophioglossum vulgatum). They
were discovered without much trouble, some of the fronds being
fertile ones— that is, bearing spikes of spore-cases.

On the arrival of the rest of the party by the next train we at once set

out on our walk towards the ponds. The first part of our journey lay

along a very pretty narrow lane through a wood, chiefly of deciduous
trees, and quite sufficiently characteristic of the vegetation of the

London Clay over which we were passing. Soon the wood gave
way to open country for a time, and, till we neared Martyr's Green,
our way lay between hedges having a little strip of flowery green-

sward on each side. Here was seen a tiny roadside pond in which Mr.
Step once discovered the little glossy-brown mollusc, Physa hypnorum,
not on the list of the Conchological Society for the county of Surrey.

He had not, however, found it there since, nor could it be seen on
the present occasion.

Resuming our way, the same conditions of country lane and hedge-
row, studded with trees here and there, were continued a little

further, till the clay gave place to the Bagshot Sand and its charac-

teristic covering of heath and fir, amidst which are to be found the
WT

isley Ponds of which we were in search.
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Near the smaller pond, on a spot where, apparently, there had
once been a fire, was found, as is so often the case, a good growth of

the common moss, Funaria hygromelrica, with its spore-capsules in

various stages of development. By the large pond another moss,
Bryitm axspititium, was found plentifully, also bearing numerous
capsules of a shape distinctly different from those of Funaria. A
search was made, but without success, for Lycopodium inundatum,
once found by the large pond; nor could the natter-jack toad, which
is reported to occur in the neighbourhood, be discovered either. On
the margin of the pond opposite the hut the brilliant orange fungus,

Mitrula pahtdosa, was found in some numbers, and Calla palustris,

a near relative of our common "Lords and Ladies," but not a truly

British plant, was seen in its old locality, though no flowers were
noticed. Between the ponds and the station the tway-blade, one of

our earlier orchids, was showing its flower-stalk, but the blossoms
were by no means out.

To turn for a few moments to the insects. At the side of the

large pond near the Ripley Road I picked up a female specimen of

the common mayfly {Ephemera vulgatd) in its sub-imaginal state,

which produced an imago, at home, a few days later. Mr. Turner
found the larvae of Coleophora viminetella very common on the willows

surrounding the smaller pond, and among them three cases with lame
of C. anatipennella, showing the white, woolly leaf-hairs attached, and
the biting away of the surface of the leaf, due to a habit characteristic

of this section of the genus. Larva? of C. laricella were common on
some larches. Mr. Stanley Edwards took the moths Tephrosia

consonaria, T. p>i?ictiihita, Fido?u'a piniaria, F. atomaria, and
Eupithecia indigata, as well as a male RapJiidia notata, the largest of

the four snake-flies belonging to the British Neuropterous fauna.
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Report of the Field Meeting held at Ranmore Common,
June 16th, 1906.

By Edward Step, F.L.S. Read January 10th, 1907.

Two special characteristics strike me in connection with the

field meetings I had to arrange this year : one an indisposition on
the part of members to notify their intention to be present until the

last minute, the other a failure to supply lists of captures.

I feel bound to lay stress again on the first of these points, for at

this Ranmore meeting half a dozen members who had given

adequate intimation of attendance had to stand aside, and finally

get only half a meal, because they had been crowded out by those

who had not expressed any intention of being present, and who were,

therefore, not entitled to consideration. We have tried several

plans for meeting this difficulty, but so far have failed. I believe

the only real remedy is a return to the primitive condition of things

in which every member made his own commissariat arrangements.

Except for the few who got on the ground in the morning, the

weather was far from favourable for collecting, being more or less

wet, and after tea exceedingly so. The flora of the common, which
agrees with the rest of the Reigate—Guildford range of the North
Downs, has been given in these " Proceedings " on several occasions,

and it seems unnecessary to repeat the list. One addition was made
to these, however, in a large colony of Adder's-tongue fern (Op/u'o-

glossum vulgatum), which had been discovered by the conductor's

youngest daughter a week earlier.

A number of insects were taken, but no lists have been sent in

with the exception of a note from Mr. Turner, who writes :
" The

larvae of Coleophora fuscedinella were abundant on elm, nut, etc.
;

C. lutipenella occurred on the oaks, and in one part of the lane the

larvae of C. gryphipennella were making their characteristic very pale

blotches on the rose leaflets." Most of the members were at one
time busy in examining the leaves of cowslips for the ova of

Nemeobius lucina, and all got a greater or lesser reward.
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Aplecta nebulosa at rest on the trunk of an oak tree, Leith Hill. (P. 21.)
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Report of the Field Meeting- held at Leith Hill,

June 30th, 1906.

By Edward Step, F.L.S. Read January lot/i, 1907.

As this was an experimental whole-day meeting only a small

attendance was looked for, but a party of eight fully enjoyed the

walk from Holmwood via Anstiebury and Coldharbour Common to

the summit of Leith Hill, and thence to Dorking through miles of

heather, bilberry, and pine-woods, by way of Broadmoor, Squire's

Great Wood, and Bury Hill. The weather was delightful throughout

the day.

Again I am chiefly dependent upon Mr. H. J. Turner for a list

of the insects captured or observed. He writes :
" Two species of

Lepidoptera, which previously I had not met with, were somewhat
common, so I devoted most of my time to them, and thus did not

make a very long or varied list of captures. Bomolocha fontis*

(crassalis) was in some numbers, but most difficult to capture, and
when captured it was found to be extremely restless in the boxes.

The best place was on a steep slope under the trees among waist-

high heather and bilberry ; in almost every instance the insects rose

high above one's head before they could be reached. The other

species, Tortrix viburuana, was flying rapidly over the heather, and

the pupa-cases could be found sticking out from the bunches of

tied-together leaves of Viburnum opulus. Other species which I

either saw or took were : Bupalus piniaria, Thera variata, Melanippe

sociata, Camptogramma bilineata, Acidalia aversata, Eupithecia

laria'ata,* and Melanippe procellata among the Geometers. The
Pyrales were represented by Pyralis costalis (fimbrialis) and Ebulea

sambucalis ; the Deltoides by Zandognatha grisealis ; the Phycidas

by Pempelia palumbella ; and the Tortrices by Tortrix forsterana

and Eupcecilia angustanaP. Olindia ulmana was also taken, but not

commonly, by Mr. South.

Mr. Tongeadds to the list Lithosia mesomella, Cucullia umbratica*

Boarmia repandata, B. consortaria, Macaria liturata, Acidalia

remutaria, Melanippe unangulata, Cidaria picata, Aplecta nebulosa*

Larentia pectinitaria* Those marked * were photographed in situ

by Messrs. Tonge and Step.



Report of the Field Meeting held at Horsiey on
July 14th, 1906.

By W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

On July 14th an excursion was held at Horsiey. The previous

announcement for this outing was that Clandon was to be the scene

of operations, but as it was found that the proposed new route to the

north of Clandon Station involved a serious tea difficulty, it had to

be abandoned, with the result that Horsiey was decided upon. All

things considered, the choice was quite a happy one. In the first

place, it was some time since the Society had held one of its

excursions here, and many members were glad to renew their

acquaintance with the delightful bit of country known as the
" Sheep Leas."

The weather was ideal, and typical of what we expect mid-July to

produce. The sun blazed from a well-nigh cloudless sky, and this

had the effect of mustering a goodly number of members for the

afternoon's meeting. The Leas had scarcely been arrived at when an
Argyn /lis ag/aia made its appearance, and this was quickly succeeded

by a number of others, most of them apparently in fair condition.

The sight of these fine insects on the wing soon called up a show of

nets, and for a full half-hour or more the spectacle might have been
seen of collectors of all ages wildly chasing the many A. aglaia.

Those who still found their limbs pliant were well rewarded with a

goodly number of specimens.

Of other butterflies there were very few. Aphantopus hyperanthus,

Lyccp.na corydon (1), Cvpido minima (over), Augiadcs sylvanus

(1), and Pieris napi being the only species recorded. There were

many moths, however, to be obtained, as the subjoined list will

show. Of the plants and the other orders of insects no records

have been sent in, which is the greater pity, as the locality would,

doubtless, give very interesting results. Many of the more con-

spicuous plants have been recorded in previous volumes of our
" Proceedings." It is more particularly in the other orders of

insects that information would be most welcome on a future

occasion.

I have to thank Messrs. Alfred Sich, Percy Richards, W. J.

Ashdown, and Henry J. Turner for the records of Lepidoptera here

appended

:

Acronyctapsi, Hecatera seretia, Dianthtxcia carpophaga (very common
in larval stage where Silene grew abundantly), Toxocampa pastinum,
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Ephyra trillnearla, Camptogramma bilineala, Cabera pusaria (in good
condition), Lomaspilis marginata (in good condition), Asthena luteata

(a few), Acidalia bisetata, A. dimidiata, A. aversata, Bapta temerata,

Eupithecia venosata (larva?), Eubolia bipunctaria, Ematurga atomaria,

Pechypogon barbalis (1), Rivula sericealis (a few), Crambus culmellus,

C. pasa/elbus, C. perkIIus, C. hortitelhis, Botys hyallnails, Ebulea

stachydalis, Scoparia dubitalis, Stenoptilia pierodactyla (common),
Mima'seoptilus phaeodactyla, Oxyptilus parvidactyhts, Aciptllla tri-

dactyla (tetradactyla), Alucita pentadadyla (common), Pyrausta

purpuralis, P. cespitalis, Tortrix xylosteana, Sericoris urllcana, Tor-

trix rosana, Ortholania striatal, Spilonota aceriana, Penthina corti-

cana, Laspeyresia compositella, Epiblema cana, Anacainpsis tie//lolella,

Depressaria heracleana, Cerostoma radiatella, Harpipteryx xylostella,

ElacJiista luticomella (i), Plutella critciferarum, Nepticula catharti-

cella, Llthccolletls sylvella, Argyresthia nitldella, A. albistria,

Elachista triatomea, Phycis adornatella (common), Gelechla lignella

(common), Sericoris rivularia (conchana), Coleophora ochrea.
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Report of the Fungus Foray held at Oxshott, October 6th,

1906.

By Edward Step, F.L.S. ReadJanuary 10I/1, 1907.

Although up to the end of September the continuance of

drought and high temperature gave little promise of a successful

fungus hunt, a few timely rains made a great difference ; and though

the individuals were less abundant the species were more numerous,

and their representatives in excellent condition. Several members
went down in the morning and divided attention between Entomology
and Mycology. I have no record of the entomological results,

except that Mr. Turner devoted the time to searching for the pre-

winter cases of the Coleophorids, and found on the birches an

abundance of the minute, recently made cases of Coleophora fuscedi-

nella on their small mines. Among them were a few minute, black

pistol cases of either C. ibipennella or C. ardecepennella, and a case

which must have been that of C. bicolorella, although Mr. Turner was

not previously aware that this last species ever frequented birch.

We had the advantage of the presence of Mr. J. F. Rayner, of

Southampton, who helped greatly in the identification of the fungi,

and but for whose assistance the following list of species seen would
have been much shorter [species recorded in previous years have

been omitted from Mr. Step's list]

:

Lycoperdon perlatum, L. depressum, Polystictus abietinus, Fames
annosus, Polyporus sulp/iureus, P. adustus, P. adiposus, Boletus

piperalus, B. bovinus, B. ccespitosus, B. luridus, Panceolus campanu-

latus, Gomphidius viscidus, G. ?-oseus, Psilocybe ericaa, P. udus, P.

semilanceata, Hypholoma hydrophilum, Stropharia albo-cyanea, Cor-

tinarius leucopus, C. decipiens, C. hinnuleus, C. collinitits, C. elatior,

C. cinnamomeus, and its var. sanguitieus, Flammula supinea, Hebeloma
??iesophceum, Inocybe carpta, I. asterospora, Uygrophorus com'cus,

Lacca7'ia baccatus, var. amethystina, Lactarius t/ieiogabus, L. rufus,

Russuki adusfa, P. virescens, P. drimeta, P. rubra, P. fragilis, P.
heterophylla, Mycena epipterygia, M. ga/opoda, M. sanguinolenta, M.
filopes^M. ammoniaca, M.gabertcubata, Collybia macu/ata, C. dryophila,

Marasmius peronatus, M. ramealis, Tric/zo/oma nudum, T. grammo-
podium, T. columbetta, Lepiota procera, Amanita spissa, Amanitopsis

vaginatus, Leiocarpus fragilis, Fuligo varians, Rhytisma acerinum.

Several slugs found feeding on Boleti were taken by Mr. Sich, and
turned out to be Arion circumscj-iptus and A. intermedins.
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Read January 24///, 1907.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S.

(~* entlemen,—The Report of the Council and the Balance-
^-I sheet that have been read to you will have put you in

possession of the chief items of interest in regard to the

Society's year, and you will, I doubt not, agree with me in

considering that they show the affairs of the Society to be in

a satisfactory condition.

With regard to the Balance-sheet I should perhaps give a

word of explanation. It will be noticed that the credit

balance in this year's general account is very much smaller

than it has been for many former years; this, however, is

purely a matter of book-keeping, and does not exhibit any
less satisfactory financial position this year than formerly.

It has been the custom to keep separate accounts for the

printing of " Proceedings " and for the library, and to credit

them respectively only with, in the one case, any donations
and cash received for sale of " Proceedings,'

7

and, in the

other, with the library fines and any votes for binding or the

purchase of special books, any excess of expenditure over
such receipts being carried forward as a debit balance in

those accounts. Now, a portion of each year's income should
properly be applied to these purposes, and in order to put
these two accounts on their proper footing the Council have
voted to each of them from the general account a sum
sufficient to approximately balance them. This does not
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affect the final balance, which will be found to compare
satisfactorily with that of former years.

There is one other matter in this connection that I ought
to refer to. In accordance with Rule 7, Section 7, the

entrance fees and compositions for lite membership have
been carried to a suspense account, the balance to the credit

of which now amounts, in round numbers, to twenty pounds,
and the Council are considering whether this amount should
not be invested in some sound security, under the authority

given in that rule, so that it may be earning some income,
however small, for the Society.

Our membership shows an increase : we have elected ten

new members, two have resigned, and we have to deplore

the death of one honorary and two ordinary members.
William Chaney took an active interest in the affairs of

the Society from the date of his election as one of its earliest

members. He served many years on its Council, and filled

the office of Librarian from 1882 to 1887. On his retirement

from active life a year or two later, he was unanimously
elected an honorary member under the rule empowering the

Council to elect "persons who have rendered special services

to the Society to-be honorary members." His earlier

studies were devoted chiefly to the Lepidoptera, the micro-
section of which order especially interested him. Later he
took up Hemiptera and Coleoptera, and he was a frequent

exhibitor of interesting examples of this latter order at our
meetings of a quarter of a century ago. He passed peacefully

away on November 3rd, 1906, at the ripe age of 78 years.

Rev. Francis Henry Wood, M.A., was elected a member
of the Society in 1899. He was a frequent attendant at our
ordinary as well as field meetings, and his occasional exhibits

of, and papers on, the Arachnida (Spiders) Avill be in the

memory of many of our members. He died April 4th, 1906,

aged 60 years.

F. G. Cannon was elected a member in 1903, but seldom
attended our meetings. His leisure time was devoted almost
exclusively to the study of Ornithology and Entomology, the

butterflies of Britain being especial favourites of his. He
died June 7th, 1906, at the early age of ^j.

Three other entomologists, more or less intimately con-

nected with our Society, have passed away during the year,

to whose memory I should like to say a word.
The Rev. Joseph Greene died in the earlier part of the

year at the good old age of 82. He was a member
of this Society from 1889 until 1903, when he resigned his



membership owing to failing health. He will be well remem-
bered by our older members as the author of " The Insect-

Hunters' Companion "—a little book of small pretensions,

but which has run into some four editions ; and by his paper
on " Pupa Digging," first published in the Zoologist just half

a century ago. He found solace during the declining years

of his life in rearing vast numbers of A braxas grossulariata

from larvee collected chiefly from the Euonymus hedges in

the neighbourhood of his residence at Clifton, Bristol, by
which means he accumulated a great many more or less

striking varieties.

Ebenezer Sabine died April 12th, aged yz years. He was
elected a member of this Society in 1886, and was an occa-

sional exhibitor at its meetings, but owing to a chest affec-

tion which rendered it undesirable for him to be out at night,

he resigned his membership a few years later. For the same
reason he ceased to take any great interest in the moths, and
for many years gave his undivided attention to the British

butterflies, of which he amassed a very remarkable collection,

including many fine series of varieties. At his death his

collections passed into the possession of Mr. A. B. Farn.
Charles William Dale died February 20th, at the com-

paratively early age of 54. He inherited from his father,

who was so well known to the entomologists of a former
generation, his extensive collections, comprising all orders of

insects. To these he added considerably from time to time,

keeping them well up to date, and at his death bequeathed
them, under certain conditions, to the Oxford University

Museum. It is satisfactory to know that this historic

collection has fallen into such good hands.
The ordinary meetings of the Society have been well

attended ; the exhibits at them have been somewhat more
numerous than of recent years, and fully up to the average
in point of interest. Several of our members continue to

pursue special lines of research, and to communicate notes
on the progress made to the meetings from time to time. In
this connection I should like to call attention, without wishing
in any way to draw invidious distinctions, to recent work
done in regard to the association between ants and many of

the Lycsenid larvae by Mr. Rayward, the working out of

the life-histories of the Coleophorids by Mr. Turner, and the
photographic records of the eggs and earlier stages of the

Lepidoptera by Mr. Tonge. To Mr. F. Noad Clark we are,

I believe, indebted for the initiation of the latter class of work,
and it must be very satisfactory to him to find that it is pro-
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ducing such good results. Photography is also playing an
important part in many other branches of stud}-. Mr. Main's
records of Lepidoptera in their natural resting positions,

and Messrs. Step, Lucas, Dennis, and others' botanical and
other studies have proved welcome and instructive additions

to many of our meetings.

An event of the year was the holding of a special exhibi-

tion in the Society's rooms on Saturday, March ioth. The
exhibits were both numerous and interesting, and despite the
misfortune of a particularly wet evening it was well attended,

and may be regarded as a successful undertaking. I would
take this opportunity of tendering the thanks of the Society
to the management of the Home and Foreign Produce
Exchange (our landlords), and especially to Mr. C. J.
Higginson, their secretary, for the use of the rooms on the

occasion, free of all cost ; also to all those members and
friends of the Society, who, in many ways, contributed to

the success of the evening.

Books, good, bad, and indifferent, roll from the press at

such a rate now-a-days that it is impossible to notice them
all, but there are one or two in which this Society doubtless

takes a special interest that should perhaps be mentioned.
" The Lepidoptera of the British Islands," by Chas. G.

Barrett. The publication of this work was commenced some
fourteen years ago in serial form, and the parts have con-
tinued to appear at more or less regular intervals up to the

present time. On the death of the author it was found that

the material for the continuation of the work, to the end of

the Tortrices, was far advanced, and the publishers were
fortunate in securing the services of Mr. Richard South to

carry through that part of the work, the conclusion of which
will be reached almost immediately, and there the work will

probably stop. The material for the Tineina is, I understand,
very far from complete, and the publishers have not, so far as I

am aware, been successful in securing the services of an editor

who would be willing to take this section in hand on similar

lines to those of the earlier volumes. Although it must be
regretted that so great a work should be thus left incomplete,
it must not be forgotten that since its inception our ideas of

classification have undergone considerable change, and it

would perhaps be better, if a much-needed work on this group
is to be published, that its arrangement should be more in

accordance with present day views of the subject.
" A Natural History of the British Lepidoptera," by J. W.

Tutt. Whatever may be our regret at the non-completion
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of Mr. Barrett's book, it is more than compensated by the

issue of this great work. Commenced some seven years

since, four volumes, dealing in the most comprehensive and
up-to-date manner with various sections of the moths, have
been issued, and we are anxiously awaiting the early publica-

tion of vol. v. But, in the meantime, Mr. Tutt has hit upon
the happy idea of issuing the section dealing with the

butterflies in parts, which have been appearing at frequent

intervals during the year. The butterflies are treated in the

same comprehensive manner as the moths, and it would be

difficult to find any point in regard to any of the species

treated of that is not fully set forth.

"The Butterflies of the British Isles," by Richard South,

is one of the " Wayside and Woodland Series," published

by Frederick Warne & Co., the special object of the series

being to supply full and accurate details of the subject

treated, in a form convenient to carry in one's pocket when
on a country ramble. The book is fully illustrated with
coloured and plain plates, and never before has such a vast

fund of accurate and useful information been compressed
between the two covers of a book of its size. I am glad to

know that there is a good probability of the British moths
being treated in a similar manner, and by the same author.

x\ll three of these works, it will be noted, treat of virtually

the same subject, but so diverse are their methods that, I

doubt not, there is ample room for all of them.
I should like also to refer to a couple of other works

:

"The British Woodlice," by W. Mark Webb and Charles
Sillem, is a monograph of the terrestrial Isopod Crustacea

known to occur in Britain. Each species is fully described,

and figured on a large scale, and the book should prove an
incentive to the study of this hitherto terribly neglected

group.

"The Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland," by J. G.
Millais, has been completed, and is, perhaps, the most sump-
tuous work on the subject yet published.

In his Presidential Address, delivered at our last Annual
Meeting, Mr. Hugh Main touched upon the question of

melanism in Lepidoptera ('Proceedings,' 1905—1906, p. 65).

For this reason I venture to call attention to the following

important papers, referring to the subject, that have appeared
during the year, viz. :

" Melanism in Yorkshire Lepidoptera,"
by G. T. Porritt, read before the Zoological Section of the
British Association, at their meeting held in York, in August
last (" Report of the Brit. Assoc, Sect. D.," York, 1906) ; a
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" Summary of Evidence in regard to a Collective Inquiry as

to Progressive Melanism in Lepidoptera," prepared by L.
Doncaster (" Ent. Record," 1906, p. 165) ; and Dr. T. A. Chap-
man's note on Hastula hycrana, which is appearing, with plate,

in the " Entomologists' Monthly Magazine " (" Ent. Mo.
Mag.," 1906, p. 243, etc.) The papers are largely collations of

observed facts, and should be carefully perused by all who
take an interest in the question of melanism.

During the year some additions have been made to the
lists of the British Fauna, and some few rare species have
been noted

:

Scomber thunnina (Cuv.), a fish of the mackerel family, is

added to our list, by the capture of an example off our Norfolk
coast in July last.

With regard to birds, a specimen of the greater yellow-

shank {Totanus mclanolcucus) was shot in the Scilly Isles in

September last, and is believed to be the first recorded
instance of the species, not only in Britain, but in any part

of Europe.
Two rare visitors have also been noted—namely, the

common bee-eater {Mcrops apiaster), of which a specimen was
secured in the Scilly Isles within the last few weeks ; and
the flamingo {Phcenicoptcrus roseus), of which an example was
shot in Suffolk in August last ; but there is some doubt as to

whether this individual may not have been an escape,

although the species has very occasionally been found in

Britain.

But it is among the insects that the greatest number of
additions are to be expected, and the past year with its forty

odd records is well up to the average of its immediate pre-

decessors, both as to number and importance of species, and
from among them may be mentioned

—

Ccratopliyllus insularis, a flea new to science, identified and
named by the Hon. N. Charles Rothschild from a single

male example, taken by Dr. N. H. Joy from a hollow tree

near Reading ; but as the hole from which it was taken had
been occupied consecutively by a woodpecker, an owl, and a

starling, further search will be necessary to ascertain which
of the three birds should be regarded as its host ("Ent. Mo.
Mag.," 1906, p. 59).

Coleoptera accounts for some nine additions, including

one species new to science, Euplcctus tomlini, of which Dr.

Norman H.Joy took several specimens from an old starling's

nest (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 99). His systematic search of

the nests of mammals and birds also added Qucdius vc.xans,
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Epp., and Homalota paradoxa, Rey., to the British list

(" E. M. M.," igo6, pp. 200, 201). Cardiophorus crichsoni,

Buyss., w-as taken b)T him in Lundy Island among grass

tufts (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 156) and Corticaria cvcni-

collis, Mannh., from dead oak branches at Basildon (" Ent.
Record," 1906, p. 276).

Mr. Donisthorpe has paid much attention to the beetles

inhabiting ants' nests, and to this we are indebted for the
addition of Dinarda pygmcea, Wasmann ("Ent. Record,"

1906, p. 217), and Hydi-ochus nitidicollis, Muls., fell to his lot

while collecting in the river Meavy at Yelverton (" Ent.
Record," 1906, p. 133). He also reinstates Lomcchusa stnt-

mosa, ¥., from specimens that he took in an ant's nest at

Woking (" Ent. Record," 1906, p. 159).

Carida ajfinis, Payk., is added by Dr. David Sharp from
specimens taken by Colonel Yerbury and Mr. C. G. Lamb in

fungus on old trees at Strath Spey, Banff (" E. M. M.," 1906,

p. 220) ; and Lathrobinm lavipcnnc, Heer., by Mr. W. E. Sharp,
from a single example that he took in a sand-pit near Oxted,
Surrey (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 55).

Hymenoptera also claims nine new British species, includ-

ing one new to science, namely Pseudiscobrachinm cardianum,oi
which Mr. Arthur J . Chitty took a single specimen in the nest of

an ant, Poncra contracta, Latr., at Charing, Kent, from which
he described the species (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 148). One
species, Braeon abcissor, Nees, is added by Mr. Claude Morley,
who swept a single specimen in Horning Fen (" E. M. M.,"

1906, p. 109). And the Rev. F. D. Morice is responsible for

the remaining seven species, viz.: Amauroncmatus ampins,

Konow., A. lencolcnns, Zadd., A. vittatns, Lep., Lygaoncmatns
pint, Retz., L. saxeseni, Harh., Pachyncmatns zaddaclii, Konow.,
and Pristiphora vividana, Konow. (" E. M. M.," 1906, pp. 135,

136, 207, 249).

Neuroptera has two additions. The Trichopteron,
Tricrnodes rcntcri, McLach., is identified by Mr. Kenneth J.
Morton from specimens taken while investigating the fauna
of the River Laggan, near Aberfoyle (" E. M. M.," 1906,

p. 270). And the Psocid Rcntcrclla liclvimacnla, Ended.,
by Mr. H. L. F. Guermonprez, from specimens taken by him-
self and Mr. Edward Saunders (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 57).

Diptera heads the list in point of numbers, no less than
eighteen new British species having been added, including
four new to science, viz.: Phova vitvea, Wood., P. Intcifcmorata,

Wood., P. snblngnbris, Wood., and P. domestica, Wood. (" E.
M. M.," 1906, pp. 191, 192, 262).
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Lepidoptera, of all orders, has for many years been the
most thoroughly worked, and it is probably for this reason

that " new species " are less frequent than in some other

orders, and the addition of some three or four species during
the past year is by no means a poor total. Perhaps one of

the most interesting of them is the "plume" Stenoptilia

graphodactyla, Tr., which was reared in August last by
Paymaster Gervase F. Mathew from larvae found feeding in

the flowers of marsh gentian (Gentiana pneumonanthe) , near
Wimborne ; he also took the imago by beating mixed herbage
in the neighbourhood of the food-plant (" Ent. Record,"

1906, p. 245). The marsh gentian occurs throughout Europe,
except the extreme north, but the range of the moth appears
to be more restricted, extending from the Alps to the moun-
tainous districts of Hungary. In Britain the plant is said to

be more common in the northern than in the midland and
southern counties. It seems strange that, in these circum-
stances, the moth should have established itself at a com-
paratively low elevation near our south coast, and is another
example of how we may sometimes turn up a new species in

even the most unlikely of places.

Mcsophlcps silaccllns, Hub.—a very distinct species—was
captured by Mr. A. C. Vine on the downs near Brighton,

and identified by Mr. Eustace R. Bankes from the specimens
sent to him by the captor (" E. M. M., 1906, p. 28).

Blastotere glabratella, Z., another Tineid, was taken by Lord
Walsingham from an old spruce-fir hedge in his kitchen

garden at Thetford (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 169). Both
species were taken in sufficient numbers to suggest that they

are fully established in this country.

At the meeting of this Society, held on December 14th,

1905, Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited two Arctiid larvae that

had been sent to him by Mr. H. Murray, who had taken
them on a waste piece of ground at Carnforth, and who said

that he had captured a similar one at the same place a few
years previously. The larvae, although somewhat resembling

Nemcophila plantaginis, L., did not appear to agree exactly

with that species (" Proc," 1905, p. 103). Unfortunately

the larvae failed to produce imagines, although placed in

most experienced hands. Mr. Murray, who knows the larva

of N. plantaginis intimately, expressed his opinion very

strongly that they were not that species, and Dr. Chapman,
after further investigating the matter, has practically no
doubt in referring them to Pyrrharctia isabclla, Abbot and
Smith., a species that apparently is common in many parts
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of North America (" E. M. M.," 1906, p. 100). It is to be
hoped that Mr. Murray may be successful in taking the
imago, or in securing a further supply of larvae and rearing
them, so that this fourth addition for the year to the list of

British Lepidoptera may be fully verified.

But in addition to these novelties, several species have, in

the course of the year, occurred under circumstances that

make their record interesting. Neuroptera has two such,

namely, Sympctrum vnlgatum, L., of which the capture of a

specimen at Epping Forest, on September 4th, is recorded
by Messrs. F. W. and H. Campion, and its authenticity

vouched for by Mr. Kenneth J. Morton. Only some three

previous captures of this species in Britain are on record
(" Entom.,' 1906, p. 282). S. flaveolum, L., a species of
fitful and by no means common occurrence, was noted in

the same neighbourhood, between August 8th and Septem-
ber 2nd, in some numbers (" Entom.," 1906, p. 281).

Lepidoptera also has several similar records. Hardly
had spring merged into summer when hordes of Pyramcis
cardui, L., appeared in our southern counties ; among them
were numbers of Plusia gamma, L., and many Nomophila
noctuclla, Schiff. Almost simultaneously reports of Dcilcphila

livornica, Esp., came in from various parts of the country.
Later on Hciiotliis pcltigcra, Schiff., and Laphygma cxigua,

Hb., were found commonly in certain localities, and the
season closed in with records of the capture of stray examples
of Xantliia ocellaris, Bkh., Lcucania cxtvanea, Gn. (unipuncta,

Haw.), Chcerocampa cclcrio, L., and Deiopeia pulchella, L., in

the autumn, the last-named being met with on October 24th.

Such happenings appear to me to be full of interest, and
suggest to my mind subject matter on which, I trust, I may
be permitted to address you very briefly this evening. I

therefore proceed to

Some Thoughts on the Probability of the Abundance
of Certain Species of Lepidoptera in 1906 being
due to Immigration, and its Possible Effect on
our Insect Fauna.

Pyramcis cardui has always been regarded as a common
British species, and I suppose that some individuals might
be found in any year in some part of the country. But
it is very fitful in its appearance, occurring at times in

great abundance, while at others it is distinctly scarce.

In 1905 it does not appear to have been, generally, at all
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common, but in 1906 it suddenly became very abundant.
I happened to go to the south coast just at the time
of this abundance, and was so impressed with what I saw
that I ventured to publish my experiences and to suggest

that others who might have made observations should do the

same. The appeal was not in vain, and there are, scattered

through the various entomological publications of the year,

a number of records that throw a good deal of light on the

subject. Their general purport is to the effect that a few
worn specimens were met with during May, but that in the

very early days of June the species became exceedingly

abundant, and the agreement in the dates when this abund-
ance was first noted is truly remarkable. No less than eight

records, in which definite dates are given, fix the day on
which the great numbers were first observed between June
2nd and 5th, and these reports come from districts so far

apart as Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Devon, Cornwall, Monmouth,
and Hereford. In only two cases is it mentioned when the
height of the swarm was over ; my own fixing the date for

Eastbourne as 5th ; and another from Bagshott, in Surrey,

as the 8th. As to what happened later in the year, reports

are scanty ; one mentions larvae on the Northumberland
coast in July, while some two or three others speak of the

species being not particularly common in autumn.
I have already mentioned that the first appearance of

Deilcphila livomica last year coincided very closely with that

of P. cardui. The earliest record is that of the capture of a

single specimen in Cornwall on May 30th, and between that

date and the middle of June it was reported from Devon,
Hants, Dorset, Kent, and Ireland. Unfortunately, exact

dates are not always given, but nearly a score of specimens
seem to have been taken in the first week in June—just the
time when cardui became so abundant. One or two larvae

are reported from Sussex in July, and in the later part of the

year imagines were again met with.

With regard to Heliothis pcltigera, although a great deal of

detail has been recorded, any exact dates as to when it was
first noted in spring are wanting, and the best information
that I have been able to obtain is that during May it was
frequently taken at flowers of valerian in South Devon.
There are also a couple of records which are not very clear,

but which appear to show that the species was observed in

both Dorset and County Cork in June. Later on larvae

were found in some plenty in Devon, and one or two
elsewhere, and in August and September moths were
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reported from Devon, Dorset, Wilts, Hants, Sussex, Kent,
and Essex.

The records with regard to Laphygma exigua are more
definite. On June 3rd, Mr. Sheldon, while collecting in

Cornwall, noted a light-coloured Noctua flying at dusk in

some numbers, and the half dozen which he took proved to

be L. exigua, in worn, but not ragged, condition (" Entom.,'"'

1906, p. 230). In this respect they agreed exactly with
P. cardui, and it will be noted that the date on which they
were first seen agrees exactly with that on which this species

was at its greatest abundance. Autumn records are plentiful

enough, showing that this species, usually accounted a rarity,

must have occurred in its thousands, its greatest abundance
apparently being in Devon and Cornwall, but it is also recorded
from Somerset, Wilts, Dorset, Hants, Sussex, Surrey, Kent,
and Essex.

These records, fragmentary though they be, and often lack-

ing in conciseness, go to show, when pieced together, that

the four species under notice have much in common. They
are all species having two or more generations in the course
of the year, and they all occurred practically at the same
time and over the same area—along the southern portions

of the kingdom.
In June, 1900, some few specimens of Colios edusa, Fb.,

were met with in our southern counties, and in the autumn
of that year the species was abundant in many parts of our
islands. From experiments in breeding the species, carried

out by Messrs. Carpenter, Montgomery, and other members
of this Society, it was found that the larva had not the power
of hibernating, in the sense that we usually employ that term.
So long as climatic conditions were favourable, brood would
succeed brood, but upon their becoming unfavourable the

brood came to an end ; and it further appeared that in no
other stage had the insect the power of prolonging its life

over our winter.

Larvae of L. exigua, and, I believe, H. peltigera also, reared
from ova deposited by some of last autumn's moths, behaved
in much the same way, showing no disposition to hibernate,

probably not possessing the power of doing so, yet feeding

up rapidly and producing imagines, but only so long as

favourable climatic conditions enabled them to do so.

From our present knowledge of the subject it would
appear that a certain section of the British Lepidopterous
fauna, of which the foregoing species are examples, is of a

transitory character. If these islands could be shut off from
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communication with the outside world, netted over so that

no insect could reach them from the continent of Europe or

elsewhere, many species that are now of frequent occurrence
in them would probably become extinct. The geographical
position of the British Islands appears to be on the extreme
limit of the possible range of many species ; under excep-
tionally favourable meteorological conditions a species may
establish itself on our shores and produce successive genera-
tions extending over several years. There is little doubt
that Colias cdnsa, for instance, does exist at times, for several

years together, in some specially favoured spots. But there

comes a time when conditions are unfavourable, existence

becomes insupportable, and the species dies out.

The migration of birds has for many years past engaged
much attention ; a committee appointed by the Royal
Society has done good work ; careful watch has been kept at

light-houses and light-ships around our coasts and the infor-

mation thus obtained carefully recorded. The dates of

arrival and departure of known seasonal migrants have been
noted, and precise details as to the direction of their spring

and autumn movements taken. In this way, and by the

systematic labours of a host of independent observers, not
only has a vast amount of information been obtained with
regard to the movements of known wanderers, but many
species not suspected of migratory tendencies have been
found to possess them. Even such species as blackbirds,

thrushes, rooks, and robins, which we have been accustomed
to regard as the most stay-at-home inhabitants of our gardens
and hedge-rows, the least given to wandering of all species,

have been found to have migratory tendencies strongly

developed. So may it be with some insects that we least

suspect.

Although the migration of insects has received some
amount of attention at the hands of many of our entomo-
logists, as is testified by the numerous records of observations

that are scattered through the pages of the various entomo-
logical journals, it is small when compared with the

systematic work that has been done in regard to bird migra-
tion. The possible relation between meteorological conditions

and the migratory movements of insects and their ultimate

spread also appears to be little understood.

That migration does take place, and that our insect fauna
is materially affected by it, no one in this present day will

doubt, but as to the causes of migration, and its exact effect

upon our fauna, we have a great deal yet to learn. There is
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no royal road to the elucidation of such questions. The
workings of Nature are subtle, and their reasons often diffi-

cult to understand ; and it is by patient observation and
study of the phenomena that are constantly taking place

around us—happenings that are often apparently trivial in

themselves, but of far-reaching import as links in the chain
of evidence—that we may alone hope to arrive at a reasonable
understanding of these great problems.

In conclusion, I should like to take this opportunity of

expressing my appreciation of the kindly assistance that I

have received from you all, in carrying out the duties of the
office to which you so generously appointed me, and to our
Honorary Secretaries, especially, are my thanks due.
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FEBRUARY 8th, 1906.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a number of preserved larvae of

Cidaria sagittata, and made mention of the marvellously close

resemblance they had to their food, Tlialictrum flowers, but,

notwithstanding, they were greatly persecuted by ichneu-

mons. It appeared likely, therefore, that the latter associa-

tion with the larvae was very ancient, and probably before the

larvae had attained such a close resemblance to their food-

plant. The attacks of birds were, however, probably largely

evaded. Mr. Kaye mentioned that he had found as many
as fourteen larvae on one spike of flowers.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited specimens of Psyche villosella

and P. opacclla, together with their larval cases, preserved
larvae, and pupal skins, and pointed out the difference

between the two cases, those of opacclla being more compact
in structure than those of villosella. It was stated by Dr.

Chapman that a loosely thatched case generally produced a
6*, a close one a ? , imago.
Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited :

(1) The crustaceous lichen, Graphis scripta, growing on
the bark of holly from the New Forest.

(2) Badhamia varia, one of the endosporous Mycetozoa,
found by Master G. Step on the under surface of a branch
of a large living oak in Ashtead Woods, February 3rd,

1906.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to an exhibi-

tion of lantern slides

:

(1) Mr. West, of Ashtead, showed a large number of

sections of woods.

(2) Mr. Lucas showed slides of rare plants, life histories

of insects, protective resemblance, etc.
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(3) Mr. Tonge showed photo-micrographs of the ova of

nearly every species of butterfly found in Great Britain.

FEBRUARY 22nd, 1906.

Mr. Handisyde, of Bayswater, was elected a member.
Mr. Step exhibited specimens of the small crab Eurynome

aspcra (Pennant), and contributed the following note :

" The Rough, or Strawberry-crab [Eurynome aspera), is one
of the more remarkable of our native Crustacea. It is also

one of the smallest and least known of them. So far as

general appearance goes it might be a piece of stone carved
into a grotesque resemblance to a crab. The naturalist who
is accustomed to the consideration of protective resemblance
in animals, would have little hesitation in guessing its habitat

to be among corals or corallines. Such a surmise would be
perfectly correct, for it is found on rough coralline ground in

deep water (15 to 25 fathoms), off our S.W. shores. It is

consequently only to be obtained by dredging. The three

specimens exhibited I took in one haul of the dredge, among
masses of coral—a piece of which I also exhibit.

" The carapace of the crab is produced in a large number
of broad-topped tubercles of various sizes and more or less

circular form, and, in some specimens, these have a pinkish

tinge of colour. The limbs are rugged, with low, thick

prominences. The hindmost pair are usually clasped round
a branch of coral, the others held closely to the body, so that

they appear only as part of the coral, and the long, anterior

arms of the male, when not actively in use, are doubled on
themselves to help in carrying out this counterfeit resem-
blance. One of the specimens is a female, and it will be
noticed that, as in some other species, her first pair of limbs
are ridiculously small in comparison with those of the male.

This difference gives her a more squat and solid appearance.
Her pleon, or 'tail,' however, is about three times the width
of her mate's, and it serves in her case to cover and protect

the bright crimson eggs.
" My fisherman friend who helped me with the dredge ex-

pressed his astonishment when I showed him my find, and
said that such a crab was formerly quite unknown in those

waters ; but I attached no importance to such a statement,

because when fishermen are trawling for their living they do
not closely scrutinise the rubbish that comes up with every
haul, and the protective resemblance of this species would
render it invisible to their eyes."
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Mr. Edwards exhibited a specimen of Papilio mycalc, a
species which is a native of Panama, Bugaba (Champion),
Chiriqui, Veraguas (Arce), Lion Hill (M'Leannan),
Columbia. It is very closely related to P. curimcdes, of

which it is sometimes considered a variety.

Mr. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited long, varied series

of Oporabia dilutata, and contributed the following note :

" Series from Epping Forest, Delamere Forest, and the

New Forest.
" The Epping specimens are almost unicolorous, little or no

trace of the bands remaining on the fore wings.
" The Delamere insects are generally darker, but the bands

are plainly seen in most of the specimens. The markings on
the hind wings are also more pronounced than in either of

the other series.

" The New Forest insects are much paler, and are, I believe,

the form commonly found in most parts of the country.
" Four specimens of 0. dilutata, variety chrystyi, from

Enniskillen, are also exhibited."

Mr. Turner exhibited a very curious and interesting form
of garden anemone, in which the whole of the central parts

of the flower were green and leaf-like in appearance, and
very numerous. Only a few rows of the outer petals were
petaloid and pink in colour.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a Spathe of the Timit palm
Manicaria saccifera (Gaertn.). He also showed a number of

insects of all orders from Trinidad.

Mr. Goulton exhibited the following forms and varieties

on behalf of Mr. A. J. Willsdon :

Acronycta leporina, a melanic form from South Essex, with
types of the ordinary form from the New Forest.

Agrotis puta, a gynandrous form from Manor Park (bred).

Tcphrosia crcptiscularia, New Forest specimens, first brood
from larvae beaten in autumn, 1905, and second brood bred
from these, including a specimen showing peculiar malforma-
tion of the fore wings. The two costal nervures of the fore

wings seem to have become contracted, terminating abruptly

in a "point" about halfway along the costa, thus giving the

insect a very curious, but at the same time, symmetrical
appearance (see figure, page 41).

Drepana laccrtinaria, a bred series from Epping Forest,

South Essex, and the New Forest.

Mr. Turner read the following extracts from a letter he
had received from Mr. Sich, who was staying at Adelboden,
in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland.
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" Here, above 4000 feet up, amid the snows of winter, there
is not much entomological life, yet there are a few flies and
gnats, and occasionally a Vanessa urticce may be seen career-

ing over the waste of snow. There must be a good many of

this species in the district, as I have seen two dead pupae,

one imago, and a piece of wing of another.
" I have noticed Helix pomatia and H. ericetorum, besides

three or four other species of Hclicidcc.

"Among the birds I have seen crows, magpies, yellow-
hammers, tits, mountain finches (and sparrows in the village).

I have also heard the notes of woodpeckers, but have not yet

been able to see any. I am rather surprised not to have seen
any crossbills, as this is a sort of country they would like.

"I have noticed the small, cone-like galls of the Chcrmes of

Tephrosia cr&puscularia, malformation.

the spruce fir, and also the Scolytus-like burrows of the beetle

which attacks the moribund fir-trees, and perhaps more
especially the felled timber. I believe its name is Hyhirgus
pinipcvda, L.

" I think Adelboden should yield a good number of Lepi-
doptera in the summer ; anyhow, it must be very hot, as even
now one can sit in shirt-sleeves and enjoy a cigarette in

perfect comfort. I was out with some friends the other day
and we all agreed we had never remembered it so hot in the
Riviera in the winter, but then, I must say, we were wearing
rather thicker clothes than we would be in the south.

"Adelboden lies in a very narrow valley, with mountains
about 8000 to 10,000 feet all around. There is not much
colour in the landscape, except at sunset. White snow, dark-
green fir-trees, and here and there reddish rock is about all
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one sees, but the variety in the composition of these factors

makes the scenery very interesting. At sunset there is the

glow on the western sides of the mountains, and very often

some fine colour in the sky."

Mr. R. S. Smallman exhibited : (i) a small specimen of

Anthocharis genutia, 6*
, from Patterson, New Jersey (July 5th,

1905), having the orange patch on the forewings much
reduced in size, with a normal-sized specimen (St. Louis,

April 12th, 1903) for comparison.

(2) Forms of Colias philodicc ? from different localities

:

small specimens, St. Louis (September 6th, 1903), and
Strafford, U.S.A. (September 6th, 1904) ;

pale specimen,
St. Louis (October 17th, 1905) ; specimen with pale ground-
colour, but the dark markings brown and more extensive,

St. Louis (September 22nd, 1901).

Mr. Kaye read a paper entitled, " Mimicry in some British

Guiana Butterflies," and exhibited a large number of species

and specimens in illustration of it (see p. 411, " Trans. Ent.
Soc, Lond.," 1906).

MARCH 8th, 1906.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited about thirty species of

Hemiptera, which he had placed in the Society's cabinet as

a donation to the collection.

Several members made remarks as to their observations

in the present season. It was generally remarked that the

sallow was probably not yet fully out, although records of

its flowering had begun to be made as far back as Christmas
(in the New Forest). Mr. Dobson said that, from his own
observation, he should say that in the south of England it

was fairly well out now. He saw the almond trees in Torquay
in full bloom in the middle of February ; at the same time
hawk-flies were in some numbers. Phigalia pcdaria was to

be taken now. Mr. Rayward had taken Tamiocampa pulvcr-

ulcnta and also Asphalia flavicornis, Nyssia hispidaria was
out but extremely rare. Hybernia rupicapraria was out very

early in January, and during the last week in February he
had again taken it freely, freshly emerged. Mr. Sich had met
with TcEiiiocampa stabilis in Richmond Park, already worn.
In Cheshire, Mr. Harrison had seen the sallow to be well

out. Mr. Carr said the primroses were well out in the

neighbourhood of Hastings. Mr. Step said that in many
places the hawthorn buds had burst, showing green, and
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that on Ashtead Common the blackthorn was, in the last

week of February, showing its white-tipped buds.

MARCH 10th, 1906.

The Exhibition.

Mr. Robert Adkin's exhibit comprised, among other things :

(1) A long series of Aglais (Vanessa) urticcs, showing many
forms of minor variation, including large and dwarf in-

dividuals ; examples of unusually dark and pale ground
colour, and some from Lancashire and Sligo of a pale

tawny shade ; specimens having very broad, dark, and pale

margins ; aberrations in which the central-costal and inner-

marginal blotches were united so as to form a band ; some
from which the inner marginal blotch was absent ; and others

in which the two black discal spots were unusually large or

reduced in size to mere specks ; a specimen with blue tips

to the fore wings, and undersides showing great differences

in the amount of black marking.

(2) The British species of the Anthroceridcc (Zygcenidce),

including yellow examples of A. trifolii and forms of A.
fiUpcndulcc, grading in colour from the typical rich red

through varied shades of terra-cotta to pale yellow.

(3) The British species of the Nyctcolidcc and Nolidce, the

latter including long series of Nola albulalis and A7
, ccntonalis.

(4) A long series of Paclinobia hyperborca (alpina), and the

specimen of Mesogona acctosellcc taken near Polegate, Sussex,

in 1895 ; also long and varied series of Taniocampa gotliica

and T. inccrta from English, Scotch, Welsh, and Irish

localities.

(5) Series of Sclenia lunaria and 5. tetralunaria, with hybrid
5. bilunaria £ x tetralunaria ? , and S. tetralunaria S x bilu-

naria $ , and a varied series of Odontopera bidentata.

(6) A long series of Abraxas grossulariata, including light

and dark forms, the var. varleyata, and many other aberrant

forms.

Mr. B. W. Adkin exhibited cabinet drawers containing

:

(1) Races, varieties, and aberrations of Odoncstis potatoria,

Lasiocampa quercus, and Pachygastria (Bombyx) trifolii; (2)

aberrations of Butterflies, Geometers, and Nocture, among
which the following were the more notable : var. hispulla of

Epinephele janira from the Scilly Isles, a fine pale form of

Cosmia trapezina, with the transverse band of .the fore
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wings almost black, a fine, varied series of Abraxas sylvata

(ulmata), etc.

Mr. A. W. Bacot exhibited (i) the hybrids obtained by
him betweenMalacosoma nenstria and M. castremis; (2) various
races of Lasiocampa quercus, with the results of crossings

between the races
; (3) a considerable portion of the progeny

obtained by pairing a <$ Amphidasys betulavia with a ? var.

doublcdayaria, illustrative of the fact that the insects of the

brood were of the two forms paired, with only one specimen
showing any decided tendency to be intermediate.

Mr. F. R. Bellamy exhibited his black form, var. obscura (?)

of Anthrocera (Zygcena) trifolii, taken at Ringwood in June,
1899, Polyommatiis corydon, var. fowleri, taken at Swanage in

July, 1899, and a bred yellow aberration—ab. lutea of Calli-

morpha dominula.

Mr. C. Boxer exhibited a small collection of South African

butterflies.

Mr. W. Brooks exhibited a number of very large, varied,

and beautiful forms of Manduca (Acherontia) atropos, all bred
by him from Lincolnshire pupae. One specimen was the
extremely light form figured in Tutt's "British Lepidoptera,"
vol. iv, p. 403, as ab. variegata, together with ab. virgata,

with light transverse lines, and ab. extensa, unusually black
suffused. He also showed examples of the air-bladders which
he was accustomed to find in the body of every imago. In

one specimen he had found two of these bladders—one in the
thorax and one in the abdomen.

Mr. W. E. Butler exhibited (1) a number of examples of

the summer and autumn broods of Stauvopus fagi, including

a number of dark forms obtained from an August pairing

;

(2) a very beautiful series of Tiliacea (Xanthia) aurago, the

contrast between the yellow and red forms being most notice-

able, whilst one of the red forms seemed to possess almost a

purplish " bloom "
; (3) a remarkable form of Brcnthisselene,

with the markings on the under side considerably suppressed
and diminished, those which remained being extended and
united into radiations

; (4) a captured specimen of Pyrantels

atalanta, in which the usually red markings were transformed
to a dull yellow

; (5) some extremely beautiful forms of

Polyommatiis corydon, in which the marginal spots were large,

pure white, and without any trace of the usual black centre
;

(6) a series of Laclineis lanestris, which had been five and six

years in the pupal stage, among them being a form suffused

with a remarkable blue shade
; (7) a xanthic form of Epinc-

phile tithouus, and forms and aberrations of other species.
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Mr. J. H. Carpenter exhibited drawers containing long
bred and varied series of Apatura iris, Colias hyale, Enodia
hypcranthus, Satyrus scmclc, Melitcea cinxia, and Eucliluc

cardamines.

Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited the living larvae of a number of

species of Lepidoptera.
Mr. J. A. Clark exhibited a case containing some very

beautiful varieties of Arctia caja.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a large number of exotic

Lepidoptera from his extensive collection, including numerous
species of Papilio and Morpho, together with series of several

species of each of the genera Urania, Nyctalemon, Thais,

Armandia, Teinopalpus, Eurycus, and Scricimts.

Mr. A. Hall exhibited five drawers containing a very fine

collection of the various species of the genus Catagramma
and its close allies, from South America, together with a
drawer of Apatura iris and A. ilia, with their various local

forms and aberrations.

Mr. T. W. Hall exhibited (i) very fine series of the species

of the genus Eupithccia
; (2) a most interesting life-historv of

the rare Algeria (Sesia) spliegiformis ; (3) a drawer containing
examples, or series, of species which are already extinct or

are disappearing as British, including Chrysoplianus dispar,

Nomiadcs semiargus, Chora viduaria, Noctua subrosca, Lcvlia

ccenosa, and Macrogastcr castanea {arundinis)
; (4) two cabinet

drawers of rare species and varieties, including the following :

a nice bred series of Apatura iris, including the var. iolc, and
an intermediate form from the New Forest ; two varieties

of Melitcea atJialia ; series of Crymodes exulis, Cymatopliora
ocularis, and Xyloinigcs conspicillaris ; spotless forms of
Mamestra persicarice ; varieties of Demas coryli and Eubolia
plumbaria; several dark and blotched varieties of Arctia
caja and Ncnieophila plantaginis, var. hospita

;
yellow varieties

of Anthroccra filipcndulce; yellow-banded forms of Algeria
culiciformis ; dark forms of Acronycta leporina ; a variety of
Cosmotrichc potatoria, with female coloration ; and a bred
specimen of Dicranura bicuspis, with pupa case.

Mr. A. H. Hamm exhibited a case of varieties and aberra-
tions of British Lepidoptera, including a most interesting

form of Chrysophanus plilccas, having a large costal blotch
extending well into the disc of the fore wings, and a beautiful

smoky form of Acidalia immutata.
Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited :

(1) A mphidasys betula-ria and var. doublcdayaria. Rows one to

four bred from New Forest parents. Rows one to three and the
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first seven specimens in row four, normal. The eighth speci-

men, a male, with very slightly pectinated antennae, and the

next six specimens gynandromorphous. The last two the

parents of the brood.

Note.—There were seven gynandromorphous specimens in

all, one not being shown.
Rows five and six the ordinary type form, and rows seven

and eight the var. doubledaya via, from various localities.

(2) Aplccta nebulosa, a series from Delamere Forest, show-
ing range from the prevailing grey form to the almost black

form, with dark fringes, var. robsoni; and the form with
white fringes and margins, the so-called var. thompsoni.

Shorter series of the same species from Epping Forest,

Cornwall, and New Forest, with single specimens from
Argyllshire, N. Wales, and Sussex.

The Epping insects are very similar to the grey form so

common in Delamere, those from the other localities being
decidedly lighter.

(3) Triphcena comes from various localities in England,
Wales, and Scotland, including Isle of Lewis and Orkney
Islands.

The Scottish insects show considerably more variation

than the English, ranging from a light grey to red and
almost black, and include many forms which may be
grouped around var. curtisii.

(4) Satyrus scnielc, from Cornwall, Isle of Man, Sussex, and
Kent. The Sussex and Kent specimens taken on the Chalk
Hills, where the ground is light-coloured, are much lighter

on the under-surface than the Cornish and Manx insects

taken on much darker ground.

(5) A drawer of T. fimbria of all shades of ground colour

from various localities.

(6) Three drawers ofPieris ncipi, showing English and Irish

forms of Spring and Summer broods, with a series of var.

bryonies bred from Swiss parents, the winter being passed in

the pupal stage.

(7) A drawer of Dryas papliia and var. valesina.

(8) A drawer of Colias edusa and var. liclice, bred from south
France, ? var. liclice.

(9) A drawer containing numerous fine aberrations and
forms of Lepidoptera.

Mr. J. Hickman exhibited two broods of Arctia caja, from
Wye, Kent, in which considerable aberrational intensification

of the dark markings was shown.
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a very large number of speci-
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mens of butterflies from British Guiana, all taken in one
forest path, for the purpose of illustrating the principal

mimetic group of the locality. The species exhibited were
Lycoreanag, Lycorea ceres, and L. pasinuntia; Nymphalinas,
Eresia cunice ; Heliconinae, Heliconius vetustus, H. numata,

H. eucoma, H. silvana, Eueidcs nigrofulva, and E. Isabella

;

Ithomiinae, Mclincca crameri, M. mneme, M. egina,M. mnasius,

Mechanitis pannifera, M. polymnia, Ccratinia philidas, C.
enclea, C. ninonia; Lemoniinae, Stalachtis calliope.

Mr. H. McArthur exhibited a case containing a pair of

Thysania agrippina, the largest known species of Lepidoptera,

and a pair of Ncpticula pvumctorum, which is about the

smallest species known.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited (i) fine bred series of the

various species in the genus Notodonta
; (2) hybrids between

Smcrinthus occllata and Amorpha populi, Notodonta ziczac, and
N. dromcdarius, Selenia tetralunaria (illustraria) , and 5. bilu-

naria (illunaria)
; (3) bred series of Nyssia lapponaria, melanic

Boarmia gcmmaria (rhomboid-aria), Leucania vitellina, and
Dasycampa rubiginea, etc. ; and (4) a very long and varied

series of Melitcea aurinia {avtemis).

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited a number of drawers of

Lepidoptera containing many beautiful varieties, including:

(1) Mimas Mice, with black hind wings, with straw-coloured

hind wings, asymmetrical forms, dark suffused inversion

of sexual coloration, etc. (2) Polyommatus covydon, <$s show-
ing all the range of blue coloration from almost whitish

to almost Adonis blue, ? s showing all gradations of S
coloration, undersides of both sexes illustrating varied degrees
of ab. striata and ab. obsoleta ; examples of all named forms
were included. (3) Long varied series of P. bellargus, P.
astrarche, Cupido minima, and Chrysophanns phlccas. Of the
first-named the o^s were lilac-blue to quite green-blue; of

the first three species all degrees of striation and obsolescence
of spots on the undersides were shown ; of the last species

several with suffused spots and one with the spots lengthened
into lines. (4) Fine series of hybrids between ,-J. popnli and
S. occllatus, P. curtula and P. reclusa, S. bilunaria and S.

tetralunaria, and A7
, dromedarius and N. ziczac. (5) Extremely

long series of Angerona prunaria, the result of continuous
breeding, interbreeding, and crossing of races for the last

eight years, from a S (orange), Raindean Wood example,
and a ? (banded), Epping Forest example, taken in 1S9S,

comprising two new forms, viz., pickettaria and pallidaria.

Ab. pickettaria is of the banded type, the bands on the fore
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wings, running to a point at the apex, occurring both in the

S and ? . Ab. pallidaria is an extremely pale yellow form
with the bands only just discernible, occurring in both sexes.

Ab. sordiata : the chocolate bands of this form are very deep
and rich in colour, and in some instances nearly cover the
whole of the wings, only a small portion of orange in o*

showing, and yellow in ? . One brood of this ab. produced
a good number of asymmetrical specimens with chocolate
band much wider on one side than on the other, some with
the bands greatly reduced and broken up. The plain orange

o* and yellow ? are very rich in colour, some ? s having a
tendency to orange - yellow ; some are extremely heavily

speckled with black freckles all over the wings. He introduced
another strain in 1904, the outcome of crossing a Monmouth
banded o* with an Essex $ . A ? from this brood was
crossed with his Kent and Essex strain, the results being

most curious. All the ? s were of a dirty brown coloration,

with bands of a darker shade, also dirty looking. The o*s

are dingy looking, the orange markings being very dull,

giving them an appearance of being washed out. (5) A long

series of Parargc cgcria, with many undersides showing
extreme variation in size, shape, and number of the eyespots.

Mr. Percy Richards exhibited a large number of varieties

and aberrations of British Lepidoptera, of which the following

are some of the more notable : Dryas paphia ? intermediate

between the type form and var. valcsina ; a very grey-coloured

Limenitis sibylla ; a series of fine aberrations of Anthrocera

trifolii: (1) entirely suffused red; (2) salmon-pink confluent;

(3) pale straw-yellow
; (4) yellow hind wings on one side

only ; Uropteryx sambucata, streaked with grey on all wings,

freshly emerged; Rumia luteolata (cratcegata), with the reddish-

brown markings absent; AmpJiidasys betidaria, forms inter-

mediate between the type and var. doubledayaria ; A braxas

grossulariata, an aberration with the ground-colour deep
yellow instead of white (see Fig., Barrett's "Brit. Lep.");
Hibemia leucophearia, a reddish-chocolate form (see Fig.,

Barrett's " Brit. Lep.") ; Plusia ni, taken near Kingston

;

Thera variata, a black form from Kingston Hill ; Charczas

graminis, large, very red forms from Richmond Park; Boarmia
abietaria, forms from jet black to pale grey ; Gnophos obscuvata,

a reddish-brown form ; and, on behalf of Mr. Ernest Warne,
Mclanippc fluctuate! , a form pale grey all over; Grammesia
trigvammica itriliuea), a very dark suffused form ; and Bupalus
piniaria, with black markings on the grey outer border.

Mr. W. G. Sheldon exhibited several drawers of Spanish
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butterflies, with British and Central European examples for

comparison. The series included a line set of Argynnis pan-

dora, A. niobe, with var. cris, Satynts pricuri, and a fine row
of Erebia zapateri.

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of the new British species

Argyrestliia illuminatella, with A. pvcccocclla and A. atmoviclla

for comparison.
Mr. R. South exhibited the following forms and aberrations

of British butterflies :

Aberrations of Aphantopus (Enodia) hyperanthus : (i) ab.

lanccolata
; (2) ab. vidua

; (3) ab. arete ; (4) ab. ccuca
; (5) ab.

obsoleta.

Aberrations of Breiithis (Argynnis) euphrosync, one with
markings on fore wings reduced, and a black patch occupying
nearly the whole of the basal two thirds of the hind wings.

Melitcea aurinia : forms from Ireland, Wales, and Cumber-
land.

Epincphile tithonus ($) : specimens showing modifications of

band on fore wings, and of bands on hind wings.

Pararge mcgcura (g), showing extra apical spots, and a ?

with very wide lines on fore wings.

Gonepteryx rhamni : ©range-tinged S from West Kent.
Zcphyrus (Ruralis) bctnla1

, showing ab. in marking in both
sexes.

Polyommatus (Lycccna) corydon, with two examples of var.

syng'rapha from Wiltshire—one with hind wings, syngrapha,

and fore wings normal, from Eastbourne, and a greyish-brown

? from Horsley.

Chysophanus phlceas : one var. clcns and three pale-coloured

specimens, all from Surrey.

On behalf of Rev. W. Claxton, Mr. South exhibited the

following forms and varieties of British Lepidoptera :

Cosmotrichc (Odoucstis) potatoria, yellow and partly yellow

males, bred from Wicken.
Malacosoma castrensis, male with female coloration, bred

from Suffolk larva, 1905.
Tephrosia pimctularia, var. from Brentwood.
Eupithccia rcctangulata, light, from Cornwall, 1905 ; dark,

from Navestock.
Oporabia dilutata, dark, from Navestock.
Acidalia aversata, dark, ab. Previously exhibited.

Acronycta (Triana) psi, five dark, bred from Navestock. in

1903, with an ordinary form, bred from the New Forest, for

comparison.
Dianthoecia lutcago, var. barrcttii: six taken in Cornwall. 1905.

4
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Scopclosoma satellitia, a dark form, taken at Navestock.
Symantria (Psilura) monacha, six dark, bred at Navestock,

from dark New Forest parents, 1903.
Triphccna fimbria, Navestock; and
T. orbona, four dark, Navestock.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited life histories of a large number

of British species of the genus Colcophora, showing imagines,

cases of the larvae at different stages of growth, and leaves of

the food plants, mounted to show the characters of the
depredations.

The Society exhibited several drawers of specimens from
their collection of Canadian Lepidoptera.

Mr. J. W. Tutt exhibited four drawers from his collection

of Continental butterflies; one of these contained a long series

of Euchloc euphcnoides, taken by himself and Dr. Chapman in

various parts of the French Riviera and Languedoc— Hyeres,
Auribeau, Draguignan, Nimes, etc.—some of the ? s being
exceedingly variable in the amount of orange at the tip of

the wing, whilst the o*s were exceedingly variable in size.

In the same drawer, for comparison, were Moroccan speci-

mens of E. eupheno. A number of Leptosia sinapis, also

captured on the Riviera, and all of .the spring type, were
interesting. A second drawer contained a series of some 120
specimens of Pararge egeria, including almost every possible

gradation between the bright-tinted southern examples, of

a brighter hue than ordinary P. megczra, to the ordinary dark
examples typical of the species in England. These came
from almost all the best-worked Mediterranean stations,

besides others in South France, North Italy, Switzerland, etc.

A long series of P. megcera, from South European localities,

was also shown, of which the examples from Corsica, bred
by Mr. Powell, were, perhaps, the most interesting.

A third drawer contained a long series of brilliantly-tinted

southern Polyommatus bellargus and P. corydon, the latter

(only a part of Mr. Tutt's long series of the species) included

the sky-blue Spanish form of corydon, and the white form, as

well as a large number of more or less characteristic forms
from the mountains of South France and Italy.

A fourth drawer contained a series of the mountain forms
of Chrysophanns virgaurcce, a long series of C. alciphron, in its

various forms, of which the Spanish forms of var. gordius and
the examples from Bobbie, with dark hind wings, were among
the most interesting; whilst the rows of C. hippothoe contained
some beautiful examples from Scandinavia, the ? s showing
in this species great variation.
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Mr. L. R. Ashby exhibited a large number of British

Coleoptera, including fine series of the genera Donacia,

Cryptoccphalus, Chrysomela, Longitarsus, and Crcpidodera, and
a large number of Curculionidce, with series of the rare Lixus

bicolor and Liparus germanus.

Mr. W. West, of Greenwich, exhibited an extremely large

specimen of the stag beetle (Lucanus cervus).

Mr. W. E. Butler exhibited a series of the Coleopteron
Phymatodes lividus, a species recently new to the British list,

discovered by him at Reading.
Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited his collection of

Hcmiptera-Hetcroptera and Hemiptera-Homoptera, native in

the British Isles.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited some of the larger European and
exotic Orthoptera, such as Blabera gigantea, the great South
American cockroach, Callimenus oniscus (Constantinople),

Saga cpliippigera (Smyrna), Meroncidius ochmceus (Jamaica),

Tropidacvis dux (Peru), and a drawer of European CEdipodidce,

containing series from various localities of (Edipoda ccerulesccns,

CE. gratiosa, CE. miniata, and Sphingonotus azurescens, etc.

The Society exhibited the drawers containing their type

collection of British Orthoptera.

Mr. H. T. Dobson exhibited his collection of indigenous
dragonliies (Odonata), including series of Mschna isosceles,

Libellula fulva, L. dubia, Sympetrum sanguincinn, etc., all

taken by himself.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited cases containing a large

number of species of Phasmidce (walking-stick insects) and
Mantidce.

Mr. Stanley Edwards also exhibited a very handsome case

of working bees, Apis mellifica, and a nest of living ants,

Formica flava.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited a number of extremely fine

photo-micrographs of transverse sections of stems and roots,

the structure of leaves, etc., and also some exceedingly

interesting photographs of insect structures.

Mr. A. W. Dennis exhibited a series of capital photographs
illustrating the following trees : Wayfaring tree in blossom
and in fruit ; alder buckthorn and common buckthorn in

fruit; whitebeam, in blossom and in fruit ; hornbeam, in fruit;

beech blossom ; barberry blossom ; lime blossom
;
primrose

;

rockrose ; whitethorn, in blossom and in fruit ;
6* and J

blossoms of oak.

Mr. J. Edwards exhibited photo-micrographs of insects

and spiders in their environment.
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Mr. Goulton exhibited a number of well executed photo-
graphs of Lepidopterous larva; on their food plants.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited photographs of various objects

of natural history, of which, perhaps, the following were the

most interesting : two last stadia of the larva and the pupa
of Papilio machaon, and the protective resemblance shown by
the larvae ofPhorodesma smaragdaria and Geometra papilionaria.

Mr. A. Tonge exhibited a series of photographic nature
studies of various species of Lepidoptera, ova, larva;, and
imagines in their natural surroundings.

Mr. F. Bellamy exhibited two pure white examples of the

eggs of the hedge-sparrow. They were obtained at Ring-
wood, Hants, and he stated that the whole of the clutch-
five—were similarly coloured.

Mr. R. Priske exhibited several cases of British birds,

including examples of the chough and the woodcock.
Mr. E. W. Smith exhibited a number of living snakes,

British and foreign, and several tortoises.

Mr. Manger exhibited (i) his collection of British and
foreign Ecliincdevmata, including many fine and perfect

specimens; and (2) a most interesting collection of Crustacea,

British and foreign.

Mr. Step exhibited examples of the British stalk-eyed

Crustacea.

Mr. R. A. Adkin exhibited a portion of his collection of

land and fresh-water shells (British), including eight species

ofHelix : H. virgata, showing a considerable range of variation,

especially in those from Eastbourne, while the specimens
obtained from the Channel Islands were extremely small

;

among the Planorbis complanatus was a specimen with a second
mouth ; and the Limnaa pcregra exhibited a very great range
in size.

Mr. F. J. East exhibited a number of foreign shells.

Mr. J. L. Foucar, B.Sc, exhibited a large number of

Fossil Cephalopoda, mainly from the Chalk and Greensands,
together with an extensive series of sharks' teeth from the

same formations. He also showed a number of Fossil

Echinoderms, illustrating the gradual evolution of the various

forms.

Mr. F. de Vismes Kane exhibited three tubes, with speci-

mens of Mysis I'clicta, a Crustacean, from Lough Neagh and
Lough Erne, illustrating the different stages of its growth,

and contributed the following note

:

" This crustacean was first found, together with four or

five other Crustacea, in the large Swedish Lakes—Wetter
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and Wener—by Professor Loven. All ol them are so very

like their marine arctic prototypes that Loven propounded
the theory that they were captured, and became accustomed
to the gradual change from salt to fresh water at the time of

the elevation of the land at the close of the ice age. Certainly

none of them have been found to frequent any small lakes.

The larger Scandinavian and Finnish lakes—Lakes Ladoga
and Onega—and Lake Superior in America are the chief

localities ; while Mysis oculata, the sea form, is to be taken at

Spitsbergen, and in the Arctic seas, as well as on the coast

of Labrador.
" The discovery of M. rdicta in Ireland is very remarkable

;

I have taken it in no less than three large lakes, and this has

an important bearing on the geological hypotheses, affecting

the submersion and elevation of portions of that country
during the quaternary epoch."

Mr. Dods exhibited a specimen of the sea-mouse {Aphrodite

aculeata), and a specimen of the frayed stem of the silk cotton

tree of Jamaica {Eriodendron anfractuosum)

.

The Society exhibited a number of plants from the

herbarium of the late W. H. Tugwell, Esq., which had
recently been re-mounted by Mr. E. Step.

Mr. R. Smallman exhibited a number of shields, bows,
arrows, spears, drums, pipes, etc., from New Guinea.
The following gentlemen lent microscopes and slides : Mr.

H. E. Barren, Mr. A. Cant, Mr. A. W. Dennis, Mr. F. J.
East, Mr. Stanley Edwards, Mr. H. S. Fremlin, Mr. E. C.

Goulton, Mr. W. J. Lucas, Mr. R. A. Priske, Mr. W.
West (Ashtead), Mr. C. West, and Messrs. R. and J.
Beck (6).

Among the objects shown were the Bacilli of various

diseases, sections of coal, freshwater algge, insects' eyes,

young oysters with polarised light, sections of stems, Poly-

cystina from Barbadoes, the Daphnia, larva of the spiny

lobster, diatoms, and various insect structures. Messrs.

Beck exhibited the Ashe-Finlay Comparascope, a combina-
tion of two object glasses arranged to show two objects side

by side for comparison.
At intervals during the evening various gentlemen exhibited

lantern slides in the Society's lantern, which was operated
by Mr. F. Noad Clark.

Mr. E. C. Goulton, Mr. H. Main, and Mr. H. C. Head
showed details in the life-history of various species of

Lepidoptera ; Mr. A. E. Tonge, a number of slides of the

ova of Lepidoptera ; Mr. A. W. Dennis, slides illustrating
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the growth and character of trees at various seasons ; Mr. E.
Step, nature photos of many herbaceous plants ; Mr. F.
Noad Clark, a series of slides illustrating minute microscopic
structures ; Mr. Lucas, some slides of rare and local plants,

and Mr. Enock, a few coloured slides illustrating some very
good instances of protective resemblance.

MARCH 22nd, 1906.

Mr. Dennis exhibited an admirable photograph of birch

catkins.

Mr. Harrison, on behalf of Mr. C. Oldham, exhibited 6*

examples of Cosmotrichc potatoria, with female coloration; one
specimen had a more or less black-scaled area along the

costa from the base of the wing.
Mr. F. M. B. Carr exhibited several specimens of Asphalia

flavicornis from Scotch and S. English localities ; the latter

were distinctly lighter in general colour, while the former
had more strongly marked bands and were larger insects.

Mr. H. J. Turner exhibited short series of Ercbia cpipsodea

and Phyciodes ismcria, and a specimen of Saiyrus ncphele

received from Mr. A. J. Croker, and taken at Redvers,
Assiniboia.

Mr. Newman exhibited short bred series of Lcucania

vitcllina, Nyssia lapponaria ; and beautiful melanic forms of

Tephvosia consonaria and Boarmia gemmaria.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a specimen of Valeria

oleagina, Fab. He said that a good deal of controversy had
surrounded the few specimens of this species that existed in

the cabinets of British entomologists. Those who were
forming collections a century ago do not appear to have, as

a rule, kept very definite records of their captures. The
history of many specimens of the utmost interest to workers
of the present day is known, therefore, more by tradition

than from written records left by the actual captors of the

specimens in question, the art of labelling insects being but
little practised in those days. It is, therefore, often most
difficult to follow the history of many an old specimen with
any degree of certainty, and, indeed, the exact conditions

under which some of the little known and now extinct

species occurred are not always very clearly traceable. With
regard to this species, however, we appear to have a fairly

clear record of the capture of sundry individuals somewhere
about 1800; at any rate, it was figured as new to Britain in
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the " British Miscellany," the numbers of which were pub-

lished between 1804 and 1807. Other entomological publi-

cations which appeared during the following twenty years or

so record the capture of a few specimens—viz., the original

one, bred from a pupa dug in Battersea Fields, one from
South Wales, and others from Richmond Park and near

Bristol. The specimen now exhibited stood for many years

in the collection of the late Mr. Edwin Shepherd as one of

those taken at Richmond Park ; it then descended to the

late Dr. P. B. Mason, from whose collection it came into

Mr. Adkin's possession. The South Wales specimen is now
in the Hope Museum, Oxford, and there is yet another in

the Entomological Club Collection.

Mr. T. W. Hall exhibited three dark forms of Crymodcs

exults, from Rannoch, and a powdered light form from the

Shetland Isles, for comparison.
Mr. Bellamy again exhibited white eggs of the hedge-

sparrow. No one was aware of any previous record of this

aberration, and no mention was made of such in Dr. Butler's
" British Birds." Mr. Dobson said that he had on one
occasion observed this species remove its young from the

nest, when discovered, to a place of safety.

APRIL 12th, 1906.

Mr. L. W. Newman, of Bexley, was elected a member.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited specimens oiMelanippe fluctuata

captured at Wantage in June last, together with a series

bred from them in the following August. The captured

specimens were large, strongly marked examples, but their

progeny were undersized, very ordinary-looking individuals.

He suggested that the great difference in size, which was
more than would be accounted for by the parents being of

the spring and the offspring of the summer broods, was
probably due to the larvae reared in confinement being fed

upon garden Nasturtium, a pabulum having little substance,

whereas the wild larvae would have the opportunity of

selecting more substantial and nourishing food.

Mr. Adkin also exhibited three specimens of Crambus
trisicllus from the late Mr. C. G. Barrett's collection, namely,

one from Orkney, in which two transverse lines were dis-

tinctly visible on each of the fore wings, an almost albino

specimen from Pembroke, and a dark example from Perth-
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shire. He remarked upon the unusual occurrence of trans-

verse lines in this species.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited photo-micrographs of a

number of species of bacteria. They were photographed
under a magnification of TV in., a thousand diameters.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited some twenty species of butter-

flies which he had received from Mr. A. J. Croker, taken in

Assiniboia, Canada, and read a short paper on the exhibit,

comprising the notes sent with them and his own comments
(see p. i).

APRIL 26th, 1906.

Mr. Wallace Payne, of Clapham, Mr. Percy Brown, of

Balham, and Mr. Donald Peyler, of Clapham, were elected

members.
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited living larvae of Orgyia gouo-

stigma, from Essex. They were about three weeks out of

hibernation, and were feeding on sallow. During the winter

they were kept in a cool outhouse, and although an endeavour
was made to induce them to feed in January, and again in

February, they remained quiescent. Mr. Adkin remarked
that he had always found this species difficult to hibernate,

the larvae usually drying up about the time when they should
commence feeding.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a number of Lepidoptera from
Durban, Natal, including Daphnis nerii, Agrius convolvuli,

Hippotion celcrio, Hippotion eson, Philampclus nicgccra, Egybolia
vaillantina, Crishna macropsl, Jana cdulis, etc.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a box of Lepidoptera from
British North Borneo, and called attention to a number of

species resembling those of Great Britain, including the

Bornean forms of Phryxus livornica, and Agrius convolvuli.

Mr. Harrison and Mr. Main exhibited a large number of

Aglais (Vanessa) iirtica? from Scotland and various English

localities. Several were var. polaris, and a number of speci-

mens showed traces of that form, especially in the Scotch
examples, while those from Cheshire were generally light.

Mr. Kaye pointed out that one of the lines of variation shown
by this species was the loss or considerable diminution in

size of the upper twin spot on the disc of the fore wing.

Mr. Harrison said that there appeared to be no strong local

forms of this species. The examples from the north were
constantly dark on the under side ; the reverse was the case
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with the southern examples. The Cheshire specimens were
intermediate. Mr. Fremlin reported some examples he had
bred as having the two discal spots duplicated, and referred

to the statement that pupae which had fallen to the ground
always produced chocolate-coloured, imagines as only being
partially true. Other members also considered this latter as
the more correct statement.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a short series of the same
species from Lapland, some Co. Kilkenny specimens, a very
dwarf form, a dark form from Keswick, and a very light

specimen with the black areas somewhat restricted, the two
discal spots only indicated by one or two scattered scales,

the submarginal band of the hind wing very light and some-
what wider than usual, and with an extremely light under-
side.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a large number of examples of A.
urticce, showing minor points of variation covered by British

examples.
Various members then mentioned the observations they

had made this season. Mr. Harrison had been to Cheshire,
where he had found Lepidoptera exceedingly scarce. Larvae
were scarcer and smaller than he had ever before seen them
at the corresponding date. Each night there had been a

sharp frost, and the wind was, in the main, N.-W. Of
Brephos partlicnias he only saw four examples, and on one
evening only were the sallows productive. Mr. Bellamy
said that the weather had been very cold in the New Forest,
and that insects were extremely scarce in any stage. Mr.
Kaye said that larvae were very scarce both at Oxshott and
Wimbledon. Mr. Sich said that in March he had found
Eriocrania unimaculclla and E. semipurpurella, both very
common, not, as usual, flying in the sunshine, but sitting

on the twigs of birch, from which it was easy to dislodge

them into an umbrella. Mr. Edwards reported that A lends

pictaria was common still in Epping Forest. Messrs. Ashby
and West (of Greenwich) reported that Coleoptera were very
scarce ; searching among dead leaves, generally so productive
at this time of the year, was useless, the ground below them
even being devoid of moisture.

MAY 10th, 1906.

A considerable number of British species of Pyralidcc were
added to the Society's collections by Mr. R. Adkin.
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Mr. Rayward exhibited a series of Hybcrnia marginaria
(progemmaria) from Liverpool and Surrey. The former were
all dark, both males and females ; the latter from Wimbledon
and Croydon showed moderate dark suffusion in the males,

and some of the females were quite as dark as those from
Delamere Forest. One female from Wimbledon was
extremely light.

Mr. Sich exhibited living imagines of Lithocollctis sylvella

from Cookham, Berks. The leaves of maple, the food plant

of the larvae, were collected in October, 1905, and placed in

flower-pots half filled with silver sand, and plunged in the

earth in the open. The pots were covered with muslin.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to an exhibition

of lantern slides. Mr. Main showed slides of the larvae of

Agrotis ashworthii, Nisoniades tages, Limenitis sybilla, Apatura
iris in hibernation on a leaf of sallow; the larva of a stag-

beetle, and the pupa of a sawfly taken from a cocoon found
on hawthorn. Mr. Tonge, photographs of the extensive

colonies of the daffodil which grow near Balcombe, Sussex.

Mr. Lucas, a series of slides from Mr. Hamm illustrative

of the protective resemblance shown in the resting habit of

Tcphrosia biundularia; T. luridata (extcrsaria), Rumia cratccgata

(hitcolata), Mclitaa aurinia (artemis), Parargc egcria, Cidaria

miata, and Dimorplia versicolor, with others by himself. Mr.
West, of Ashtead, slides illustrating sections of various kinds

of woods, slides of the freshwater hydra (a most difficult

subject to photograph), and illustrations of various favourite

collecting localities. Mr. Dennis, slides of the male and
female flowers of the mistletoe, various trees showing leaf

scars and winter buds. Mr. N. Clark, a series of slides of

bacteria and bacilli taken with a TV in. lens. A discussion

took place on photography as used to show protective

resemblance. It was remarked that the impression recorded

by the sensitive plate did not always agree with the impres-

sion formed by the human eye.

MAY 24th, 1906.

Mr. H. Main exhibited a living scorpion (Scorpio curopecus)

,

sent to him from S. Maxime, South France, by Dr. Chap-
man. It had fed greedily on flies, and had also devoured a

Picris rapcE. He also showed a nymph of the European
Mantis, Mantis rcligiosa, obtained from the same locality.

Mr. Lucas exhibited a number of species of the mosses
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referred to in his paper, several of them having been sent to

him from Lynmouth by Mr. C. A. Briggs.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited an aberration of Lithocollctis

pomifolidla, in which the median streak is connected with

the first dorsal spot, giving the insect a different appearance.

Three specimens of this aberration were taken at Chis-

wick off apple trees, during the present month.
As a similar character is one of the points relied on in

separating L. viminetorum from L. salicicolclla, this aberration

of a species in which the median streak is normally not

connected may be worth notice.

Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited larvae of Geomctra vcrnaria, some
of which had not yet shed their hibernating skin, while

others were more advanced. He also showed the ova of

Odontopera bidcutata.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited living larvae of Thccla pruni, and
remarked that the antipenultimate skin was of a beautiful

pink colour.

Mr. Step exhibited for Mr. Lister a spray of an aberration

of the wood spurge {Euphorbia amygdaloidcs), in which the

flowers were of a whitish yellow, and some of the leaves

margined with white. It had been found at Eastry, Kent.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a living specimen of Eupithecia

consignata, which he had just captured at Hayling Island.

Mr. Newman exhibited a long bred series of Brcphos notha

from Worcester; a Polyommahis corydon var. fowlcvi ; Colias

cdusa, an intermediate, pale yellow form : an extreme melanic

form of Ematurga atomaria, bred, from Bur)' ; a form of

Chrysophanus pldceas, with the marginal spots on the underside

of the fore wings, enlarged to streaks ; specimens of Spilo-

soma lubricipcda of the third generation, Bexley, showing an
increase in the amount of black markings ; and a bred series

of Xotodonta trcpida, unusually large.

Dr. Chapman exhibited the living larva of Thccla rubi.

Mr. W. J. Lucas, B.A., read a paper on " Mosses," illus-

trated by means of lantern slides. After a few misnomers,
such as cup-moss, reindeer-moss, staghorn-moss, had been
referred to, a glance was taken at the position of the mosses
in the scale of vegetable life. Next the life-history of a

typical moss was discussed in some detail, the species

illustrated being generally Eunaria liygvomdrica. This is a

common plant on walls and paths and in a number of other

situations, and, as it readily produces spore-cases, it is well

adapted for close examination by any student of the British

mosses.
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Being in the scale of life far below the seed-bearing plants,

its life-history has its start in a minute spore, which is

essentially a tiny speck of protoplasm, invisible to the naked
eye, enclosed by a comparatively firm cell-wall. On
germination this outer coating bursts and a delicate thread
of green alga-like tissue creeps out over the soil, where it

begins to branch horizontally. Soon, dense green buds are

formed on these threads, which by development produce a

clump of moss-plants, some bearing at their apex male organs,

others female. Each female plant produces a spore, but not

of a kind from which it was itself produced. Travelling over

the damp moss-plants by means of extremely delicate proto-

plasmic hairs, the antherozoids from the male plants, which
essentially are equivalent to the nuclei of pollen grains,

ultimately reach the newly-formed spore, and coalescing with

it bring about its fertilisation.

At once the spore germinates, producing a long hair (seta)

with a capsule at its upper extremity, the whole growing
parasitically on the parent moss-plant. This capsule, when
fully developed, contains a large number of spores. A hood,

and then a cap, fall off, and under suitable atmospheric con-

ditions a number of teeth open and the spores are dispersed.

These being of the same kind as those first referred to can
produce new moss-plants, and so the whole life-cycle of the

moss is at length complete. There are two distinct stages,

the form and activity of the moss being in them entirely

different. Under conditions such as these an organism is

said to pass through an alternation of generations.

Comparison was finally instituted between mosses and
ferns. Both exhibit clear alternation of generations, but

whereas the plant is the first generation of the one, it is the

second in the other, indicating probably two lines of descent

from the algae, which are no doubt common ancestors of

both.

JUNE 14th, 1906.

Mr. Penn-Gaskill exhibited a dark, suffused specimen of

Tephrosia biundularia from the Potteries district, and a con-

siderable number of larvae of Ocncria dispav, the latter for

distribution.

Mr. West exhibited examples oiEuclidia mi and E.glypJiica,

which he had taken in his garden at Ashtead.

Mr. Sich exhibited a tumbler in which were thirty-nine

pupae of Picris brassiccv. The larvae, when young, had been
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kept in the tumbler. At a later stage they had been trans-

ferred, tumbler and all, to a breeding-cage. The tumbler
had become covered internally with web, and thus formed an
admirable platform for the suspension of the pupa. The
pupae were of various shades of ground colour, and some
were thickly spotted with dark colour, while others were
sparsely marked. These were by no means regularly placed

:

dark and light pupae were side by side irregularly.

Mr. Lucas exhibited an example of the snake fly, Raphidia
notata ($), which was just coming out on June ioth at the

Black Pond, Esher, where it is common. Pupa-cases, no
doubt of the same species, were also found on the fir-trees,

and the imagines were resting on the tree-trunks. He also

showed a very sparsely-marked male of Panorpa gcrmanica
from near Haslemere on June 13th.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Griffith, a
plant of the local species Potcntilla argentea from Chalfont
Road ; he also showed a cluster of the ova of Hadenapisi and
a capital photo-micrograph of the same.

Mr. Tonge exhibited clusters of the ova of Pachetra leuco-

plicea, and stated that, after considerable search, he had found
three females sitting late at night on grass stalks, each with
a cluster of ova below her.

Mr. T. W. Hall reported that some years ago he had
enclosed a larva of Anarta myrtilli in a tin box, with some
food plant. This had been forgotten for a considerable time,

and when he had subsequently opened the box he had found
that the imago (a female) had emerged, and had deposited a

number of ova, which were fertile. So far as he could see,

there was no possible means of pairing taking place.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited examples of the frog orchis

{Habcnaria viridis), the dark-winged orchis, locally known as

"dibs" {Orchis ustidata), and the bee orchis (Ophrys apifera),

all of which were growing abundantly in more or less

restricted areas on the Downs at Eastbourne, and were just

now in full blossom.
Mr. Bellamy read a paper entitled " The Spring in the

New Forest, and Whitsuntide Experiences."
Several members reported having seen numbers of Pyramcis

cardui and Plusia gamma. Mr. Adkin had noted both species

in plenty at Eastbourne during Whitsuntide, but a week later

they were scarce. The former species he noted to be par-

ticularly attracted to the flowers of the kidney vetch. Several

specimens of Pluyxus livornica were mentioned as having
occurred. Mr. Lucas said that the dragonflies were unusually
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late in appearing this year. Mr. Turner had taken a speci-

men of Heliothis peltigera at Brockenhurst on Whit-Monday.

JUNE 28tk, 1906.

Mr. McArthur exhibited specimens ofDicranurafurcula and
Axylia putris, taken at the electric lights in Hammersmith,
and reported that he had seen numbers of Triphcena pronuba,

Agrotis exclamationis, and Xoctua plccta at the same lights on
June 23rd. He also showed a pupa of Thecla pruni.

Mr. Bellamy exhibited two specimens of Phryxus livornica

taken on June 1st and June 12th, at Ringwood, a fine speci-

men of Hesperia malvce, var. taras, from Holmsley, and a form
of Abraxas grossulariata, with the marginal dark markings
produced inwards, forming partial rays.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a photograph of the nest and eggs of

the yellow bunting, taken on the occasion of the Society's

Field Meeting at Ranmore Common on June 16th. He also

showed batches of the ova ofAporia cratccgi laid on the leaves

of hawthorn, received from Mr. Powell, of Hyeres.
Mr. Penn-Gaskill exhibited living examples of Harpiptcryx

xylostella and H. ncmorella, with the elongated cocoons from
wrhich they had just emerged. The curious larvae were found
feeding on honeysuckle on Wimbledon Common.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited a series of the rare and
local Hemipteron, Pceciloscytus vulncratus, a species only dis-

covered in 1879.
Mr. Main exhibited the egg-case of Phyllodromia germanica,

together with the young which had emerged from it. He
stated that soon after the egg-case was deposited by the

female the young began to emerge.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited examples of Notodonta chaonia

and Lophoptcryx cannelita that had emerged in April, 1906,

from 1904 pupae, both from Sussex parents.

JULY 1 2th, 1906.

The death of Mr. F. G. Cannon was announced.
Mr. Bellans, of Bedford Park, W., was elected a member.
Mr. Goulton exhibited the full-fed larvae of Phytometra

vividaria {cenea), and reference was made to the fact that the

species belonged to that section of the Noctuae in which the

larvae had only three pairs of abdominal claspers. They fed
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Fig. i.

Ova of Aporia cratcegi in situ on hawthorn leaf. Colour yellow, with

six or seven white points round mieropyle. (P. 62.)

Photo, 6j I . E. .' x 1

Fig. 2.

Ova of Pachetra leucophcea in situ on grass stalk. White when laid
;

pearly-grey at maturity.
Photo, by A. E. Tor.ge.

To face p. 62.

x 100.
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on Polygala vulgaris. He also showed the living larvae of

Cidaria suffnmata.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited the ova of Coleophora viiui-

nctclla on willow, the ova of C. solitariella on Stellaria holostea,

and an imago of Goniodoma (C.) limoniella bred from Statice

limonium.

Mr. W. West (Greenwich) exhibited short series of Cvypto-

cephalus pavvulus and C. punctiger, together with several

examples of Balaninus cerasorum (beaten from birch), all from
Darenth Wood on July ist.

JULY 24th, 1906.

Mr. West exhibited a short series of Plusia moneta obtained
from his garden at Ashtead, Surrey.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited specimens of Epincphele lanira

from the neighbourhood of Boulogne, taken on July 8th.

The fulvous markings of the ? were brighter and contracted

so as to appear as distinct spots. The $ had the eye-spot

extended on the left fore wing only, while both wings on the

underside had a bipupilled eye-spot.

Mr. A. L. Rayward exhibited pupae of Polyommatus covydon

and Callophrys (Thecla) vubi, the former reared from larvae

taken on horseshoe vetch and the latter from ova deposited

by a captive ? on a flower head of dogwood, on the flowers

and seeds of which shrub the larvae readily fed and thrived.

He also exhibited ova of Lyccena avion and Plebius ergon, and
drew attention to the relatively small size of the former,

which were scarcely larger than the latter. The ova ofL.
avion were on thyme, and those of P. agon on furze.

He further reported that of some thirty larvae of P. covydon

taken at Reigate on June 18th, nearly all had ants

—

Fovmica
flava—on them, and subsequent experiment proved that they

were attracted by a gland or sac on the dorsal area of the

seventh abdominal segment of the larva, which, when excited

by the ants stroking it with their antennae, exuded a fluid

much liked by them.
Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited a photograph of the ova of

Trochilium cvabvonifovmis, laid by a ? taken by Mr. Edwards
during the Society's field meeting at Horsley on July 14th.

Messrs. W. West and S. Ashby exhibited thirteen species of

longicorn beetles taken in the New Forest between May 26th

and June 9th, 1906, including Asemum striatum on pine,

Callidiuni violaccum (in an outbuilding of the house at which
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they lodged, where it was very common, apparently coming
from the larch beams). Anoplodera sexguttata, Lciopus

nebulosus, Clytus mysticus, C. arictis, Grammoptera ruficornis,

G. prceusta, G. tabacicolor, Tctrops prceusta, Toxotus meridianus,

Rhagium inquisitor, and R. bifasciatum, all on whitethorn
bloom.

Mr. Manger exhibited a number of Crustacea from the

West Indies, and contributed the following notes :

" I have lately had brought to me by my son some crabs
from the West Indies, which, although they are all well

known, are none the less sufficiently interesting to merit a

word or two on each species.
" Gecarcinus nincola.—This is the familiar land crab,

common in most of the West Indian Islands. The specimens
exhibited came from Barbadoes, where, in certain districts,

they are so numerous that when they creep out of their

holes the ground seems to be in motion. They generally

live on the hills, about a mile and a half from the coast. If

you have no stick in your hand they will approach in a

threatening manner, clashing their claws together, but if

they are assailed they retreat facing the foe ; when seized

by a leg or claw, they relinquish it most readily, to be
renewed at the future changes of skin. The pairing season
is March and April, and in the rainy season they march in

great numbers towards the sea to bathe and lay their eggs,

nothing seeming to hinder them from going the straight

road over everything, hedges, houses, cliffs, etc., clambering
up at the risk of their lives, rather than make a circuit.

About July they fatten and prepare to cast their old shell r

and at this time they are said to be excellent eating.
" Grapsus maculatus, from St. Kitts.—This crab runs with

astonishing velocity among the rocks near the sea, and it is

exceedingly difficult to capture uninjured specimens, as they

cling so tightly to the perpendicular cliffs and rocks, which
they resemble so well in colour.

" Ocypodc quadrata, from St. Kitts.—As the name ' swift of

foot ' implies, these crabs are specially noted for their rapidity

of movement. They frequent sandy beaches, where they
burrow deep holes, wandering about at low tide in search of

food.
" Rcmipcs scutellatus.—Very little seems to be known about

these curious little animals ; they live in the sand, and are

very active at low tides, jumping in great leaps, which makes
them very difficult to capture."

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited photo-micrographs of the
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ova of four species of the genus Coleophora obtained recently

by Mr. H. J. Turner. They were in sitii on the food plant

of their respective species, and an enlargement of the micro-

pyle of each was also shown. The species were C. hcemero-

biella, C. solitariclla, C.fusccdinclla, and C. viminetclla.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited living specimens showing a case

of Miillerian mimicry between the Gelechiid moth, Recurvaria

(Aphanaula) nanella, and a Hemipteron, Phytocoris tilice, which
Mr. West stated to be very common on lime and other trees,

and very variable. Mr. Sich stated that both rest on the

bark of fruit trees during July, and from a short distance

bear a great similarity to each other, the black, white, and
grey markings being somewhat similarly arranged. He also

exhibited a curious specimen of the genus Pygcera, and
suggested that it was possibly a hybrid between P. pigra and
P. curtula. This was bred April 20th, 1906, and the larva

was taken with others from aspen on the occasion of the

Society's excursion to Chislehurst, September 16th, 1905.

The following is a description of the insect : The chief

difference consists in—firstly, markings : the second trans-

verse line is so far from the base that it almost occupies

the position of the third line in normal specimens ; the third

line scarcely visible, except towards the dorsal margin ; the

fourth line very much straighter; the second and fourth lines

very pale, and twice the breadth of pigra type. Secondly,

colour : the spaces between the second and fourth line on the

costa and the second and third line on dorsum form a tongue
of almost black colour, whereas in normal specimens this is

dark purple-grey. The red-brown patch beyond the fourth

line is extended to twice the usual width, and is much deeper

in colour, and the nervures, as they pass through it, are black.

Shortly, the space between the first and second transverse

lines is double the usual width, the second and fourth trans-

verse lines are more than double the usual width, very pale,

and the space between them mostly occupied by an almost

black, tongue-like mark. The chestnut colour is extended to,

and almost envelops, the submarginal row of black dots, with

a conspicuous pale blotch at the anal angle.

Mr. Sich further showed the ova of Lyccena alcon on the

Marsh Gentian {Gcntiana pneumonanthc) , together with a

photo-micrograph by Mr. F. Noad Clark.

AUGUST gtk, 1906.

Mr. Sich exhibited a number of living specimens of the

5
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Tineid, Ochscnheimcria vacculclla. He said that, as far as he was
aware, the life-history of this species has never been worked
out. The larva was probably an internal grass-feeder, like

0. birdella. The moth, he felt sure, only resorted to trees,

houses, etc., for the sake of shelter. It was very rare in

collections till 1861, when Mr. Scott found one under the

bark of a willow, and another on an oak (" Int.," ix,

p. 123), thus giving a clue as to its imaginal habits ; it had
previously rarely been taken in houses. The specimens
exhibited were taken off the bark of oaks. They are most
difficult to take, as they sneak away into the deepest crannies

they can find ; they seldom fly, but crawl away. One has to

drive them into the box with a piece of grass stem, and they

require a lot of heading off before they are safely lodged in

the box. Mr. Adkin suggested smoking out, which is, no
doubt, a good plan. Ova had been obtained.

Messrs. W. West and Ashby exhibited a further number of

species of Coleoptera, all taken in the New Forest between
May 25th and June gth, the chief of which were :

Buprestidce (one species) : Trachys troglodytes, by sweeping
in New Copse.

Elateridce (seventeen species) : Elatcr sanguinolenta, E.
lythropterus ; Corymbites tessellatus, C. mctallicus, C. quercus ;

Sericosomns brunneus. The others were common species, all

taken at Whitethorn bloom.
Telephoridce (eleven species) : Rhagonycha tcstacea, at the

sides of streams, beating sallows principally. The others at

Whitethorn bloom.
Mr. Sich again exhibited the aberrant specimen of a

Pygccra that he had exhibited on July 26th, and Mr. Adkin
brought series of hybrid P.pigva {S) x P. curtula (?) and
P.curtida (<$) x P.pigra (?); also of P.pigva for comparison
with it. After a careful scrutiny the conclusion arrived at

was that Mr. Sich's specimen did not embrace the hybrid
characters, but that it was a very beautiful and strongly-

marked form of P. pigra.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited full-fed larvas of Acidalia margine-

punctata (promutata), the progeny of moths taken at Eastbourne
in June last. Of upwards of a hundred larvae the majority

had pupated, or were on the point of doing so, but nine or ten

of them were still quite small, probably in their second or

third skins, and would undoubtedly hibernate, although they
had all been kept in one cage under exactly similar conditions.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited a living example of a Mantis,

Mantis religiosa, in the pre-imaginal stage, a larva of Papilio
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podalivius, and a ? of Parnassius apollo, with ova of the last

named, all from the Rhone Valley.

Mr. Rayward exhibited living larvae (i) of Agrophila
trabealis (sulphuralis) from the Cambridge Fens ; and (2) of
Cupido minima from Horsley. The latter was feeding on
kidney vetch.

Mr. Tonge exhibited (1) a living larva of Phryxus livomica,
taken at Lewes

; (2) a preserved larva of the same species
from Alberto, Spain, given him by Dr. Chapman

; (3) a larva
of Sesia stellatarum from Dunwich, Suffolk ; and (4) a series

of photographs of insects in situ, taken during the Society's
Field Meeting at Leith Hill, on June 30th, including Aplecta
nebulosa, Cucullia umbratica, Bomolocha fontis (crassalis), and
Larentia viridaria {pcctinitaria).

Mr. Edwards exhibited var. cceca of Aphantopus (Enodia)
hyperanthus and a ? of Trochilium crabroniformis from Horsley,
taken during the Society's Field Meeting on July 14th.

AUGUST 23rd, 1906.

Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited a series of

Phorodesma smaragdaria, bred from larvas taken on the Essex
marshes. Among them was one specimen without the light

markings on the fore wings, the green being much richer

in tint and uniform, with the exception of the discoidal spot,

which was strongly marked.
Mr. Barnett exhibited a short series of Anthroccra trifolii

from Wanborough, Guildford, most of them with more or

less confluent spots, and one with the scales on the right fore

wing very ill developed. He stated that it was very difficult

to get an example in which the spots had not coalesced. He
also showed a number of examples of Epincphelcjanira, show-
ing the pigment imperfectly developed, and one ? specimen
with an extremely light pale band on the fore wing.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited (1) two examples of the

Hemipteron, Carpocoris (Pentatoma) fuscispinus, the first taken
by him in the Morgenbach Valley on the left bank of the

Rhine, the second bred from a larva taken at Seeburg, near
Lucerne, in early August. The species is a widely dis-

tributed one and very variable. The specimens exhibited

were unusually pale. It has occurred in England, but only

on rare occasions; those taken have all been obtained in

Devonshire. The pre-imaginal case was also exhibited, and
it was pointed out that the outer coverings of even the tarsal
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claws and of the antennae had been shed. (2) An example of
Heliothis peltigera taken on June 4th, near Brockenhurst. It

was in good condition, and was caught flying about midday
among heather not far from a pine plantation. The Rev.
G. H. Raynor has reported that he captured a specimen of

the same species on July 1st at Maldon, Essex, flying over
flowers at 10.20 p.m. Mr. G. W. Hooker has reported
taking no less than seven specimens during June near
Bournemouth, all between eight and nine o'clock in the
evening, flying over flowers. Probably others have also been
taken, but have not been recorded yet. (3) A short series of
Bomolocha fontis (crassalis), c?s and ? s, taken at Leith Hill

in early July. (4) An example of Algeria (Sesia) culiciformis

taken at Beaconsfield on June 10th. (5) Specimens of

Coleophora limoniella bred from larvae taken at Fobbing in

the autumn of 1905, together with a spray of Statice Umonium
(its food plant), showing larval cases in situ, made of the
calyces of the flowers. The imagines have extremely
narrow wings and when at rest are most difficult to detect.

The larva, when full fed, crawls to the stouter part of the
stem, bores a cavity, affixes its case to the mouth of this

hole, closes the opening with a thin membrane, and in due
time turns to a pupa. During the winter the case drops off,

leaving the entrance to the cavity free for the imago to burst
the thin closing-membrane at its emergence in July. (6)

Specimens of Polyommatus escheri taken by him at Gavarnie,
in the Pyrenees, in August, 1905, with examples from the
Alps for comparison. It was pointed out that in size and
appearance they much resembled examples of P. icarus taken
at the same locality. (7) On behalf of Mr. Harrison, speci-

mens of Melitesa dictynna from Meiringen, with examples of

M. athalia ? taken at the same place and time. (8) On
behalf of Mr. J. W. Tutt, examples of Acalaphus coccajus

from Cannes, A. longicornis from Cogne and St. Michel,
A. italicus, from Cogne, Myrmcleon formicates, from Digne y

and M. formicalynx from Cogne. (9) Several specimens of

the curious bird's nest fungus, Cyathus striatus, found on
Bitchet Common, Sevenoaks, and belonging to the Nididariece

group of the Gastromycetes.

Messrs. W. West and S. Ashby exhibited further species,

some fifty in number, of the Coleoptera taken by them in

the New Forest between May 26th and June 9th.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Polyommatus
{Lyccena) bellargus ( $ ) taken at Eastbourne in June last ; he
said that the species occurred there somewhat more commonly
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than it had done during the previous few years, and that

he had paid some attention to overhauling the females with
a view to finding individuals showing blue coloration. Those
exhibited were the most marked in that respect, and although
by far the larger proportion showed some degree of blue

scaling, none of them that he had come across were extreme.

He had compared them with series of the spring brood from
Folkestone, which occupied a corresponding position on the

North Downs to Eastbourne on the South Downs, and
with which they agreed very closely in regard to the degree of

blue scaling, also with series from Reigate and other inland

places on the North Downs, which included some strongly

blue examples, and remarked that in his experience the blue

scaling was infinitely more frequent in the spring than in the

autumn brood, and that the extreme blue forms were of much
more common occurrence on the inland portions of the North
Downs, than on those near the coast or of the South Downs.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited mines of Gypsonoma accviana,

Phyllocnistis suffusclla, and Nepticula tvimaculella, in leaves of

Populus fastigiata ; and contributed the following notes :

" (i) The larval mine of the tortrix, Gypsonoma aceriana,

is shown in its first stage, where it attacks the leaf near the

mid-rib. It subsequently bores down the leaf stalk and
enters the shoot, where it hibernates, feeding in the spring

in the interior of the twig at the top (as is well known).
" (2) Mines of Phyllocnistis suffusella and cocoons in the

mines. The insect differs from most leaf-miners in eating

only the juice of the leaf. In its first three instars it is

perhaps the most unlepidopterous-looking larva we have, and
in its fourth instar it never eats, but only spins its cocoon. It

is abundant most years in poplar leaves. (Further particulars

see Sich, on " Early Stages of P. suffusella," " City of London
Trans.," 1902.)

"
(3) The empty mine of Nepticula tviuiaculclla. This

larva makes a short, rather wide mine in the leaf, and, like

most Nepticulas, leaves the mine in order to pupate. Empty
mines are fairly abundant, but the full ones, from not being
so conspicuous, are not so often seen.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited a batch of the very beautiful

ova of Satyrus briseis, laid by a female taken in Switzerland.
He also exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Oldham, of Woodford, a

fine <$ of Cosmotrichc potatoria, with female coloration, bred
from a Cambridge larva, and an example of Abraxas grossu-

lariata, with a considerably increased suffusion of black,

bred from Harlow.
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Mr. Rayward exhibited the pupae of Polyommatus bellargus,

from Folkestone larvae, and pointed out that they were
smaller than those of P. corydon. He stated that on the
seventh abdominal segment of the larva was a gland like

that on P. corydon, and that he had found ants in close

attendance upon the larva—in this species a black ant. In
nature he only saw one ant try to obtain the secretion from
the gland, but in captivity Formica flava eagerly sought the
gland, with immediate success. He did not think that the
ants were essential to the larvae, as last year he bred the
species from ova in captivity without any attendant ants.

In the discussion which followed, Dr. Chapman stated that

the whole genus appeared to possess these glands, but in the
case of L. bceticus and L. tclicanus, whose larvae he had
closely observed in Spain this year, although the ants were
commonly in close proximity to the larvae, they were not
noticed to touch them, but were only attentive to the
aphides, which were abundant. Some years ago he had been
able easily to find the larvae of Plebeius argus from the con-
spicuous groups of ants attendant upon each larva. In this

case the ants were undoubtedly most effectual in preventing
the attacks of ichneumons.

Dr. Chapman exhibited the following insects, all taken
this spring, at S. Maxime, on the Mediterranean coast of

the S. of France : (i) Ophiodes lunaris, with masses attached
to its head, apparently not pollinia; (2) Polyommatus corydon,

specimens showing orange around the ocelli of the lower
wings, upper side, and a very small specimen, measuring
only 28 mm. ; they occurred where there was no chalk or
limestone

; (3) an unusually strongly-marked example of
Pararge megcera; (4) Arctia villica, with aberrant markings
on the hind wings

; (5) Pseudophia (Ophiodes) tirrhcsa, closely

allied to P. lunaris, both of which species belonged to a group
more in N. Africa and Asia Minor than in Europe; (6) Maras-
marcha fauna, a rare continental plume moth, described by
Milliere, very close to M . phceodactylus in general appearance
and habits ; the most easily-seen difference is the possession
of four dark dots on the inner margin of the fore wing

;

(7) a very small ? example of Colias edusa, measuring only

37 mm. (1 in. 5 lines).

Mr. Sich reported that Aglais urticce larvae had been very
common at Chiswick this year, and that the imagines were
now emerging in numbers. It was suggested that this was
a second brood, as larvae had been noted, nearly full-grown,
elsewhere in mid-June.
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Dr. Chapman had noted in Spain the occurrence of a large

number of Pyvameis cardui flying around a sweet chestnut

tree, and stated that many insects have a gregarious habit or

instinct. He had noted that if a portion only of the group
were disturbed they would soon return, but that if the whole
were driven off together it was not customary for a re-

assembling to take place on the same spot. Mr. Adkin had
seen a similar assemblage of Thecla qucrcus about a particular

oak tree, and Mr. Turner had seen a number of Hcmaris
fuciformis assemble at one only of a large number of rhodo-

dendron bushes, all apparently similarly in full bloom.

SEPTEMBER 13th, 1906.

Mr. Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Goulton exhibited along series of Calymnia trapczina,

taken at sugar in the New Forest in August, and stated that

it was almost the only species he had met with in several

nights' sugaring. They showed considerable variation, the

type form being in the minority. Many were var. rufa, a few

were var. oclirea, and there were also several of the beautiful

dark-grey forms, with the transverse lines very well developed,

and dark var. grisea (?).

Mr. Lucas exhibited a spray of the deadly nightshade

(Atropa belladonna) , with the berries fully developed. This

plant had grown in his garden for some years. He also

exhibited a mass of the pillwort (Pilularia globulifera), a

heterosporous Pteridophyte, belonging to the natural order

Hvdropterideas, and the only British representative of the

order. He had found it very common locally in marshy
ground in the New Forest this year. Mr. Lucas also re-

ported that he had at last found the long-leaved sundew,
Drosera anglica, in the New Forest.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited a mass of another heterosporous

Pteridophyte, belonging to the natural order Hydropteridse,

Azolla caroliniana. He had found it covering a pond and its

muddy margin at Chigwell. It is a native of tropical and
sub-tropical America. On behalf of Mr. Harrison and him-

self he also exhibited long, bred series of Hadena contigua and
Eucosmia (Coremia) undulata from the New Forest.

Mr. Barnett exhibited several very dark examples of

Abraxas grossulariata, bred from Greenwich larvae. One
specimen had the light, submarginal band of the fore wings
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distinctly pale yellow, and another had the submarginal area
more or less rayed by the extension and union of the black
markings. He also exhibited Hyhemia marginaria, from
W.Wickham— (i) an unusually pale form

; (2) a dark, suffused

form ; and (3) an extreme form uniformly very dark.

Mr. Sich exhibited the living larva of Pieris daplidice from
Geneva. It was feeding on mignonette.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a short series of specimens of

Lampides telicanus, bred from eggs and larvas on Adenocarpus
intermedins (var. ceborinensis) found in Galicia (N.-W. Spain)

in July, 1906. Some of the specimens show very distinctly

that the peculiar markings of the under-side are the outer

white rings of the usual ocellated spots, more or less con-
fluent. In the ? some of these same spots appear as black
marks on the upper side (as in avion, etc). One of the ? s

is clearly an u.s. aberration that in an ordinary Lyccena would
have shown radiation ; here it is a peculiar arrangement of

the pale lines, to illustrate how the ocellated spots of Lyccena

may occur on the upper-side, even when the under-side is so

far modified as in L. telicanus, and that L. telicanus presents

these spots on the under-side (modified) ; more modified in

L.bcetica, but by comparing with telicanus still recognisable.

In bectica they show also the first (or last ?) stages of the

white line of Thecla. He also showed Chrysophanus phlceas ;

Lampides telicanus, £ upper-side ; Polyommatus bellargus, S
under-side ; Lampides telicanus, $ under-side ; and Lampides
bcetica, ? under-side.

Messrs. W. West and S. R. Ashby exhibited some seventy
species of the Chrysomelidce and Curculionidaz, taken by them
in the New Forest this year, making in all more than 250
species exhibited as taken by them during their stay. The
most notable species were: Donacia sericea, D. discolor,

Phcedon armoraciaz, P. cochlearia, Hydrothassa marginella, Chry-
somela didymata, Longitarsus holsatica, Polydrusus flavipes,

P. conjluens, Strophosomus retusus, Sciaphilus muricatus, Sitones

cambricus, Hypera rumicis, H. plantagiuis, Thryogones festuca,

Rhynchites aneovirens, R. cceruleus, and R. minutus.

Mr. Clark reported having noted some dozen Catocala nupta

on the walls of Paddington Infirmary; all were most con-

spicuous. Mr. Main had also seen a number of this species,

but always near trees which were infected by Cossus.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a short series of bred Zephyrus betula,

fed up from the hibernating skin in closed tin boxes on plum.
The pupae were left in the boxes, and the butterflies emerged
there. The specimens were exceedingly fine and large, the
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largest ? measuring i££ in., being over a quarter of an inch
larger than normal ; the ? s had quite a small amount of
orange in the fore wing, though Mr. Kaye said he could not
correlate this with the treatment.

SEPTEMBER 27th, 1906.

Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited a series of
Melitcea cinxia, bred from Isle of Wight larvae, one or. two
of the under-sides of the hind wings having a clearly-defined,

pure-white band.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a very large number of

specimens, mainly bred by him in the present season. They
were as follows : A long series of Brcphos notha, bred from
pupae three years old ; a pair of Xylomiges conspicillaris, from
pupae dug in Worcester ; series of Laphygma exigua, taken at

sugar in the Isle of Wight ; Hadena glauca, from Lancashire,
Rannoch, etc., some of the Lancashire specimens being
extremely dark forms ; an extremely fine variety of Ennomos
autumnaria, bred from ova laid by a wild ? taken at Dover
in 1905, in which the wings were thickly suffused with dark
chocolate colour, especially on the under-side, and with all

markings suppressed; a suffused specimen oi Arctia villica

with smoky hind wings ; a yellow var. of Callimovplia

dominnla, and one with cream spots instead of white ; a
series of Chrysophanus pldceas, showing much variation in the
size, shape, and number of the black spots ; specimen of

Bombyx rubi, in which the bands were absent ; Aglais urticcu,

with a complete black band on the fore wing ; Polygonia
c-album, with ground of a deep golden hue ; var. tarns of
Hcsperia malvce : and a long series of Mimas tilice, showing
extreme variations of the markings in the disc of the fore

wing, from mere dots to a complete band, black hind wings,
beautiful green shade suffusion, and pale general coloration.

Mr. Step exhibited for Mr. Theo Carreras a remarkable
variety of Polygonia c-album, from the banks of the Wye, in

Herefordshire, in which the usually dark markings were
suffused, enlarged, and confused almost beyond recognition.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a large cockroach, Blabera cubensis,

found in a bale of hides.

Mr. R. South exhibited (1) a ? specimen of Amphidasys
betularia, a form intermediate between the type and var.

doubledayaria. It was reared in June this year from a larva

found feeding on sallow in his garden, August, 1905 ; (2)
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an example of Orobena straminalis, also female, with blackish

borders on the outer margin of all the wings, on the fore

wings occupying nearly the whole area beyond the post-

median line, taken in the neighbourhood of Hackbridge,
Surrey, by Mr. Norman Riley in July last ; and (3) a female
Pyrausta (Ennychia) nigrata with unusually broad white bands.
Taken May, 1906, in the Dorking district.

Mr. Cowham exhibited a very curiously fasciated stem
and flower mass of an Aster. The mass of the unrayed
florets was not circular but one diameter much longer than
the other. This was bent round in a ring, the two ends
just touching, leaving a large central hole. The whole of

the upper and lower margin of the unrayed-floret mass was
edged by rayed florets.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a series of photographs of larvae, and
one of Pyrantels atalanta at rest on a willow trunk, where it

appeared well protected.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited a specimen of Hcliotliis pcltigcra,

taken by him on the south coast. He also showed some fine

specimens of Melitczci cinxia bred from Isle of Wight larva? ;

one example had the black markings of the fore wings much
reduced in size, and the apical half almost devoid of

markings ; another example had a very wide, pure white
band on the underside of the hind wings.

Mr. Gadge exhibited a beautifully preserved fossil shell,

Spondylus spinosus, from the Upper Chalk at Rochester.
Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited forty-three species of

Coleoptera taken at Great Yarmouth in June, 1906. During
his stay collecting was very poor ; the only species found
common were the Donacias in Caistor marshes, of which he
showed a fine series, especially of D. sericea. Among others

were A mara fiilva, found under stones, Mantura chrysantlicmi,

and Tychius squamulatus, by sweeping on the North Denes.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a case containing short series

or specimens of (1) Erebia lappona, taken by Mr. Harrison,
in July, near the Little Scheidegg, Bernese Oberland, having
unusually light uniform under-sides, the transverse lines being

scarcely traceable, and the specimens much larger than usual

;

one specimen had the black dots on the under-side of the

hind wings extremely well developed, as well as being very

distinct on the upper side ; together with an example from
Fusio, taken by Mr. Edwards, in which the lines on the

under-side of the hind wings were very strongly marked, and
an unlabelled specimen having a darker band of colour be-

tween the well developed lines
; (2) E. cpiphron, taken by
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Mr. Harrison, in July, at Meiringen, Bernese Oberland, with
an example of var. pyrcnaica, taken at Gavarnie, Pyrenees, in

August, 1905, characterised by extreme brightness of colour
in the bands which contain large, circular, unpupilled spots;

(3) E. blandina, taken at Engelberg, near the Titlis, in

August, by Mf. Turner ; (4) E. ligea, taken by Mr. Turner,
on the Rigi, in August—a very finely ocellated under-side

;

(5) E. tyndarus and E. goante, taken in the Schollenen gorge
on the pass going to Andermatt above the St. Gotthard
tunnel, where Mr. Turner found them common in August,
but somewhat worn

; (6) Enodia hyperanthes, three specimens
taken in July, near the Little Scheidegg, by Mr. Harrison,
the first a S with only one very slightly developed black dot
on the upper side, the second a ? with two well developed
white pupilled eye-spots on the upper side of each wing, and
the third a very strongly marked under-side, with general
dark ground and only ill developed lines ; three other
specimens taken by Mr. Turner, near Lucerne, in August,
somewhat worn, the under-sides very light, in ground colour,

with mere traces of transverse markings ; in one specimen
some of the eye-spots were distinctly sagittate in shape.

Mr. Turner also showed (1) the life history of Coleophora
ohtusella, the larva of which makes a case of the seed-vessel

of Juncus maritime/,. The young larvae were sent to him by
Mr. Eustace Bankes, from the Isle of Wight, in the autumn
of 1905, and imagines were bred freely in July of the present
year. A large number of imagines were sacrificed to obtain
ova—but unsuccessfully

; (2) a similar life history of Gonio-
doma limoniclla, from larvae, sent by Mr. Bankes, from the
Isle of Wight, and from the Essex marshes

; (3) an imago
of G. auroguttclla, and pointed out the distinction between
the two species. In the former the head was fuscous, the
antennas with dark fuscous rings, and with a basal tuft of
closely adpressed hairs, while the latter had a whitish face and
head, and a deeply black-ringed antenna, with a basal tuft of

hairs standing out, expanded somewhat. In G. av.roguttclla

the palpi are large and prominent, while in G. limoniclla they
are not nearly so obtrusive. The fore wings of the former
are rich golden yellow, the costal cilia being pale ; at the
apex one of the golden lines runs out dark brown into the
cilia. In the latter the fore wings are ochreous orange, the
costal cilia are dark ; the apical streak is black in the cilia.

G. auroguttclla has pale grey hind wings, G. limoniclla has
them dark grey. The position and form of the longitudinal
lines also differ.
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Mr. A. Sich exhibited a specimen of Hcliothis pcltigcra,

bred by him from an ovum sent him by Mr. Eustace Bankes,
and also a drawing of the larva. It was fed on white clover,

and from ova to imago only forty-three days elapsed.

Mr. West (of Ashtead), read a paper on "Zoophytes,"
and illustrated his remarks by a long series of beautiful slides

of their structural details and of the numerous species (see

P- 4)-

OCTOBER nth, 1906.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a specimen of Dvaconia rusina, taken
by Mr. Guppy in the Island of Trinidad. It was found low
down on a cocoa-tree, near the ground, and bore an extra-

ordinary resemblance to a withered leaf whose margins had
been irregularly injured, and the surface appeared to be not
only partially decayed and changed in colour, but eaten
away in patches by the larva of some insect. He stated

that it had only once previously been met with.

Mr. Jager exhibited. (1) a fine series of dark green and of

light yellow forms of Bryophila muralis, from Starcross, this

year
; (2) examples of Hcliothis peltigcra, bred from larvae

taken in South Devon
; (3) examples of A grot is vcstigialis,

taken at sugar at Starcross, on September 6th, in which the

light markings were unusually clean and well defined ; and
(4) specimens of Lapliygma cxigua, taken at the same place

and time.

Mr. Lucas exhibited three species of the smaller Fungi,
Marasmius ramealis, found on twigs and stems of bramble

;

Polyporus adiposus, on ground near stumps of trees ; and
Leocarpus fragilis.

Mr. R. South exhibited two nearly full-grown larvae of

Caradrina (Lapliygma) cxigua. They hatched on September
14th, from ova deposited on September 8th. Some larvae

from the same batch of ova had already pupated (October
nth), whilst a few were still only half-grown. For the first

week or so the larvae had existed on plantain and dandelion
—preferring the latter—but when groundsel was added they
fed on that plant alone. The eggs had been given to him
by Mr. Percy Richards, who captured the female on
Kingston Hill. Mr. Richards had this year captured about
twenty examples of the species since July 27th, when he
took the first one as it flew around the electric light. He
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had also taken a specimen, attracted by the same lamp, in

October, 1903.

He also showed eight specimens of Euchloe cardamines,

reared from ova found on hedge mustard (Sisymbrium

officinale). The larvae were supplied throughout with wall-

flower—the green seed-pods especially. Variation in size of

the specimens was curious. Two females measured 50 mm.
each in expanse, whilst one male and one female did not

exceed 35 and 36 mm. respectively.

On behalf of Mr. H. C. Hayward, of Repton, Burton-on-
Trent, Mr. South exhibited a remarkable and very rare

aberration of Cabera pusaria. In this example the wings
were leaden-grey in colour and the transverse lines com-
pletely eliminated, the only trace of the normal white in

evidence being on the head and thorax, the latter tinged

with grey. The specimen, which measured 28 mm. in expanse,

was taken at Repton in July last. Mr. Hayward had also

sent a box of moths showing a distinct melanic tendency in

some of the species he obtains in his district. Among these

were two forms of Xylophasia monoglypha ; one of these,

which was quite abundant in 1905, approached the darker

Scotch forms ; the other, also dark, but variegated with

reddish-brown, occurred more sparingly. Exceedingly dark,

almost black, examples of Tceniocampa inccrta ; one of these,

with the stigmata outlined in whitish, was stated to be the

most common. Two forms of Hadcna dissimilis (suasa), one
reddish-brown, and the other blackish-brown with a faint

greyish suffusion ; the former occurs at Repton almost as

commonly as the type, but of the latter only one example
had been seen. One example of Noctua xanthographa was
of an unusual fuscous brown colour, the central shade
blackish, and the stigmata finely outlined in pale ochreous.

A smoky-grey specimen of Cymatoplwra duplaris, in which
the only markings at all in evidence were the black discal

dots. A rather glossy, greyish-brown example of Grammesia
trigrammica with very faint traces of transverse lines, and
having a reddish suffusion on the outer third. Three speci-

mens of Tephrosia crepuscularia ; one of these, representing

the dominant form of the species at Repton, had all the

wings rather thickly sprinkled with blackish, but the lines

were fairly distinct ; the second was more heavily powdered
with blackish, and the lines, except the white submarginal,
were indistinct ; the third was sprinkled with blackish and
suffused with brownish, the lines being pretty much as in

number two. These forms of T. crepuscularia are somewhat
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two of them, are more speckled.

Of Hypsipetes sovdidata there were two highly melanic
examples, very glossy, and the central third blacker than the

rest of the fore wings. The last specimen to be noted in

this interesting exhibit was a unicolorous, dark, fuscous brown
example of Ematurga atomaria.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited the little Homopteron
Liburnia lepida, taken at Esher in August, including both
developed and undeveloped forms. It is extremely local,

and has not before been noted near London.
Mr. Barnett exhibited a series of varied forms of Xanthia

fulvago (cerago), taken from one sallow bush on Wimbledon
Common, and including the var. flavescens.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited two large ? s of Argynnis
aglaia taken at Gavarnie, Pyrenees, in August, 1905,
measuring 65 mm. in expanse, and two o*s from the Alps,

measuring only 52mm. He also showed A. niobe, <$ , ?,

typical under-side of ? with the silvery areas fully developed,

and var. eris, in which the silvery markings were completely

suppressed.

The remainder of the evening was spent in the exhibition

of lantern slides made recently by various members : Mr.
Main showed photographic slides of butterfly larvae, including

Papilio podalivius, Polygonia c-album, and Aporia cratczgi ; of

ova, including P. podalivius, Euchloe cardamincs, and Satyrus

cordula ; and imagines of several species soon after emerg-
ence. Mr. Dennis showed photographic slides of a number
of seed-vessels, of shrubs and trees with much resemblance,

and of various fruits and galls. Mr. Lucas showed various

biological slides, a few New Forest views, slides showing
resting habits of Lepidoptera, and photographs of rare

plants.

OCTOBER 25th, 190D.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited long bred series of

Boarmia cindaria from New Forest parents, and of Phragma-
tobia (Spilosoma) fuliginosa from Cornish parents. It was
noted that the lighter specimens of the former species were
all large, while the smaller were dark. Mr. Newman exhibited

specimens of Bryophila muralis and Polyommatus corydon,

taken as late as September 16th in the Isle of Wight ; living

full-fed larvae of Lapliygma cxigua from ova laid September
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16th to 22nd; a living example of Drepana falcula bred that

day from ova laid by a Rannoch female, one of many which
had been emerging during the week. The larvae of this last

species pupated in June, and in August six or eight imagines
came out, but in mid-October they were emerging freely.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a photograph of a pear, on the stem
of which was a ring of the ova of Malacosoma neustvia. He
stated that the pear was picked up under a tree, and that in

consequence of the shrinking of the stalk, the ring of ova
had become detached and could be slipped up and down.

Mr. R. South exhibited, on behalf of Rev. W. Claxton, a
specimen of Vanessa (Aglais) uvticce, in which nearly the whole
of the ground colour of the fore wings was whitish. The
normal fulvous was reduced to a cloud between the base of

the wing and the first black costal spot ; beneath the lower
end of the third black costal spot and the outer marginal
series there was a tinge of the fulvous colour, and the same
was noticed, but in a lesser degree, along the inner margin.
The costal portion of the fulvous band on the hind wings was
also whitish. In all other respects the specimen was quite

normal.
He also exhibited a specimen of Cerastis (Gleea) ligula

(spadicea) with three antennae, received from Mr. H. C.
Hayward, of Repton, Burton-on-Trent, who took it at sugar
on October 8th last. The odd point about this example is

that on the left side there are two antennae instead of one.

These are of equal length, but both are shorter than the
antenna on the right side, which is quite normal in every
respect. The extra antenna is set on the head a little above
the proper one.

Mr. MacArthur exhibited (1) a specimen of the "bird-
eating " spider, Mygale avicularia, from South America

; (2)

shells of Cyclostoma elegans, and Helix lapicida from Dart-
moor ; and (3) an unusually large specimen of the sawfly,

Sirex gigas, from Mis Tor, on Dartmoor.
Mr. Dennis exhibited a photograph to show the difference

in the leaves of the tulip-tree, the lower portion of the tree

having developed angulated, spiny foliage, while the upper
part had entire leaves, much after the same manner as in

the holly.

Mr. Barnett exhibited a short series of Enpithecia rectan-

gulata from Welling, Kent, all the specimens taken being
dark ; and a nice series of Hyria muricata from Wanborough.

Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited short series of Apiou
astragalis and A . sanguined, the latter a species hitherto looked
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upon as very rare, but which had recently been found to be
locally common at Oxford, by Mr. Hamm.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Plebeius argus

(= cegon) from Galicia, N.-W. Spain, large, pale beneath,
allied to vars. hypochiona and bcjarcnsis, but differ in many
specimens, having (in the <$) a red arched line bordering the
black spots (or some of them) of the border of the hind wing ;

one ? , an unusually small one for this var., has a blue border
to the red spots of the hind wing, but without any blue on
the discs.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Acronycta leporina,

reared from Abbot's Wood larvae. They showed some
variation in the intensity of the black markings and in the

density of the black suffusion of the wings, but in this latter

respect none so much suffused as ab. bradyporina (" Steph.
Illustrations," vol. iii, PI. XXVI, fig. 3).

Mr. Step exhibited a fine specimen of the fungus, Poly-

porns gigantcns, and a photograph of the mass from which the

specimen was taken. It was found at Ashtead. He also

showed a number of photographs of fungi taken during the

Fungus Foray of the Society on October 6th, together with
one of the very rare Amanita strobiliformis, found at Ashtead.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a long series of Hcmcrophila
(Synopsia) abruptaria, bred from a pairing of a dark <$ with a
dark ? , these coming from a pairing of dark S and dark ?

,

thus :

Dark 6 x dark ?

Dark <$ dark ?

The result of the pairing was twenty- nine dark 6s, twenty
dark ?s, and two normal cTs. The dark forms were by no
means uniform, several showing a considerable tendency to

be intermediate. About eleven out of the brood of fifty-two

were well up to the average size of the typical form. All

had, however, been treated alike in a large sleeve on a

growing lilac tree, and there had been a plentiful supply of

food, showing that the dwarfing of the greater number of the

specimens was not due to starvation. Pairings taken again

gave hardly any eggs and the resultant larvae died.

Portions of two other broods were also shown.

(1) A pairing of dark <$ dark ? , from light c? dark ? , thus :
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Dark c? dark ?

Light 6* dark ?

Result: four dark Js, seven dark $ s, one rather dark

ordinary <$

.

(2) A pairing of dark S dark ? , from dark 6* light ? :

Dark <? dark ?

Dark o* light ?

Result: three dark Ss, six dark ? s, two dark typical <$s T

one quite typical ? .

Mr. Hy. J. Turner read a paper entitled, " Further Notes
on the Genus Coleophora," and illustrated his remarks with
life histories of C. badiipennella , C . fusccdinclla , C.limosipennella,

C. nigricclla, C. gryphipcnnclla, C. artemisiella, C. argentula,

and C. genista (printed in " Ent. Record," 1906-7).

NOVEMBER 8th, 1906.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited series of (1) Tethea

subtiisa, bred from larvae collected in Co. Fermanagh,
Ireland

; (2) Ninneria pulveraria, from the New Forest, the

Forest of Dean, and Abbot's Wood. The Forest of Dean
specimens were somewhat more red than those from the New
Forest, whilst those from Abbot's Wood varied from the red

form to a more pronounced grey than the New Forest insects.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited (1) specimens of Anthrocera

pui'puralis (minos) from N. Wales and from Oban—the latter

taken on June 6th, 1903; (2) a pale form of A . filipendulce

;

(3) a small specimen of A. exulans ; and (4) long and varied

series of ChrysopJianus phlceas from Bexley district, all wild
collected specimens of the third brood, representing the
pick out of about 3000 passed through the net between
September 20th and the end of October. Those exhibited

included a fine golden ? , a ? with absence of bands on hind
wings, some very fine streaked under-sides, and almost white
under-side, a brick-red under-side, several very heavily marked
specimens, and some very lightly marked.

G
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Mr. H. Moore exhibited a specimen of A glais urticce, which
very closely approached the form var. polaris.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a specimen of the scarce Heliothis

armigera, which he had taken at light near Sutton ; he also

showed several specimens of JEgeria myopiformis from the
same locality.

Mr. Edwards exhibited three species of large Coleoptera
from Sierra Leone, viz., Aphitorliina julia, Ccratorhina
morgani, and Mecynorrhina torquata.

Mr. Step exhibited two species of slug, Amalia gagates and
A. sowerbyi, taken at Betchworth, Surrey, by Mr. Lionel
Adams ; the former being the first time the species has been
taken in the county.

Mr. A. L. Rayward exhibited ova of Thecla w-album, in

sitii on wych elm. One of the ova was situated at the
extreme base of a leaf stalk, but the ova of this species

appear to be more generally deposited on the bark of the

twigs, and frequently at the junction of the new wood and
that of the previous year's growth. The ova of this species

are usually laid singly, but occasionally two or three are

found side by side.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Scoparia dubitalis,

Hb., taken at Eastbourne in June last, including some
exceedingly pale forms ; also an example of the latter from
the late Mr. C. G. Barrett's collection for comparison ; and
read the following notes :

"In the 'Entomologist's Monthly Magazine' for 1899
(vol. xxxv, p. 103), Mr. H. F. Fryer gave an account of the

capture at Eastbourne, in the early part of the previous

summer, of a pale Scoparia, which he was unable to identify,

and which he thought might possibly be a new species. He,
however, sent specimens to the late Mr. Barrett, who con-

sidered them only a variety of S. dubitalis, but a form quite

new to him. From the description given of the spot where
they were taken I was convinced that I knew exactly where
to look for them, but although I have paid frequent visits to

Eastbourne during the intervening years, none of them have
fitted in with the time when S. dubitalis was on the wing,

until June last, and then even I did not find the species

until I was on the point of leaving, and had little more than
an hour to work it. However, they were then common
enough, and I had no difficulty in securing a series of fully

a score, the majority of them very pale forms, including

some quite as pale as Mr. Fryer's specimens, but they

occurred at a spot some distance from where I believe his to
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have been taken. The series now exhibited includes the
darkest and the lightest forms taken on that occasion, and a
point that I think will be evident to anyone who examines
them closely, is that the grey tones which predominate in

the markings of the darker examples are entirely absent from
the pale form, leaving only the ochreous tints faintly visible

;

the hind wings, too, are of the palest ochreous white, whereas
in the darker forms they are distinctly greyish. Another
point of difference which struck me very much, but which
cannot unfortunately be seen in the series exhibited—and on
which, considering the brief time available for noting the
habits of the species in life, I should not like to lay too much
stress—was the different appearance of the two forms when
resting. The darker examples, when fairly settled down, had
the usual triangular Scoparia look, but the two or three light

ones that I had the good fortune to see under similar cir-

cumstances, seemed to have their wings much more closely

folded, giving them quite a Depressavia appearance. On the
wing, too, the pale examples appeared weaker or more
sluggish than the darker form, being easily boxed without
the aid of a net, although on full flight at the time.

" But it must be remembered that the whole of the
members of the series that we are now dealing with, were
taken on the chalk, and are, even excluding the lightest of

them, lighter than forms occurring on some other formations,

which we should regard as typical S. dubitalis. These chalk
forms were at one time given specific rank under the name of

ingratclla, Knaggs (nee. Z.) (' Ent. Mo. Mag.,' vol. v, p. 291),
who sought to show differences between them and the type
quite as great as any that I have been able to point out
between the individuals of the present series. But further

investigation has shown them to be merely a local race of a

variable species, and it seems to me that the lightest speci-

mens now shown are but examples of the same chain of

variation carried one link further."

NOVEMBER 22nd, 1906.

The decease of Mr. Chaney, one of the early members
of the Society, and for some years its Librarian, was an-

nounced.
The evening was devoted to the exhibition of special

varieties and captures of note during the year.

Mr R. South exhibited a specimen of the large Chinese
form of Vanessa urtica, known as chinensus, Leech, to com-
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pare with the small ab. urticoides, F. d. W., two English-

examples of which were also shown. With regard to the
latter, he remarked that Pictet stated that such aberration
of V. urticce resulted when larvae were fed on the flowers
instead of the leaves of nettle. The specimens now exhibited
had been reared, with others not quite so small, from larvae

fed on leaves of hop.

He also showed a series of Dichrorampha flavidorsana,

Knaggs, and read the following note :

" Although described as a distinct species by Dr. Knaggs,
in 1867, it was not until 1898 that flavidorsana was generally

accepted as specifically distinct from D. petiverella, L. It is

the alpinana of ' Stainton's Manual' (vol. ii, p. 214), but not
of Treitschke (D. alpinana of the latter author is the species

we have known as politana) , and was also named qucestionana

by Zeller in 1878.
" In 1881 I found the species pretty common on the North

Devon coast, but I was then almost alone in regarding it as

flavidorsana, Knaggs, while accepting it also as alpinana of

the ' Manual.'
" In 1903 I was very pleased to see a specimen in my

garden at Upper Tooting. It was resting on a bush of

southernwood (Artemisia abrotannm). The following year
two were taken in the garden, one on the southernwood and
one flying over a patch of tansy. In 1905 about half a dozen
were obtained chiefly from among tansy, and in 1906 there

have been quite a number about the tansy, and a few were
seen on or near the southernwood. The specimens taken
previous to 1906 were not larger than those taken in North
Devon, but the examples captured during the latter year were
very much larger on the average."

Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited some dragonflies obtained in

Epping Forest during the year 1906, by Messrs. F. W. and
H. Campion, of Walthamstow, and said that, although those

collectors have had a long experience of the Odonata of their

district, they had never in former years met with the three

species now exhibited, viz., (1) a male of Sympetrum vnlgatum,

the fourth well-authenticated British specimen, and the only

one yet taken north of the Thames. The present capture

was made on September 4th, and the determination of the

species was confirmed by Mr. K. J. Morton, of Edinburgh
;

(2) a series of 5. flaveolwn, including a female, obtained

between August 8th and September 2nd. This is the first

occurrence of the species in the British Isles since 1900, and
it is worthy of note that the last British female recorded was
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also taken in Essex, viz., by Mr. B. Harwood, at St. Osyth,
on August 21st, 1899 ; (3) a series of males of Cordulia

cenea, ranging in date from June 5th to July 1st. These
specimens are unusually large, the smallest of them
measuring 49*5 mm. in length, and 71 mm. in expanse of

hind wings, and the largest 53*5 mm. by 72 mm.
Mr. Lucas, to illustrate the exhibit of Messrs. Campion,

showed a <5 S. vulgatum taken in Richmond Park ; two
c?s from Denmark; and three c?s S. striolatum, for com-
parison. Drawings were shown of S genitalia beneath
segment 2 of both species, and a photo-micrograph of the

genitalia, etc., of 5. striolatum.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited (1) a brood oi Pieris

brassicce, bred from ova obtained from a normal female taken
near Liverpool

; 38 pupae were produced, from which 36
butterflies emerged in the summer ; the remaining 2 pupae
are lying over the winter. On the under-surfaces of 3 of the
males, and on both upper and under-surfaces of 10 of the
females, in the space between the black spots on the fore

wings, there are black scales, varying in number. In some
specimens they are just perceptible, increasing in others,

until, in the most extreme form, they constitute, with the
spots, a broad, black band

; (2) Aplecta nebulosa ; a series

from Delamere Forest, bred this year from collected larvae

—

varying from the usual grey colour to the almost black form,
with deep white fringes and crenulate border. For com-
parison were shown series from the New Forest, bred from
the egg, and from Epping Forest, from collected larvae.

These exhibited little variation, the New Forest specimens
being of the usual light form, and the Epping Forest insects

were, as found in former years, similar to the grey form from
Delamere

; (3) Tcphrosia biundidaria, a bred series from the
New Forest, of the common light colour, and a series of the
dark brown form from Delamere, some of the latter being of

an intermediate shade.
Mr. Kaye exhibited an extremely large ? specimen of

Apatura iris, caught in the New Forest, on July 23rd, 1906,
measuring 3-^ in., i.e., \^ in. more in expanse than the
extreme size given by Mr. C. G. Barrett in his " British

Lepidoptera." It was stated that no bred specimen ever
attained such size.

Mr. Dobson exhibited four species of the genus Sympetrum,
all taken in one place in Surrey, on September 3rd, 1906, as
follows : S. striolatum ; S. flaveolum—of which he took twenty
examples; S. sanguincum ; and S. scoticum ; he also showed
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a collection of bees of the genera Bombus and Psathyrus,

comprising sixteen out of the twenty British species. The
latter are not true humble bees, but only associate with
them, living in their nests.

Mr. G. B. Brown exhibited his captures during a ten days'

holiday at Deal, from July 18th to 27th, 1906, including a
series of Agrotis tritici ; A. valligcra ; A. puta ; Calamia
phragmitidis ; and Lithosia pygmaola, all of which were fresh

out and in grand condition ; and samples of a few other

species including Lcucania straminca ; Eremobia ochroleuca ;

Dianthcecia cucubali ; Triphccna intcrjccta ; Gonoptcra libatrix ;

Lcucoma salicis, etc. ; Xylophasia sublustris, etc. A', monoglypha
(polyodon) were in particular abundance and a great nuisance.

They were swarming at all the sugar patches, and, being very
pugnacious, were no doubt accountable for the absence of

many a better insect than themselves.

The weather was not particularly favourable for night

work, heavy dews and mists being frequent.

Mr. P. J. Barraud exhibited a series of Xylophasia monoglypha
from St. Bees, Cumberland, including some very dark and
intermediate forms. All were taken at sugar in July, 1906.

Mr. Tonge exhibited the Lepidoptera taken by him on the

Suffolk coast in July, 1906, including a nice series of

Trochilium apiformis ; varied forms of Mamcstra abjccta

;

Agrotis valligcra; Triccna (Acronycta) tridens; Agrotis ex-

clamationis, including a variety with suffused markings

;

Leucania pallens ; L. straminca; Calamia phragmitidis;

Scnta maritima ; Chilo phragmitellus ; Myclophila (Myclots)

cribrella ; Acidalia emutaria ; and Nudaria senex.

He also exhibited a considerable number of photographs
admirably illustrating the natural resting positions of

numerous species of Lepidoptera.

Mr. Goulton exhibited varied series of Oporabia dilutata ;

Hypsipetcs sordidata (clutata) ; and Mclanthia ocellata (second

brood), all from Ranmore Common. The series of H. sordi-

data included the following varieties : (1) black
; (2) black,

with brown band
; (3) brown, mottled with green areas ; (4)

upper wings wainscot brown, with black markings
; (5) green,

banded with pink
; (6) dark green and black, with band of

greenish white ; and (7) black, with green bands.
Mr. Chittenden exhibited the following varieties : Hypsi-

petcs impluviata, very dark forms, Isle of Arran ; Larcntia

multistrigaria , melanic, Yorks. ; Hadcna adusta, very dark,

Rannoch ; Pachnobia rubricosa, Isle of Arran, dark, and from
Ashford, Kent, dark and light forms.
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Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited (i) a series of Tortrix pronn-

bana, Hb., reared from larvae and pupae that he had collected

from Euonymus at Eastbourne, in September last. These
were the first specimens known to have been reared in this

country, the only previous records of the species in Britain

being a single male captured at Eastbourne and another at

Bognor, both in the autumn of 1905 ; (2) a variety of

Argynnis aglaia in which the usual black markings were
much intensified, and the outer row of black spots united

with the sub-marginal row of black crescents, thus forming
a row of elongated patches near the margins of both fore and
hind wings. The green coloration of the under-sides of the

hind wings also was extended in area, and the sub-marginal

row of silver spots increased in size. The specimen was
captured at Brighton in July last

; (3) an asymmetrical
variety of Macroglossa stcllatarum in which the two transverse

lines of the left fore wing were united into an irregular black

patch, obliterating the discoidal spot. The specimen was
reared from a larva found at Shoreham, Sussex, during the

past summer.
Mr. T. W. Hall exhibited some varieties of Arctia villica,

including three specimens showing large white patches on the

fore wings, and a fourth with very smoky hind wings. He
also showed specimens of a Eupithccia, probably either

minutata or assimilata, but which apparently showed the

characteristics of each.

Dr. Hodson exhibited varieties of (1) Agriades {Lyccena)

covydon, including a dull grey form of the S, and a 6
with light outer margins; (2) Polyommatiis (Lycana) icarus,

with large blotches of black replacing the orange of the

sub-marginal markings on the under-sides of the hind wings;

and (3) Aricia (Lyccrna) agcstis (astrarche), a form with the

markings along the outer margins conspicuously wedge-
shaped.

Mr. Sich exhibited two specimens, with cases, of a species

of Coleophora, which may perhaps be Zeller's C. milvipennis.

The specimens are nearest to C. badiipennella, but are more
silky-looking, and the case of the larva is quite different in

appearance, and has three valves at the posterior end, while

that of C. badiipennella has only two. The late Mr. Barrett

added C. milvipennis to the British fauna.

He also exhibited German specimens of the following

species, which are extreme rarities in this country : Valeria

oleagina ; Catephia alchymista ; Eubolia mceniaria ; and
Aplasia ononaria.
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Dr. Chapman exhibited (i) a long series of Ccenonympha
mathewi, Tutt, from Galicia, Spain, taken last summer. It

is probably a geographical race or sub-species of C. dorus

;

(2) a drawer of butterflies, also from Galicia, taken this

summer, the most interesting being a series of Lyccsna idas,

previously only known from the Sierra Nevada, four hundred
miles off, at the extreme S.-E. of Spain—one of the most local

of butterflies ; a series of Plebcius agon, with red on the hind
margins of hind wings—a new variety ; and Erebia palarica,

extending the range of this fine insect some eighty miles

south-westward
; (3) a long representative exhibit of Hastnla

liyerana from Hyeres. These were arranged in two series

:

(1) from La Plage, where melanism affects about one specimen
in six; (2) from La Maurettes, three miles inland, where
melanism affects one in two. Fifty years ago there was no
melanism. The two stations are separated by perhaps about
2000 yards, difficult for the moth to cross.

He stated that he had arranged this exhibit particularly to

illustrate how an apparent slight amount of separation may
suffice to allow of considerable differential variation in the

two colonies—a separation that probably allows not in-

frequent intermigration.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited an example of the Ichneumon,
Ophion luteiun, which he had taken on November 21st.

Mr. Garland exhibited, on behalf of Mr. C. T. Pickett : (1)

a gynandrous specimen of Angerona prunaria, bred by that

gentleman in 1906; (2) an example of Ematurga atomaria,

showing six wings, four on one side, taken at Folkestone in

1906 ; (3) a long series of Hemerophila abmptaria, showing
various forms, including many of the melanic variety

; (4)

a good series of Agriades (L.) corydon, from Dover, 1906,
including many vars. and aberrations ; (5) three rather light

Melitcea cinxia, bred from Isle of Wight larvae ; and (6) a

very light form of Pararge egeria, from Dover.
Mr. West (Greenwich), exhibited three cabinet drawers of

British Coleoptera, containing the BrucJiidce; Chrysomelidce ;

Endomychidce ; Erotylidce ; and Coccincllidce, and comprising
many rare and local species.

Mr. West (Ashtead), exhibited, under the microscope, a

number of scales from the wing of the curious and little-

known Lepidopteron Pseudopontia paradoxa. They are

Y-shaped. Mr. H. Moore had given him the scales for

examination.
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DECEMBER 13th, 1906.

Mr. Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Harrison and Mr. Main exhibited a long series of

Anticlea rubidata, bred this year from ova from a N. Cornwall
female, with some from S. Devon for comparison. The
Cornish insects have less red coloration, and are generally

greyer than the Devon specimens.
Mr. Goulton exhibited a number of capital photographs of

larvae in their resting and feeding positions.

Mr. Garrett exhibited a nice series of Agriades (Lyccena)

corydon, from Purley ; and Limenitis sibylla, taken at Arundel,
Sussex, in July, 1906.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a number of Syntomid moths
from British Guiana, which showed strong constriction of

the basal segments of the abdomen, after the manner of the
Aculeate Hymenoptera. The species included Eumcnogaster
pseudosphecia, Sphecosoma testacea, E. hcemacera, and Trichura
mathina. Several other species, in addition to the con-
striction, had white lateral streaks to the abdomen, where
the constriction occurred, causing the abdomen to appear
more narrowly reduced than it really was. Such species

included Corematnra aliasia, and Syntrichura virens, the latter

having a dorsal white streak in addition, causing the insect

to look like an Aculeate to a marked extent, although in

reality the species was not so far advanced with the narrowed
abdomen as many others. Finally, a species of Phcia
(apparently undescribed) was shown, which had no real

constriction whatever, yet which had broad white streaks

laterally and dorsally, and gave the insects an undoubted
Hymenopterous appearance.

Mr. Rayward and Mr. Tonge showed the ova of Bithys

(Zephyrus) querciis, in situ, just below the winter buds of the

terminal twigs of oak. They had been found in considerable

numbers at Ranmore Common.
Mr. Turner pointed out that in the interstices of the

terminal buds of the twigs of oak exhibited, were the ex-

tremely small hibernating cases of a species of Coleophora,

presumably C. lutipennclla.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited five specimens of a small moth,
Tinea pallescentclla, Stt., and contributed the following note :

" This species was first described by Stainton in his ' Sup.
Cat.' (1851), from a specimen taken at Liverpool. In the
* Ent. Ann.' (1857), is a more extended description, in which
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the larva is said to be granivorous. In the ' E. M. M."

(1889), is a note by R. C. R. Jordan of its appearance at

Birmingham. It occurs frequently in Chiswick, and, doubt-
less, also frequently in London. It has been probably
imported with commerce.
"The upper specimen is from Chiswick, the second from

the Strand, London, November 20th, 1906, and the three
lower probably from Liverpool. There are also in the box
two specimens of Gelechia pinguinella and one of Borkhausenia
pseudosprctclla to show the superficial resemblance between
these two species belonging to separate families. In the
Gelechiad the nervures 6 and 7 of hind wing are branched,
but in the GEcophorid 6 and 7 of hind wing are separate
and run parallel."

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited (1) a long series of

Laphygma exigua, bred in November, 1906, from Isle of

Wight ova
; (2) captured ditto, from Isle of Wight, Sep-

tember, 1906, to compare ; and (3) a living $ of Stauroptis

fagi, bred under ordinary conditions on December 9th,

1906.

Mr. Carpenter exhibited a series of a Picris brassicce var.,

with the discal spot connected to the apical patch, from
Folkestone ; and a bred series of Plusia moneta from his own
garden.

Mr. East, J. P., exhibited a large number of slides illustra-

tive of the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi, and gave a most
interesting account of the surrounding country.

JANUARY 10th, 1907.

Mr. John Alderson, of Balham, and Mr. B. Richmond, of

Rotherhithe, were elected members.
Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited a long series

of Cidaria miata, bred from ova laid by a New Forest female.

The series showed much variation in the tone of the green
coloration, and in the amount of whitish mottling. Some
specimens were more or less light banded. Mr. Harrison
stated that the insects were stupefied with chloroform first,

they were then pinned and set, and finally killed with chloro-
form after they were on the boards.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a large number of Notodonta
chaonia, bred from Perthshire parents, with a few specimens
from the New Forest. There was a good deal of variation

shown especially in the greater or less prominence of the
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banding. Some specimens were very dark and the bands
were smoky.

Mr. Dods exhibited a number of insects from Africa,

including Papilio demolcus, Danais dorippus, Dciopcia pulchella.

Mr. Main exhibited some stereoscopic views of natural

objects, which he had recently been making.
Mr. Lucas stated that many species of Fungi were still to

be found in the woods around Oxshott, and he exhibited

several Myxogasters, including Comatricha obtusata. Among
the ashes from the burning of pine-wood he had found
Humaria carbonigena and H. violacca, in numbers. He also

showed examples of the candle-snuff fungus (Xylaria hy-

poxylon).

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a ? specimen of Epinephclc

ianira, in which the characteristic tawny markings were of a

straw colour and somewhat more extended in area than usual.

It was taken at Eastbourne on September nth last.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited several species of Hemiptera
from S. America, including specimens of (i) Pceciloptcva

phalccnoidcs, very moth-like in shape, markings, and resting

position
; (2) Cercsa ustulata, JEthalion rcticulatum, and

Aconophora flavipes, in shape and appearance like seeds,

projections, or hooks on stems
; (3) Pachycoris torridus

(fabricii), Arocera acroleuca, and Loxa fiavicollis, more or less

coleopterous in form and appearance ; (4) Pvoconia undata,

a Homopteron which attacks the twigs destined to bear the

grapes on the vine ; and (5) two curiously marked species of

the family ReduviidcB.

Mr. Turner also exhibited (1) a specimen of Ccenonympha
pamphilus taken at Chipstead in July 1906, having pale

patches in the discal area of each of the two hind wings, and
the area around the apical spot of the foxe wings of a simi-

larly pale colour ; and a specimen of the same species with

very dark marginal areas to all the wings ; (2) examples of

Aglais (Vanessa) uvticce. (a) from Chipstead and Kilkenny,

with large blue lunules, (b) from Engelberg and Lapland,

with much restricted lunules, and in the former specimen
the ground colour deeper and with a decrease in the yellow

areas.

Mr. Lucas read the Report of the Field Meeting held on
May 26th, 1906, at Wisley (see p. 18).

Mr. E. Step communicated the Reports of the Field

Meetings held on June 16th, at Ranmore Common (see p.

20) ; on June 30th, at Leith Hill (see p. 21) ; and on
October 6th, the Fungus Foray, at Oxshott (see p. 24).
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Mr. R. Adkin read a paper entitled " Further Notes on
the Occurrence of Tortrix pronubana " (see p. 13).

JANUARY 24th, 1907.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

The first part of this meeting was devoted to the reading
and adoption of the Treasurer's Balance Sheet, the presenta-

tion of the Council's Report, the reading of the President's

Annual Address, and the expression of thanks to the retiring

Officers and Council.

The following is a list of the Officers and Council of the

Society appointed for the year :

President.—R. Adkin, F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents.—W. J. Kaye, F.E.S. ; H. Main, B.Sc,

F.E.S.
Treasurer.—T. \V. Hall, F.E.S.
Librarian.—A. W. Dodds.
Curator.—W. West (Greenwich).
Hon. Corresponding Secretary.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S.,

etc.

Hon. Report Secretary.— H. J. Turner, F.E.S.
Council.—F. B. Carr ; T. A. Chapman, M.D., F.Z.S.,

F.E.S.; A. Harrison, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., etc.; A. L.

Rayward, F.E.S. ; A. Sich, F.E.S. ; R. South, F.E.S.
;

E. Step, F.L.S.

ORDINARY MEETING.

The President in the Chair.

Miss Margaret Fountaine, F.E.S., of Hampstead, was
elected a member.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited series of Boarmia
repandata, and contributed the following note

:

" Our exhibit consists of a bred series from Isle of Man
parents, with other series from Cornwall (including var.

conversaria), Delamere, and Isle of Lewis, for comparison.
The Isle of Man insects more closely resemble the Cornish
specimens than the other series, but the marks are not so
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boldly defined, and the ground colour is in most of the series

less yellow ; they show, however, a good deal of variation in

this respect. Two specimens are dark, resembling the

Delamere form."
Mr. Harrison also stated that this species in the Isle of

Man rests normally on rocks, where it was wonderfully pro-

tected, but few settling on tree trunks.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a long bred series of Notodonta
dicttza, bred in May and June, 1906, from a ? captured in

August, 1905, at Sutton.

Mr. Main exhibited a living larva of Charaxes jasius,

received by him from the S. of France. It fed only at night,

and sundry marks on its body, and its green ground colour
gave it a wonderfully protective resemblance among the

leaves of its food-plant, the strawberry-tree (Arbutus unedo).

The curious mask of the head of the larva is shed as a whole,
separated from the rest of the skin, and retains its inflated

appearance.
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Fungi.

abietinus, Polystictus
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asterias = polyxenes ... ... 3

astrarcbe (agestis), Polyonnnatus 47,87
atalanta, Pyrameis ... 3,44,74
atbalia, Melitam 2,45,68
atmoriella, Argyrestbia ... ... 49
atomaria, Ematurga 19, 23, 59, 78, 88
atropos, Manduca... ... ... 44
aurago, Tiliaeea ... ... ... 44
aurinia (artemis), Melitsea 47, 49, 58, 81

auroguttella, Goniodoma... ... 75
autumuaria, Ennomos ... ... 73
aversata, Acidalia 21, 23, 49
badiipennella, Coleopbora 81, 87
barbalis, Pecbypogon ... ... 23
barrettii (luteago var.), Diantbcecia 49
bejarensis (argus var.), Arieia ... 80
bellargus, Polyommatus 47, 50, 68, 70,

72

PAGE

bellona, Brenthis ... ... ... 1

betula-, Zepbyrus (Ruralis) 49, 72

betularia, Ampbidasys 44, 45, 48, 73
bicolorella, Coleopbora ... ... 24
bicuspis, Dicranura ... ... 45

bidentata, Odontopera ... 43, 59

bilineata, Camptogramma 21, 23

biluuaria, Selenia ... ... 43,47
bipunctaria, Eubolia ... ... 23
bidella, Ocbsenheioieria ... ... 66
bisetata, Acidalia ... ... 23
biundularia, Tepbrosia ... 58,60,85
bbindina, Erebia ... ... ... 75
boetica, Lampides ... ... 70, 72

bradyporma (leporina var.), Acro-

nycta ... ... ... ... 80
brassicse, Pieris ... ... 60, 85, 90
briseis, Satyrus ... ... ... 69
brizo, Tbanaos ... ... ... 2

caeca (hyperantbus var.), Euodia 41, 67
caja, Arctia ... ... 45, 46

c-album, Polygonia ... 73, 78
calliope, Stalactis... ... ... 47
cana, Epiblema ... ... ... 23
cardamines, Eucbloe ... 45,77,78
cardui, Pyrameis 2, 33, 31, 35, 61, 71

carmelita, Lopbopteryx ... ... 62
carpopbaga, Diantbcecia ... ... 22
castanea3, Macrogaster ... ... 46
castrensis, Malacosoma ... 44, 49

catbarticella, Nepticula ... ... 23

celerio, Hippotion... ... 33, 56

ceutonalis, Nola ... ... ... 43
cerago= fulvago, Xantbia ... 78
ceres, Lycorea ... ... ... 47
cespitalis, Pyrausta ... .. 23
cbaonia, Notodonta ... 62,90
cbinensis (urtica? var.), Aglais ... 83
cbrystyi (dilutata var.), Operabia 40
cinctaria, Boaruiia ... ... 78
cinxia, Melitaja ... 45,73,74,88
coenosa, Laelia ... ... ... 45
Coleopbora 50,81,87,89
Colias = Eurymus ... ... ... 1

conies, Tripbasna ... ... ... 46
comma, Urbicola ... ... ... 2

compositella, Laspeyresia ... 23

comyntas, Everes ... ... ... 3
concbana = rivularia, Sericoris ... 23
consiguata, Eupitbecia ... ... 59
consonaria, Tepbrosia ... 19, 54

cousortaria, Boarmia ... ... 21

conspicillaris, Xylomiges... 45, 73

contigua, Hadena ... ... ... 71

conversaria (repandata var.),

Boarmia ... ... ... 92
convolvuli, Agrius... ... ... 56
cordula, Satyrus ... ... ... 78
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corticana, Pentliina ... ... 23
corydon, Polyoinniatus 22, 44, 47, 49,

50, 59, 63, 70, 78, 87, 88, 89
coryli, Demas ... ... ... 45
Cossus ... ... ... ... 72
costalis, Pyrausta... ... ... 21
crabroniformis, Trocbilium 63, 67
Crambites ... ... .,, ... xiv

crameri, Melinaea ... ... ... 47
crassalis= fon tis, Bomolocha 21, 67, 68

crataegata = luteolata, Rumia 48, 58
cratajgi, Aporia ... ... 62, 78
crepuscularia, Tephrosia ... 40, 77
cribrella, Myelophila ... ... 86
cruciferaruin, Plutella ... ... 23
cucubali, Diantbcecia ... ... 86
eulicifovmis, iEgeria ... 45,68
eulmellus, Crambus ... ... 23
curtisii (comes var.), Triphama ... 46
cur tula, Pygaera ... ... 47, 65, G6

daplidice, Pieris ... ... ... 72
demoleus, Papilio ... ... ... 91
Depressaria ... ... ... 83
dictsea, Notodonta ... ... 93
dictynna, Melitoea ... ... 68
dilutata, Oporabia ... 40,49,86
dimidiata, Acidalia ... ... 23
discoidalis, Erebia ... ... 1

disippua (archippus), Basilarchia 2, 3

dispar, Chrysopbanus ... xiv, 45, 60
dissimilis, Hadena ... ... 77

dominula, Callimorpha ... 44, 73
dorippus, Danais ... ... ... 91
dorus, Cceuonyiri))ba ... ... 88
doubledayaria, (betularia var.),

Anipbidasys ... 41,45,46,48,73
droinedarius, Notodonta ... ... 47
dubitalis, Scoparia ... 23,82,83
duplaris, Cymatophora ... ... 77
odulis, Jana ... ... ... 56
edusa, Colias ... 35, 36, 46, 59, 70
egeria, Pararge ... 48,50,58,88
egiua, Melinrca ... ... ... 47
eleus (phlaeas var.), Chrysopbanus 49
Elutata=sordidata ... ... 86
emutaria, Acidalia ... ... 86
epiphron, Erebia ... ... 74, 75

epipsodea, Erebia ... ... 1,54
Erebia ... ... ... ... 1

eripbyle, Eurymus ... ... 1

eris (niobe var.), Argynnis 49, 78
escberi, Polyommatus ... ... 68
eson, Hippotion ... ... 47, 56
euclea, Ceratiuia ... ... ... 47
eucoma, Heliconius ... ... 47
euuice, Eresia ... ... ... 47
eupbeno, Euchloe... ... ... 50
eupbenoides, Euchloe ... ... 50

eupbrosyne, Brenthis

Eupithecia
curimedes, Papilio

Eurycus
Eurymus (Colias)...

eurytbeme, Eurymus
exclainationis, Agrotis

PAGE
49

45, 87
40
45
1

1

62, 86

exigua, Lapbygma 33, 35, 73, 76,

78, 90
exteusa (atropos ab.), Manduca ... 44
exteusaria = luridata, Tephrosia 58
extrauca, Leucania ... ... 33
exulans, Antbrocera ... ... 81

exulis, Crymodes ... ... 45, 55

fagi, Stauropus ... ... 44, 90
falcula, Drepaua ... ... ... 79
fauna, Marasmarcha ... ... 70
filipendulse, Antbrocera ... 43, 45, 81
fimbria, Triphama ... 46, 50
fimbrialis = costalis, Pyralis ... 21
flavescens (fulvago var.), Xantbia 78
flavicornis, Aspbalia ... 42, 54
fiavidorsana, Dichrorampha ... 84
fluctuata, Melanippe ... 48, 55

fontis (crassalis), Bomolocha 21, 67, 68
fosterana, Tortrix ... ... ... 21
fowled (corydon ab.), Polyom-

matus ... ... ... 44, 59

fuciformis, Hemaris ... ... 71
fuliginosa, Phragmatobia ... 78
fulvago, Xantbia ... ... ... 78
furcula, Dicranura ... ... 62
fuscedinella, Coleopbora 20, 24, 65, 81

gamma. Plusia ... ... 33, 61
garita, Oarisma ... ... ... 2

gemmaria, Boarmia ... 47, 54
genista?, Coleopbora ... ... 81

genutia, Authocharis ... .. 42
glabratella, Blastotere ... ... 32
glauca, Hadena ... ... ... 73
glypbioa, Euclidia ... ... 60
goante, Erebia ... ... ... 75
gonostigma, Orgyia ... ... 56
gordius (alcipbron var.), Chryso-

pbanus ... ... ... ... 50
gothiea, Tamiocampa ... ... 43
graminis, Charasas ... ... 48
grapbodactyla, Stenoptilia ... 32

grisea (trapezina var.), Cosmia ... 71

grisealis, Zauclognatba ... ... 21
grossulariata, Abraxas 27, 43, 48, 62,

69,71
gryphipenuella, Coleopbora 20, 81
belice (edusa var.), Colias ... 46
Heliconinas ... ... ... 47
bemerobiella, Coleopbora ... 65
heparana, Tortrix.,. ... ... 15

beracleana, Depressaria ... ... 23
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PAGK
Hesperida; ... ... ... ... 2
hippothoe, Chrysophanus ... 50
hispidaria, Nyssia... ... ... 42
hispulla (janira var,), Epinephele 43
hcemacera, Eumenogaster ... 89
hortuellus, Crambus ... ... 23
hospita (plautaginis var.), Nemeo-

phila ... ... ... ... 45
huntera, Pyrameis ... ... 2
by ale, Colias ... ... ... 45
hyalinalis, Botys ... ... ... 23
bycrana, Hastula... ... 30,88
hyghea (antiopa ab.), Euvancssa... 1

hypcranthus, Enodia 2, 22, 45, 49,

67,75
bypcrborea, Pachnobia ... ... 43
bypocbiona (ai'gus var.), Plebeius 80
ibipennclla, Coleophora ... ... 24
icarus, Polyoniinatus ... 2, 68, 87
idas, Lycama ... ... ... 88
ilia, Apatura ... ... 45, 49
illuminatella, Argyrestbia ... 49
illunaria = bihinaria, Selenia ... 47
illustraria = tetralunaria, Selenia 47
immutata, Acidalia ... ... 45
impluviata, Hypsipetes ... ... 86
incertn, Taeniocampa ... 43, 77
indigata, Eupitbecia ... ... 19
ingratella, Scoparia ... ... 83
inoraata, Coenonympha ... ... 2

iuterjecta, Triphaena ... ... 86
iolo (iris var.), Apatura ... ... 45
iris, Apatura ... ... 45, 58, 85
Isabella, Pyrrbarctia ... ... 32

„ Eueides... ... ... 47
ismeria, Pliyciodos ... 2, 54
Ithomiinaj ... ... ... ... 47
janira, Epinephele 43, 63, 67, 91
jasius, Charaxes ... ... ... 93
lacertinaria, Drepana ... ... 40
lais, Argynnis ... ... ... 1

lauceolata (byperantbus ab.), Eno-
dia 49

lanestris, Lachneis ... ... 44
lappona, Erebia ... ... ... 74
lappoiiaria, Nyssia ... 47, 54
laricella, Coleophora ... ... 19
lariciata, Eupithecia ... ... 21

LemoniinsB ... ... ... 47
leporina, Acronycta ... 40, 45, 80
leucophsea, Pacbetra ... ... 61

leucopbearia, Hibernia ... ... 48
libatrix, Gonoptera ... ... 86
ligea, Erebia ... ... ... 75
lignella, Gelechia ... ... ... 23
ligubi, Cerastis ... ... ... 79
limoniella, Goniodoma ... 63, 68, 75
limosipennella, Coleophora ... 81

PAGE

liturata, Macaria ... ... ... 21

livornica, Phryxus 33, 34, 56, 61, 62, 67
lubricipeda, Spilosoma ... ... 59
lueina, Nemeobius ... ... 20
lunaria, Selenia ... ... ... 43
lunaris, Ophiodes ... ... ... 70
luridata, Tepbrosia ... ... 5S
lutea (dominula ah.), Callimorpha 44
luteago, Dianthoecia ... ... 49
luteata, Astbena ... ... ... 23
luteolata (crataigata), Rumia 48, 58

luticomella, Elacliista ... ... i!3

lutipeiinella, Coleophora ... 20, 89
Lycasna ... ... ... ...2,72

Lycoreanaj ... ... ... 47
lygdamus, Nomiades ... ... 2

machaon, Papilio ... ... ... 52
macrops, Crishna ... ... ... 5<>

malvsB, Hesperia ... ... 62,73
manitoba, Erynnis ... ... 2

margiuaria, Hybernia ... 58, 72
marginata, Lomaspila ... ... 23

„ (pseudargiolus var.),

Cyaniris... ... ... ... 3

marginepunctata, Acidalia ... 66
maritiraa, Senta ... ... ... 86
niathewi, Cceuonymplia ... ... 88
mathina, Trichura ... ... 89
megajra, Parargo ... ... 49, 50, 70

„ Philanipedes ... ... 56
mesomella, Lithosia ... ... 21
mi, Euclidia ... ... ... 60
miata, Cidaria ... ... 58, 90
milvipennis ?, Coleophora ... 87
minima, Cupido ... ... 22, 47, 67
miiios =± purpuralis, Antlirocera ... 81

minutata, Eupithecia ... ... 87
mnasius, Melinsea... ... ... 47
mneme, Melinsea ... ... ... 47
moeniaria, Eubolia ... ... 87
nionacha, Symantria ... ... 50
nioneta, Plusia ... ... 63, 90
inonoglypba (polyoilon), Xylopba-

sia 77,86
Morpbo ... ... ... ... 45
multistrigaria, Lareutia ... ... 86
muralis, Bryophila ... 76, 78
muricata (auroraria), Hyrica ... 79
mycale, Papilio ... ... ... 40
myopiformis, ^Egeria ... xiv, 82
niyrtilli, Anarta ... ... ... 61

mystic, Thyiuelicus ... ... 2
nanella, Recurvaria ... ... 65
napi, Pieris ... ... 1, 22, 46
nebulosa, Aplecta... 21, 46, 67, 85
nemorella, Harpipteryx ... ... 62
nephele (alope var.), Satyrus ...2, 54

nerii, Daphnia ... ... ... 56
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neustria, Malacosoma
ni, Plusia ...

nigrata, Pyrausta...

nigricella, Coleopliora

nigrofalva, Eueides
uinonia, Ceratinia

niobc, Argynnis ...

nitidella, Argyresthia
noctuella, Noinophila
Nolidaj

notha, Brcphos
Notodonta...

munata, IIeliconiu.s

nupta, Catocala ...

Nyetalemon
Nyeteolidaj

Nymphalinffl
obscura ? (trifolii var.), Autl)

cera

obseurata, Gnopbos
obsolcta (corydon ub.), Arieia

,, (hyperanthus), Enodia
obtusella, Coleopliora

oecidentalis, Picris

ocellaris, Xantliia...

ocellata, Melanthia

„ Smerinthus
ochrea, Coleopliora

„ (trapezina var.), Cosmia
oelirolpuca, Eremobia
ocularis, Cymatopbora
oleagina, Valeria ...

ononaria, Aplasta ....

opacella, Psyche ...

orbona, Tripluena ...

palarica, Erebia ...

pallena, Leucania ...

pallescentella, Tinea
pallidaria (prunaria ab.), An

rona ...

palumbella, Pbycis
pamphilus, Ccenonympba...
pampbiloides, Ccenonympba
pandora, Argynnis
pannifera, Mechanitia
papbia, Dryas
Papilio

papilionaria, Geometra ...

paradoxa, Pseudopontia ...

partbenias, Brepbos
parvidactylus, Oxyptilus. ..

pascuellus, Cranibus
pasinuntia, Lycorea

.

pastinum, Toxocampa
pectinitaria = viridaria, Larentia
pedaria (pilosaria), Pbigalia
peltigera, Heliotbis 33, 34, 35,

44, 79
48
74
M
47
47

49, 78
23
33
43

9,73
47
47
72
45
43
47

44
48
47
49
75
3

33
86
47
23
71

86
45

4,87
87
38
50
88
86
89

48
21
91
2

49
47

46, 48
45
52
ss

57
23
2::

17

22

21,67
.. 42
62, G8
74, 76

pcrlellus, Crambus
persicarirc, Mamestra
persius, Tbanaos ...

petiverella, Dicbroranipba

pentadactyla, Alucita

pbreodactyla, Marasniareba
Pheia
pbilidaa, Ceratinia lti

philodiee, Huryrnus
pblffiaa, Chryaophanus

23

45, 47, 49,

72, 73,

phragmitellus, Cbilo

phragmitidia, Calamia
picata, Cidaria

pickefctaria (pruuaria ab.), Ange-
rona

pictaria, Aleucia ...

pigra, Pygsera 65,
piuguiuella, Geleehia

piniaria (Fidonia), Bupalus 19, 21,

pisi, Hadena
plantaginia, Ncnicophila ... 32,

plecta, Noctua
plexippua, Anosia...

plumbaria, Eubolia
podaliriua, Papilio ... (17,

polaris (urticaj var.), Aglais 56,

politana, Dicbroranipba ...

polymnia, Mecbanitia
polyodon = monoglypha, Xylo-

pbasia ...

polyxenes, Papilio

pomifoliella, Litbocolletia

populi, Amorpba ...

potatoria, Cosmotriche 43, 45,49,54,
prajcocclla, Argyresthia ...

prieuri, Satyrus ...

procellata, Melanippe
progeimuaria = marginaria, IIv-

bernia

prorautata = marginepunctata,
Acidalia ...

pronuba, Tripbajna

pronubana, Tortrix 13, 14, 15, 87,
protodice, Pontia ...

pruuaria, Angerona ... 47,

pruuetorum, Nepticnla ...

pruni, Strymon ... ... 59,

pseudargiolus, Cyaniria ...

paeudospbecia, Eumenogastcr ...

paeudospretella, Borkbausenia ...

psi, Acronycta (Tritena) ... 22,

pfcerodactyla, Stenoptilia ...

pulcbella, Deiopeia ... 33,

pulveraria, N.umeria
pulvernlenta, Tseniocampa
punctularia, Tephrosia ... 19,

purpuralis (rninoa), Antbrocera ...

AGK

23
45
2

84
23
70
si)

47
42

59,

81
86
86
21

47
57
66
90
48
61

45
62
2

45
68
82
84
47

86
2

59
47
09
49
49
21

58

66
62
92
1

88
47
62
3

89
90
49
23
91
81
42
49
81
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PAGE

purpuralis, Pyrausta ... ... 23
pusaria, Cabcra ... ... 23, 77
puta, Agrotis ... ... 40, 86
putris, Axylia ... ... ... 62
Pygsera ... ... ... 65, 66
pygmeola, Lithosia ... ... 86
Pyralidse 57
Pyralides ... ... .. ... xiv

pyrenaica (epipbron var.), Erebia 75
qusestionana, Dichrorampba ... 84
quercus, Bitbys ... ... 71,89
quercus, Lasiocampa ... 43, 44
radiatella, Cerostoma ... ... 23
rapsc, Pieris ... ... ... 58
reclusa, Pygaera ... ... ... 47
rectangulata, Eupitbecia 49, 79
remutaria, Acidalia ... ... 21

repandata, Boarmia ... 21, 92
rbomboidaria= gemmaria, Boarmia 47
rbamni, Gonepteryx ... ... 49
rivularia, Sericoris ... ... 23
robsoni (uebulosa var.), Aplecta... 46
rosana, Tortrix ... ... ... 23
rubi, Callopbrys 59, 63

„ Macrothylacia 73
rubidata, Anticlea ... ... 89
rubiginea, Dasycampa ... ... 47
rubricosa, Pacbnobia ... ... 86
rufa (trapezina var.), Cosmia ... 71
rupicapraria, Hyberuia ... ... 42
rusina, Draconia ... ... ... 76
rustics, Agriades ... ... ... 3

saepiolus, Cupido ... ... ... 2

sagittata, Cidaria... ... ... 38
salicicolella, Litbocolletis ... 59
salicis, Leucoma ... ... ... 86
sambucata, Urapteryx ... ... 48
sambucalis, Eubulea ... ... 21
satellitia, Scopolosoma ... ... 50
Satyrus .., ... ... .. 2

Scoparia ... ... . . 82, 83
selene, Brentbis ... ... . . 44
semele, Satyrus ... ... 45,46
serniargus, Nomiades ... ... 45
semipurpurella, Eriocrania ... 57
senex, Nudaria ... ... ... 86
serena, Hecatera ... ... ... 22
sericealis, Rivula ... ... ... 23
Sericinus ... ... ... ... 45
sibylla, Limenitis 48,58,89
silacellus, Mesopbleps ... ... 32
silvana, Heliconius ... ... 47
sinapis, Leptosia ... ... ... 50
smaragdaria, Pborodesma 52, 67
sociata, Melanippe ... ... 21

solitariella, Colepbora ... 63, 65
sordiata (prunaria ab.), Angerona 48
sordidata, Hypsipetes ... 78, 86

spadicea = ligula, Cerastis ... 79
spbegiformis, iEgeria ... ... 45
stabilis, Tseniocampa ... ... 42
stacbydalis, Ebulea ... ... 23
stellatarum, Sesia ... 67, 87
straniinea, Leucania ... ... 86
straminalis, Orobena ... ... 74
striana, Ortbotaenia ... ... 23
striata (corydon ab.),Polyommatus 47
suasa = dissimilis, Hadena ... 77
sublustris, Xylopbasia ... ... 86
subrosea, Noctua ... ... ... 45
subtusa, Tetbea ... ... ... 81
suffumata, Cidaria ... ... 63
suffusella, Pbyllocnistis ... ... 69
sulphuralis = trabealis, Agropbila 67
sylvanus, Augiades ... ... 22
sylvata, Abraxas ... ... ... 44
sylvella, Litbocolletis ... 23, 58
syngrapba (corydon var.), Poly-

ommatus ... ... ... 49
tseniolella, Anacampsis ... ... 23

tages, Nisoniades ... 2, 58
taras (malvse var.), Hesperia 62, 73
Teinopalpus ... ... ... 45

telicanus, Lampides ... 70, 72
temerata, Bapta ... ... ... 23
testacea, Spbecosoma ... ... 89
tetradactyla = tridactyla ... 23
tetralunaria, Selenia ... 43, 47
Tbais 45
tbaros, Phyciodes... ... ... 2

Tbecla 72
tbompsoni (nebulosa var.), Aplecta 46
tilia?, Mimas 47, 73
tirrlicea, Pseudopbia ... ... 70
titbonus, Epinephele ... 44,49
trabealis, Agropbila ... ... 67
trapezina, Calymnia ... 43, 7l
trepida, Notodonta ... ... 59
triatoma, Elacbista ... ... 23
tridactyla (tetradactyla), Aclptilia 23

tridens, Triajna ... ... ... 86
trifolii, Autbrocera 43, 44, 48, 67

„ Pacbygastria ... ... 43
trigraramica, Grammesia 48, 77
trilinea= trie:rammica, Grammesia 48
trilinearia, Epliyra ... ... 23
trimaculelbi, Nepticula ... ... 69
tristellus, Crarnbus ... ... 55
tritici, Agrotis ... ... ... 86
tyndarus, Erebia ... ... ... 75
ulmana, Oliudia ... ... ... 21
ulmata = sylvata, Abraxus ... 44
umbratica, Cucullia ... 21, 67
unangulata, Melanippe ... ... 21

undulata, Eucosmia ... ... 71
unimaculella, Eriocrania... ... 57
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unipuncta = extranea, Leucania . .

.

Urania
urticse, Aglais 41, 43, 56, 57, 70,

79, 82, 83, 84,

urticans, Sericoris

urticoides (urticte ab.), Aglais ...

vacculella, Ochsenheimeria
vaillantina, Egybolia
valesina (paphia var.), Dryas 46,

valligera, Agrotis ...

variata, Thera ... ... 21,

variegata (atropos ab.), Manduca
varleyata (grossulariata ab.),

Abraxas...

veuosata, Eupithecia
vernaria, Geoinetra

versicolor, Dimorpha
vestigialis, Agrotis

vetustus, Heliconius

vibumana, Tortrix

vidua (hyperanthus ab.), Enodia
viduaria, Cleora ...

villica, Arctia ... ... 70, 73,

villosella, Psyche ...

viminetella, Coleophora ... 19, 63,

vimiuetorum, Lithocolletis

virens, Syntrichura
virgata (atropos ab.), Manduca...
virgaurefo, Chrysophanus
viridaria(pectinitaria), Larentia 21,

(senea), Phytometra
vitellina, Leucania
w-album, Thecla ...

xantbographa, Noctua
xylosteana, Tortrix

xylostella, Harpipteryx ...

zapateri, Erebia ...

ziczac, Notodonta...

Zygaenidse = Antbroceridae

Miceoscopic Objects.

47,

23

33
45
73,

91
23

84
G6
56
48
si;

48
44

43
23
59
58

76
47
21

49
45
S7

38
65
59
89
44
50
67

62
54
82
77
23
62
49
47
43

Bacilli
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Phanerogams.

abrotanum, Artemisia

amygdaloides, Euphorbia

anfractuosum, Eriodendron

anglica, Drosera ...

apifera, Opbrys ...

argentea, Potentilla

Aster
belladonna, Atropa

ceborinensis (intermedins

Adenocarpus
Euonymus... ... 13,

fastigiata, Populus
bolostea, Stellaria

intermedins, Adenocarpus

japonicas, Euonymus
limonium, Statice...

maritima, Juncus...

Nasturtium
officinale, Sisymbrium ...

opulus, Viburnum
palustris, Calla

84
59
53
71
61
61
74
71

var.),

14, 16, 27
... 69

... 63

... 72

... 16

63,68
... 75
... 55

... 77

... 21

... 19

pneumonanthe, Gentiana

saccifera, Manicaria

Silene

Thalictrum
uuedo, Arbutus ...

ustulata, Orchis ...

viridis, Habenaria
vulgaris, Polygala

Pisces.

thunnina, Scomber

Psocid^:.

helvimacula, Reuterella ..

Teichoptera.

reuteri, Triaenodes

Vermes.

aculeata, Aphrodite

PAGE
32,65

40
22
38
93
61
61
63

30

... 31

31
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Year of
Election.

1886 Adkin, B. W., F.E.S., Trenowith, Hope Park, Bromley, Kent.

/, orn.

1882 Adkin, R., F.E.S., Vice-President, Wellfield, 4, Lingard's Road,

Lewisham, S.E. /.

1 90 1 Adkin, R. Armstrong, 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham,

S.E. m.

1907 Alderson, John, 143, Boundaries Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1907 Andrews, H. W., Shirley, Welling, Kent. /.

1903 Ansorge, E. C, 12, Addison Road, Bedford Park, W. /.

1901 Armstrong, Richard R., 55, Granville Park, Lewisham,

S.E. e, I.

1895 Ashby, Sidney R., F.E.S., 119, Greenvale Road, Eltham Park,

Kent. /.

1895 Ashdown, W. J., Belmont Road, Leatherhead. /, c, he.

1888 Atmore, E. A., F.E.S., 48, High Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk. /.

1872 Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S., F.E.S., etc., High Elms, Down, nr. Farnborough,

Kent {Ho?i. member), h, b.

1896 Barnett, Thos. L., 81, Royal Hill, Greenwich, S.E. /.

1887 Barren, H. E., 46, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, S.E. /.

1900 Barrett, J. P., 3, St. John's Villas, Margate. /.

1907 Barter, H. W., 5, Brunswick Road, Camberwell, S.E. /, b.

1905 Bellamy, F. G., Broadshord Cottage, Poulner, Pinewood. /,

1905 Bevins, W., /.

1897 Bishop, E. B., 2, Hunter Road, Guildford. /.

1898 Bliss, M. F., Coningsburgh, Montpelier Road, Ealing. /.

1895 Bowman, K., The May Sharp Construction Co., Ltd., Edmon-
ton, Alta, Canada.



IV

Year of
Election.

1902 Boxer, C. R. L., 151, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E. /.

1905 Briault, G. H., 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. /.

1887 Briggs, C. A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon, /, ;«, n, 0, British fishes.

1 89 1 Briggs, H. Mead, 8, High Street, Canterbury. /, orn.

1887 Briggs, T. H., M.A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. /.

1895 Brooks, W., Thundercliffe Grange, near Rotherham. /.

1898 Broome, E. G, Hurst Vicarage, Twyford, Berks. /.

1906 Brown, P. A. C, 34, Pentney Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1900 Browne, G. B., 43, Southbrook Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1897 Burr, Malcolm B., B.A., F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., 23, Blomfield

Court, Maida Vale, W. 0.

J890 Butler, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading.

/, c.

1888 Cansdale, W. D., F.E.S., Sunny Bank, South Norwood, S.E. /.

1889 Cant, A., F.E.S., 33, Festing Road, Putney, S.W. /, mi.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., F.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. /.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1899 Carr, F. M. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /, n.

1897 Chapman, T. A., M.D.,F.E.S.,F.Z.S., Betula, Reigate, Surrey. /.

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. /.

1896 Clark, F. Noad, Paddington Infirmary, Harrow Road,

W. mi.

1887 Clark, J. A., F.E.S., L.D.S., M.P.S., 57, Weston Park,

Crouch End, N. /.

1879 Clode, W. {Life member).

1899 Colthrup, C. W., 127, Barry Road, E. Dulwich, S.E. /.

1907 Coote, F. D., 30, Hayes Court, Camberwell New Road, S.E.

l,b.

1902 Cowham, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. /.

1899 Crabtree, B. H., Cringle Lodge, Levenshulme, Manchester. /.

1885 Croker, A. J., Hurst Farm, Fleming, Saskatchewan, Canada. /.

1898 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton. /.

1888 Dawson, W. G, 31, King's Gardens, West End Lane, Hamp-
stead, N.W. {Life member). I.



Year of
Election.

1900 Day, F. H., 12, Goodwin Terrace, Carlisle. /, c.

1889 Dennis, A. W., 12, Brownlow Road, Dalston. /, mi, b.

1906 Dobson, A. A., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New Maiden,

Surrey. /, orn.

1884 Dobson, H. T., F.E.S., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New
Maiden, Surrey. /, orn.

1901 Dods, A. W., Hon. Librarian, 51, Grayling Road, Stoke

Newington, N. /.

1897 Drury, W. D., F.R.H.S., F.E.S., Rocquaine, West Hill Park,

Woking, Surrey. /, b.

1904 East, F. J., 42, St. Kilda's Road, Stoke Newington, N. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., Hon. Sec, 15, St. German's

Place, Blackheath, S.E. /, el.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 13, Tufnell

Park Road, Holloway, N. d, mi.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. B., M.A., F.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex (Life member). I.

1889 Ford, A., South View, Irving Road, West Southbourne,

Bournemouth, Hants. /, c.

1907 Fountaine, Miss Margaret E., F. E.S., Orrisdale, Florida

Road, Durban, Natal. /.

1886 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Government

Lymph Laboratories, Chelsea Bridge, S.W. /, mi.

1903 Furnival, T. F., 86, Minet Avenue, Harlesden, N.W. /.

1899 Gadge, S. W., 59, Frankfort Road, Heme Hill, S.W. /.

1 90

1

Garrett, H. E., 3, Brewers Green Mews, W. /.

1884 Gibb, L., 148, St. James Street, Montreal, Canada (Life

member). I.

1908 Goffe, E. R., 46, Vardens Road, Wandsworth Common,

S.W. /.

1902 Goulton, E. C, Stanmore House, Clifton Crescent, Sutton,

Surrey. /.

1904 Grosvenor, T. H. L., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1893 Hall, A., F.E.S., 16, Park Hill Rise, Croydon, Surrey

/, e I, ool.

1888 Hall, A. E., F.E.S., Norbury, Pitsmoor, Sheffield. /.



VI
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Election.

1884 Hall, T. W., F.E.S., Hon. Treasurer, Stanhope, The Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey; and 6i, West Smithfield, E.C, /.

1891 Hamm, A. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. /.

1906 Hammond, L., 38, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N. /.

1906 Handisyde, B., 10, Vincent Terrace, Butler Road, Harrow. /.

1903 Hare, E. J., F.E.S., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants. /.

1892 Harrison, A., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., Thames

Sugar Refinery, Silvertown, E., and Delamere, Grove

Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /, mi.

1902 Harry, S. P., 29, Rowfant Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1900 Hewitt, R. L., " Hlabisa " Coalfield, Natal, S. Africa. /.

1903 Hickman, J., 16, Aldred Road, Kennington Park, S.E. /.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Dorville Road, Lee. /.

1888 Hillman, T. S., F.E.S., Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1907 Hodgson, G. C, M.D., Stoneleigh, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., 31, Farnaby Road, Bromley, S.E. /.

1889 Horne, A., F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. /.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. /.

1887 Jenner, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

/, c, d, m, b.

1904 Joy, E. C. 34, Fairholt Road, Stoke Newington. /.

1886 Kane, W. F. de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.I. A., Dadmans,

Sittingbourne, Kent. /, mi, marine invertebrata.

1898 Kaye, W. J., F.E.S., Vice-President, Caracas, Ditton Hill,

Surbiton, Surrey. /.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., 37, Trinity College, Dublin. /, c.

1900 Kirkaldy, G. W., F.E.S., Honolulu, Hawaii, ex. rhyn.

;

fresh, arth. ; ethnology.

1888 Knight, E., 2, Lichfield Grove, Church End, Finchley, N.

1898 Lemann, F. C, F.E.S., Blackfriars House, Plymouth. /.

1903 Lister, W. K., Great Walton, Eastry, Kent. /.

1 90

1

Lowe, F., 92, Hurlingham Road, Fulham, S.W. /.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. /, 0, n, m.

1890 McArthur, H., 35, Averill Street, Fulham, W. /.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Almondale, Buckingham Road, S.

Woodford, Essex. /.
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Election.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, cr.

1889 Mansbridge, W., F.E.S., 4, Norwich Road, Wavertree,

Liverpool. /.

1885 Mera, A. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. /.

1881 Miles, W. H., F.E.S., The New Club, Calcutta, India. mt\ b.

1896 Montgomery, Arthur M., F.E.S., 34, Shalimar Gardens,

Pembridge Road, N. Acton, W. /.

1880 Montiero, Senor, A. A. de C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrim,

Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhithe, S.E. /, h,

d, e I, e h, e d, mi.

1904 Moore, H. W., 34, Farnaby Road, Shortlands, Kent. /.

1906 Newman, L. W., Salisbury Road, Bexley, Kent. /.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1903 Ovenden, J., Post Office, Frindsbury, Rochester. /.

1892 Pannell, C, East Street, Haslemere. Conchology.

1906 Payler, D., 3, Bonneville Road, Clapham Park, S.W. /.

1906 Payne, Wallace, Stella Villa, 4, Stella Road, Mitcham Lane,

S.W. /.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., Halcyon Lodge, Lyford Road, Wands-

worth Common, S.E.

1901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E.S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

/, h, d.

1888 Perks, F. P., 22, May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross, W.C. zoology, mi, pond life.

1899 Pickin, J. R., 14, Industry Terrace, Brixton, S.W. /.

1887 Porritt, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Mayfield, Edgerton, Hudders-

field. /, n.

1903 Pratt, W. B., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond, Surrey. /.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Arva, Dakers Road, Forest Hill. /.

1903 Priske, R. A. R., F.E.S., 9, Melbourne Avenue, W. Ealing,

W. l,m.

1902 Rayward, A. L., F.E.S., 3, Albert Mansions, Lansdowne

Road, Croydon, Surrey. /.

1887 Rice, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham

Common, S.W. orn.
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Year of
Election.

1904 Richards, Percy, Wellesley Cottage, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1906 Richmond, B. A., M.B., B.Sc., 28, Lower Road, Rotherhithe,

S.E. /.

1902 Riley, E. F., 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1887 Robinson, A., B.A., n, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C. I.

1894 Robinson, Leigh, Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street,

Westminster, London, S.W. /.

1888 Robson, H., 9, Trump Street, E.C. /, b.

1887 Routledge, G. B., F.E.S., Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Carlisle.

l,c.

1900 Rowden, Alfd. Oliver, 4, St. John's Road, Exeter. /, b.

1904 Rowland-Brown, H., F.E.S.,Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. /.

1890.R0WNTREE, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. /.

1898 Russell, A., F.E.S., Wilverley, Dale Road, Purley.

1888 Sauze, H. A., 22, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, S.E. /.

1906 Schoon, J. W., 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, W. /.

1902 Scollick, A. J., F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Road, Merton Park,

Wimbledon,. S.W. I.

1903 Shakespeare, J. J., St. Mary's, Cobham Road, Kingston-on-

Thames. /.

1898 Sich, Alf., F.E.S., President, Corney House, Chiswick, W. /.

1903 Smallman, R. S., F.E.S., Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Common,
W. /.

1908 Smith, B. H, The Eyrie, Crown Hill, Upper Norwood,

S.E. /.

1899 Smith, E. W., 16, Tresco Road, Linden Grove, S.E. /.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. /.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. /.

1882 South,R., F.E.S., 96, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting.S.W. /.

1873 Standen, R., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Lindfield,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,

Ashtead, Surrey, b, m, orn, cr.

1902 Stonell, B., 25, Studley Road, Clapham, S.W. /.

1894 Tarbat, Rev. J. E., M.A., Fareham, Hants. /, ool.

1904 Thompson, A. B., Garlands, Redhill, Surrey. /.



IX

Year of
Election.

1901 Thornthwaite, W., Goffs Tower, Crawley, Sussex. /.

1895 Tolhurst, J., Glenbrook, Beckenham, Kent. /.

1902 Tonge, A. E., F.E.S., Aincroft, Grammar School Hill,

Reigate. /.

1895 Tunaley, Hy., F.E.S., 13, Becmead Avenue, Streathani,

S.W. /. h.

1887 Turner, H. J., F.E.S., Hon. Report Secretary, 98, Drakefell

Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, n, he, b.

1886 Tutt, J. W,, F.E.S., Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill,

Blackheath, S.E. I, continental I

.

1887 Verrall, G. H., F.E.S., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, d.

1889 Vine, A. C, 45, Temple Street, Brighton, Sussex. /.

1889 Wainwright, C. J., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,

Handsworth, Staffs. /.

1880 Walker, J. J., M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., "Aorangi," Lonsdale

Road. Summertown, Oxford. /, c.

1886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., &c, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

(Hon. member). I, orn.

1907 Waterer, W. J., 19, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E. b.

1888 Webb, S., 22, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. /.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,

S.E. /, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood, Barnett Wood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1887 Whiffen, W. H., Holmwood Lodge, Laton Road, Hastings. /.

1905 Winkworth, J. T., 290, Burdett Road, E. /.

1905 Wright, J., 30, Coleman Street, Woolwich, S.E. /.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1907.

THE Council of the South London Entomological and

Natural History Society, in presenting the Thirty-

sixth Annual Report, congratulates the members on

the maintenance of the satisfactory condition now reported

for several years past.

During the year seven new Members have been elected,

while eleven names have been taken from the list. Of these,

four have been resignations, and seven names have been

deleted for non-payment of subscription.

The Council point out with satisfaction that there have

been no losses through death in our ranks during the year.

The membership thus stands as follows : 2 Honorary, 5

Life, 33 Country, and 126 Ordinary Members, making a

total of 166.

As will be evident from the Treasurer's Report, the

Balance Sheet shows that the financial condition is also as

satisfactory as it has been during the last few years under

Mr. T. W. Hall's careful management.

The meetings have, even in the middle of the holiday

season, been well attended, and Mr. Ashby, as Recorder,

reports that there has been an average of thirty-four Mem-
bers present at the twenty-three meetings held. At the

Special Exhibition meeting in November seventy - eight

Members and friends attended.

The Council feel that the thanks of the Society are due to

the largely-increasing number of members who, without

solicitation, endeavour to interest their fellow members by

the exhibition of special series of the insects they have been

experimenting with, and by reading most interesting and
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thoughtful notes of their observations. They also note with

satisfaction that several short papers have been read during

the past year, and would suggest that other members might

similarly aid the Society.

The following is a list of the Papers read, with their

author's names :

" Notes on Agrotis ashworthii," by W. Mansbridge,
F.E.S. ; "Our Authorities: An Introduction to Entomo-
logical Literature," by Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. ;

" Reptiles,"

by E. W. Smith; "The Egg-laying of the Brenthids," by

J. W. Tutt, F.E.S. ;
" Rhopalocera in the Taunus Moun-

tains," by Alfred Sich, F.E.S. ;
" Notes on Porthesia chry-

sorrhcea" by Robert Adkin, F.E.S.; "Further Notes on

Tovtrix pronubana" by R. Adkin, F.E.S.

On May 23rd Mr. Jas. Grooves, F.L.S., through the kind

suggestion of Mr. Dennis, gave an instructive lecture on

the " Charace<z,'
n and illustrated it with numerous lantern

slides and specimens.

On December 12th a most interesting exhibition of Pieris

napi and its varieties was held on the suggestion of Mr.

Hugh Main, who read a short Paper. Many Members,
both by exhibiting specimens and by joining in the subse-

quent discussion, contributed to the interest and the success

of the meeting.

Again, as in previous years, the Society is much indebted

to Mr. F. Noad Clark for his skilful working of the

lantern, which has been in use on various occasions when
Members wished to illustrate their exhibits or remarks on

any special work they had been doing.

There have been five Field Meetings held during the year,

as follows

:

May 25th.

—

Fetcham Common. Conductor : Mr. W. J.

Kaye, F.E.S.

June 8th.

—

Netley Heath. Conductor: Mr. W. J.

Kaye, F.E.S.

June 29th.— Byfleet. Conductor: Mr. Stanley
Edwards, F.L.S.

July 13th.—Box Hill. Conductor: Mr. Hy. J. Turner,
F.E.S.
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October 5th.

—

Oxshott (The Fungus Foray) . Conductor

:

Mr. Stanley Edwards, F.L.S.

In addition to the above, two other meetings were held

:

March 23rd.—A visit to the private portion of the British

Museum (S. Kensington) Bird Department, under the

guidance of Dr. Bowdler Sharpe, F.L.S. ; and

—

September 14th.—A visit to Kew Gardens, conducted

by Mr. Geo. Nicholson, F.L.S., at the instance of Mr.

Sich.

These meetings were all well attended, some thirty-three

attending the Netley Heath meeting, while thirty sat down
to tea at the Box Hill gathering. With the exception of

one day the weather was favourable.

Mr. West, the Society's Curator, reports as follows with

regard to the Collections :

" During the year a most useful addition to the Reference

Collections has been made by Mr. L. W. Newman, con-

sisting of some eighty species of Macro-Lepidoptera, thus

making that part of the Collection fairly complete. Mr.

Sich placed in the cabinet a specimen of Plodia interpunc-

tclla captured in the Society's rooms."

The following is a list of the additions to the Library

:

" British Lepidoptera," vol. v, " Plumes," by J. W. Tutt
;

vol. viii, " Butterflies," by J. W. Tutt;
" List of British Diptera," by G. H. Verrall, from Mr.

Stanley Edwards
;

Stephens' " British Entomology," 12 vols.

;

Shields' " Practical Hints on Collecting Lepidoptera,"

from Mr. R. Adkin
;

" British Moths," vol. i, by R. South, from Mr. W. F.

Warne
;

" Entomologist Record," 1907, from Mr. Coote
;

" A Mullerian Group of Butterflies from the Potaro Dis-

trict of British Guiana," by W. J. Kaye, from the Author
;

" List of Coleoptera of the Oxford District," by Com-
mander J. J. Walker, from the Author;
A Map of Villers Cotterets (near Laon), from Mr. Dawson

;

Publications of the Horniman Museum (Guide, Birds'

Eggs, Marine Aquaria, Vivaria, etc., Animal Life, Stone,
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etc., Implements, Catalogue of the Library), from the

London County Council.

Guides to the British Museum (Natural History), (Mam-
mals, Reptiles, Starfish, Corals, Fossils, Minerals, Fungi,

etc.), from the Trustees
;

" The Entomologist," 1907, from Mr. South
;

" The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine," 1907, from

Commander Walker
;

" Annual Address to the Entomological Society of

London."

By exchange :
" Irish Naturalist "

;
" Canadian Entomolo-

gist "
; "Rochester Naturalist"; " Entomolog. Tidskrift "

;

" Essex Naturalist ;" " Report of Entomological Society of

Ontario"; "Report of Smithsonian Institute"; Report of

City of London Entomological and Natural History

Society "
;

" Report of Lancashire and Cheshire Entomo-
logical Society ; " " Phillipine Journal of Science "

;
" Bulletin

of Entomological Society of France " ;
" Transactions of

the South-Eastern Union of Science Societies "
;
" Report of

Horniman's Museum"; " Transactions of Croydon Natural

History and Science Society"; "Transactions of Norfolk

and Norwich Science Society " ; Report of Wisconsin

Academy of Science "
;
" Bulletin of New Mexico College "

;

" Report of Colorado College "
; etc.

Mr. Fremlin has kindly given the Society a stereoscope

and stand for use at the meetings, and for the last two or three

years has generously placed a microscope at the disposal of

any member who wished to exhibit microscopic objects.

The Library has been carefully looked after by Mr. Dods,

who reports that it has been much more extensively used for

reference than in past years, and that more books than usual

have been borrowed.

It is hoped that early in the new year the Library

Committee will arrange the numerous pamphlets and have

them bound, so that they may be of use to the general body

of members.

There are still too many vacant spaces in the Society's

Album for photographs of Members, only four having been

received in the twelve months.
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Recently an Album, for the reception of copies of some of

the various beautiful and interesting photographs which are

exhibited at almost every meeting, has been presented to the

Society by the Report Secretary, and the Council invite

Members to present photographs of ova and larvae as a

commencement. They think that a collection on these lines

would be of considerable service for reference, especially in

connection with their series of imagines in the cabinets.

The usual " Abstract of Proceedings " was published at the

beginning of May, and consisted of a book of 122 pages and

four plates.

Early in the year a Committee was formed from the

general body of Members to aid the Woolwich Local Com-
mittee in the preparation of the " Handbook to the Flora,

Fauna, &c, of the North-Western portion of Kent," in

anticipation of the Annual Congress of the South-Eastern

Union of Scientific Societies, at Woolwich in June. At the

suggestion of Mr. R. Adkin (Treasurer of the Union), Mr.

J. W. Tutt was selected as Chairman, and Mr. Hy. J.

Turner as Hon. Secretary. It was early found that the

task was much too great for completion in the short time

before the Congress, but it is hoped that early in 1908 the

volume, containing quite 400 pages, will be in the hands of

subscribers.

Mr. R. Adkin and Mr. Hy. J. Turner attended the four

days Congress at Woolwich, June 12th to 16th, as the

Society's Delegates, and the former gentleman at the

meeting of June 27th gave a resume of the proceedings.



Our Authorities : an Introduction to the Early Literature

of Entomology.

By Henry J. Turner, F.E.S. Read February \^th, 1907.

The Literature of Entomology is enormous. In 1862-63 Hagen
published two volumes, comprising 1090 closely printed 8vo pages,

containing a list of all books, pamphlets, and articles issued up to

that date on the subjects of our favourite study. Since this huge
catalogue was compiled, so great has been the output of the increas-

ing number of students of this branch of zoology that probably
sufficient material has accumulated to fill another two volumes of

equal size. Thus, to give a short introduction to " our authorities,"

the men of old, in a few minutes and in a few words is, to say the

least, presumptuous. Still a note on one or two items, at a few
periods, may be of use, and induce some one with more time and
opportunity to wade deeper in what we may term this " flood " of

writings.

To dip at once into the middle of our subject, we will look down
the first two pages of the " Entomologist Synonymic List," by
R. South, and note the "hieroglyphics" appended to each genus
and species. A previous page translates these into the names of the

writers who first described and used the name to which the abbre-

viation is attached. Omitting varieties, the list of authors for the

butterflies contains some twenty names, of which by far the most
commonly used is that of Linne, abbreviated to the letter L. In

fact, it occurs almost as many times as all the rest of the names put

together. A search in the work of these authorities for the original

description of each species would soon convince us that not one
specific or generic name was of an earlier date than 1758 or 9, and
that nearly all the earlier names were those with L attached, that is

that Linne was the sponsor.

Let us glance first at the life and work of this great man at some
length, then look at the work of those who preceded him, and after

that make a few enquiries as to the literature which arose subse-

quently.

This illustrious naturalist, perhaps the greatest of reformers in the

science of the study of nature, was born in 1707 and died in 1778,
and was a native of Sweden. His father, a poor parish curate, could
give his son but little advancement, and at the age of 16 he was
apprenticed to a shoemaker. His studious habits and his love for

natural history attracted attention, and after a time he was enabled
to go to the University of Lund ; but he was often in want, and at

times driven even to his old employment of shoemaking. We have

1



not time to follow his struggle and the means by which he succeeded
in raising himself to an unexampled position of eminence, where
naturalists, societies, and seats of learning vied with each other to do
him honour; but must take a cursory glance at the basis of his claim

to our admiration.

Previously to his time, natural objects, plants, and animals had
been considered in a very general way, and there was little or no
attempt at a classification, or even any system of description, or any
uniformity in naming. Every writer gave names of his own, no
definite meaning attached to the terms used in description, and con-

fusion and misunderstanding were everywhere. To remedy this then,

was the work of Linne. He had to discover methods of distribution

and classification, founded upon definite and striking characters,

which would be applicable to all natural objects ; he had to invent

terms and give each term its definite meaning, by which to indicate

the vast variety of form found in all living creatures. But in order

to do this, he first had to acquaint himself with all the natural objects

which had been amassed by numerous collectors, and described by
various authors. No easy task was this in an age when intercom-

munication was difficult, when travel was by no means a slight or

even a safe undertaking. However, this " task of Hercules " de-

terred him not.

The first result of his labour and study was the issue in 1735 of

the 1st edition of the "Systema Naturae," or "System of Nature,"

comprising only 1 2 folio pages. All natural objects known to him
were placed in the three so-called " Kingdoms of Nature," with

which expression we have been familiar from our cradles. These he

subdivided : the mineral kingdom into Petnv (stones), and Fossilia

(fossils), and so on ; the vegetable kingdom into sections founded on
diversities in the composition of the flowers ; and the animal king-

dom into Quadrupeds, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes (including whales),

Insects (including crabs), and Worms. In this work the species

were only listed and sorted into groups, /. e. early genera. This

comprehensive view of the whole domain of Natural History excited

much attention, and thenceforward, in a long series of publications,

Linne worked steadily and constantly to perfect his plan, assigning

by degrees names and descriptions to all species with which he
became acquainted, and inserting them in their proper position in

his system. Before his death no less than twelve editions of the
" System of Nature " were brought out, and the last was comprised

in three octavo volumes, totaling 2370 pages; this, too, without the

botanical part, which he had developed in an independent series of

works.

Linne brought out no less than 44 works, more or less devoted to

the study of insects, besides about as many more chiefly devoted to

the botanical part of his system, most of them requiring much study

and research, and several, besides the " System of Nature," passed

through two or more editions.



His great ambition, to be Professor of Botany in the famous
University of Upsala, was attained in 1741, and from that time
onward he was the centre of attraction to all who loved nature, not
only in his own country, but in the whole world.

Linne died in 1778, and his library and collections passed into

the hands of his son. But at the death of his son in 1784, the

library and herbarium of the great naturalist were purchased by Sir

James Edward Smith, and are now in the possession of the Linnsean
Society of London ; so that the very tools which he used may be
inspected by his admirers in this country.

I might refer to many more points in the life of this great man,
his travels, his unhappy private life, the marks of distinction

bestowed upon him, the love his pupils bore him, and the way they

vied with each other to enrich his collections, to increase his know-
ledge, and to aid his work ; but there are many other men of note
in my list of " Our Authorities," and I must pass on, remembering
that it is to him we owe the convenience of our binomial method of

nomenclature

—

Genus and species. At the same time it is impor-
tant for us as entomologists to know that it is now universally

recognised that no name is valid unless it has been bestowed either

in the " Systema Natural," vol. ii, date 1759, or subsequently.

Let us try to place ourselves in the age of Linne and see what
kind of literature on natural history had up to that time been
produced, and what books were at his disposal for reference, in the

early eighteenth century.

For our purpose we may recognise two main sections of the

lovers of nature. First, those who are deeply interested in the

habits, complex structure, and adaptation of living things to their

surroundings ; and secondly, those whose artistic skill added to an
artistic appreciation roused a desire to reproduce with their pencil

the living gems they met with as a permanent record of their

observations. Strange to say it is seldom that one meets with an
author in whom both these characteristics are present. Both to

depict in words and with the brush is a rare and unusual accomplish-

ment in one and the same person. Perhaps the best of the pre-

Linnaean observers were Reaumur, Frisch, and Swammerdam, while

among delineators were Madam Merian, Sepp, Rosel, and Petiver.

Reaumur was a Frenchman, whose " Memoirs to serve for the

Study of Insects," in six large quarto volumes, with many plates and
abundant crude uncoloured figures, are a monument to his great

powers of observation and experiment. Few authors in later times

have recorded in such minute detail the observations they have

made, or have even made such correct and careful observations.

In experimental work he was much before his time, and on his

works naturalists of all countries modelled their own methods.

These volumes appeared from 1734 to 1742, and there have been
several editions and translations.

Leonard Frisch was a native of Germany, who between 1721 and



1738 wrote a treatise in thirteen parts, illustrated with numerous
plates, entitled, " Descriptions of all sorts of Insects." In this work
are detailed observations of insects of all orders, apparently as they

were met with by the author. He also introduces accounts of the

work of various naturalists who had preceded him.

Swammerdam was a native of Holland, and wrote a somewhat
similar book to those of the last two authors, which was, however,

not issued until 1738, after the death of the author. It was entitled

the " Bible of Nature," and contained numerous plates of crude

figures.

These works were well received, went through various editions,

and were translated into several languages.

Turning to the works of the pencil rather than the pen, we will

first mention those of Madam Merian. This lady was a native of

Holland, and in 1679 published in Amsterdam a work in Latin,

entitled, " The Origin, Food, and Strange Metamorphoses of Cater-

pillars." This work contained many, more or less commendable,
figures of Lepidoptera in their various stages. A subsequent work
on the " Insects of Surinam " had considerably better illustrations.

Another Dutch author, Christian Sepp, commenced a work in

1715, entitled "Illustrations of the Wonders of God," which con-

tains figures and detailed observations on the insects of his native

land. Many of his figures are masterpieces of skill, and being

arranged around the sprays of a plant form attractive artistic groups.

This work was continued at intervals by various authors for about

150 years; the last volume appearing in i860.

Roesel von Rosenhof was a miniature painter of Nuremberg, who,

like Madam Merian and Sepp, depicted his insects from life,

making minute and careful observations on them as they lived and
moved, and using his trained skill to give life-like appearance to the

drawings he produced. His work " Insecten-Belustigung " appeared
from 1746 to 1 761 in monthly parts, as also did Sepp's work.

At the end of the seventeenth century Jacob Petiver, an English-

man, commenced a long series of plates of figures of birds, beasts,

fish, etc., which Kirby says are perhaps the first really important con-

tribution to general Entomology. Many of the figures are very good.

Connected with this pre-Linna^an period we must not omit to

mention the attempt at classification made by the English pioneer

in nature study, John Ray, whose name and memory are ever with

us in the admirable series of books issued by the Ray Society each

year. Ray's " History of Insects" was issued in the year 17 10. It

was replete with a large number of reliable observations, and was an
admirable contribution at the time to the study of the British fauna.

His classification of butterflies is very quaint :

1. Day-fliers, with yellow wings, or yellow and black wings :

mac/iaon, r/iamm, Ziya/e, etc.

2. White butterflies, or variegated white and black or white and
yellow : brassicce, cardamines, rafta, galathea, etc.



3. Butterflies, red or fulvous wings varied with black, white, yellow,

blue, etc. : urticce, paphia, linea, phlceas, athalia, cardui, etc.

He describes a large number of Lepidoptera.

The book-maker, even as early as this, began his travesties of

more serious work, and we get in 1745 Benjamin Wilkes, who later

on became notorious both politically and socially, issuing a gaudily

coloured "picture" book, in folio, on British butterflies. Another
of this class of book was Albin's " Nat. Hist, of British Insects,"

with crude coloured figures of many species.

From the time of Linne to the end of the eighteenth century,

1758— 1800, we have the works of a splendid band of able students,

full of the enthusiasm aroused by the influence of the great Swede,

and encouraged by the facility of reference and intercourse on
natural subjects which the new method of nomenclature afforded.

Foremost among these we must place a worthy pupil of the great

Linne, J. C. Fabricius, of whom Linne remarked to a friend,

" When I see Fabricius with an insect I take off my hat." This

illustrious man was a native of Schleswig. He went as a student to

Upsala, and soon became the pupil and subsequently the trusted

life-long friend and assistant of Linne. While Linne devoted his

attention to animals and plants as well as to insects, Fabricius

restricted his studies to insects alone. In fact Linne, as I have just

noted, openly recognised in Fabricius an entomologist far superior

to himself. Fabricius visited all the great cities of Europe, coming
to England on many occasions, studied all the great collections, and

met with every naturalist of repute, thus gaining a vast amount of

information, which, added to the possession of innumerable speci-

mens collected for him in all parts of the world by an enthusiastic

band of collectors, formed the basis of a large number of most

valuable works. Linnaeus based his classification of insects on the

wings. Fabricius made use of the organs of the mouth for his.

First appeared his " System of Entomology," after that his " Genera

of Insects," then came his " Species of Insects," and subsequently

his much enlarged " System of Entomology " in six volumes. The
main object of these writings of Fabricius was to describe and

classify, so that each new species discovered might be placed in its

proper position, and given its relative importance. This was a work

for which pre-Linngean times had scarcely produced a single author.

But now we find numerous German and English writers producing

works on the same lines, adapting Linnsean and Fabrician methods

to the needs of their own country. Numbers of lists and faunas

more or less descriptive and original appeared.

The most useful and important of these works, perhaps, was that

known as the W.V., or Vienna List, compiled by two clerics, who
were admirable entomologists. This was a systematic List of much
originality, with a classification based on larval and other characters,

with many most valuable descriptions and observations. It appeared

in 1776, and was subsequently revised several times. In Britain we



have no systematist of note in this period. But recently the work,

written by Barbut in 1781, applying the Linnean method to English

insects has come somewhat into prominence. Whether it is worthy

of influencing synonymy must be left to those wiser than I, but

perhaps it is better to err on the side of inclusion rather than

exclusion. In France we have de Villers issuing an edition of

Linne's works with special reference to his own country. In Germany
we have the writings of Borkhausen, Scopoli, Hufnagel, etc., all

writing descriptions with observations more or less on the same
models, and seriatim, of European species known to them.

Of observers the two most worthy of note are Geoffroy and Brahm.
The former's " History of Insects " in two quarto volumes issued in

Paris in 1762, contained matter much in the style of Reaumur. The
latter's "Kalendar" was, although never completed, an admirable

attempt to write a series of observations month by month to be of

use to all subsequent students.

Turning now to the " picture " books, we get some most excellent

work, as well as a deal of secondary, although useful, delineation.

Clerck, a Swedish artist and friend of Linne, in his "Pictures of

Rare Insects," was perhaps the first to make use of the Linnagan

system of nomenclature. This work was published at the instance

and expense of the Queen of Sweden, and I believe only a few

copies were issued. This was in 1759, the same year of issue as the

second part of Linne's " System of Nature."

Drury was a Strand tradesman, who brought out three volumes of

plates with descriptive letterpress, mainly of Lepidoptera. They
contain illustrations of many species which, until recently, have been
rarely obtained since his time : 1 77 1— 1782.

One of the most valuable collections of plates of Lepidoptera was

published at Amsterdam from 1775

—

1 79° by Cramer.

Esper and others brought out works with plates, mainly copied

from Cramer and Drury, and in turn they were copied by later

delineators, so that finally we get numbers of scarcely second-rate

books, in the main copied from those who themselves had copied

material that was not original.

We must not forget that in this period the great Hiibner com-
menced his splendid contribution to entomological literature. Jacob
Hiibner was an artist, who for years devoted his leisure to the study

of the Lepidoptera, great and small. In his works we may say

everything was original. He did know his insects. He did appre-

ciate their relationship to the full. He did know where they fitted

in best in the natural order ; and he did know better than any man
ever has known how to picture them. No wonder his volumes of

hand-coloured plates fetch a long price at sales ; no wonder our

Entomological Society will not allow their precious volumes to be
taken from the Library. In all there are ten volumes, containing

over a thousand plates, with many figures on each, and it is scarcely

possible to mistake a single species, however minute, so great was



his appreciation of form and colour, and so complete his skill in

reproducing what he saw by his mastery of colour. His first volume
appeared in 17S5. The letterpress attached was either nil ox extre-

mely meagre ; but his systematic lists, issued in the early years of the

19th century, showed a most perfect knowledge, and we can only

regret that he has not left a similar monument commensurate to

the wonderful knowledge he must have had, as well as to his remark-

able skill in delineation.

Descending from the sublime in Hiibner, we may mention two
authors of our own country who each brought out a popular book of

illustrations of insects. Moses Harris, in the " Aurelian," issued in

1766 a series of artistic coloured plates mainly of Lepidoptera, with

short descriptions, but apparently nothing was new; while in 1795
Lewin issued a work on the " Papilios of Great Britain," with good
figures and descriptions, also apparently compiled from other works.

I fear that my notes are getting too long, and that I can scarcely

even mention those dozens of workers of repute who lived and wrote

in the earlier half of the nineteenth century. In our own country

we get Haworth, Curtis, Stephens, as describers and systematists ; as

illustrators we get Donovan and Hewitson ; Kirby and Spence as

popular writers of the highest importance, we must by no means
omit. In this period, too, we have the commencement of issue of

numerous magazines, and the founding of important societies, both

in this country and on the Continent
;
particularly was this the case

in all countries where the German tongue was spoken. In this lan-

guage Hiibner continued his work ; Ochsenheimer, the Viennese

actor, commenced his standard work ; Charpentier revised the

Vienna Catalogue, W. V. ; Treitschke continued the work of

Ochsenheimer on the latter's death till seventeen volumes had been

issued ; Herrich-Schaeffer wrote his great work, and embellished it

with plates which almost vie with those of Hiibner in the apprecia-

tion of entomologists ; Zeller produced his invaluable monographs
of select groups of micro-lepidoptera ; Ratzeburg produced two huge

volumes of observations on forest insects from an economic point of

view, etc., etc. In Lapland we have Zetterstedt, and in Sweden we
get Tengstrbm. Duponchel and Guenee were natives of France.

On all these and many others we have no time to dwell. Nor can

we wander on into the age of Stainton and Doubleday ; Frey, the

Swiss entomologist ; Milliere, perhaps the best all-round entomolo-

gist the French have had either as close observer or as delineator
;

nor have we time to consider the age of that almost insurmountable

difficulty which the generaliser of to-day has to contend with—the
" monthly magazine."

If, by these few notes, I have induced someone to take an interest

in the works of our forefathers, I shall be satisfied, for I know that

many an enjoyable hour can be spent in the study of the work of

those whom we look upon as " our authorities."



Rhopalocera in the Taunus Hills.

By Alfred Sich, F.E.S. Read October 24th, 1907.

After three seasons working with the lens among the Micro-

Lepidoptera, a few weeks in the sunny valleys of the Taunus Hills,

chasing the Rhopalocera with the net, came as a distinct relief.

On July 21st, 1900, we arrived at Bad Ems, Germany. On the

23rd July we saw the first Papilio machaon just outside the town.

In an opening on one of the wooded hills above the town Melanargia
galathea was common, and appeared much attracted by the flowers

of Centaurea scabiosa. In the same place Ccenonympha arcaniay

Chrysophaniis virgaurece, and Adopcea thaumus also occurred. July
24th was very hot ; and having found, near Lindenbach, a flowery

meadow with a large bramble bush at one end, backed by a screen

of trees, we decided to remain there for the morning. Off the

meadow we took P. machaon, Leucophasia sinapis, Lyccena arion y

and Augiades sylvanus. The bramble gave us Gonepteryx rhamniy

Lymenitis sibylla, and one L. camil/a, as well as Argynnis adippe, A.
paphia and C. virgau?-ece. We saw Apatura iris, which my son
netted as it flew by, though it subsequently made its escape. I got

the net over it a few minutes later as it settled in the road, but it

dived down a cart-rut, and again took flight. It gave us no other

chance, though we wasted a beautiful peach in the hopes of attracting

it. Polygonia c-album and Chrysophanus phiceas were also seen.

Next day in the same place we took the only Vanessa polychloros we
saw, and also V. io, Chrysophanus dorilis, and Lyccena euphemus.

We saw the first Euvanessa antiopa flying high up over the trees.

Perhaps the two most common butterflies were Pieris napi and Epi-
nephele jurtina. Pieris rapa was less common. On July 28th we
added Pararge cegeria, P. megcera, Epinephele hyperantns, and Thecla

cv-album to the list.

On July 30th we left Ems for Wiesbaden, one of my old haunts.

Here I met my friend, Dr. Pagenstecher, and again looked over his

splendid collection. I also made the acquaintance of Herr Caspari

II, whose collection of Palaearctic Lepidoptera was very interesting.

The weather now changed, and we had copious downfalls of rain.

We, however, managed to take the following species : Erebia celhiops,

Lyccena semiargus, L. euphemus, Chrysophanus dorilis, Co/ias hyale,

Thecla w-album, Argynnis se/ene, A. aglaia, and Augiades comma.
Near a field of lucerne one Argynnis lathonia was observed. Off

tree trunks we took Liparis monacha, Habrosyne derasa, and the

autumnal form of Ochrostigma melagona. From an alder bush we got

a larva of Acronycta aim, which produced a fine moth the next

year.



On August 9th we took the train to Braunfels on the Lahn. This
is a picturesque village in the Wetzlar district, crowned by a hand-
some old castle, and surrounded by woods and fields. A stream
called the Isar runs through rich meadows down to the river Lahn.
On the right sunny side of this valley lies a carriage road, which
forms one of the best collecting grounds of the neighbourhood.
Above the road rises a steep slope clothed with pine, oak, birch,

bramble, and wild raspberry. Among the rocks grow saxifrages,

sedums, and various ferns ; Asplenium septentrionak in one place.

Wild marjoram, hemp-agrimony, and the golden rod offer luscious

feasts to the insects, and the sun's rays beating on the rocks, which
in many places are exposed, afford warm corners where Pararge
tnegara may bask at ease.

This road was our chief hunting ground, and when the sun shone
it was a veritable paradise for the entomologist. The bottom of the

valley is occupied by wet meadows, through which runs the Isar,

turning three or four water-mills on its way down to meet the Lahn.
These meadows are haunted by several species of Lycaenids, but not
in the dense crowds one notices in favoured spots in Switzerland.

Lyccena arioti, semiargus, eup/iemi/s, and areas were those best worth
netting. It was in these meadows that we made the first attempt to

capture that grand butterfly Euvanessa antiopa. It was a very fresh

specimen, sitting with expanded wings on an umbelliferous flower,

and we all thought how well it would look in the collection. The
swampy situation made stalking difficult, but all was going well,

when a mischievous Pieris brassicce dashed up and collided with our
prey, which then made off in a hurry. However, a few weeks later

E. antiopa became common, and we often saw it settling and sunning
itself in the middle of the hot roads. There was one old cherry tree,

with sap flowing from a wound, which was very attractive to these

handsome butterflies. Beyond the meadows, on the other side of

the valley, were wooded slopes, with tall beeches on the lower por-

tions, and capped by fir trees on the higher ridges ; but this being

the shady side of the valley we did not visit it much. Here, towards

evening, one sometimes saw red deer coming down to the wet mea-
dows. The butterflies mentioned in the following notes were all,

unless otherwise stated, taken in Braunfels and its immediate neigh-

bourhood.
Papilio machaon.—This species was not common, and when seen

was mostly dashing along over the flowery meadows.
Pieris brassicce was abundant and of large size. Just behind our

abode was a bed of tall thistles where there were always several

specimens enjoying themselves.

Pieris rapce, for some reason, was exceedingly scarce; we did not

see more than two or three the whole time, while, on the other hand,

Pieris napi was everywhere* some specimens having very yellow

undersides to the hind wings, and many were almost dwarfs.
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The delicate Leucophasia sinapis was common and not confined

to the woods, but flying freely about roadsides and meadows.
It was a delightful sight to see dozens of males of Colias hyale

careering over the fields, but I do not remember seeing a single

Colias ediisa.

Both sexes of Gonepteryx rhamni were common, and rather lazy in

habit, spending most of the morning sitting about on honey-bearing

flowers.

Lintenitis sibylla was also common ; but by the middle of August
most of them were too worn to capture. In England this species

never, I believe, frequents towns, but on the Continent I have several

times noticed it in gardens, quite among houses, even in large towns
like Lausanne.

In September Pyrantels atalattta was abundant, but the Thistle

Butterfly (Diste/fabter), as the Germans call Pyrantels cardui, was
hardly to be seen at any time. Vanessa io might be taken any day,

and in one spot, on the border of a wood, there was a large bed,

perhaps half an acre, of hemp agrimony mixed with thistles, where
these butterflies were in countless numbers. I searched diligently

among them for aberrations, but they appeared to be all exactly the

same, perfectly typical in shape and colouring, but slightly smaller

than the ordinary English specimens. Aglais urtictz could not be
called common, and Eugonia poiychloros appeared to be absent.

The " Mourning Cloak," Euvanessa antiopa, I have already alluded

to. The larvae of Polygonia c-album occurred in the rides of the

woods on wild raspberry and also on sallow on which I had hitherto

not found it. It had a curious habit of biting through the mid-rib

of the sallow leaf so that the apical portion hung over at a right

angle, and gave the larva shelter during the heat of the day. The
imagines were very common in late August and September. The
Argynnids were represented nobly by A. paphia and a few A. adippe.

Only one A. lathonia put in an appearance. A. selene was scarce

and worn. The Draught-board (Darmenbrett), as the Germans call

Melanargia gabafhea, still flew about, but was getting over. In the

patches of long grass those beautiful dark, velvety-looking creatures,

Erebia cethtops, dwelt, and might be easily taken. Satyrus circc was
more often seen than taken. It is truly a noble insect, and loves to

fly quite out of reach up and down the rocky slopes in the sunshine.

One afternoon, when going up a hot road through a clearing in a

wood, I, net in hand, and my son on the donkey, we saw a specimen
in the middle of the road. Great was the excitement, in which the

donkey also joined when he got pulled up suddenly. The little

episode ended well for the Mammalia, but badly for the Arthropod.

Pararge ntegcera abundant ; often noticed sunning itself on the

rocks, while P. egeria was much scarcer. Late one afternoon, when
walking out to a neighbouring village, and passing a long row of

telegraph poles beside the road, I noticed P. ntegcera at rest on a
pole, quite at the base among the grass. On examination it was
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found that every pole had its P. mcgcera, and sometimes two or

three.

Satyrus semele was not common except in one rocky spot, but had
we scoured the country we should doubtless have found many semele-

haunted situations. Epinephele jurtina was exceedingly common,
and we obtained one bleached specimen, but it was unfortunately

very worn. Many specimens had two pupils to the apical eye-spot.

E. tithonus was not nearly so abundant.
Ccenonympha arcania was not abundant, and mostly occurred in

the rides of the woods, while its congener, C. pamphilus, was taken

in the meadows.
Zephyrus betuhe, the only Hairstreak noticed, might occasionally be

seen flying quietly among the taller bushes. The most brilliant

butterfly was, undoubtedly, the male Chrysophanus virgaurece. It

was really an enchanting sight to behold three or more of these

coppery insects walking about with outspread wings on the yellow

flowers of the golden-rod with the noonday sun pouring down on
them. They looked almost red-hot. Our little C. phkeas was there

too, and I think that was rather brighter than it usually is in England.

C. dorilis, with a more lively underside, was also partial to the

golden-rod blossoms.

The first time we took the nets out (about an hour after our arrival)

we lost our way, and got up above the road we intended to take, to

where butterflies were not so abundant ; however, in long grass we
took two Lyaetia argiades, which proved to be rather scarce in the

district.

On one flowery bank we took L. astrarche, but it was not generally

common. L. icarus abounded, but either through ill-luck or want
of energy, or both, we got no varieties. L. semiargus, L. euphemus,

L. arz'on, and L. areas haunted the wet meadows and the adjoining

road sides. L. arion was the least common, and appeared to be of

a more wandering disposition than the other three. The Hesperids

were represented by Adopcea thaianas, which must have been scarce,

as we only took one, and the same applies to A. actceon, which, in

Germany, is by no means confined to the sea-coast, as it is in

England. Augiades comma and A. sylvanus were fairly common on
the dry slopes.

This brings us to the end of the butterflies, and though the list is

neither long nor, perhaps, of any particular interest, it must be
remembered that the last two weeks of August and the month of

September constitute a period which, though favourable to certain

species, cannot be reckoned as the best portion of the Rhopalocerous
season. Nevertheless, our visit to Braunfels in its primeval condition

will always be one of happy memory.
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Notes on Porthesia chrysorrhcea, L.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. Read November 14//1, 1907.

Porthesia chrysorrha'a is probably regarded by the average col-

lector as a very common species, yet those who have followed it at

all closely for a series of years will have noticed that, whereas at one
time it may have occurred in the utmost profusion, at another it has

been practically, or very probably actually absent. Whether this

was always so is difficult to say, but Derham who supplied the text

to Albin's plates in ' A Natural History of English Insects,' pub-
lished in 1735, savs with regard to the " Brown-tail" (of which both

larva and imago are figured, thus leaving no doubt as to the identity

of the species he is writing about), " The eggs of this caterpillar are

hatched in autumn, and the young feed upon the fleshy part of the

leaf, leaving the upper skin untouched ; they lay themselves up in

webs all winter, and as soon as the buds open they come forth and
devour them in such a manner that whole trees, and sometimes
hedges, for a great way together are absolutely bare. It will be well

worth while for those who value their trees or hedges to have the

webs cut off and destroyed during the winter." There can therefore

be no doubt that, at that time, the species was very abundant. In

1829 Stephens's "Illustrations of British Insects" was published,

and we there read of this species that " of late years it has been
rather scarce near London." And in Humphreys and Westwood's
"British Moths and their Transformations," published in 1844, it is

said of this species that it " has at times become so remarkably

abundant as to cause a serious panic to the Londoners, especially in

1782, when prayers were offered up in churches against the enemy ;

and the churchwardens and overseers of the neighbouring villages,

after offering rewards for collecting these caterpillars, attended to see

them burnt by bushels."

It is very evident from the foregoing that the species was exceed-

ingly abundant in or about the years 1735 and 1782, but that in

1829 it was not so. Whether it had fluctuated to any very great

extent between those dates is not so apparent, but Westwood's
remarks rather incline one to think that it had.

With regard to more recent times, I am able from the records of

my own observations, and such other data as I have been able to

obtain from friends, and the published notes of others who have

taken an interest in the species, to get together a fairly concise

account extending over a period of some thirty years. Commander
Walker tells me that when he was living at Sheerness in the early

seventies it was very common ; he then went abroad, and on his
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return some years later it appeared to have completely vanished

from the neighbourhood. In 1875 and 1877 I was at Deal; in

both years it was abundant both in the hedges in the surrounding
country and on the brambles by the coast, and in the later year even
the sea buckthorns (Hippophae rham/ioides), growing on the sandhills,

were literally eaten up by it. In 1881 and 1882 I was again at

Deal, and, wishing to extend my series, made diligent search for the

larvae, both on the hedges in the country and among the brambles
and sea-buckthorn bushes by the sea, but failed to find even a trace

of them. In 1877 or 1878 Mr. Rowland-Brown found the larva;

commonly on the bushes along the Lower Sandgate Road at

Folkestone. In 1879 I found larvae fairly commonly on a hedge
near Higham, Kent, but although for several years afterwards I

frequently worked this same hedge I saw no more of the larvae. It

is also recorded that, for several years, at some time previous to

1882, it was very abundant on the hedges between Gravesend and
the village of Chalk, but disappeared at, or just previous to, that

time. Then follows a period of upwards of ten years with only

some four or five records, two or three of which have been shown to

refer to Porthesia similis, not P. chrysorrhcea, and the remaining two
are doubtful. One of them is in a list of the " Lepidoptera of

Dulwich," published by Mr. Helps in 1891, in which the species

that have occurred "during the last few years" are given, and
P. chrysorrhcea is included among them ; but this may well refer to

the period previous to 1880, when the species was undoubtedly of

common occurrence throughout the south-eastern district. The
other is by Mr. Baxter, of St. Ann's-on-Sea (Lancashire), where, in a

very casually written note on collecting, he mentions that on the

1st (presumably of August) he " had a splendid day," and includes
" Liparis chrysorrhcea, etc.," among his captures ; possibly this also

like other records of about the same period may refer to P. similis,

there apparently having been a strange confusion in the minds of

some collectors between these two species.

But from 1894 onwards the species was again found. In that year

Mr. Gervase Mathew met with a few larvse near Sittingbourne, and
Mr. Eustace Bankes records the capture of a male imago at light

at Swanage. In 1896 Mr. Mathew found a small brood near Dover-
court ; imagines were also taken at Folkestone and in North Wales.

In 1897 Commander Walker met with the winter larval nests fairly

plentiful at Sheerness, and in the following year they became very

common. Imagines came to light at Folkestone in 1899; I found
larvae at Brighton, on a hawthorn growing right in the town, in 1900.

Mr. Kennard found larvae commonly at Eastbourne in 1902; and
the species appears to have continued to occur each year in increasing

numbers to the present time ; my last experience of it being the

finding of larvae in great profusion in one small spot near Eastbourne
in June last.

It thus appears that after becoming increasingly common up to
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somewhere about 1S78 or 1SS0, it suddenly almost, or perhaps com-
pletely disappeared, and no more was heard of it for some fourteen

years, when it began to be found again, sparingly at first, but gradu-

ally becoming commoner, until at the present time it appears to be
fairly well distributed along our south-eastern coasts.

Why it snould have so completely disappeared immediately after

the time when it had been most abundant is difficult to understand.

Certainly it could not have been from over-collecting. Nor is it any
easier to say why it has recently again increased in numbers. In
1896 a committee was formed for the protection of Lepidoptera in

danger of extermination, and Porthesia chrysorrJuza was scheduled
as one of the species needing attention, but I fear they can take no
credit for having preserved it as a British insect. It has been sug-

gested that its disappearance was due to a series of wet summers,
notably those of 1882 and 1883; but this hardly coincides with the

exact time of its disappearance. It is, however, probable that the

meteorological conditions prevailing at a critical period in the

species' existence might be the chief cause ; but this is not the only

probability—-animal or vegetable parasites might just as probably

cause its destruction.

Being gregarious throughout its earlier stages, larger numbers of

individuals would be likely to suffer by the attack of an enemy than

would be the case with a species of solitary habits ; and it is quite

conceivable that ichneumons might wipe out a whole colony in a
single season, or that if a few individuals became affected by a

deadly disease it might easily spread with similar results. Our
information on such matters is lamentably meagre, but the following

case, which came under my own observation, although somewhat
artificial in character, may serve as an illustration of what might take

place under natural conditions. In November, 1898, 1 received from
a friend a couple of the winter nests of the larvae and tied them on a

whitethorn bush in my garden. Now, my garden is infested with a

dipteron that attacks some species of lepidopterous larvae to such an
extent as to keep them very much in check. As spring came on the

chrysorrhcea larvae came out of their nests and fed on the freshly

developed leaves of the whitethorn, and appeared to be doing well

until about half grown, when they suddenly took to wandering, and,

not being confined in any way, they strayed all over the garden. I

was anxious not to lose them, and therefore collected all I could find

and put them in a breeding cage. None, however, pupated, but all

died when just full grown, and hosts of Dipterons came forth from
their dead bodies. In this case I have not the least doubt that the

Lepidopterous larvae were brought to the Dipterous parasite ; but is

it not quite possible that in a state of nature the parasite might seek

out its host with equally destructive results ? Such a calamity over-

taking a gregarious species would, without doubt, affect it most
injuriously, even if it came at a time of its greatest strength ; but if

it came at a time when it had already been reduced by some other
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adverse agency, the attack might well cause the extinction of the
species.

As to its reinforcement, or it may be re-establishment, it has been
suggested, and I think with good reason, that immigration plays an
important part ; but unless favourable circumstances prevailed at the

time, it could not go very far towards producing the vast abundance
that has at times been noted.

I do not for one moment suggest that we know all that is to be
learned about this interesting species, and it appears to me that, now
that it is apparently again becoming common, it is a fitting time to call

attention to it, in the hope that those of our members who have the

opportunity may make a special study of it, with a view to finding

out what are the reasons for the great fluctuations in its numbers
that from time to time take place.
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Some Notes on Pieris napi.

By Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S. Read December 12th, 1907.

Stephens, in his "Illustrations of British Entomology," in 1827,

speaking of the species composing his genus Poniia, embracing
brassicce, rapce, napi, daplidice, and cardamines, says that " from the

simplicity of their colouring and their common appearance, they have

been unworthily neglected in this country by collectors, and in con-

sequence we still remain unacquainted with the history and meta-

morphoses of some of the species which evidently are far from
uncommon."
He divided our brassicce into two distinct species

—

brassicce and
chariclea—rapce into rapes and metra, napi into napi, napcece, and
sabellicce, but, as he says, he does this with diffidence, and not without

repeated examination, trusting that by so doing he might incite some
zealous entomologists to investigate them, and endeavour to unravel

the mystery which shrouds the views of the specific identity of these

insects.

In Stephens' time there was no band of workers whom he might

enlist for the clearing up of the difficulties he came across in writing

his book. Since his time much has been done, but still much
remains to be done to clear up points in the life-history of even our

commonest species.

Pieris napi is an insect which has always had a great interest for

many of the members of this Society. On looking through the

pages of our " Proceedings " many references to it may be noted.

In February, 1892, Mr. Jenner Weir read a paper on P. napi and
allied forms, and there was an exhibition of this species on the same
evening, the object of which was, in his words, "to show the effect

of environment and season of emergence on the intensity of colora-

tion both on the upper and undersides of the wings." He summed
up the seasonal differences thus :

—" The male of the spring form is

lighter above and darker underneath than the same sex of the

summer emergence, and the female of the spring form is less black

above though more dusky and much darker below than the female

of the summer emergence."

This is, generally speaking, quite true.

The spring males and females have grey tips to the fore-wings,

whereas those of the summer have black tips. In the summer males

the central spot of the fore-wings is large and black. In those of the

spring it is, when present, not so black and is smaller ; frequently

it is absent.

Occasionally, as shown in some of our Irish summer specimens, a
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secondary black spot appears, which, in one instance, is almost joined
up to the central spot. This secondary spot also appears in several

of the spring males from Cornwall.

The costal spot on the hind-wings is also larger and blacker in the
summer form than in the spring form in both sexes. The upper
surface of the spring females is, generally speaking, greyer, the apical

tips and the spots are less black, and the grey scaling more extended
over the wings than in the summer form. In the latter the contrast

between the black spots and the ground colour is decidedly greater.

In both forms occasionally there are black scales between the central

and lower spots, and more rarely between the central spot and the

apical blotch.

In the females of the summer form we sometimes, but not com-
monly, find a black central spot in the hind-wings, and more rarely

a faint indication of this in the spring form. We have also a faint

indication of this in an Irish male of the summer form.

As regards the under-surfaces, in both sexes in the summer form
the black spots are larger and blacker, the ground colour is yellower

and the veins of the hind-wings have less dark scaling, than in the

spring form.

These remarks refer to the general characteristics of the species as

I know it. Mr. Harrison when exhibiting our series will point out

some of the more unusual variations we have met with.

Besides the British specimens which we have bred we have also

the various broods of the Alpine variety bryo?iice^ which we exhibited

at our last meeting. This, occurring up to the snow-line in the Alps,

is single brooded. In the males the central spot is occasionally

developed, but more usually it is absent, the veins on the under-

surface of the hind- wings are generally heavily scaled, as in our spring

form, but in some specimens certain of the veins are almost bare of

dark scales. Variation in this respect seems to be decidedly greater

than in our British forms.

In the females variation is also very great. The ground colour

ranges from a bright yellow to a whitish grey. The black spots vary

in size and intensity of colour ; in some being small and faint and of

the same dull grey colour as the general surface of the wings, in

others being extremely large and black, with every gradation between
these extremes.

Reverting to our British napi, Mr. Hawes stated in May, 1892,

that from ova obtained from a female in June, 1891, he bred 45
butterflies, 14 (or 31 per cent.) of which emerged in June, 1891, and
the remaining 31 (or 69 per cent.) in May, 1892. He notes that

1 89 1 was a cold season.

Later workers have found that from 50 to 60 per cent, of the pro-

geny of the spring specimens usually emerge in the same year, and

40 to 50 per cent, lie over till the following spring. There is, how-

ever, great irregularity in these proportions. Mr. H. Williams, in

May, 1894, exhibited a series of this insect, the progeny of two

2
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females. One female was taken on May 2nd, 1893, an^ all the

larvae from her ova pupated by June 7th, but none emerged till the

spring of 1894. The other female deposited ova on May 8th, and
one, a female almost intermediate in form between the spring and
summer forms, emerged on June 24th, but all the others remained
in the pupa? till the spring of 1894.

One suspects that these were kept in some particularly cold situa-

tion. An exceptionally cold summer, such as that we have lately

experienced, causes a much increased proportion to lie over the

winter as pupae.

I take exception to the terms spring and summer Broods of the

Whites, as tending to confuse distinct points.

In England, breeding from butterflies of the spring emergence, we
get a number of pupae, some of which produce imagines in the

summer, while the rest lie over till the following spring (1). From
the insects of the summer emergence we get pupae, some of which
may produce imagines in the autumn, while the remainder lie over

till the spring (2). If the progeny of the autumn insects are able to

pupate, we shall then have another set of pupae lying over till the

spring (3). At any rate, we have two, if not three, distinct sets of

pupae producing imagines in the spring.

Summer Spring (1).

Autumn Spring (2)

Spring (3)

I do not know whether even in a very favourable year any of the

progeny would reach the pupa stage, but if so these would lie over

till the spring.

It is, therefore, better to speak of the butterflies of the spring and
summer emergences.

In Leucophasia sinapis we find that the pupae which are obtained

when breeding from ova deposited by butterflies of the spring

emergence are of two distinct forms, one with and one withoutp nk
lateral lines. Those without the pink lines will emerge in the summer
of the same year, and those with the lines will lie as pupae till the

spring of the following year. It appears, therefore, that the period of

emergence is determined before the formation of the pupae. I should

be glad to hear if others have had any experience of pupae with pink

lines emerging during the summer, or of any without the lines lying

over the winter. Similarly, in P. napi Mr. Montgomery found differ-

ences in the pupae, and was able to separate those which were intending

to emerge the same year from those intending to lie over the winter.
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We may, therefore, conclude that in P. napi also the period of emerg-
ence is determined before pupation. Some experiments were carried

out by Weismann in 1873. I have not been able to refer to his original

account of them, but, from Mr. Jenner Weir's note in our " Pro-

ceedings" for 1892, I gather that numerous specimens (I fancy he
means pupae) which should have produced the summer form were
subjected for three months to a temperature of 30 F., and on
September nth were placed in a hothouse with a temperature
ranging from 59 to 86° F. Between September 26th and October
3rd sixty butterflies emerged, all of which in a strong degree bore

the characters of the spring emergence ; some of the pupae did not
then emerge, but produced in the spring the form characteristic of

that season of the year. As Weismann says, he " succeeded in

completely changing every individual of the summer generation into

the winter form."

However, with the limited knowledge I have of the experiment, it

seems to me he was unable to change the predetermined period of

emergence, those which intended lying over till the spring doing so

in spite of the temperature conditions.

From the experience of Mr. Harrison and myself, we find that

P. napi, in addition to the seasonal forms, has a decided tendency
to produce "local' forms." Speaking generally, the Irish and
Scottish specimens are darker than English specimens of the corre-

sponding periods. We find also that Manx and Cornish specimens,

when examined in long series, differ materially from series from
Cheshire and various places in the south of England. Again, those

of the summer emergence are, as a rule, larger insects than those

of the spring emergence. Another point, to which I have already

referred, is that the spring emergence consists partly of the progeny
of the butterflies of the previous spring and partly of those of the

summer. I have not sufficient data to be able to say whether these

two broods are identical, or in any way distinguishable one from
another, and think information is wanted concerning this.

I am afraid that, in opening this discussion, I have undertaken a
task for which I am not well prepared, and must confess my igno-

rance of the experimental work of Weismann, Merrifield, and Prof.

Bateson. My shortcomings will give a good opportunity for others

during the discussion. My experience refers chiefly to the seasonal

and local forms we have obtained by breeding series from various

places in the British Islands and from the Alps, some of which Mr.
Harrison will exhibit.
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Further Notes on Tortrix pronubana, Hb., including its

Life History in Britain.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. ReadJanuary gt/t, 1908.

Since the publication of my Notes on the occurrence of Tortrix

pronubana in Britain ("Proa," 1906-7, pp. 13— 17), I have had the

opportunity of extending my acquaintance with the species ; and
although this has caused me to somewhat modify my views in regard

to some of its habits, to which I will refer later, it has fully con-

firmed the suggestion that I then made, that the species would prove

to be at least double-brooded in this country, in spite of the much
more northern position of our islands, as compared with any other

of its previously known habitats. It has also enabled me to follow

the species through all its stages, from the egg-laying by the parent

moth to the emergence of the resultant imago.

The Spring Brood.—On the evening of May 18th I went to*

Eastbourne for the week-end, and at once set to work on the Euo-
nymus hedges where I had found the larva; of T. pronubana in the

previous autumn. Larvse were not particularly plentiful, and on
this, and the two following week-ends that I was able to devote to

the search, I secured only some three or four dozen larvae in all, and
these evidently included more than one species. Those who have

reared Tortrices from collected larva; will appreciate the great simi-

larity which exists between many species, and the consequent

difficulty in determining a particular species by the appearance of

its larva ; the food-plant, or the method of feeding, often proving

more reliable as a means. of differentiation. In the present case the

food-plant obviously afforded no guide, as the larvse were all collected

from one species of shrub ; and as to their method of feeding, where-

as those taken in the previous autumn were almost invariably feeding

between united leaves, these spring examples were, for the most
part, in a single leaf, the edges of which were drawn together. As.

to the larvae themselves, none appeared to agree exactly with my
recollection of those previously taken ; but, whereas some certainly

were not the desired species, others bore a certain family likeness to

it, which made it desirable to keep them all and wait the course of

events. The result of this method was that on June 10th a male

T pronubana emerged, followed by others of both sexes, at irregular

intervals, during the next few weeks, thus clearly demonstrating the

existence of a spring brood. The following species were also reared,

namely, Tortrix podana, T forsterana, T heparana, T. rosana,*

* Reared from a pupa; probably the larva had strayed from an adjacent

rose-bush.
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and Batodes angustoriana, the first and last named predominating
in point of numbers.
A Life-History.—On June 28th two males and a female,

T. pronubana, were reared, and on the evening of that day one of

the former and the latter were removed from the breeding-cage into

a glass cylinder containing a sprig of freshly cut Euonymus, and
placed in a position that would catch the early morning sunshine.

Fortunately the 29th was one of the few days in June on which the

sun shone brightly from the time of its rising, and on looking at the

moths at 7.15 a.m. I found them paired. I was unable to visit

them again until 10.30 p.m., when it was found that they had
separated ; the female was sitting in apparently the same position as

in the morning, on the upper side of a leaf with her head near its

apex, and the edge of a batch of ova was just discernible beneath
her wings. Others were deposited on July 2nd, 4th, and 10th, each
batch smaller in size than its predecessor, and each on a separate

leaf, but in a similar position on its leaf to the first one ; on the

14th the moth died.

The eggs, when newly deposited, were brilliant green in colour,

harmonising fairly well with the freshly developed Euonymus leaves

when laid on them, but in strong contrast with the older dark green
leaves, on which most of them were laid. After a few days the

colour began to change, and gradually became a dull greenish-

yellow, which was maintained until within a couple of days of

hatching, when a further change took place, ultimately becoming a

deep purplish-grey just before hatching took place.

On the morning of July 19th I placed the first laid batch of eggs

on a small plant of Euonymus that had been potted up for the

purpose, and on examining them in the evening I found that they

had hatched during the day, but no trace of the young larvae could
be found, and it became very evident that for some reason they had
all disappeared. On the morning of the following day other eggs

that appeared to be on the point of hatching were put into a small

cage with freshly-cut shoots of the food plant, and on looking at

them at about 3 p.m. I found that they also had hatched, and the

larva? were swarming through the tiny crevices of the cage, and
running away at a great pace. It became very evident that this

wandering propensity was a fixed habit of the species that had to be
reckoned with, and its object was not far to seek. It will be noted
that the eggs are laid in masses consisting of a large number of

individuals, but the larvas are of solitary habit, seldom more than

one being found on the same shoot of the food-plant, and, more-
over, when young they need some place suitable to their method of

feeding in which to establish themselves, such as where two leaves

are close enough together to allow of the tiny larva spinning the first

few silken threads, by which it makes itself secure, between them
;

and it is this power of rapid movement possessed by the larvae on
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leaving the egg that enables them to distribute themselves over a

sufficiently large area to attain this object.

There were now only two very small batches of ova left, and in

the hope of making suitable provision for the wants of the young
larvae when they should come forth, even though I might not be
able to give them room to exercise their roving propensities to the

full, I cut a number of fresh young sprigs of Euonymus and
packed them tightly into a small glass jar, the stalks protruding

through the smaller end into a bottle of water, put the ova on the

food-plant, and covered the top of the jar with a piece of stout

calico secured by an india-rubber ring. This was on the morning
of July 21st ; and within a few days I had the satisfaction of seeing

that the larvae had taken to their quarters and were feeding quietly,,

and that two or three of them had fixed themselves between the back
of a leaf and the glass, thus admitting of frequent observation.

The young larvae on leaving the eggs measured barely 2 mm. in

length, were dull yellow in colour with shining black heads, and
with numerous whitish hairs distributed over their bodies. On or

about August 7th they moulted for the first time, their colour

became greenish yellow, their heads brownish, and their length had
increased to \\ mm. By the iSth they appeared to have moulted
again, had changed to a pale green colour, and measured 7 mm. in

length. Up to this time the food on which they were originally

placed had kept sufficiently fresh, and the larvae had remained
undisturbed ; but it now became necessary to transfer them to fresh

food, on which they all took up positions where they were out of

sight, and it was not until September 16th that another thorough

examination was made. It was then found that they had grown
irregularly, some apparently not being more than half grown, while

some few others had evidently reached their full growth, and two
had become pupae (see p. 26).

The first moth emerged on September 18th, the time occupied in

passing through all the stages from the egg-laying to the appearance

of the perfect insect being just seventy days. The majority had
pupated by the beginning of October, and in due time produced

imagines ; but some few, although brought indoors when the

weather showed signs of becoming cold, continued to feed slowly,

and it appears that they are likely to pass the winter as full-fed

larvae.*

The Autumn Brood.-—During September I had the opportunity

of again meeting with the species in its wild state ; both larvae and

pupae were found, many, as in spring, were in single leaves whose

edges were drawn together ; others, especially those that had pupated,

had ensconced themselves between a growing leaf and a piece of a

dead one, or between pieces of dead leaves, evidently left by some
former clipping of the hedges, while it was rarely that either a larva

* For description of pupa and imago, see Proc, 1906-7, pp. i5> 16.
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or a pupa was found between the united terminal growing leaves. I

must therefore modify my former statement that this last mentioned

position is the one generally selected. The only object that the

larva has appears to be to find some place where it may spin itself

up in seclusion, and this applies equally to the feeding larva? as to

those about to pupate.

On the imago emerging from the pupa development takes place

very rapidly, the wings being fully extended within a few minutes.

Indeed, the hanging up to allow the wings to expand, which is so

laborious a proceeding with many of the larger species, seems to be

hardly a necessity in this case, the chief part of the expansion appar-

ently being attained by the moth sitting in a slanting position raising

its wings over its back, and lowering them again ; the operation being

repeated until they have attained their full size. The freshly emerged

female is a particularly sluggish creature, those I found being invari-

ably within an inch or two of the pupa-skin that they had recently

vacated. Emergence takes place in the morning, approximately

between 7 and 9 a.m., and the females appear often to find mates at

once ; one I found paired whose wings were not fully developed. On
one occasion I saw the males in full flight. It was on September

26th. There had been rain in the night, and during the early morn-

ing a very fine drizzle was falling, which had hardly ceased at 8.30,

although the sun was just breaking through the clouds and shedding

a warm glow over the land. On passing a garden, where I knew
the species to occur, my attention was attracted by some half dozen

little moths flying briskly about. Their flight was most peculiar : a

sort of zig-zag, more resembling a series of jumps in the air than

continuous flight ; not that they alighted, but after a rapid flight of

two or three yards in one direction they suddenly turned at right

angles for a short distance, then turned again, and so on. Flight

continued until 9.50, after which time not one was seen on the wing,

but by searching the Euonymus hedges in the neighbourhood two of

the moths were found settled down on the upper sides of the leaves.

A couple of days later, on a very similar morning as to weather

conditions, I saw another male on the wing at 9.30, and it almost

immediately settled down out of reach. The female appears to fly

seldom ; indeed, I have only once seen it on the wing, and then its

flight was so different from that of the male that one would hardly

have recognised it as the same species : a steady booming flight,

more like that of a burnet than anything else I can compare it to.

There can, I think, be no doubt that the chief time of flight is in the

early morning sunshine, and pairing certainly takes place at that time.

Whether there is also an evening flight I cannot say, but although I

have frequently been on the look out for it I have discovered nothing

that would lead me to suppose that there is one.

Some Notes on the Ovum.—I was not fortunate in finding wild

ova, chiefly, perhaps, because no very careful search was made for

them, but more probably on account of my having to leave the
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neighbourhood just at the time when the chief emergence of the

females was taking place. But two or three wild moths that were
kept deposited freely in pill-boxes. I have already mentioned that

the eggs are laid in batches ; the first deposited is usually the largest

in point of numbers, and contains approximately 150 to 200 eggs,

while the last will often not number more than from 20 to 30, the

total produced by a single moth probably aggregating somewhere
about 500 to 600 eggs. They are deposited, as is, I believe, the

case with most of the Tortrices, in more or less regular rows, the one
overlapping the other, very like the scales of a fish (see Plate I,

fig. 7). They are oval in shape, plump in the middle, and very

thin at the edges, very pod-like in appearance, much suggesting the

shape that would be obtained by placing a piece of cotton wool

between two oval pieces of tissue paper and gumming their edges

together.

The shell, or perhaps skin would be a better description, is soft

and fairly transparent, and is sculptured with an irregular pattern

much resembling the graining of Morocco leather. The change in

colour, already mentioned, from the brilliant green of the freshly

deposited ova to a dull greenish-yellow is, of course, caused by the

development of the embryo within the egg being seen through the

thin egg-shell.* It takes place very gradually, and during its pro-

gress, if the eggs are viewed under a high-power lens, it will be seen

that little portions of the green colour remain, especially about the

edges, until development is far advanced. The final darkening of

the eggs just before hatching is the result of the formation of the

black larval heads ; first the eyes appear causing a slight darkening

(see Plate III, fig. 1), the head then gradually becomes shining

black ; the combination of the numbers of these black heads and
the yellow bodies seen through the semi-transparent skins of the

eggs gives the whole egg-patch the deep purplish-grey appearance

already referred to. The fully formed larva within the egg is curled

up horse-shoe fashion with head and tail together (Plate III, fig. 2).

When it is ready to come forth it presses its mouth against the thin

skin of the egg, and repeatedly opens its jaws to their full extent and
then closes them. As this process goes on the egg-skin is seen to

give under the pressure exerted, until at last the sharp points of the

mandibles pierce it. Owing to their shape this piercing takes place

just when the jaws are opened to their full extent, and the closing

cuts a slit in the egg-skin. The larva then seizes the egg-skin at the

side of the slit in its mouth, and pulls violently at it until it tears a

hole large enough to force the front part of its head out. It then

rests for a few seconds, apparently being overcome by its exertions.

Having recovered its strength it forces its head through the hole,

rending it still further in doing so ; the body is now drawn through,

and the young larva at once crawls rapidly away in search of a suit-

* See " Tutt's British Lepidoptera," vol. i, p. 20.





EXPLANATION OF PLATES I— III.

Tortrix pronubana.

PLATE I.

Fig. i.—Male imago.

Fig. 2.—Female imago.

Fig. 3.—Larva, lateral view.

Fig. 4.— Larva, dorsal view.

Fig. 5.—Enlarged dorsal view of segment of larva showing arrangement of

hairs.

Fig. 6.— Enlarged sectional sketch of segment of larva showing lateral skin-

fold, etc.

Fig. 7.—Mass of ova. x 100.

PLATE II.

Fig. 1.— Masses of ova in situ on leaves of Euonymus japonicus. They are

situated near the tips of the top and lower right-hand and top

left-hand leaves.

Fig. 2.—Mass of ova, x 100, immediately before the final colour-change.

PLATE III.

Fig. 1.—Mass of ova, x 100, just after the commencement of the final colour-

change. In some cases the black eyes of the larva are visible

through the egg-skin.

Fig. 2.—Mass of ova, x 100, just before hatching. The fully-formed larvse

and their black heads are plainly visible through the egg-skins.
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LIFE-HISTORY OF TORTRIX PRONUBANA.





PLATE II.

Fig. i.

Fig. 2.
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able place in which it may secrete itself and commence feeding.

The hole left in the empty egg-skin is very like such a one as would
be made by forcing a finger through a sheet of thin paper. I may
add that both the live eggs and their empty skins have been care-

fully examined for the micropyle, but no trace of it has been found
so far.

Some Notes on the Larva and a Description.—The diffi-

culty I experienced in determining the spring larvae suggested to me
that the note I had taken of those found in the previous autumn
must be faulty, or that individuals varied considerably in appearance.

I therefore determined to carefully examine those that I was rearing

in confinement and to compare them with wild larvae if obtainable in

the autumn. It will be remembered that the larva, when it leaves

the egg, is dull yellow with a jet black shining head, and that at

each change of skin the body assumes a greener colour and the head
loses much of its blackness. The green colour of the body is, in

the earlier stages, quite pale and bright, and it is not until the larva

is in its last skin that the dark green colour is assumed. The
amount of black about the head also varies considerably in different

individuals in the same stage. It is, therefore, difficult to give any
reliable description of even the full-fed larva, but the following

appears to cover a number that were examined, both of those reared

from the spring ova and of those taken wild in autumn. Length
15 mm. to 20 mm. Head smaller than the second segment,
glabrous, horn-colour, with two or more dark brown or black patches
at its base, and sundry dark brown or black markings about the

mouth parts. Thoracic plate glabrous green, with four (or more or

less) blackish-brown, irregularly angulated patches along its posterior

margin. The body tapers towards each end, is dark olive green on
the back, and to the lateral skin-fold, which, as well as the ventral area,

is paler ; the anal segment is also paler. On the back of each segment
are four slightly raised, paler tubercles, and below them on each
side another, each emitting a stiff whitish bristle, and on the skin-

fold is yet another, from which two bristles spring, the whole giving

the larva a somewhat hairy appearance (Plate I, figs. 2— 5).

With regard to the duration of the larval life. The larvae collected

in spring all pupated and produced imagines between June 10th and
August 3rd. Of those reared from ova deposited early in July by
one of the moths reared in June about two thirds pupated in autumn,
and produced imagines between September 18th and December
13th, this last being reared indoors from one that pupated early in

November. But about a dozen of the larva? of this brood are, at the

time of writing, still living on a growing plant of Euonymus in a

cool greenhouse. They have spun themselves in somewhat more
securely than is the case in summer time, and feed very slowly,

increasing but little, if at all, in size. It cannot, however, be said

that they are hibernating in the general acceptation of the meaning
of that term. All the larvae collected in autumn pupated, and
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produced imagines between September 20th and October 29th,

except some half dozen which are still feeding similarly to the

above.*
It would appear, therefore, that, although there are two fairly well-

defined broods in the course of the year, the larva has the power of

prolonging its life very considerably under conditions that are not

favourable to its rapid development, a circumstance that must be of

great advantage to a species that, as in this case, has to accommodate
itself to climatic conditions that are less favourable to its rapid

development than are those of its original habitat, and suggests the

probability of this Mediterranean species, now that it has found its

way here, being able to fully establish itself, at any rate in our

southern counties.

* April 12, 1908.— During the past week one of these larvae has pupated,
and another is now in process of pupation.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS

jjiouth London <Kntomolojgicul and Jtatural Sistonj

Read January 23rd, 1908.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S.

THE Society's year has been an uneventful one. The
Treasurer's balance-sheet and the report of the Council,

that have already been read, show that there is a satisfactory

cash balance ; that the ordinary meetings throughout the

year have been well attended and fully as interesting as

usual ; that the field meetings have been successfully carried

through, and that our membership, although slightly smaller

than a year ago, is by no means unsatisfactory, in that the

elections have more than compensated the resignations, the

small decrease in the total being the result of writing off a

number of names that have been of no advantage to the

Society for some years past, and that ought to have been

removed from the list of members long since. Death has not

visited our members, but it has been busy among those

whom we have been proud to recognise as our friends.

Only within the last few days we have heard of the death

of two whom many of you knew well.

Arthur John Chitty died January 6th, 1908, aged forty-eight

years. He was one of the youngest members of the Ento-

mological Club, and always solicitous to do his full share in

upholding the traditions of that venerable institution ; in

this connection he was probably well known to many of you.

He was elected a Fellow of the Entomological Society of
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London in 1891, and served on its Council in 1902-4 and
again from 1906 till the time of his death. Although he took

a keen interest in general entomology his favourite order

was the Coleoptera.

Martin Jacoby, who died December 24th, 1907, aged sixty-

five years, will also be remembered by many of you in the same
connection. Although not himself a member of the Entomo-
logical Club, he had come to be regarded as one of the

features of Mr. Verrall's meetings, where for many years

past he had annually delighted the company during the

latter part of the evenings by his violin playing, of which
instrument he was a master. He was an ardent Coleopterist,

and had written several important monographs on various

sections of that order. He was a Fellow of the Entomological
Society from 1886, served on its Council in 1897 and 1898,
and was a very regular attendant at its meetings.

John Emmerson Robson, of Hartlepool, was for many
years one of the leading lights among the northern Lepi-

dopterists, and well known to many of us as a respected

correspondent ; he also took a keen interest in natural

history matters generally, and with a view to fostering a

taste for nature study he founded the " Young Naturalist,"

a penny weekly magazine, in 1879, and for some years it was
carried on under his management. He was elected a Fellow
of the Entomological Society in 1890. He died February
28th, 1907, aged seventy-four years.

John Harrison, of Barnsley, was also well known as a

north country Lepidopterist. He was one of the founders

of the Barnsley Naturalists' Society, now one of the most
flourishing in South Yorkshire ; was elected a Fellow of the

Entomological Society in 1889, and was an active collector

almost to the last. He passed away on July nth, 1907,
aged seventy-three years.

W. J. Cross, of Ely, was also well known as a keen Lepi-
dopterist. He died on March 20th, 1907, aged seventy-three

years.

Henry Alfred Auld was a member of the Society from 1888
to 1897. In spite of the comparatively early age at which
he died—fifty-three years—he was quite one of the old school

of Lepidopterists, taking an intense pride in his collection,

and when in the field neither hunger nor fatigue would turn

him from his purpose. He died December 28th, 1907.
Henry Guard Knaggs, Doctor of Medicine, and at one

time a Fellow of the Linnean and Entomological Societies,

died January 16th, 1908, aged seventy-four years. He will
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be remembered by many of you as the author of " The Lepi-
dopterist's Guide for the Use of the Young Collector," and he
was a frequent contributor to the entomological journals.

One of his more recent contributions to the " Entomologist,"
which commences, " Whilst being wheeled round my
garden I noticed a number of little Tortrices flying over a
clump of tansy," speaks in a more telling manner of his

devotion to entomology, even during the sufferings of his

later years, than could any words of mine.
Howard Saunders, whose death occurred during last

autumn after a long and painful illness, will be greatly

missed by our ornithologists, and long remembered as the

author of that most useful book, " An Illustrated Manual of

British Birds," published in 1889, than which perhaps no
other, on a similar subject, has had a larger circulation. He
was a Fellow of the Linnean, the Zoological, and the Royal
Geographical Societies, an active member of the British

Ornithologists' Union, took a deep interest in the Society for

the Protection of British Birds, and was intimately connected
with sundry other scientific institutions both at home and
abroad. He was aged seventy-two years at the time of his

death.

The past season, like the Society's year, has, from the

point of view of the field naturalist, been uneventful, and
were it not for the addition of a considerable number of

species to the lists of the British insect-fauna there would
be little to report. Even these cannot all be credited to the

year's field work, as quite a number of them are identifica-

tions of specimens previously taken ; it may, however, be

well, in accordance with custom, to mention them.
Aphaniptera.—The Hon. N. Charles Rothschild adds two

new fleas to the British list, viz. Ceratopliyllus borealis and
Typhlopsylla isacanthus. The former was taken in the Island

of St. Kilda, from the nest of a sea-bird, probably that of a

gannet (Sula bassana), by Mr. Norman H. Joy, in July, 1906,
(" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 11) ; and the latter from a bank vole

(Hypudceus glareoliis) at Lyndhurst by Mr. F. J. Cox in

December, 1896 (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 41). Both species are

new to science.

Coleoptera.—This order claims by far the largest number
of additions, of which Mr. E. A. Newbury is responsible for

five, viz. Enicmus fungicola, Thorns., small numbers of which
were taken in dry fungi on a tree at Edenhall, Cumberland,
by Mr. Britten, in May, 1906 (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 103).

Haliplus immaculatus, Gerh., taken by Mr. W. H. Tuck, near
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Bury St. Edmunds (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 4). Hydrcena
longiov, Rey., which has occurred in ditches near Brocken-
hurst, Exeter, etc. (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 172). Ochthebius

viridis, Peyron, taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett at Pett, Sussex
(" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 173). Phalacrus hybridus, Flach, which
has been taken on the Essex, Kent, and Sussex coasts (" E.
M. M.," xliii, p. 223). The three last mentioned appear to

have been, for some years, in collections mixed with other

species. Mr. Norman H. Joy adds four species, viz. Cryptopha-

gus subdepressus Gyll., of which he took two examples while
beating young fir trees near Strathpeffer on August 4th last

(" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 225). C. pallidus, Sturm, taken among
dead leaves in Westmoreland in 1890, etc. (" E. M. M.," xliii,

p. 271). Hydfcena britteni, a species new to science, and
nearly allied to H. nigrita, of which it appears to have been
formerly regarded as a north-country form (" E. M. M.," xliii,

p. 79). Gnathoncits nidicola is also new to science, and of

this species Mr. Joy has taken some numbers from old birds'

nests (" Ent. Record," xix, p. 133). The Rev. H. S. Gorham
makes the following three additions, of which the differentia-

tion of Laccobius oblongus from other members of the genus
gives a new species to science ; his specimens were taken in

Bottisham Fen (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 54). Oxypoda metatar-

salis, Thorns., taken from a mole's nest at Mathon in January,

1907 (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 53) ; and a Simplocaria, possibly

picipes of Olivier, from the Forest of Wyre (" E. M. M.,"
xliii, p. 205). The other additions are Apion kiesenwetteri,

Desbr., of which specimens were taken at Sandown, Isle of

Wight, by Mr. W. Holland on August 4th, 1896 (" E. M. M.,"
xliii, p. 52), and Aleochara discipennis, Muls. and Rey, first

noted in the collection of Dr. Capron, who probably took
them in the neighbourhood of Shiere, and more recently

captured by Comdr. J. J. Walker : both identified by Mr. G.
C. Champion (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 102). Cis dentatus,

Mellie, was identified by Mr. H. StJ. K. Donisthorpe, from
specimens taken by Mr. R. S. Mitford at Sandown, Isle of

Wight, in July, 1896 (" Ent. Record," xix, p. 137).

Diptera.—Five species have been added, namely, the

grouse-fly, Omithomyia lagopodis, n. sp., was differentiated

by Dr. David Sharp from the common bird-fly (0. avicidaria),

with which it appears to have been long confused (" E. M.
M.," xliii, p. 58). Phora gracilis, n. sp., was identified by
Mr. John H. Wood, from specimens taken in the neighbour-
hood of Stoke Wood (" E. M. M.,'" xliii, p. 228). Mr. J. R.
Mallock also adds three species, viz. Eccoptomera longiseta,
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Mg., Sapromyza longiseta, Lw., (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 87), and
Phora pubericornis, n. sp., which was taken at Murrock Glen
in September, 1907 (" E. M. M.," xliv, p. 12). Mr. Hugh
Scott adds Pipunculus mclanostolus, Becker, of which he
found the small dark puparium in Epping Forest, in March,

1907 (" E. M. M.," xliv, p. 9).

Hemiptera.—Mr. E. A. Butler announces the addition of

the handsome species Idiocerus scurra, Germ., of which he
took specimens on some Lombardy poplars at Crouch End
in September last (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 245). Mr. Hugh
A. Saunders adds Anthocoris limbatus, Fieb., which he
obtained, also in September last, by beating sallow, near

Woking (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 233). Mr. G. C. Champion
indentifies Pachycolem rufesccns, Sahib., a genus and species

not hitherto found in Britain, from a specimen taken by Mr.
Philip de la Garde in Devonshire (" E. M. M.," xliv, p. 8).

Hymenoptera.—Mr. Edward Saunders is responsible for

the introduction of the bee, Halictus brcvicornis, Schrank, to

the British list under somewhat interesting circumstances.

It appears that he met with the species in Jersey some
years ago, and has been on the look-out for it in this country
since, but it was not until the summer of 1906 that he met
with it near Christchurch, Hants. At about the same time
Major Nurse also took the species at Eastbourne (" E. M. M.,"
xliii, p. 40). Two Ichneumons are added by Mr. Claude
Morley on the strength of single specimens, viz. Mesostcnus

transfuga, Grav., and Adelognathus brcvicornis, Holmgr.
("E. M. M.," xliii, pp. 273-4).
Lepidoptera.—Gelcchia strcliciclla, H.-S., is the only

addition. It was taken by Mr. C. T. Cruttwell in June,

1905, near Aviemore, among heather that had been burnt

the previous year, and identified by Mr. Eustace R. Bankes
(" E. M. M.," xliii, pp. 235-6). Hcllcnsia (Lcioptilus) carpho-

dactyla, Hb., is reinstated in the British list on the authority

of specimens taken by Mr. Purdey at Folkestone (" Ent.
Record," xix, pp. 78-9).

Neuroptera.—Mr. K. J. Morton is responsible for the

only two additions, viz. Nemoura marginata, Pict., and N

.

standfussi, Ris. (" E. M. M.," xliii, p. 109).

Thysanoptera.—Mr. Richard S. Bagnall, in an article on
the " British Thrips," enumerates nearly a dozen species that

appear to be new to the British lists, at least one of them
being also new to science (" E. M. M.," xliv, pp. 3-7).

The books of the year, dealing in one way and another
with natural history subjects, are so numerous that even to
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mention the most interesting would occupy more space than
is at my disposal, I therefore propose to refer only to those
that appear, for one reason or another, to be closely con-
nected with or to appeal specially to our own members.

" The Lepidoptera of the British Islands," by Charles G.
Barrett. The concluding parts of this voluminous work were
issued early in the year. The final volume, which deals with
the Tortrices, was published after the death of the author,

and, as is well known, was seen through the press by Mr.
South, than whom it would have been difficult to find a more
suitable editor; his intimate knowledge of the family dealt

with and his scrupulous care to preserve the author's work
and style in their entirety being a distinct advantage, in that

this portion was thus kept in conformity with the earlier part

of the work. Mr. Barrett had paid special attention to the

Tortrices. The concluding volume of his great work is, there-

fore, a particularly welcome addition to the literature of the

subject, and any little difficulty that might have arisen on
account of the nomenclature employed has been overcome
by the publishers having been induced to issue, as a separate

pamphlet, an alphabetical index to the specific names used
throughout the whole work.

" A Natural History of the British Lepidoptera," by J. W.
Tutt. Vol. viii, containing the first section of the Butter-

flies, was also issued early in the year, and vol. v, dealing

with a portion of the " Plumes " and including chapters on
Hybridisation and Mongrelisation in Lepidoptera, followed

shortly after. The most complete information obtainable

regarding each species is given, and the additional chapters

deal in an equally comprehensive manner with the subjects

of which they treat. It is a work that no lepidopterist can
afford to be without, and its issue in monthly parts brings it

within the reach of all.

"The Moths of the British Isles," by Richard South, one
of the " Wayside and Woodland Series," has just been
published. The object of this series is to provide books for

the field naturalist that may be carried in the pocket for

reference in the field, and this aim appears to be well carried

out in the present volume. It contains an introductory

chapter, and full descriptions of a considerable section of the

British moths in their various stages, given in a concise form
that admits of any desired information regarding a species

being found in a moment. The amount of reliable informa-

tion given, coupled with coloured illustrations of the perfect

insects, and beautifully executed black and white figures of
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the earlier stages of many of the species, that has been con-
densed into the available space is truly wonderful. Like the
companion volume on the " Butterflies," it supplies a long-
felt want, and should do much to popularise a systematic
study of the British Lepidoptera. The advent of further
volumes, completing the moths, will be awaited with in-

terest.

" Some Moths and Butterflies and their Eggs," by A. E.
Tonge, one of " Gowan's Nature Books," was published to-

wards the latter part of the year, and is a very remarkable
little volume. It was, I believe, in 1899 tnat Mr. F. Noad
Clark, who had for some time taken a keen interest in photo-
micrography, exhibited at some of our meetings, among other
subjects, several photographs of eggs of Lepidoptera. I am
inclined to think that this may have been the incentive ; at

any rate, soon after this it was apparent, from the frequent
exhibits with which we were favoured, that Mr. Tonge was
doing good work in this direction, the outcome of which is the
present little volume. It contains remarkably well-executed
reproductions of photographs of the eggs of some fifty-nine

species, all to the one scale of magnification of 10 diameters,

thus admitting of a proper comparison. Each is accompanied
by an equally good life-size figure of the perfect insect, in

many cases both the male and female being given, and a few
pages of explanatory letterpress are added at the end of the
book, not the least remarkable part about which is its price, viz.

sixpence. Considering how little is generally known about
the eggs of even the commonest species of Lepidoptera, Mr.
Tonge's little book may be regarded as a most useful instal-

ment of a much larger and more comprehensive one that we
all hope is to follow later on.

" A Monograph of the Land and Freshwater Mollusca of

the British Isles," by John W. Taylor. The concluding
part of Vol. II, bringing the work to the end of the Slugs,

was issued early in the year. This book is to the concho-
logist what Mr. Tutt's is to the lepidopterist, and should be
known to all who take an interest in our slugs and snails.

"The Birds of Kent," by W. J. Davis. The district here

dealt with is so intimately connected with the Society's work
that the book should appeal to all our ornithologists.

" Wild Bees, Wasps, and Ants, and other Stinging

Insects," by Edward Saunders. I cannot omit to mention
this useful little book on what is, perhaps, the most interest-

ing portion of the British Hymenoptera. Although written
in an attractive manner, it is needless to add that it is

3
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scientifically accurate, and will be found useful, alike to the

beginner and the advanced student.

So much for the year that has passed.

The recognition accorded by the British Association

within the last quarter of a century to local societies has
given them a standing that they did not formerly possess.

It was, I believe, in or about 1879 that the question was first

mooted, but it was not until some three or four years later

that corresponding societies were admitted to the Association,,

and the first meeting of the Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee, that was soon after formed, was, I believe, held at

Aberdeen in 1885. So recently as 1905 some alterations in

the regulations were made, and at the present time any
society which undertakes local scientific investigation and
publishes the results may become affiliated, and may appoint
a delegate who must be a member of the Association, and
attend the meetings of the conference of delegates, and he
is ex officio a member of the general committee. Also, any
society formed for the purpose of encouraging the study of

science, which has existed for three years and numbers not
less than fifty members, may become associated, and may
appoint a delegate who may be either a member or an
associate of the Association, and he has similar rights to the

delegate of an affiliated society, except that he is not a

member of the general committee. Thus any local scientific

society that is worthy of the name has the opportunity of

being brought into touch with the British Association ; and
as the Corresponding Societies' Committee is entrusted with
the supervision of the preparation of a list of the papers
published by the Societies, the result of their work becomes
available for reference by a much larger body of workers
than could otherwise be the case. This in itself must be a

great advantage to all concerned, and the opportunity given

for the accredited representatives of the various societies to

meet in conference should be a distinct advantage to the

societies themselves. It is satisfactory to note that the

opportunity thus offered has been embraced by many local

societies ; the number of those who were recorded as affiliated

at the meeting of the Association held at Leicester in

August last was seventy-eight, and of those associated thirty-

seven, while of the two classes some sixty were represented

by delegates. Our own Society appears to have been among
the first to accept the advantages offered, being in the list of

corresponding societies of 1883, but for some reason the

matter was not followed up. It is, however, to be hoped.
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that it will, at no distant date, see its way to seeking affilia-

tion or association and thus again secure some of the

advantages offered.

Another and somewhat earlier attempt to associate local

societies, and one that has proved entirely successful, was
the formation of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. In the

north of England local societies are of ancient date ; so long

ago as 1781 at least one was in existence in Manchester, and
within the next fifty years others sprang up in Newcastle-on-
Tyne, York, Hull, Whitby, and some other towns.

The work of these societies was general in character, and it

was not until many years later that societies devoted entirely

to natural history subjects were started. Of these the

Berwickshire Naturalists' Club was the pioneer, and was soon
followed by the Tyneside Naturalists' Club, the Huddersfield

Naturalists' Society,* and sundry other similar institutions.

These had not been in existence for any great length of

time before the principle of federation began to be considered.

At an informal meeting of members from some three or four

of these societies the question of the advisability of more
combined and organised intercourse was discussed and
approved, with the result that on January 18th, 1862, a

further meeting was held, and the West Riding Consolidated
Naturalists' Society founded, this somewhat cumbersome title

being changed to the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union in 1877.
The Union holds an annual meeting at which the ordinary

business is transacted, and a reception and conversazione are

also included in the programme. This meeting is held each
year in a different town at the invitation of one or other of

the local societies comprised in the Union, and the President

of the inviting society is the President of the Union for the

time being. It also holds field meetings from time to time
for the investigation of the various parts of the district

covered by its operations ; they are invariably well organised

and fully attended. It has two publications, " The Natur-
alist," a monthly magazine for recording the observations

and discoveries of the members, and " Transactions," in

which are published lists and monographs too bulky for the

magazine. The Yorkshire Naturalists' Union has progressed

from its commencement, and at the Annual Meeting held at

Halifax, in December last, the large hall in the museum was
crowded to overflowing by the members and associates.

It might be thought that this powerful Union would, to

* The Huddersfield Naturalists' Society is, I believe, the oldest in Yorkshire
and has been a leading society ever since its foundation in 1847.
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some extent, usurp the functions and thereby impoverish the

local societies of its district ; this, however, is by no means
the case, for not only are the Yorkshire local societies of

to-day stronger and more efficient than they were before the

Union was formed, but it has been the means of founding
strong societies in several places where none existed before.

To quote one sentence from the Presidential Address delivered

by Mr. W. Denison Roebuck at the Annual Meeting of 1904 :

" The effect of the stimulus we give by our peripatetic move-
ments through our county is well shown by the development
of the various societies."

As the north was the pioneer in forming local societies, so

was it also first to bring about their affiliation, for it was not

until within quite recent times that any similar movement was
set on foot in the south. However, in 1896, at the invitation

of the Tunbridge Wells Natural History and Philosophical

Society, representatives of some twenty-five local societies,

having their headquarters in the south-eastern counties of

England, met, and the outcome of their deliberations was the

formation of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies.

Its methods are much on the lines of, but, of course, on
a much smaller scale than, those of the British Association.

An annual congress is held at one of the towns within the

area covered by the Union, at the invitation of one of the

affiliated societies. These meetings now last four days, the

mornings of which are devoted to the transaction of the busi-

ness of the Union, the reading of papers and their discussion
;

the afternoons to excursions to places of interest in the

neighbourhood under qualified leaders ; and in the evenings

receptions are held, at which the President's Address is read

and lectures delivered, and a conversazione is also one of

the features of the Congress. Many important papers by
members of the affiliated societies have been read at these

meetings, and have found a permanent record in the pages
of the " South-Eastern Naturalist," as the annual volume of

the Union's transactions is named, and which is published

soon after the close of each Congress.
All scientific societies in the counties of Hampshire, Kent,

London, Middlesex, Surrey, and Sussex have been eligible

for affiliation from the beginning, and at the last general

meeting Berks was added to the list. There is also a
proposal before the Union to admit Essex and Hertford.

Proportional representation at the Congress is given to

the societies, who have the option of sending delegates

according to the number of their members, and for each
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delegate sent a small fee is payable to the funds of the
Union. Its affairs are managed by a council consisting of
the officers of the Union and members elected from the
societies, the delegates and the council together forming a

general committee. The management of the Union is,

therefore, entirely in the hands of the affiliated societies

themselves.

During the eleven years of the Union's existence it has
made satisfactory progress ; the number of societies at

present affiliated is fifty-two, and the total attendance at the
Congress held at Woolwich, in June last, including members
and associates, was, in round numbers, four hundred. That
the Union is doing good work there can be no doubt, as will

be seen by a reference to the pages of the " South-Eastern
Naturalist" for 1907, a volume of some 158 pages of closely-

printed matter and eighteen well-executed plates in illustra-

tion of the various matters dealt with. Our own Society,

although not one of the originators of the South-Eastern
Union, joined it during the first year of its existence.

The primary object with which these unions of local

societies are formed is to encourage and facilitate friendly

intercourse among the members of the affiliated societies, to

keep them in close touch with each other's work and to

systematise it. But they have a higher function than this.

There is an old and very true saying, that is no doubt well

known to you all, that " unity is strength." These unions,

as representing a large number of local societies, carry an
authority that no one of the individual societies can hope to

attain, and they are therefore able to, and, as a matter of

fact do, undertake, with good prospect of success, work that

an individual society would have no hope of carrying through.
Many a local society has died of an overdose ot ambition,

whereas its fatal draught would have been but a mild
stimulant to the Union.

I have thus far dwelt only upon the advantages of the

association of societies under proper organisation. I would
now turn for a few minutes to the local societies themselves.

To fix the exact date at which the idea of forming local

natural history societies was first conceived would be an
exceedingly difficult task ; it is, however, as already stated,

known that upwards of a century ago societies dealing with
a general round of subjects, in which natural history was
included, were in existence in various parts of the country.

Their origin is equally obscure, but as it is on record

that the Royal Society, the leading and oldest scientific
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institution of the country, and indeed of the whole world/*

had its origin in the meetings of some half dozen thoughtful

men at one another's houses, it is fair to assume that the

humble local society usually sprang from some similar source.

If another example is wanting I would point to one well

known to you all, " The Entomological Club," which was
founded in 1826 and still continues its embryonic existence,

its eight members and their numerous friends meeting from
time to time at one another's homes with the simple object

of friendly intercourse ; and who shall say how many more
formal institutions have had their inception in the meetings
of this ancient club.

Such considerations, although outlining the probable origin

of most of our smaller societies, are general rather than local,

and the local element is introduced by the decision as to the

limits of the area over which operations are to extend. These
may be limited to a county or the immediate neighbourhood
of some particular town or district, but it is an advantage
that they should be defined. It is also obviously of advantage
that the multiplication of individual societies should not be
unduly great. One strong society in a given district is

unquestionably better than two or three struggling ones.

Then as to the objects of a local natural history

society. Although, as already shown, these may largely

consist of the encouragement of friendly intercourse among
its members and the free interchange of their views, there

are other matters of equal importance that should not be
neglected. Among these may be mentioned the thorough
investigation of the fauna and flora of the district over
which the society's operations extend. Well-organised field

meetings may do a good deal towards this end, but they
need the support of individual members, the result of whose
investigations should be reported at the meetings of the

society, and duly chronicled by the secretary or other
person appointed for the purpose. By such means the

society is able to gradually accumulate full data for its

district, and if similar work is carried out by a number of

the societies affiliated to such a union as I have already

described, and the union amalgamates the information, the
result cannot fail to be of use, not only to the present

workers but to generations to come.
In provincial towns one often finds a museum, and it is to

* An Italian society which is still in existence somewhat ante-dates our
Royal Society, but it is a comparatively small affair and takes no very promi-
nent stand among- the scientific societies of the world.
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be regretted that not infrequently some of the collections

contained therein are in such a neglected or ill-arranged

condition as to be a positive hindrance to the advancement
of natural science. Not long ago I chanced to be in a fairly

large town, which shall be nameless, and having an hour to

kill I strolled into the local museum. Here I found
numerous relics, which, if judged by the gilt-written tablets

setting forth their histories and the names of their donors,

were of great value, but they did not interest me particularly.

After a little hunting around I came upon a cabinet contain-

ing a collection of Lepidoptera, which I afterwards learned

was supposed to represent the fauna of the district. All I

can say is that it must have been a most remarkable district,

for there was at least one species represented, with an
English name, too, attached, which certainly is not known
as occurring anywhere within the British Isles, or, indeed,

within the continent of Europe, and the general condition

and arrangement of the collection was such as no intelligent

schoolboy would be proud of. Such a state of things ought
not to exist in any town where there is a local natural

history society, and such societies may advantageously in-

clude the care of the collections in the local museums in

their work.
There are many other matters that a local natural history

society may with advantage take up, but above all things it

should encourage original research among its members.
There is nothing that tends to bind a society so firmly

together as original work ; it stimulates interest among the

members and engenders a spirit of friendship among them
attainable in no other way.
A good illustration of the more important work that a

local society may do is afforded by what the Essex Field

Club has already accomplished. The Club was founded in

1880 by Mr. William Cole, F.L.S., who has been its secretary

and curator ever since, with the co-operation of Professor

Raphael Meldola, F.R.S., who was its first president (1880-

1882), and who has taken the keenest interest in its operations

throughout, occupying the presidential chair again on the

coming of age of the club (1901-2). The area of the Club's

activities is, as its name suggests, the county of Essex, which,

of course, includes that paradise of the London naturalist

—

Epping Forest. It holds ordinary meetings and field meet-

ings which are well organised and numerously attended. It

will be noted that the Club came into existence at about the

same time that the Corporation of London rescued Epping
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Forest from the hands of its depredators, and it is only
natural that the Club should take the keenest interest in the
welfare of the Forest. This it has done in no half-hearted

manner ; in frequent touch with the verderers, it has often

been able to advise on important matters, and on more than
one occasion to defend their action against the attacks of an
ignorant but noisy public. On three separate occasions,

when railway companies have sought powers to run lines

across the forest, to its general detriment and the destruction

of much of its natural beauty, their bills have been thrown
out by Parliament largely on the opposition raised by the
Club.* The Club was also instrumental in establishing the
" Epping Forest Museum "—a free public museum of objects

illustrative of the history, geology, and natural history of the
Forest district—which is housed in the building known as

"Queen Elizabeth's Lodge "at Chingford,and has undertaken
the whole of the work of arrangement and organisation from
the beginning. It is pleasant to know that this little museum
is deservedly popular. But Epping Forest is not the limit of
the Club's operations, nor was the establishment of the Ching-
ford museum the height of its ambition. Accordingly, on the
founding of the West Ham Technical Institute, it undertook the
arrangement of a museum and library representative of the

whole county of Essex in that building, which it has carried

out in the same satisfactory manner as the smaller and earlier

undertaking, and this now is the headquarters of the Club.

Its publications are the " Essex Naturalist " (a quarterly

journal of its transactions and proceedings), and the

museum hand-books ; it has also from time to time pub-
lished special memoirs on "The Birds of Essex," "The
Mammals, Reptiles, and Fishes of Essex," "A Report on
the East Anglian Earthquake of 1884," and similar sub-

jects, and it also issues a " Year-book and Calendar."

I have already said enough to indicate the lines on which
a local natural history society may undertake useful work r

and, in conclusion, it may not be out of place if I refer

briefly to the origin and progress of our own Society. To do
this I shall have to go back to a time some years before the
actual establishment of the Society, but I will endeavour to

condense my remarks into as short a space as possible, as I

feel that I have already detained you too long.

In an earlier part of my remarks I referred to the Ento-
mological Club as a social institution ; but this was not its

* On one of these occasions the South London Entomological Society
also materially assisted.
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sole object. It also formed an extensive collection of insects

of all orders which was lodged in the house of one or other
of its eight members, under whose care it was for the time
being, and who acted as curator, a stipulation in connection
with it being that it should be open to the inspection of ento-

mologists generally one evening in each week. In 1852 the
cabinets containing the collection were removed to the resi-

dence of Edward Newman, well known to you all as the
originator, and for many years editor, of "The Entomologist,"
and author of " An Illustrated Natural History of British

Moths," etc., who thus became its curator, and it remained
in his custody to the time of his death in 1876.* During his

curatorship Newman acted up to the spirit of his trust.

From time to time a paragraph appeared in the " Ento-
mologist," simple in form but well understood by the ento-

mologists of the day, of which the following, taken at

random from one of the earlier numbers, is a sample:
"Etenings at Home.—Fridays, the 6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th
November, from 6 to 9.—Edward Newman, 7, York Grove,
Peckham." These were very pleasant evenings, at any rate

so I found the only one that it was my good fortune to

attend ; the only qualification necessary to admit the visitor

was that he took an interest in entomology in some form or

other ; the veriest tyro or the most enlightened were equally

welcomed.
It was at these meetings at Mr. Newman's house in

Peckham that the idea of forming an entomological society

or club for South London was conceived. Messrs. J. Piatt

Barrett, J. G. Marsh, T. N. Hoey, and W. West (of Green-
wich), were frequent visitors at them, and after talking the

matter over for a year or two these conspirators met at Mr.
Barrett's house to consider the matter. Nothing very
definite appears to have been settled at this first meeting,
but at a subsequent one, also held at Mr. Barrett's house,

when some eight gentlemen attended, including the above-
mentioned four and Messrs. Bowden, Champion, Cowley, and
another, it was resolved to seek a suitable meeting-place, and
to enroll members. Thus, in March, 1872, the South London
Entomological Society was founded—the direct outcome of
the venerable Entomological Club. In 1880 it enlarged the

scope of its inquiries to include all branches of Natural
History, and in 1884 the name was changed to the South
London Entomological and Natural History Society.

* At the present time the collection is in the care of Dr. B. T. Lowne, at his

residence, The Cedars, Crondall, Farnham, Surrey.
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The Society never has been, and by reason of its position

never can be, quite on all fours with the provincial local

society. Some of the work that is specially fitted to the

provincial society hardly comes within its purview. Nor does
it ape the functions of the larger learned societies. Neverthe-
less it has a useful purpose to serve. Although it has always
regarded entomology as its first principle, it has, by the

widening of the scheme of its operations to include general

natural history, opened the door to fields of research much
larger than the simple study of insects. Pure entomology
goes no further than the study of the insects themselves.

Natural history goes much further: it opens up that vast field

of research, the interdependence of natural life, in which the

insect plays its part. Above all things the Society has from
the first sought to foster the study of Nature among its

members, to bring them into touch with one another's work,
to assist them in their difficulties, and in its humble way to

further a desire to seek out the why and the wherefore of

the everyday occurrences that are taking place around us in

Nature. To what extent it has succeeded will be best

gathered from the following statement of its history

:

The Society's first place of meeting was the reading-room
of Dunn's Institute, in Newington Causeway, and at the

first quarterly meeting, held on Wednesday, June igth,

1872, Mr. J. R. Wellman was elected President, the other

officers being—Hon. Secretary Mr. J. P. Barrett, Treasurer
Mr. Marsh, and the Council Messrs. Bowden, Cowley, Hoey,
West (Greenwich), and J. T. Williams. Of these some have
passed away, others, from one reason and another, are no
longer with us, but Mr. West, who early in the Society's

history was elected curator, still efficiently occupies that

position, and Mr. J. P. Barrett, although removed from the

sphere of its activities, is still a member.
The early years of the Society appear to have been

attended by considerable success. New members were
elected at many of its meetings, until, by the end of its

seventh year, the membership totalled upwards of ninety. The
formation of a library was one of the first matters taken in

hand ; frequent donations were made to it by authors and
members, and books were also purchased for its enrichment
from time to time as funds permitted. This library has
steadily progressed ever since, and is now a valuable medium
for reference among the members ; indeed, it has grown to

such an extent that its housing is a frequent source of anxiety

to the librarian and council. In 1880 the formation of a
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typical collection of insects of all orders was commenced,
and although even now far from complete it has sufficiently

advanced to be useful for reference, there being in several

orders few species that are not represented. A collection of
dried plants was also taken in hand, but does not appear to

have made much headway. In 1896, however, the very
extensive herbarium formed by the late Mr. W. H. Tugwell
was presented to the Society through the generosity of Mr.
C. A. Briggs, and for the last few years Mr. E. Step, whose
intimate knowledge of the British flora is well known to you
all, has very kindly been engaged upon its arrangement in

accordance with modern ideas ; the greater part of the
collection has already been dealt with by him, and thus
forms a valuable reference collection for those interested in

botany.

Among the earlier works also undertaken by the Society
was the preparation of a list of the insect fauna of Kent
and Surrey which progressed satisfactorily as far as the com-
pletion of the manuscript in 1879, but lack of funds prevented
its publication ; fortunately, however, the work entailed in its

preparation was not altogether thrown away, as in later

years those who had been chiefly instrumental in its prepara-
tion were able to make use of the information that it con-
tained for other purposes.
The difficulty of finding a suitable habitation appears to

have been a source of trouble to the Society from its com-
mencement. At the end of the first year of its existence

the room at Dunn's Institute was found to be inadequate,
and a move was made to an assembly room at 104, West-
minster Bridge Road. This appears to have satisfied the
requirements of the Society for the next half a dozen years,

but then a continuous shifting of quarters began, first to the

South Metropolitan Temperance Hall, in the Blackfriars

Road, then within a year to a room at 94, New Kent Road,
an inconvenient place where a stay of some three or four

years was made, when another move was made to a room at

'60, Blackman Street, Borough, whence, within a year, a

hasty retreat was made, and after a close time of some
two or three months rooms were secured in a more con-

venient neighbourhood at 1, Denman Street. This continual

shifting of quarters undoubtedly had a prejudicial effect ; in

addition some difference of opinion arose among the members
as to the support accorded by some of them to a " National
Entomological Exhibition " held at the Royal Aquarium,
and for some four or five years the Society had rather a bad
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time, the membership at the end of 1883 having fallen to 44,.

and the continuity of the meetings was only maintained by
the persistence of a few individuals.

The removal to Denman Street appeared to instil fresh

life into the Society ; the membership began to increase and
for the first time in the Society's existence exceeded the

hundred ; the meetings became much more interesting than
they had been for some few years and drew full attendances.

The fauna and flora question also was again raised ; a com-
mittee was appointed who drew up a plan for the collection

of the necessary information and the compilation of the lists

on an elaborate scale, but when the question of publication

came to be considered it was found that it must be a serious

drain upon the resources of the Society for many years to

come. Clearly the project was too ambitious, and it was
left to be dealt with later by some more suitable tribunal.

But our migrations were not yet complete ; the augmented
membership soon rendered the available accommodation in-

adequate, and larger rooms had to be sought. These were
found at the " Bridge House," where the Society prospered
for a few years until a change of landlords rendered it

desirable, if not absolutely necessary, to quit. At that time
we had as an active member Mr. T. R. Billups, who, having

a business in the immediate neighbourhood, was in touch
with the proprietors of many of the adjacent premises, and
through his instrumentality our present meeting rooms were
obtained. We have met here uninterruptedly for the past

eighteen years.

From its earliest times the Society has sought to induce
an interest in the study of natural history, and to this end
has from time to time held exhibitions of natural history

specimens to which short lectures were often added, and to

which anyone who so desired was admitted. The first of

these was held in Dunn's Institute within a year of the

Society's formation, and was well attended. I have a vivid

recollection of being present as a visitor, and have no>

hesitation in saying that what I then saw and heard greatly

stimulated any latent interest I may have had in the study
of entomology. I recall, too, the pleasure it was to me to>

meet men whom I had previously known only by name and,

I fear, regarded with a certain amount of unnecessary awe-
Similar exhibitions appear to have been held annually for a

time, then came a break, and they were not resumed until

1884, from which time they were continued, each being on a

larger scale, until 1895, when it was found that the limit of
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novelty, and consequently of interest, had been reached, and
they have since been held only at comparatively long
intervals. Whether they served the purpose for which they
were intended some of those now present will, I doubt not,

be best able to judge.

The earliest publication of the Society was an " Annual
Report," consisting of the report of the Council, balance-
sheet, list of members, library catalogue, the rules, and the
president's address, the whole forming a pamphlet of some
twenty-four pages. This was continued until 1884, when it

was felt that such a publication was altogether insufficient

for recording the work that was being transacted by the
Society. It was just at this time that Mr. H. W. Barker
was appointed to the hon. secretaryship, and it was largely

at his suggestion that an "Abstract of Proceedings" was
substituted, and the Society's annual volume has since been
known by this name. It contains, as you all know, in addi-

tion to the items already mentioned, the papers read before

the Society during the year, and a detailed report of the
meetings, but of late it has been found that the library

catalogue has become so bulky that to print it annually was
an unnecessary expense, and the additions for the year only
are included in the Council's report ; the rules also are

omitted as, since their revision in 1891, they are obtainable

as a separate pamphlet. It often also contains plates illus-

trative of some of the papers printed, or of other matters
brought forward at the meetings, and they are, almost with-
out exception, reproductions of the actual work of the
members themselves.

Neither time nor the space at my disposal will allow me
to refer in detail to the many interesting papers that have
from time to time been printed in these annual volumes, but
without in any way drawing invidious distinctions I may
mention some of them, if only as an indication of the work
that is continually being carried on by the members. Among
those that occur to me are Mr. J. W. Tutt's papers on " The
Zygsenids," " The Lasiocampids," and "The British Plume
Moths "

; Mr. F. Enock's " Life History of Cicindcla cam-
pestris (the common tiger beetle)," Mr. F. Noad Clark's

paper on " Argulus foliaceus (the fish louse)," Mr. F. G.
Fenn's paper on " The British Land and Fresh-water Shells

found within the South-eastern Counties," Mr. A. Sich's
" Notes on the Coleophorids," and Mr. H. J. Turner's " Life

Histories" of several species of that family; the Rev. F. H.
Wood's " Notes on Argyroneta aquatica and some other
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Spiders," Mr. E. Step's " Notes on Sea Anemones (Actinia:)
"

and " Some British Spider Crabs " ; and I must not omit
Mr. T. R. Billup's papers on " Hymenopterous and Dipterous
Parasites Bred by Members of the Society," or Mr. J. Jenner
Weir's " Remarks on Picris napi and Allied Forms." Then,
on more general subjects, there are Mr. R. South's paper,
" Some Observations on Protective Coloration of Lepi-

doptera," Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell's " On Variation," Dr.
T. A. Chapman's on " Some Points on the Evolution of the

Lepidopterous Antenna," Mr. J. W. Tutt's on " The Scientific

Aspects of Entomology," and " The Nature of Metamor-
phosis," Mr. A. M. Montgomery's " Notes on Rearing Lepi-

doptera," Mr. F. Noad Clark's " Practical Hints on the

Manipulation of the Microscope," and very many others.

But I have already said enough to show that our Society

has done, and is doing, useful work, that it has justified its

existence ; and so long as it continues to encourage original

research among its members we need have no fear for the

future.



ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS,

FEBRUARY 14M, 1907.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited (i) Pupae of Asteroscopus-

nubccidosa, of a transparent green colour, looking exactly like

pupae when just changed ; with ordinary pupae of the same
species for comparison

; (2) Pupae of Mcliana flainnica, spun
up in reeds.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a series of Hybernia dcfoliaria, bred
from Ranmore larvae, most of the imagines being dark, and
more or less uniform in coloration.

Mr. Rayward exhibited a young living larva of Strymon
{Tliecla) w-albiun, which he had cut out of an ovum on
January 13th, showing that this species hibernates as a larva

enclosed in the eggshell. The young larva had refused all

food and remained perfectly quiescent, only showing signs of
life, when gently touched. He was accustomed to moisten
the blotting paper in the tube about once a week. Mr.
Tutt referred to the larger species of Argynnids which
Fletcher had observed hibernated as larvae either in the
egg shell or just outside. The shells of a number of ova
had been broken, yet the young larvae had emerged at the
proper time and continued their development. Mr. Rayward
added that the larvae of Thccla (Bithys) quercus acted in a
similar manner.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Tliecla (Callophrys)

rubi, from the Riviera
; ? var., large, very brown in scaling,

and with the knobs of the antennae largely brown beneath.
The brown colour occurs in Sicilian specimens, but the
autumnal colouring has not been found before, so far as can
be ascertained. Also two specimens (<£ and ?) to show
position of the tails when resting.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series oi Eubolia cervinata, reared
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in September and October last, from larvae collected from
plants of the common mallow (Malva sylvestris) at East-
bourne, in the previous June. All of the plants on which
larvae were found were growing on the cliff within about a
hundred yards of the sea, even the most stunted as well as

the most luxuriantly-grown plants producing larvae ; but on
those growing further inland no traces of larvae could be
found. During the day the larvae concealed themselves
most effectually, and it was not until it was quite dark that

any could be found.
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a long series of Heliconius

hydara, sub. sp. colombina, together with a pair of Heliconius

amaryllis, sub. sp. rosina. The two species were most extra-

ordinarily alike and had been taken together at Medellin,
Colombia. The sub-species H. rosina was slightly more
glossy, and had the red apical patch of a somewhat different

shape, but on the underside it was readily recognisable that

the two insects belonged, one each, to the two main groups
into which the genus Heliconius has been divided by Riffarth.

The character being, that in the group to which H. amaryllis

belongs, the inner margin on the underside of the forewing
is covered with smooth scales up to the median nervure,

while in the group to which the H. liydava belongs, the
smooth scales stop short of the median nervure by about
half to three-quarters of a millimetre. By this character it

has been found that there are several cases in the genus
Heliconius where two species are exactly alike in colouring,

but which are not only distinct, but not even very closely

related.

Mr. Harrison, on behalf of Mr. W. Mansbridge, read a
short paper, " Notes on Agrotis ashworthii,'''

1

of which the

following is a short summary

:

" The ova were obtained from moths bred in captivity in

June, 1905, from wild larvae. They hatched on July 5th,

or thereabouts, and the larvae fed beneath sallow leaves, no
doubt for concealment, indifferently on the under or upper
surface. After the third instar they bite right through the
leaf. The larvae feed very regularly until after the fourth

change of skin, when some hurried and some delayed, so

that five weeks separated the time of pupation of the

first and last. A few larvae dragged on through part of the

winter. The first imago emerged on October 1st, and thus

completed its metamorphosis from egg to perfect insect in

less than twelve weeks. The forms bred were very interest-

ing: 68^ per cent, of the larvae produced typical imagines,
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24 per cent, produced dark ones and ~j\ per cent, died before
pupation, some in a futile attempt at hibernation. The
darkening is an extraordinary extension of the fuscous
shading of the type. Another point is the general streaki-

ness longitudinally in an irregular manner, of some indivi-

duals, for which the varietal name of substriata may be used.
About half a dozen specimens are aberrant ; four are asym-
metrical, typical on one side and streaked on the other."

Miss Margaret Fountaine exhibited Picris napi, var.Jiavcs-
cens, ? , from Modling, near Vienna, a very local form of the
summer brood, occurring, as far as is known, only at Mod-
ling. The ground colour is a rich ochre, and the black
markings, especially in one of the specimens exhibited,

extends over the greater part of all the wings.
P. daplidice, showing an extreme form of var. bellidicc,

from Aix-en-Provence in April, in which the green is very
broadly extended over the hind wings on the under side

;

and a typical specimen of the summer brood. Also ab.

raphani, from Algeria in July, in which the green markings
are entirely absent from the central area of the hind wings.

P. chlovodicc, <§ and ? , summer brood, from Asia Minor.
Anthocharis cardamines, $ and ?, with all the closely-allied

"orange-tipped" Anthocharis, including A. gruneri, from
Greece; A. damone, from Syria; .4. cuphenoides, from the
South of France; and A. enpheno, from Algeria. Also spe-

cimens of A. bclemia and A. fallout, from the desert district

in /\lgeria, showing the distinction between these two closely

allied species to be quite unmistakable. And finally, A.
pechi and A. charlonia, also from South Algeria; with A.
tagis, v. bellczina, from Aix-en-Provence, in April ; and v.

insidaris, from Corsica, in May.
A long series of Melitcea didyma, taken over an area of

some thousands of miles, and presenting a good deal of

variation in both sexes ; the inclination being that those
from Spain and Western Europe, were large and heavily

marked, while those from Asia were smaller and very much
more sparingly marked.

Mr. Hy- J. Turner read a paper entitled " Our Authorities :

an Introduction to Entomological Literature " (see page i),

illustrating his remarks by a number of volumes of works
issued previously to 1800, exhibited by Messrs. Adkin,
Edwards, Sich, and himself.
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FEBRUARY 28th, 1907.

Mr. H. W. Barter and Mr. T. D. Coote, of Camberwell,
were elected members.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a pupa of Hastula liycvana with
jaws similar to those of a larva ; and a specimen of Capina
alia, taken by Mr. R. J. Morton, with a triple tarsus to the
right hind leg. He also exhibited specimens of Leioptilus

carphodactyliis, a species of plume-moth new to Britain, taken
near Folkestone by Mr. W. Purdey ; together with a very
dark specimen of L. tcphradactylus, and somevars. of Peroni

a

(Acalla) cristana, all sent for exhibition by Mr. Purdey.
Mr. South exhibited a curiously pallid specimen of Satyrus.

semele, taken in July last, near Canterbury. A similar

example of this aberration was taken by the same collector

in 1905. An ordinary female from the locality, and taken at

the same time as the above, was also shown.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited three cocoons of Dicranuva

bicuspis (wild collected), shown on pieces of birch cut from
the tree in Tilgate Forest. The cocoons were covered with
fragments of bark and lichen, so worked in that a striking

resemblance to the surrounding surface was obtained, which
made them difficult to see.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Diantlicecia carpophaga^

reared from larvae collected in the neighbourhood of

Brighton. The series was interesting in that it included

two distinct forms of the species, one having the ground
colour ochreous, while in the other it was white.

A portion of the evening was devoted to the exhibition of

lantern slides. Mr. Lucas exhibited slides illustrative of

protective resemblance, and rare flowers in their haunts.

Mr. Main exhibited slides showing life histories of species of

Lepidoptera, a series of the egg-capsules of numerous species

of Blatta, and a most remarkable pupa-case projecting from
a branch, simulating the head of a small species of serpent.

Mr. West (Ashtead) showed a fine series of slides of marine
algae mounted in glycerine, many having been made a quarter

of a century ago. Mr. Dennis exhibited a series of slides

illustrative of diverse growths of foliage at different periods.

Mr. Tonge showed slides of protective resemblance in Lepi-

doptera, life histories of several species and a series of eggs-

of Lepidoptera.

MARCH 14th, 1907.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a photograph of a $ Hybcrnia mar-
ginaria {progcmmaria) , showing its wonderful protective
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coloration, when at rest in a chink of the bark of an oak,

together with the portion of the bark of the tree with the
insect placed in situ just as when the photograph was taken.

He also showed the photograph of a $ specimen of Phigalia

pcdaria (pilosaria), which was very conspicuous in the posi-

tion of rest it had selected.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Hadena protect from
Rannoch, together with a series from the south of England
for comparison. The general tone of colour of the Rannoch
specimens was much less green than the southern examples,
and they presented a much brighter appearance, the contrast

between the light and dark markings being very sharply

defined.

Mr. Henry J. Turner exhibited a series of Parargc mcera,

showing the direction of variation in this widely spread
species, and read the following note

:

"This species is closely related to our British P. megccra,

and is abundant in many parts of Central and Southern
Europe. The wings are dark brown with a submarginal
band of more or less large tawny patches, an apical white
dotted black spot on the fore wings, and a series of similar

spots in the tawny patches of the hind wings. This is the

typical form. The variation is as follows

:

"a. Sexual.—The $ has a broad velvety patch of andro-
conial scales extending from the centre of the inner margin
of the fore wings in the direction of the apex.

li
b. Diminution of fulvous patches = ab. obscura, in which

only narrow fulvous rings remain around the eye-spots of the
upper surface ; and ab. monotonia, a S form with scarcely

any trace of the fulvous colour.
" c. Increase of the fulvous areas = var. et ab. adrasta, in

which most of the fore wing is more or less deeply suffused

with fulvous, often of two shades, being much lighter around
the apical eye-spot.

" d. Number of eye-spots on the upper side of hind wings.—
These vary from two to four, more or less well developed,

and occasionally the commencement of a fifth.

" e. Variation in the apical spot.—Of this there exist four

stages— (i) a large spot with one white pupil
; (2) with a

second white pupil in the apical spot, which is elongated

downwards ; (3) with a well defined small pupil above the

bi-pupillate apical spot
; (4) with an additional well developed

eye-spot beneath the bi-pupillate apical one. This last form
has been named ab. triops.

" I should like to draw attention to the very extreme forms
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of the adrasta variation taken by me at Gavarnie, Pyrenees
;

in August, 1905. I have seen but few females which ap-

proach them in the extensiveness of the fulvous suffusion."

Mr. Turner also exhibited, on behalf of Mr. A. Harrison, a

series of the same species from Meiringen, including one of

the form ab. triops ; together with a box containing various

species of Heterocera taken by him (Mr. Harrison) in the

summer of 1906 at Meiringen and Klein Scheidegg, includ-

ing Boldobia fuliginosa, Acronycta euphorbia, Gnophos glaucin-

aria, G. pullata, Psodos quadrifavia, P. alpinata, Acidalia um-
bclaria, A.fumata, Cidaria hastata, and C. verberata, etc.

Mr. B. W. Adkin exhibited the following species :

—

Boarmia repandata. Varying forms and aberrations from
Kent and Surrey, including a somewhat melanic form with
white transverse markings.

B. abietaria. Forms from Hants and Surrey, including a

somewhat golden form from the New Forest.

Eupithecia venosata. The usual forms from Kent, N. Wales,
Shetland and Hebrides.

E. pulchellata. Forms from Kent, Hebrides, and Isles of

Scilly, including some almost white unicolorous specimens.

Most of the specimens of all the species were transition

forms between the named varieties and their respective types.

Dr. Fremlin read a paper detailing experiments he had
made to show the effect of physical and chemical agencies on
pupae, and exhibited a large number of imagines produced
during the course of these experiments. A discussion

ensued.

MARCH 23rd, 1907.

A meeting was held at the British Museum (Natural

History), S. Kensington, when some sixteen members and
friends attended. Mr. Stanley Edwards had arranged with

Dr. Bowdler Sharp, who very kindly conducted the party.

A prolonged visit was made to the Study collections of

Birds and Birds' Eggs, many of the choicest specimens being

shown and commented on. Subsequently the members
were shown the model of the huge fossil reptile Tvicatcrops,

then in course of erection. The Whale room was visited,

and finally the Giraffes and the Okapi.

MARCH 28tk, 1907.

Mr. Main exhibited a number of specimens of the Mole
Flea (Hystricopsylla talpes). It was stated to be also found

in the nest of the Field Mouse.
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On behalf of Mr. Alderson, Mr. Main exhibited several

specimens of a Dipteron bred from larvae passed through the

intestines of a child. They had been identified as Musca
domcstica. It was stated that although similar records had
been made before, the species had not hitherto been iden-

tified. The child was stated to have ravenous and dirty

habits.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a short series of Anchocelis

rufina from Rannoch, together with series of the same
species from the English Lake District, Yorkshire, and the

South of England, for comparison. The first mentioned
specimens were taken near the shore of Loch Rannoch, and
were the most richly coloured and brightest of the four

series, in this respect more nearly resembling those from the

South of England than either of the others ; both the Lake
District and Yorkshire series were of a paler and duller

form.

Mr. Montgomery and others reported that Pieris napi had
been seen during the last two or three weeks.

Mr. Newman said that at the present time P. napi, P.

rupee, and Vanessa atalanta were more or less common in

Devonshire.

APRIL nth, 1907.

Mr. Lucas exhibited a living specimen of the rare Ento-
mostracon, Chiroccphalus diaplianus, found in water in cart-

ruts in the neighbourhood of Claygate.

Mr. R. South exhibited preserved larval skins of Gastro-

pacha qucrcifolia , showing four stages of growth ; and a full

grown larva, also inflated, of Epicnaptera ilicifolia. He called

attention to the orange markings on the second and third

thoracic segments of the ilicifolia and of one of the qucrcifolia.

In the former the orange marks were divided by a blackish

dorsal line, and had a black spot on each side, whilst in the

latter, which was probably in the third instar, each orange
mark had a large central black spot and a black dot on each
side.

He further showed the cocoon of E. ilicifolia, which was
spun up in the terminal leaves of a twig of bilberry, and
looked not unlike a spider's web, often to be seen in a similar

position ; the inflated skin of a half-grown larva of Lcelia

ccenosa, and the cocoon of the same species. Also a pre-

served larval skin and the cocoon of Drcpana harpagula

(siatla).
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Mr. Tonge exhibited photographs of the cocoons of

Dicranura bicuspis previously exhibited by Mr. Newman, and
also of the larva oi Charaxes jasms, showing the peculiar con-

formation of the head, together with a pupa of the same
species showing very clearly the prominent pad from which
it is suspended.

Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited the Coleopteron,

OxylcBinus variolosus, sl rare species taken at Darenth Wood
on August 2nd, 1903, and till now overlooked. This species

is also rare on the Continent, where it was first taken by
M. Dufour under bark of oak in a high mountainous district,

and afterwards by Herr Grepner, in Saxony, in company with
Formica fuliginosa.

Mr. B. W. Adkin exhibited the following forms

:

Enpiihecia pumilata, a varied series, including a New
Forest specimen with practically only two transverse lines.

Anaitis plagiata, a curious bandless form, and one with
confluent bars.

Cidaria siterata, a few nicely varied, well-marked forms.

Eubolia plumbaria, examples in which the dark margins of

the central fascia gradually widen until they coalesce and
form a dark inner-marginal blotch.

Camptogramma bilincata, several specimens from Scilly, in

which the bands were very dark-edged, with a much lighter

interior ; in others the general area of the wings was darker

than usual, and in two specimens the hind wings were very

dark.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Cymatophora duplaris,

from Rannoch, which comprised two very distinct forms

;

one of a smoky grey colour, with the basal patch and
transverse lines pale and distinct ; the other of an almost
uniform dark smoky shade, with the basal patch and
transverse lines obscurely indicated in a paler greyish tone.

He said that in former series, received from the same locality,

the first-mentioned form only had been represented, but in

the case of the present series the proportions were as six of

the paler to four of the darker. Tutt, in "The British

Noctuse and their Varieties," vol. i, p. 5, mentions a form
under the name of var. obscura, as occurring at Rannoch, of

which he says :
" The anterior wings are of an almost

unicolorous leaden grey, with faint traces of a base and
subterminal line, being almost as melanic as the type."

The Linnaean type is said to be unicolorous without any
trace of paler transverse lines. The darker specimens of the

series exhibited, he thought, must be referred to the var.
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vbscuva, Tutt, although he could hardly reconcile the

description, leaden grey, with their very decided smoky
colour, which was of a brownish rather than a greyish

tone.

Mr. Adkin also exhibited several insects on black pins,

which had been attacked by verdigris, and read the following

notes :

" It is now upwards of a quarter of a century since black

pins were introduced. When first brought to our notice

there was a good deal of controversy as to their virtue as a

means of preventing the destruction of specimens by the

verdigris that was wont to accumulate upon the so-called

gilt and silvered pins that were in general use, the

advocates of the black pins asserting that they would
prove a panacea for all the evils that beset the collector of

Lepidoptera, while others with equal confidence predicted

that no benefits would be derived from them, and that the

natural grease of our specimens would soon soften the black

varnish, and that we should find ourselves in a worse plight

than before. On the whole I am inclined to think that from
the point of preservation of specimens there is some merit in

the black pin, but that it is not perfect in this respect is very

evident. The insects exhibited have all been pinned from
ten to fifteen years, and, with one exception where two are

affected, they are single individuals out of series of several

pinned at the same time, in which verdigris has made itself

manifest. But it will be noted that whereas in the case of

the gilt and silvered pins the verdigris usually accumulated
in considerable masses, often protruding for some distance

both above and below the body of the insect, the affected

specimens on the black pins usually show little, if any,

external signs of verdigris, the amount of it being small and
usually confined to a minute spot on the pin within the body
of the insect. The result, however, is equally disastrous, the

specimen becoming so contorted as to be quite useless, the

ultimate result usually being a complete bursting up of the

thorax. This appears to me to point to an imperfect cover-

ing of the pin with the varnish rather than to any softening

of the varnish by the insect's grease. It is only too often that

one finds pins stuck together, and it is almost a certainty

that many that have adhered to one another become sepa-

rated without being noticed. On being separated minute
portions of the varnish would chip off, leaving the metal of

the pin exposed, and it appears to me very probable that

from this almost unnoticeable imperfection in the varnish all
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the trouble arises. If we could insure every fraction of the

pin being covered with the varnish, I think we should have
no further trouble with verdigris."

Mr. Montgomery remarked that benzine was a substance
which seemed to kill this product, while Mr. Kaye said that

no doubt the best cleanser of insects thus attacked was
petrol. It was generally considered that the black pins were
at least as liable to originate verdigris as the white ones.

Probably there was a chemical action first between the fatty

acids of the insect's body and the lacquer of the pin, which
was often more or less imperfectly deposited and of extreme
thinness. This having weakened the attachment of the

lacquer to the pin, the main substance, a compound con-

taining copper, was exposed to the action of the fatty acids,

and verdigris was the visible result. Mr. Goulton was in

the habit of " blacking " his own pins by subjecting them
to the action of sulphate of ammonia for a time. Pins

treated in this way, if carefully done, he had found to keep
insects perfectly free from this danger. It was necessary to

perform this operation of " blacking " away from the house,

as the smell was very pungent. Mr. South had used this

method for years, and said that insects in his collection set

on pins so prepared were absolutely free from verdigris.

He suggested that one provocative of the trouble was the

too great sloping of the pin, so that it went through a por-

tion of the abdomen as well as the thorax. The substance

or contents of the abdomen were possibly more conducive to

attacks on the pin than the contents of the thorax.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a number of Lepidoptera

sent to him from Western Australia, including the sexually

dimorphic Hetcronympha mcrope, a series of the moth Syncmon
parthenoidcs, which, from its knobbed antenna: and other

characters, has frequently been considered to belong to the

Rhopalocera, several Hdevonympha plialcrope, and a short

series of the golden Tinea clathrata. They were all taken

near the Swan River in November and December 1906.

Mr. Rayward read a short paper entitled " Notes on the

Larvae of Polyommatus icarus and their connection with Ants
"

(see " Ent. Record," 1907, p. 108, etc.).

APRIL 25th, 1907.

Mr. Main exhibited some small scorpions (Scorpio curopoeus),

the larva of a species of Mantis, and an example of the large
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Acridlum cegypticum, all living, sent to him from Hyeres by
Dr. Chapman.

Mr. Sich exhibited the ova of Lithocollctis concomitclla,

deposited on the sides of a test tube. He stated that the
observations of Messrs. Bankes and Wood in 1899 had
differentiated this species, on structural characters, from
the pomifoliclla group, which had previously been confused.

Quite recently he had captured a pair in copulation, and had
the pleasure of fully confirming the decision the two previous

observers had arrived at.

Mr. E. Step exhibited a specimen of Trametes bulliardi, Fr.,

a representative of a small genus of woody or corky fungi

that comes between Dcedalca and the old genus Polyporus.

Dtxdalca has the pores long and sinuous, the ventral aspect

of the pileus presenting the maze-like appearance that has
suggested the name ; whilst in Polypovus they are more
round and uniform. In Trametes they vary in size and are

more or less elongated, but not sinuous. They indeed
radiate from the centre, and present much the appearance of

Fungia among the Madreporian corals. Trametes gibbosa is

the best known of the genus, and can be at once distinguished

by its great thickness. T. bulliardi does not appear to be a
common species. It is circular or half-circular in form,
according to the place of attachment. It grows on dead
wood. The specimens exhibited showed thecircular and semi-
circular forms, and were taken from a dead willow in Ashtead
Woods. One of the accompanying photographs showed the
fungus in situ.

Mr. E. W. Smith exhibited a number of living reptiles and
lizards, with eggs and sloughs of the common snake ; and
read a paper on the subject of " Reptiles," illustrating his

remarks by a number of lantern slides.

Mr. Smith remarked that our knowledge of this group of

animals had increased very considerably during the past half

century, so that while in 1854 there were computed to be
about 586 species of snakes, at the present time some 1500
were known. A similar advance was also recorded in regard

to our knowledge of the lizards. After referring to the
distribution of reptiles he exhibited a number of lantern-

slides from photographs taken from living specimens in his

vivarium. One slide, illustrating a recently-laid batch of

eggs of the common English grass snake (Tropidonotus

natrix), was especially interesting. He described at some
length the oviposition and incubation of these eggs, and then
gave a detailed account of the distinctive characters of the
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adder (Vipera herns). Slides were shown to explain the posi-

tion, shape, and action of the poison-fangs in snakes, reference

also being made to the rattle-snake.

He contrasted the heads of the poisonous and non-
poisonous snakes, pointing out the almost invariably sharply

contracted neck of the former. Then he proceeded to

describe the sloughing of the skin, the torpor of hibernation,

the long fasting periods, and the power of the digestive fluids,

which dissolve bones, fur, and feathers as completely as flesh

is dissolved.

MAYgth, 1907.

Mr. Lucas exhibited a plant of Lycopodium selago, one of

the less common club-mosses of the south of England. It

was found in the New Forest in April.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited the Morel, Morchclla

esculenta, found at Reigate by Dr. Chapman. Mr. Step
remarked that the species did not appear to be plentiful in

Surrey, though Mr. Briggs used to get supplies from Ockham.
Mr. Tonge exhibited specimens of Eupithccia consignata,

bred from ova laid
.
by the female which he captured at

Hayling Island last year.

Messrs. Main, Tonge, Lucas, and Dennis exhibited a large

number of lantern slides illustrating protective resemblance
in the various stages of Lepidoptera, life-histories of particular

species, ova of Lepidoptera, rare plants, trees in different

seasons, etc.

May 23 rd, 1907.

Mr. Browne exhibited the following species

:

Trachea piniperda, red, intermediate, and green varieties

taken at Oxshott last year. Agrotis exclamationis, a very
dark variety taken at Folkestone last June. Agrotis puta, a
very light variety taken at Deal last July. Hadena dentina,

taken at Folkestone last June.
Mr. Ashby exhibited a long series of the ant-beetle

(Thanasimus formicarius), which had been taken plentifully by
Mr. West and himself at Oxshott.

Mr. Jas. Groves, F.L.S., read a paper on the " Ch^racex"
which he illustrated by lantern slides and mounted speci-

mens.
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May 25//;, 1907.

Field Meeting on Fetcham Common.

Leader: Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

Although Fetcham Common is in reality only the North-
Eastern corner of Bookham Common, to which the Society
is no stranger, it is not so easily visited as the lower ground
near Bookham Station. It was thought, therefore, that by
working from the Cobham side and from Cobham station,

a little variety would be given to what is generally a very

pleasant rendezvous, although somewhat well known. The
general opinion was that the variation was very acceptable,

although the walk to the ground is a little farther from the

Station. Tea was partaken of at the " Plough," Stoke
d'Abernon, in the well-sheltered garden, and both the cater-

ing and the surroundings were much appreciated. Rain
early in the evening prevented any late collecting. Below
are appended lists of Lepidoptera and wild flowers, for

which I am indebted to Messrs. A. Sich, T. Hammond, E.
Step, and Hy. J. Turner.
Lepidoptera.—Halias bicolorana (qucrcana), a number of

larvae ; Zephyras quercus, larvae common ; also larvae of

Scopclosoma satellitia, Amphipyra pyramided, Phigalia pedaria,

and Oporabia dilutata:; Laspeyresia ulicctana, swarming over

furze and genista; (Ecophora sulpliureila, three or four on tree

trunks ; Elacliista rufocinerca and E. argcntella, both common
in the low herbage ; Simaethis fabriciana, on nettles by the

roadside; Lithocolletis hortella, three off the trunk of an old

oak; L. cramerella, everywhere on tree trunks; L. quercifoliella

in same places as last, but less abundant ; L. trifasciella,

one near honey-suckle ; Coriscium brongniartellum, one on
an oak trunk; Gracillaria alchimiella, Tinea cloacella, three

on an old oak trunk ; Ncmophora swammerdammella , one
only; and Adela viridella, commonly on the wing. Mr.
Turner reports that he met with several of the commoner
species of Coleophorids and also plenty of the cases of

Coleophora genista; on the needlewhin (Genista anglica),

and a few of C. palliatclla on oak. Earlier in the day
Messrs. Step and Turner met with Pieris napi, P. rapce,

Euchloe cardamines, Gonepteryx rhamni, Nisoniades tages and
Cyaniris (Celastrina) argiolns. They were also surprised to

find a comparative abundance of birds' nests; those of
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blackbirds and thrushes were everywhere, holes of the wood-
pecker were seen, nests of the chaffinch and willow-warbler

were found, and from a noisy reception it was evident that

the peewits were nesting in the open meadows.
Of plants Mr. Step says: "Butcher's broom (Ruscus

aculeatus) is plentiful on the Common, but there is one
exceptionally fine clump of eight or nine female plants about
four feet high. Holly {Ilex aquifolium) and hawthorn
(Crataegus oayacantha) were well in flower. Greater stitch-

wort (Stcllaria Holostea). three-nerved sandwort (Arcnaria

trinervia), lousewort (Pedicularis sylvatica), tuberous bitter

vetch (Lathyrus macrorrhizus) , blue -bell (Scilla nutans),

needlewhin (Genista anglica), and bird's-foot trefoil (Lotus

corniculatus) were the most noticeable flowers. In the same
district earlier in the day, but not on the Common, Messrs.

Step and Turner had found the green-winged orchis (Orchis

morio) in abundance, and in the same fields, though of

course not yet in flower, a profusion of dyer's-greenweed

(Genista tinctoria),' adder's-tongue fern (Ophioglossum vulga-

iiini), and St. George's mushroom (Tricholoma gambosum)."

JUNE St/i, 1907.

Field Meeting on Netley Heath.

Leader: Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

Upon this occasion the novel expedient was tried of an

al fresco tea on the collecting ground, and although very little

entomology was possible owing to the backward season in

this high and exposed locality, general enjoyment was very

freely expressed by the numerous members and friends who
took part. The large number of thirty-three attended, of

whom thirty-one actually sat down on Netley Heath, the

tea having been brought up by Mr. and Mrs. Kaye in their

motor-car. Doubtless the dearth of insects was also

partially due to the occurrence of an extensive fire about
fifteen months previously. Those, however, who walked to

the Heath via the Sheep Leas picked up some nice insects

by the way, and observed some interesting plants. Two of

the most interesting moths known to occur on the Heath
were hardly observed. Only one specimen of Hcmaris
fuciformis was seen, although the rhododendrons were well

in flower, the cold, damp weather that had prevailed
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previous to the Society's outing no doubt retarding the

emergences. Of Epionc advcnaria, which usually occurs on
the large patches of bilberry, only one was taken, but the fire

of the previous year, in all probability, was quite sufficient to

account for the scarcity of this small moth. A few Drepana
unguicula were secured among the beech trees, together with
Zonosoma trilincaria. Below are appended lists of the

Lepidoptera and of the plants, for which I am indebted to

Mr. A. E. Tonge, Mr. A. Sich, and Mr. E. Step.

Mr. Tonge met with Stauropus fagi, Nemeobius lucina, and
larvae of Zephyrus (Bithys) quercus, Nyssia hispidaria, Nolo,

cucullatella, etc. He also reported finding a pupa of Zeuzera

pyrina (crsculi) in sycamore.
Mr. Sich reports the following species of Micro-Lepidoptera:

Simacthis fabriciana, on nettles by the roadside; Glyphipteryx

fuscoviridella, abundant on the heath about Luzula ; Gelechia

ericctella, common on the heath ; CEcophora sulphurclla on
tree trunks; Colcophora viminrtclla larvae on sallow ; C. luti-

pcnclla, larvae on oak; C. fusccdinella, larvae on birch;

Lithocolletis cramerella, common on oak trunks; L. ulmifoliella,

off birch ; L. spinolella, off beech ; Tinea parasitella, T. cloa-

cella. Both of these species occurred in an old and partially

burnt-out birch tree. Micropteryx caltliclla, only three speci-

mens seen, and all on a single flower of Ranunculus.

Of plants Mr. Step reports as follows :
" The most conspi-

cuous floral feature of the heath was the fine effect produced
by the large pyramidal clumps of rhododendron, which were
in full bloom. Save for the bilberry (Vactinium myrtillus),

crosswort {Galium cruciata), and heath bedstraw {Galium

saxatile), there were as yet no other heath plants in flower.

The bracken was just appearing. On the Sheep Leas a

number of plants were observed in bloom. Among these

were : ragged robin {Lychnis flos-cucnli) , lady's smock {Carda-

mine pratense), cat's ear {Hypochceris radicata), germander-
speedwell {Veronica chamcedrys), milkwort {Polygala vulgaris),

rock rose {Hclianthemum chamcecistus) , white beam (Pyrus

aria), guelder rose {Viburnum opulus), perfoliate honey-

suckle {Lonicera caprifolium), columbine {Aquilegia vulgaris).

Sanicle {Sanicula europeus), salad burnet {Poterium sangui-

sorba), wild strawberry {Fragaria vesca), and blue-bell {Scilla

nutans). The orchids were represented by the white

helleborine {Ccphalanthera pollens), purple orchis {Orchis

mascida), green-winged orchis {0. murio), fly orchis (Ophrys

muscifera), and the greater butterfly orchis {Habcnaria

chlorantha). A great beech near Netley Heath had its
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bole liberally decorated with the large corky fungus, Fomcs

vegctus, some of the specimens measuring more than a foot

across, and clearly exhibiting its perennial character by

several strata of annual growths.

Mr. R. Priske has since forwarded a short list of the

Coleoptera taken by him :

Brachinus crepitans, Telcphorus nigricans, T'.* Immorrhoidalis,

Lacon murinus, Mclanotus rufipes, Corymbitcs holosericens,

Cistelaluperus andvar. fcrniginca, C. murina, Chrysomclapolita,

Pliytodccta pallida and RhyncJiitcs ccncovircns.

JUNE itf/i, 1907.

Mr. Lucas exhibited a specimen of Panorpa germanica, one

of the scorpion flies ; the Trichopteron Leptoplilebia sub-

marginaria, from Fetcham ; and from Netley, the Myxogastcr

or slime-fungus, Rctinavia maxima.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited the living larvae of Colcophora

discordella, sent to him by Mr. Wilkenson, of Workington.
Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited eggs of the night-jar,

the rare Coleopteron Triplax lacordairei, and the uncommon
Hemipteron, Verlusia rlwmbca, all from Darenth Wood.

Dr. Chapman exhibited living larvae of Calocampa exolcta

in their pre-final instar, and stated that they were now feed-

ing on sallow, having refused their first food, dandelion, which
they only consumed when in a shrivelled and stale condition ;

and two varieties of Papilio machaon, bred from continental

pupae. One looked very yellow, the other rather black. The
first one might be described as having an excess of the black

marginal line, as evidenced by its continuing round the outer

margin of the anal orange ocellus, and a great or complete

defect of the black line bordering the inner side of the great

dark submarginal band ; this increases the yellow and is

obviously in want of the black line, basal to the orange

ocellus, and the black spots in the apical yellow streaks of the

fore-wings. The orange ocellus has quite a remarkable

appearance in consequence of these variations. The other

specimen is more remarkable for the form of the fore-wings

(costa very arched towards the apex) than for markings. It

has an excess of dark area, but has in places some paleness

of the dark scales.

A discussion took place in which numerous species were
cited as, in the larval stage, preferring their food to be more
or less stale, or even decomposing ; among them were one
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species of plume, some Noctuae, Lithosia caniola, etc. Dr.
Chapman noted that several plume larva; bit off the main
stem of the plant and fed on the consequent exuding sap.

Mr. E. Step exhibited photographs of Morchclla crassipcs,

Pers., taken at Ashtead on May 26th. He believed the

specimen to be the var. smithiana, of which very few examples
have been recorded. As compared with the ordinary Morel
(M. csculenta), the present species lacked the symmetrical
conical form of the pileus, and was remarkable for the great

size of the cavernous cream-coloured stem. The day after

the meeting of the Society, at which a Morel had been
exhibited, his son had brought him a large flat pileus which
he had imagined was that of a Morel that had met with
serious obstruction to its emergence from the soil. On his

return from the Bookham Field Meeting, the same observer

had reported another Morel near the spot where he had
found the detached pileus, and an inspection next morning
revealed a specimen of M. crassipcs. Its height was 7 in. and
the diameter of the stem 3^ in. No doubt, if it had been
allowed to remain, it would have attained to a far greater

size, as it has been recorded a foot in height.

Mr. Step also exhibited a photograph of an abnormal frog,

which he believed to a hybrid between Rana temporaria and
Bufo vulgaris. It was caught in the garden by his son, who
was at once struck by its unusual appearance. The texture

and colouring of the skin were those of a frog, but the round-

ness of body and limbs was that of the toad. The distance

between the eyes and the anterior margin of the mouth was
shorter than in the normal frog, and the muzzle was broad

and rounded like that of the toad. But the most striking

character was afforded by the skin, which, though soft and
moist, was raised into innumerable little papillae, which,

however, were not so broad as the warts on a toad. The
hind limbs had frog-like proportions, but the fore limbs had
the massiveness characteristic of those of the toad. Mr.

Step had hoped to exhibit this remarkable frog, but un-

fortunately it had escaped from the greenhouse where it had
been confined. He reminded the members that in the year

1893 he had exhibited an abnormal toad which had several

frog-like tendencies of structure, and thought the two circum-

stances seemed to point to an occasional cross between the

two species, though these were the only examples he knew of-

(See Abstr. " Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc," 1893, p. in).
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JUNE 2-jth, 1907.

Mr. Sich reported having just seen a living specimen of

Amphidasys betularia in Montague Street, W.C.
Mr. R. Adkin exhibited two specimens of Hesperia malvcc

var. tarns from the neighbourhood of Hailsham. It was
noted that in specimens referable to this form the amount of

white extension varied considerably.
Mr. West (of Greenwich), exhibited three rare species of

Coleoptera taken recently in Darenth Wood, viz : Crypto-

ccphalns 6-punctulatus, Apodcrus covyli, and the extremely
beautiful Byctiscus bctulcti.

Mr. Carr exhibited the remarkable pupa of Hylophila

bicolorana taken by him during the Society's Field Meeting
at Fetcham Common on May 25th.

Mr. Schooling exhibited a variety of Euchelia jacobcece in

which the apical blotch was united to the subcostal streak

;

a variety of Bapta tcmcrata in which the two dark markings
on the costae were situated very close together, almost form-

ing one elongated patch ; a nice bred series of MelantJua

albicillata ; and a short series of Boarmia abictaria.

Mr. Main reported that in the Isle of Wight the hawthorn
was now only fully out, the weather during the whole of his

recent holiday having been very unfavourable for entomology.
He had captured a few Mclitcea cinxia and had obtained ova.

Cupido minima was in evidence and Lycccna (Agriadcs)

bcliargus was also flying. The latter species appeared much
bluer in the $ than those he had previously noted from
Folkestone.

Mr. Adkin had seen L. bcliargus at Eastbourne the week
after Whitsuntide, but no C. minima were to be found. He also

reported that he had bred Tortrixpvonubana this spring, which
fact pointed to the species being double brooded, or more
probably continuously brooded, as he believed he still had
larvae at different stages.

Mr. Cowham and others remarked on the delicate green
tinge which some white species have when they first emerge,
Cabcra pusaria, Alucita pcntadactyla, etc., being well-known
instances. It was suggested as probably owing to the fluid

of the wings showing through between the scales, still un-

developed. When the wings were dry some hours after

emergence this green tinge vanishes.

Mr. Adkin gave a short account of the Congress of

the S. E. Union of Scientific Societes, held at Woolwich
from June 12th to June 15th.
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JUNE 2gth, 1907.

Field Meeting at Byfleet.

Leader: Mr. Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

The weather in the afternoon was extremely unfavourable
and only a dozen members attended, of which quite halfwent
down in the fine weather of the early morning. These latter

alighted at Woking, whence they walked along the canal

bank to the rendezvous near the Byfleet lock.

Mr. Lucas reported the occurrence of seven species of

Odonata, including Brachytron pratensc and Cordulegastcr

cenea.

Mr. Turner met with the larval cases of several species of

Coleophora, including those of C. lutipennella, in numbers,
C. palliatclla, common, and C. ardecepennella (?), common, all

on oak. He noted that Macro-Lepidoptera were particularly

scarce.

Mr. Edwards reported the capture of Phycis carbonariella

near Horsell.

Mr. Ashdown met with a batch of the ova of Boinbyx rubi,

and with Acidalia subsericiata.

Mr. Sich noted the occurrence of the Phycid, Pempelia
palumbclla, and reported the capture of the following Tineina

:

Glyphiptcryx thrasonella, Elachista albifrontclla , E. luticomella,

E. argentella, Gracilaria alchimiella, Tischeria complanella, and
Nepticula subbimactilella, in addition to the Coleophorids
reported above.

Mr. Step sends the following note on his observations

:

" Little ? was observed in the botanical line that is addi-

tional to the lists of plants already recorded in connection
with previous visits to this locality. The date selected

coincided with the flowering time of most of the aquatic and
waterside plants ; but the usual afternoon rain limited our
opportunities for investigation. Among the plants noted in

flower may be mentioned the following : Pedicularis palustris,

GEnanthc crocata, Drosera rotundifolia, D . intermedia, Anagallis

tenella, Butomus umbellatus, Rhinanthus crista-galli, Cnicus pra-

tensis, C. palustris, Valeriana officinalis, Vicia angustifolia,

Sarothamnus scoparius, Tamus communis, Bryonia dioica, Orchis

maculata, Listera ovata, and in the road opposite the Victoria

Inn at Woodham, there was a profusion of the alien crucifer

Erysimum orientate. At intervals all the way from Woking to

Byfleet were fine examples of Equisetum palustrc in fruit."

5
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JULY nth, 1907.

Mr. W. J. Waterer, of Brockley, was elected a member.
Mr. Rayward exhibited three very fine bred females of

Lyccena (Agriades) bcllavgus, from Ranmore Common, and
commented on the vividness of the blue coloration. He also

showed a bred series of Lyccena (Polyommatus) icarus, males, in

which the paler scaling along the costa, etc., was very

abundant and conspicuous. Ants had been almost constantly

attendant upon the larvae, " milking " them incessantly, but,

judging by the size and development of the specimens
exhibited, without producing any deleterious effects. Even
the pupae of bcllavgus, corydon, etc., always had ants on or

around them if exposed.

Mr. Moore exhibited specimens of Euchelia jacobcece taken
on the Dunkirk sand-dunes. In one specimen the colour was
exceedingly pale.

Mr. Gibb exhibited the " Simplex " net, frame, and stick,

the frame consisting of a steel band, which could be rolled

into close compass and placed in a small bag for the pocket.

Mr. Sich exhibited three cocoons of Ccdestis farinatclla,

Dup. The larva, he said, lives in the needles of Scots Pine,

but leaves the needles when about to spin up. The larvae

were found when descending by a silken thread towards the

ground.
Mr. Newman exhibited a gynandromorphous specimen of

Amorpha populi bred by him, in which the right side was
female in marking, antenna, and anal appendages, while the

left side was male ; a specimen of Smcrinthus ocellata with
extreme and very beautiful development of the pink colour,

especially in the fore-wings ; a selection of underside varieties

of Lyccena {Polyommatus) icarus, from N. Kent, June, 1907,
some of which approached the var. obsoleta, and one example
in which the submarginal row of spots was considerably mis-

placed, being close to the marginal lunules ; specimens of

Cucullia gnaphalii just bred from larvae taken in N. Kent
;

and a very fine and extremely varied bred series of Boarmia
repandata, (a) from Leigh Woods, Bristol, from a female
parent var. conversaria, and including many of that form

;

(b) a similar series from Torquay
;

(c) a series from Epsom
;

and (d) an especially fine series, the sixth generation from a

pair of var. conversaria, originating from the N. Kent woods,
including a melanic form, a rusty brown suffused form, also

unapproached by any other form, several ordinary melanic
forms, and several var. conversaria, in which the white band
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was extremely clear of markings and contrasted strongly

with the depth of the dark area of the wings.

JULY 13th, 1907.

Field Meeting on Box Hill.

Leader : Mr. Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

A meeting at Box Hill has always been popular among the

members, and the attendance on July 13th, thirty in all,

proved that this popularity is still kept up. Possibly an
additional attraction on this occasion was the kind permit

to freely visit portions which usually are not accessible.

From a collector's point of view the results were hardly

satisfactory, owing to the now frequent custom of the

weather to change after mid-day. In the afternoon dulness

prevailed, and some rain fell. About twelve members kindly

furnished me with lists, and notes, of which I append a

summary as follow :

Mr. South, who was one of the early morning section on
the Ranmore Common side, reports odd specimens of

Stauropus fagi, Zonosoma omicronaria, Melanippe procellata,

Larentia olivata, Scoparia mercurella, and Eupcecilia augustana,

with a few Acidalia ornata, Cabcra pusaria, A. candidata,

Phycis adornatella, Scoparia basistrigalis, Lobophora virctata,

and Grapholitha nigromaculana. The males of Platytes

cerusscllits were pretty common, but the females scarce.

Mr. Norman Riley took a specimen of Boarmia abictaria

among the larches.

Mr. Edwards noted the butterflies Epincphelejanira, Cceno-

nympJia pamphilus, Lyccena (Polyommattts) icarus, Adopcea flava

(thaumas), and Hespcria (Augiades) sylvanus ; the Geometers
Boarmia gcmmaria v. pcrfumaria, Acidalia incanaria, A.
aversata, Iodis lactearia, Ematurga atomaria, Eupitliccia lari-

ciata, and Melanippe fluctuata ; and the Plumes Stcnoptilia

ptcrodactyla and Oxyptilns parvidactylns. He also took Gelechia

vulgclla.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner found Colcophora onosmella in some
numbers flying around its food-plant Echium vulgare, and
had the pleasure of meeting with the ova of this species

deposited on the leaves and stems. This observation was
subsequently verified by inducing the females captured to

lay in captivity. In a meadow near Ranmore Common the
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bee orchis (Ophrys apifera) was in absolute abundance ; it

would have been an easy matter to pick a few hundred stems.

Among those who came down in the afternoon, Mr. Sich

reports the following species and gives notes on each.

Acidalia ornata, Sc ; two or three taken on the chalky
slope.

Larcntia viridaria, F. {pectinitaria Knoch.) ; one at rest on
a larch trunk.

Crambus hortuclhis, Hb., and C. pasciicllus, L. ; frequent on
the slope.

Platytcs cerussellus, Schiff. ; abundant on slope.

Wheeleria niveidactyla (baliodactyla, Z.) ; one in fine condi-

tion at foot of slope.

Douglasia ocnerostomclla, Stt. ; abundant on plants of

Echium. The very long tongue, and the dust-like scales at

the apex of the wing and on the fringe, will help to separate

this species from our other unicolorous moths of the same
size.

Argyrcsthia abdominalis, Z. ; one beaten out of juniper.

Blastoterc dilectella, Z. ; two in fine condition beaten out of
juniper.

Xystophora (Gelcchia) tenebrella, Hb. ; one swept off herbage
on slope.

Pancalia lenwenhoeckclla, L. ; one swept off herbage on
slope—a rather worn specimen.

Coleophora onosmella, Brahm. ; not rare on slope. One
case found.

Stcphensia brunnichiella, L. ; one specimen of this Elachista-

like micro on the slope.

Gracilaria auroguttella, Stph. ; two swept off Hypericum
in the wood, where the species was doubtless common ;,

and

—

Micropteryx seppclla, F. ; two or three in the wood.
Mr. Dodds met with Boarmia repandata and Plusia

pulchrina.

Mr. Tonge reports among other captures Zanclognatha

tarsipennalis, Z. grisealis, Eurrhypara itrticata, Pliibalapieryx

vitalbata, and Hecatera sercua.

Mr. Brown notes in addition Anticha sinuata and Melantliia

ocellata.

Mr. Adkin sends a considerable list, among which are the

following not reported by other members : Gnophria rubri-

collis, Scoparia ambigualis, Euchromia piirpurcinci, and Xantho-

setia haniana.

In Coleoptera, Mr. Ashdown took Cryptoccphahis hypo-
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chccvidis, as also did Mr. Edwards. The former gentleman

met with C. movcei, and the Hemipteron, Corimelczna scara-

bceoides.

JULY2$th, 1907.

Mr. Newman exhibited a long series of Arctia villica, bred

from larvae collected in N. Kent this year, including a

number of forms with asymmetrical markings. Several

showed considerable decrease in the area of the lighter

colour ; in some the spots on the fore-wings were more or

less united ; others showed the same variation in the hind-

wing ; while in still others some of the spots on the hind-

wings were much diminished in size or altogether wanting.

He also exhibited a fine variety of Lasiocampa quercus, var.

calluiKZ, which was extremely dark and without a defined

band on the hind wings.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited specimens of a beetle, the larvae

of which were causing havoc in tobacco-leaf samples. The
species was identified by Mr. West as Anobium paniccum.

Various suggestions were made as to a remedy, but all would
more or less cause deterioration of the tobacco.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited a specimen oiTortvix promibana,

beaten from a vine on a wall, near a bush of Euonymus
japonicus, in his garden at Chiswick, July 18th, 1907. He
also exhibited a fasciated specimen of foxglove. In the

lower parts of the flowering stem were deep grooves, and
the stem finally divided at the top into two spikes of flowers.

It was from his garden, Chiswick.
Mr. R. South exhibited a short series of Abraxas sylvata

(ulmata) and contributed the following note :
" A selection

of more or less interesting forms obtained in a morning's

collecting, in June, 1907, at Chalfont Road,- Bucks. With
the exception of this species, which was present in great

numbers, there was very little else in the way of Lepidoptera

to be found, so our attention was wholly given to A. sylvata,

In the course of our investigations we wandered to a part of

the wood we had not previously struck, and here we found

some specimens with smoky-tinged fore-wings, a form new
to me from this district. The hind-wings of these specimens

are normal, and in one example the right fore-wing is

much less smoky than the left fore-wing. I also secured

some very lightly-marked specimens, and a few examples

in which the markings were unusually heavy, but Mr.

Scollick, who was with me, picked up one with very
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broad black bands on all the wings, and an exceptionally-

large basal patch on the fore-wings. The latter was quite

the gem of the collection."

Mr. W. West (of Greenwich), exhibited three rare species

of Hemiptera, which he had recently taken in the New Forest

:

Eysarcoris ceneus, Corizus maculatns, and Lopus gothicus.

Mr. Clark exhibited an example of Amorpha populi, from
Paddington, of an unusually pink colour instead of the

customary dove-coloured suffusion.

Mr. South reported that he had met with Myelois cribrum

in his garden at Upper Tooting. It was also noted that

A cidalia incanaria was abundant throughout the suburbs, and
that the larvae of Malacosoma neustria were to be met with

everywhere. Hipparchia semele and Cupido minima were
reported as being then on the wing.

AUGUST 8ik, 1907.

Mr. South exhibited a Malacosoma hybrid, and read the
following note:— "On August 13th, 1906, Mr. Percy
Richards kindly gave me a small cluster of eggs that had
been deposited by a female M. castrensis, which had paired

with a captured male M. neustria, introduced to the cage
in which it had emerged from the pupa. Larvae hatched
from most of the eggs in due course, but they did not

take kindly to the food provided for them, which com-
prised plum, birch, and sallow. Four larvae, however, fed

up, and three of these pupated during the second and third

weeks in July. A female moth emerged from one of the

pupae on July 28th, and another on August 6th, the latter

very much crippled ; and one larva is still feeding. From
the somewhat superficial examination that I made of the

full-grown larva 1 noted that it agreed with that of M. neu-

stria in most details, but the dorsal line was very thin, and
bluish as in M. castrensis, and the red lines on each side of

the dorsal were broad. The head and the markings upon it,

and also the black spots on the first thoracic segment,
except that they were larger and inclined to unite, were those

of M. neustria. The bluish line along the sides was dotted
and freckled with black more thickly than in M. castrensis.

"

Mr. Sich exhibited the eggshells, mines, cocoon, and an
imago of the micro-lepidopteron Ccmiostoma laburnclla, from
leaves of the laburnum (Cytisus laburnum) at Chiswick.

Mr. Montgomery exhibited a bred specimen of Toxocampa
cracccs from Cornwall.
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Mr. Goulton exhibited a fine female of the sawfly, Sirex

gigas, from Sutton.

Mr. Newman exhibited an exceptionally pink form of

Saturnia carpini, a dark suffused form of Smerinthus ocellatus,

and a dark form of Arctia caja, all bred ; together with

living larvae of Ennomos autumnaria from Dover, and exam-
ples of the cocoons of Anthrocera filipcndulcE, the pupae from
which had been extracted by birds.

Mr. Harrison made the following interesting observation

on " False 'Sembling " at Abersoch :
— " On July 14th in the

neighbourhood of Abersoch, Carnarvonshire, I found a very

much crippled moth, which with some hesitation I con-

cluded was a female Odoncstis potatoria ; the wings were

almost scaleless and very short. I put the specimen in

an ordinary glass-bottomed pill-box, intending to try 'sem-

bling in the evening on the sandhills. My companion
put the box in his pocket, and shortly afterwards, about

4 p.m., netted a moth which came persistently flying around
him. This moth was a male Lasiocampa quercus. In the

evening males of 0. potatoria " sembled " freely. Several

were boxed and one paired with the crippled specimen,

which undoubtedly was 0. potatoria. Whether it attracted

the male L. quercus in the afternoon, or whether it was
merely a coincidence that the latter came flying around, I am
unable to say, but am inclined to think it came on a false

scent. I may add that we had not been taking L. querah,

and not any of our boxes had contained any female of this

species during the season."

AUGUST 22nd, 1907.

Mr. Harrison exhibited two series of Hyria muricata (auro-

raria) from Wicken and from the New Forest. There was
considerable variation in each series, but little difference

between the series, except that the Hampshire specimens

included an example of the New Forest pink-suffused form.

He also exhibited a seed head of the garden Polyanthus,

from the centre of which, among the bases of the flower

pedicels, had sprung a shoot with leaves ; and stated that

this growth had been noticed for several years in his garden

at South Woodford.
Mr. Turner exhibited a number of specimens he had just

received from West Australia, including Delias aganippe, a

Pierid, with brilliant and conspicuously coloured underside

;
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Apina callisto, a Noctuid belonging to the Trifinse group ; a

Lycaenid, Lyccenesthes inous ; Mecyna polygonalis, a Pyrale

which occurs in many parts of the world, and has occasion-

ally been met with in Britain ; and two Tineids Cryptolechia

alveola and Tinea clathrata ; three cases made of short pieces

of twigs, of a large species of Psychid, probably Qiceticus sp.,

spun upon grass stems, from one of which had issued a

large number of a parasite belonging to the genus Bassus, of

the Chalcididce ; specimens of the " Paradise Fly," the very

beautiful males of a species of Coccus, of which the females

are large and conspicuous objects ; a series of males of the

Lamellicorn beetle Rhipidocera femorata, one of the Das-

cillidce, the antennae of which had very numerous, large, and
beautifully curved lamellae ; and a specimen of Helczus femo-

ratus, a species of Tenebrionidce. in which the outer margins

of the elytra, and the margins of the thorax were enormously
extended laterally. Mr. Turner also exhibited a Gordius

worm, extracted from the abdomen of a specimen of Erebia

ligea, taken on the Rigi, Switzerland, on August 29th, and
measuring 5^ inches in length. Dr. Chapman called atten-

tion to the fact that some time ago a similar instance

was recorded, the species infested on that occasion being

E. euryale.

Mr. Tonge exhibited the beautiful larva of Satumia pyri,

from Continental ova given to him by Dr. Chapman ; also

larvae of Dipterygia scabriuscula (pinastri) from ova laid by a

female taken in his garden at Reigate.

Mr. Newman exhibited a larva of Dicranura bimspis taken

in Tilgate Forest, and pointed out the difference from that

of D. bifida, viz. the distinctive colour of the dorsal area and
the curiously indented margin in the former species.

Mr. Turner exhibited a specimen of the large Mud Wasp,
Sceliphron Icztus (?) from West Australia, together with its

mud nest, which is placed in houses or other protected

situations. The same species or a closely allied one is a

native of India, where it makes enormous mud nests on

walls, tree trunks, etc.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a number of Lepidoptera, and
read the following note :

—" For quite a number of years it

has been my custom to take advantage of the various cheap

excursions to the Continent, to have a ramble and a day

with the net in the neighbourhood of Boulogne, Calais,

Dunkirk, Antwerp, or elsewhere. Whichever the port, I

get out of it as fast as electric tram or my legs can take me,

and make a circuit of from a few to about twenty miles
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according to the weather or the sport. In this way I have
become acquainted with many pleasant spots, and also

found what roads to avoid. My bag has not always been
heavy with rarities, but several species local in England, or

what one would like to take there, may generally be found
in plenty on an average summer day. Among the common
species one often meets with nice varieties or perhaps local

races which are always welcome to compare with our
insular forms, or those from other geological formations. I

don't know that I can say I met with what I expected
during my ramble on July 21st last on the Wimereux-
Marquise road and round to Ambleteuse, but I took a nice

variety of Vanessa (Aglais) urticce in which the two discal

spots on the fore-wings are only faintly represented, and
some Melanargia galatca in which the black markings are not
so heavy as those of our south coast. Anthvocera trifolii was
in abundance, amongst which were a few with the spots
confluent. A. filipendulce was only just coming out.

" Insects, as a whole, were not numerous, and with regard
to the butterflies not a single blue was seen. Neither did I

meet with either Colias edusa, C. hyalc, or Papilio machaon.
Upon other occasions I have seen C. hyalc almost as common
as cabbage whites, and three or four P. machaon around me
at a time."

Dr. Chapman exhibited a specimen of Lycarna eumedon,
from Gavarnie. It is an aberration, apparently an extreme
form of Oberthur's sub-radiata. In this specimen the radiat-

ing black lines are nearly obsolete and the marginal orange
spots well-developed, so that the specimen has considerable
resemblance (underside) to Ltzosopis roboris.

Also a specimen of L. argus {agon) in which the spots of

the underside of the hind wing are well marked, making
almost a ring around the discal spot. This species, in his

experience, varies in these spots less frequently than some
others do, so that a slight aberration like this is perhaps
worth noting.

Mr. Rayward exhibited living larvae of Cucullia lychnitis,

two examples bred from ova which he had found on the food
plant, and one captured at large. He remarked upon the
generally lighter colour and markings of larvae obtained from
ova compared with larvae taken wild. In those exhibited the

difference appeared to be somewhat extreme, much of the

black coloration being suppressed and the ground-colour also

being very considerably paler. He suggested that this was
caused by absence of exposure to sun, air, rain, etc. He
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remarked how extremely abundant he had found this species

in the larval stage this year.

Mr. Turner exhibited the larvae of C. vcrbasci and C.

scrophularice, sent him from Gavarnie by Dr. Chapman, where
they were feeding abundantly on the Water Betony. He
pointed out the elongated markings on the segments and the

bright yellow dorsal line as distinctive markings of the

second species.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited two specimens of Eupithecia

dodoneata taken at rest on a fence on the cliff overlooking the

sea at Eastbourne in May last. He said that E. dodoneata

was very generally regarded as being closely connected with
oak trees, the larva feeding on them, and the imago resting

almost exclusively on their branches. To his certain know-
ledge there were no oak trees within fully two miles of the

spot where these moths were taken, and it became a question

whence these specimens could have come. It had been
stated that the species could be reared on the flowers of the
evergreen oak, and on examining the neighbourhood he found
there was an old garden within some 200 or 300 yards of the

fence on which the moths v/ere taken, where a number of

old trees of this species were growing, and he had little

doubt that the insect had found a suitable breeding place in

them.
He also exhibited a series of Eupithecia oblongata (cen-

tauYcatd) reared from larvse that he had collected from the
flower-heads of Centaurca nigra on the downs near Eastbourne
in September last. The individuals of the series showed
some amount of variation, especially in the intensity of the

grey costal patch, and of the dark shading towards the outer

margin.
Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited the larval cases of Coleophora

albicosta, Hw., in situ on furze from Surrey. The case is

not made of the seed-pod, as sometimes stated, but of the

calyx of the flower.

He also exhibited larvse of Pararge mcera, L., bred from the

egg, and now in the third instar. They feed well on Poa
annua, but only appear to eat in the early morning and in

the evening. The ova were sent from Bohemia by Herr
Gillmer.

Dr. Chapman remarked on the pupa of this species, that

in form and appearance it was more like a Vanessid pupa
than that of a Satyrid.
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SEPTEMBER 12th, 1907.

Mr. R. South exhibited bred specimens of Lithosia caniola,

the larvae of which had been fed upon lettuce. This
food they strongly preferred when in a decaying condition.

In his experience all the Lithosias he had reared would eat

lettuce when in a similar condition. Even Gnopliria quadra

agreed in this habit.

Mr. Newman exhibited a few bred specimens of Ennomos
(Eugonia) autumnaria, including two very beautiful dark

fuscous forms. One of the parents was the unique form bred

by him last year. The larvae had, however, been very dis-

appointing, most of them dying from one cause or another

before completing their metamorphoses. Mr. Newman also

showed some varieties of Vanessa (Aglais) urticce, including

a form approaching var. ichnusa, one with black hind-wings,

and another with rayed hind-wings.

Mr. Goulton exhibited the living larvae oiBanhia argcntula,

reared from ova ; also a series of Anticlca badiata, bred from
beaten larvae, some showing the transverse band strongly

contrasted in depth of colour from the remaining area of the

wing, while others were more generally uniform in their

ground-colour.
Mr. Harrison exhibited a series of ^4. badiata from Wicken,

together with living larvae.

Mr. Sich exhibited three imagines and two ova of Trifuv-

cula iniuuindclla, Zeller, from Surrey, and contributed the

following note :
—" This small moth, closely allied to the

Nepticulids, has been rather common this season. It fre-

quents the broom, flying round the bushes or running up
and down the twigs with great activity, between 6 and 7 p.m.

The females lay their eggs in the furrows of the broom-bark.
The ova are yellowish green, and the shell very shiny and
finely punctured. The larva bores through the base of the

ovum and underneath the bark of the broom. The ovum
may easily be separated from that of Ccmiostoma sparti-

foliclla, Hb., by its blister-like shape, while that of the

Cemiostoma, which is laid in the same situation, is of the

lozenge type."

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited the grass of Parnassus (Par-

nassia palustris). The specimens were sent from Durham,
gathered on the river bank. The five fan-shaped staminodes
are very curious structures and lie alternately between the
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stamens. Each is composed of about a dozen slender fila-

ments tipped with green spherical glands.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Arctia fasciata, a
very beautiful species bred from larvae taken in Spain.

Mr. Main exhibited a long series of photographs of the

life history and stages in the metamorphoses of Charaxes
jasius. (See Plates IV and V.)

Mr. Step exhibited a white flowered specimen of the large

knapweed (Centaurea scabiosa), which had been sent to him
from Eastbourne by Mr. R. Adkin. He also showed a very
aberrant flower-spike of the larger plantain (Plantago major),

in which the bracts of the flowers on the spike were much
enlarged, others forming a rosette of leaves at the top of the
long stem below the spike.

Mr. R. South, on behalf of Mr. Sweeting, exhibited a

specimen of Lyccena (Agriadcs) corydon ab. syngrapha from
Surrey.

Mr. J. W. Tutt read a paper on the " Egg laying of the

Brenthids," and a considerable discussion took place (printed

in " Ent. Record," 1907, p. 231).

Mr. Main remarked that he had placed a female of Epine-
phclc tiihonus under a glass cylinder on the lawn, and that

the eggs were laid not on the food stuff but in the holes in

the perforated zinc cover.

On the habits of Brenthis {Argynnis) euphrosyne in the wild
state Mr. Newman observed that in West Sussex it flies in

the rides cut for shooting in the woods, and is especially

abundant where wood has been cut down the previous year.

In captivity it lays its ova mostly on the gauze sides of the
box, few ever being laid on the food plant. The larvas feed

slowly till about the first week in September, when they
commence to hibernate among dead leaves and rubbish.

They wake up early in the spring and feed rapidly. With
regard to B. selene, it is also common in West Sussex, and
frequents the clearings in the same woods as does B. euphrosyne.

In Devon its habits are different, for there it frequents open
meadows and roadsides, and flies along the lanes. In
captivity it has the same habits in egg-laying as the former
species, but does not grow so much before hibernating.

Dr. Chapman remarked that he had observed last summer
that the females of B. selene laid very sparingly on leaves of

violet, but much more freely on the net in which they were
enclosed. He asked Mr. Tutt how he regarded this habit in

relation to that of Argynnis (aglaia, paphia, etc.) of not laying

on the food plant. Was Brenthis leading up to Argynnis, or





EXPLANATION OF PLATES IV AND V.

Charaxes jasius, Linn.

PLATE IV.

Fig. i.—Larva in penultimate skin, on leaf of food-plant Arbutus unedo.

Fig. 2.—Full-grown larvae.

Fig. 3.—Larva choosing position for spinning pad of silk from which to hang
for pupation.

Fig. 4.—Larva hanging up for pupation.

Fig. 5.—Larva nearly ready for change to pupa.

Fig. 6.—Pupa just disclosed. It is of a green colour like that of the leaves

among which it hangs.

PLATE V.

Fig. 1.—Pupa containing fully-formed butterfly; segments expanded. It is

now nearly black in colour.

Fie. 2.—Pupa showing first dehiscence of skin which is accompanied by a
distinctly audible report.

Fig. 3.—Pupa showing further dehiscence behind area of wings.

Fig. 4.—Imago just after emergence.

Fig. 5.—Imago with wings fully expanded.



PLATE IV.

Photos, hy If. Main.

Adlaru?& Son. hufir.





PLATE V.

Photos, by H. Main.

Adlard &° Son, Imp:
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was Brenthis the younger form ? The latter seemed more
likely, as it would in some degree explain the retention of the
habit in Brenthis, where it could not be very useful; whereas,,

it is difficult to see how so apparently useless a habit could
originate in Brenthis. It would be by no means a solitary

instance of the essential part of a habit or structure persisting,,

when less essential details had lapsed, although the habit or

structure had long since ceased to be useful. As an instance

recently noted, he might refer to the cremaster of the pupa
of Callophrys rubi, no longer used, yet the hooks persisted,

though other parts of the structure showed reversion to

simpler skin structures.

Mr. Sich related that one evening in August, 1900, near
Wiesbaden, he noticed many B. selcne at rest on the flower-

heads of Ccntaiirca nigra, and was astonished to find how
well the underside of the hind wings assimilated with the
colouring of the involucral bracts of the flower-head.

SEPTEMBER 14th, 1907.

Visit to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Leaders:—Messrs. George Nicholson and Alfred Sich.

From the ' Kew Bulletin,' Additional Series, v, 1906, we
gather the following details, which may be of interest. In

1759, Princess Augusta, widow of Frederick, Prince of Wales,.
" commenced the scientific history of Kew by establishing a

Botanic or, as it was then called, a Physic Garden " in the

grounds of Kew House. This property was subsequently

acquired by George III, who united it to the adjoining

grounds of Richmond House, and thus arose the present

Royal Botanic Gardens.
The area of the gardens is rather under half a square mile,,

and some parts of the western half appear to have remained
undisturbed for at least a century and a half. Much, how-
ever, of the eastern half was apparently, at one time, under
the plough. As the gardens now are, they contain the finest

collection of living plants in the world, a magnificent herba-

rium, a large library, and to the ordinary, that is to the non-

botanic individual, they offer a most beautiful pleasure

ground, containing fine old trees, ornamental waters, broad
well-kept lawns, brilliant flowers, and an atmosphere of

freshness and of peace.
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On the afternoon of September 14th, 1907, members and
friends to the number of twenty-four, assembled at Kew
Gardens Station. Here the party was met by Mr. George
Nicholson, F.L.S., V.M.H., etc., an ex-curator of the
Gardens, who had most kindly volunteered to lead on this

occasion. After a short walk the Gardens were entered by
the Victoria Gate, and a move was made to the plant houses
to inspect the Giant Orchis. This rare plant, Grammoto-
phyllum spcciostim, a native of Malaya, has been in the
Gardens for twenty years, but has not hitherto shown any
signs of its large and beautiful blossoms. These are thrown
up in spikes of some six feet in length, and the individual

blossoms are about six inches in diameter. The party pro-

ceeded to view the Herbaceous Grounds, where some stinging

and other interesting plants were noticed, and then made
their way to the Water Lily House, just outside which were
some fine plants of Romneya trichocalyx, introduced from
California to Kew by Mr. Nicholson. In the Water Lily

House the magnificent leaves of the Victoria regia were much
admired. The Papyrus reed, Cyperus papyrus, the Sacred
Lotus (Nelumbium speciosum) and other tropical water-loving

plants were noticed. The beautiful Palm House next en-

gaged attention, where the Coco (Cocos nucifcra), Date
{Phoenix), and other palms rear their graceful stems as high
as the glass roof allows, and where the Banana (Musa sapien-

tum) spreads its long green leaves in a congenial atmosphere.
A walk over the lawns, leading partly down the Pagoda vista,

brought the party to the Temperate House, where several

plants of interest were pointed out.

By this time the early autumn evening had begun to draw
in, and the members, breaking up into smaller parties, made
their way towards the principal entrance gates, and so

reached Kew Green at sunset. An excellent meat-tea was
served at Pitt's Restaurant, facing the Green. About 7 p.m.

the members took leave of each other and started on their

respective journeys home. We cannot conclude this meagre
report of our doings without mentioning how very much
indebted the Society is to Mr. George Nicholson for his

kindness in conducting the party through the Gardens.
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SEPTEMBER 26th, 1907.

Mr. Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Dr. Gerald C. Hodgson, of Red Hill, was elected a member.
Mr. Tonge exhibited a living larva of Cucullia asteris from

Sussex. At the time of capture it had a parasitical larva

feeding upon it. This was successfully removed and the larva

was now apparently healthy and full grown. He also showed
some stereographs of imagines of Staiiropus fagi and Trochi-
lium sphegifonnis at rest on tree trunks.

Mr. Ashby exhibited series of Donatio, cvassipes, F., from
the New Forest, and of Donatio, clavipes, F., from Wicken
Fen ; together with a specimen of Hcemonia curtisi, from
Gravesend.

Miss Fountaine exhibited both sexes of the S.E. European
Pierid, Picris crgane, specimens of the spring brood from
Montenegro, and of the summer brood from Herzegovina.
Mr. Newman showed a very large number of varieties of

several species bred and captured by him during the present
season, including a P. brassicce with the discal and inner
marginal blotch connected by an irregular band of black

;

and an Adopcea lineola with pale blotches on the discs of all

four wings.
Mr. Simmons exhibited a series of Hemerophila abniptaria,

bred by him this season from a dark wild female crossed
with a bred typical male, which was the offspring of a dark
wild female. Among those exhibited was a very fine gynan-
drous example, the left side being of the ordinary female
colour and character, while the right side had the male
characters of the very dark form.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited a portion of a brood
of Acidaiia oversata, with the parents, both of which were of
the banded form. The whole of the offspring were similarly

banded.
Mr. Gadge exhibited a variety of Abraxas grossulaviato,

captured on Denmark Hill, in which the black markings
were reduced to mere remnants on all the wings, while the
yellow blotches were somewhat increased in area.

Mr. Goulton exhibited a bred series of Eucliloe cardamines
from Surrey, which were notable as being unusually large,

especially the males.

Mr. Main exhibited the ova of Pararge cgeria in situ on
grass stems.
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Mr. Step exhibited, from Cheshire, a plant with flowers,

of the alien composite, Cotula coronopifolia, a native of the
South of Europe.

Mr. Clark exhibited the seed head of the Narrow-leaved
Pepper-cress (Lcpidium ruderale), one of the smaller Crucifers,

with a long raceme of minute flat pods. Although chiefly

associated with seaside neighbourhoods, it had become
abundant along the waysides and waste places about the
north-west suburbs of London, and was being sold in the

streets for table decoration.

Mr. Coote exhibited living larvae of Cyaniris (Cclastrina)

argiolus from Eastbourne, and pointed out the holes in the

ivy berries made by them when extracting the contents ; a

photograph of the lizard orchis, 0. hircina, found in Wilt-
shire, much farther west than has been recorded hitherto ; a

specimen of Lyccena (Agriadcs) corydon, with most of the

usual eye-spots absent on the underside, from Eastbourne

;

a dark-banded form of Ennomos angularia, from Dulwich
;

and a very light form of Angerona prunaria, from the Isle of

Wight.
Mr. Henry J. Turner exhibited several males of Parnassius

delius, taken in the Engadine, on the slopes of Piz Julier, in

early August, 1907, and specimens of Colias palczno, taken at

St. Moritz on the same date. With the latter were placed

specimens of the same species taken in Norway by Dr.

Chapman, and although the colour and markings were
practically identical in appearance, yet the shape of the

wings in the latter specimens differed considerably in length

and contour.

Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited Tineola bisclliella, bred from pupae

given to him by Mr. W. West, of Lewisham. The larvae fed

on red cloth, and the resulting imagines, over a dozen, are of

large size, measuring 16 mm. in expanse. Borkhausenia pseudo-

spretella : the larvae were found in flax-seed, and given to him
by Mr. W. West. The imagines appeared at intervals of a

month or more. Zonitoidcs nitidus : a snail widely distributed

over the British Isles, inhabiting damp localities, and often

found in company with Agriolimax lesvis, a small red-brown
slug. The specimens were taken by Mr. George Nicholson
on the banks of the Thames. Panicum sanguinale : a Euro-
pean grass ; in Britain a cornfield casual. From his garden
at Chiswick.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a form of Lyccena {Plebeius) argus

(agon), from the Pyrenees, which was of a uniform dark

colour without markings on the upper side ; and larvae and
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imagines of Cleogenc peletieraria. He also showed specimens
of C. nivcata from Carinthia, a closely allied species, in

which both male and female were milk-white, while in the
former only the female is milk-white, the male being uni-

formly blackish. C . peletieraria is exclusively confined to the
Pyrenees, but by some authorities is considered to be only a
geographical race of the more widely spread C. niveata of
the Alps.

OCTOBER $ih, 1907.

Field Meeting at Oxshott.

Leader: Mr. Stanley Edwards, F.L.S.

This meeting was the Annual Fungus Foray of the
Society, but the morning section of the party, who took
quite a different route, devoted themselves mainly to

collecting Lepidoptera. Large flocks of gold-crests were
noted among the tall pines. In an outlying portion of

the woods Chesias spartiata was disturbed, a specimen of

Emmelina monodactyla was taken, and larvae of Thyatira

derasa, Drepana laccvtula, and D. falcataria were found.

Near the Black Pond the cases of Coleoplwra alticolclla

were found sparingly, where usually they are abundant.
Mr. Sich met with a considerable number of webs of Swani-
merdammia griseocapitella on the scattered birch bushes.

Larval cases of C. fuscedinella and C. ibipennella were also

noted. A Pentatomid, Peizodorus lituratus, occurred on the
birch trees.

Mr. Step reports that :
" Most of the early autumn fungi of

the district have been previously recorded in our ' Proceed-
ings,' and many of them were again found ; but owing to the
spell of dry weather, with low temperature for several weeks
prior to the meeting, specimens were not as numerous as

usual. Among those worthy of note may be mentioned :

—

Lactarius picinus, Hydmnn repandum, Amanita spissa, Maras-
mius ramealis, Polystictus abictinus, Clavaria ina:qualis, Collybia

maculata, Boletus radicans, B. variegatus, and a form of the
same growing among Sphagnum at the Black Pond, which
differed from the type in having unchangeable flesh, and the
stem attenuated downwards ; C ortiuarius mucifluus, Pholiota

spcctabilis, and Clitopilus prunulus."

Mr. Lucas remarks that the Fungus Foray was too early

this year by about a month, and communicates the observa-

6
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tions subsequently made on two of the species of fungus

found at the meeting.

"On November 17th, near Black Pond, Esher Common,
I found a Sparassis crispa growing near a Scots Pine as it so

often does. I raked away the fir needles and then found a

bulky 'stalk,' or something of that nature. This was fol-

lowed some eight inches below the surface, when it appeared
to end at a root of the Scots Pine, at whose foot it was grow-
ing. If this was so, was S. crispa parasitic on the root ?

" On the same date I noticed at the head of the Black Pond
a silver birch of good height and fairly healthy appearance,

attacked by the fungus Fomes betidinus. On the tree were
four fresh ' brackets ' of the fungus ; but as there were also

two old ones the tree must have been affected for some time,

since these ' sporophores ' do not appear externally till after

the fungus has been doing much work inside. Some branches
had been broken off, perhaps by a falling tree, and this may
have been the means of introduction of the spores of the

birch's insidious foe.

"The only fungus I found on October 5th that was new to

the Oxshott list was Urocystis anemones, Schrot (= U. pompho-
lygodes, Cke.). It was parasitic on the petiole of a Ranunculus,
presumably R. bulbosus. The brilliant yellow Clavaria—C.

inevqualis, Miill., which I found down in the swampy corner,

is also I think new to the list ; this I had discovered near
Oxshott on September 10th, but in another spot.

"Although not taken on the actual day, I have this

autumn (Sept. 9) found Physavum vircscens, Ditm., a myxo-
gaster, on heather; and Clavaria cinerea, Pers., in Prince's

Coverts, near Oxshott, on September 10th. These I think
also are new to the list, and might with justice be added.
All these have been shown to Mr. Massee at Kew."

OCTOBER IO/7?, 1907.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a specimen of Dasychira pudibunda
taken at rest on a stone in the Pyrenees, and which measured

2f inches in expanse, quite a \ inch larger than the usual

full-sized examples.

Mr. Moore exhibited several examples of Hipparchia semcle

showing considerable variation on the underside both in the

colour and depth of the ground shades, and in the shape of

the zigzag, transverse, central line ; specimens of a small

race of Aphantopus (Euodia) hypcranthns. Both species were
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captured on the sand-dunes of Dunkirk. He also exhibited
an example of Danais plcxippus from Moose Jaw, Winnipeg.

Mr. Lucas exhibited the rare fungus Clavaria incequalis

taken at Oxshott during the Society's Fungus Foray on
October 5th, and also specimens of Hyles euphorbia bred from
pupae found in Kew Gardens.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a series of Polia xanthomista,
var. nigrocincta, bred from ova from north Cornwall. The
larvae were fed on carrot. It was pointed out that it was an
easy matter to rear this species from wild collected larvae,

which was now done somewhat freely, but to rear the species
from ova was a most difficult matter.

A long series of E. aiitumnaria (alniaria) including a row
showing the usual form now bred from in-bred Kent parents

;

a row bred by Tugwell, 1882-3, an extremely rich and heavily
speckled race ; a long series of males and females, including
a few very fine melanic specimens of a rich dark brown colour
all over wings, but head and thorax of the usual canary
colour; the females being much darker than the males. The
typical specimens (there were no intermediates) resemble
Tugwell's more than the present race. The whole is the
result of a pairing between melanic male and type female.
The stock is from a 1906 wild female, which was quite an
ordinary specimen.

Mr. Priske exhibited a series of the local beetle, Necro-
phorus interruptus, from Hanwell, caught by baiting a bottle

with a dead rat, and placing it in a ditch near a willow plan-

tation. Between July and September sixteen specimens were
caught. Two examples each of N. ruspator and AT

. humator
were also found, but no others of the genus.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Hyponomeuta cagna-
gellus, Hub., reared from larvae taken on a Euonymus shrub
in his garden at Lewisham, and contributed the following

notes

:

" Years ago, when Lewisham was quite a rural district of

London, a few spindle-trees (Euonymus europceus), the natural

food-plant of the species, were to be found in the hedge-rows,
but I have no recollection of finding the larva on them ; and
as Stainton, who was a resident in the neighbourhood at

that time, does not give Lewisham as one of the known
localities for the species in the ' Manual,' it is probable that

he also had not come across it in the neighbourhood. Since
those times nearly the whole of the district has been built

over, chiefly with houses having small gardens, and in a great

many of these Euonymus japonicus has been planted as an
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ornamental shrub or as hedges. In June last I noticed on
one such shrub in my own garden a couple of webs of the

insect, from the larvae in which the series exhibited was
reared ; and on inspecting the gardens of houses in the roads

covering an area of possibly a square mile around my own I

found hardly any of them free from the webs, while in some
of them the shrubs were literally covered with them. I hear

that in some other parts of the London suburbs a similar

state of things existed. This appears to suggest that the

insect has found its way in from the spindle-trees of the

country side, and finding in the cultivated Euonymus a food-

plant suitable to its tastes, is likely to become as great a pest

in our gardens as its near ally, H. padcllus, often is on the

whitethorn and apple.
" In speaking of this insect I have used the name by which

I believe most British entomologists recognise it, but it is

one of those unfortunate species whose synonomy appears

to be in a hopeless muddle, and it really seems a pity that

this Euonymus-feed'mg Hyponomcuia should not be allowed to

retain Scopoli's appropriate name of evonymcllus, and the

bird cherry (Prunus padus) feeding species the equally appro-

priate name of padi given to it by Zeller, instead of the mis-

leading name of evonymcllus applied to it in our lists, on the

possibly somewhat doubtful assumption of priority."

Mr. Adkin also exhibited ova of Tortrix pronubana, in situ

on the leaves of Euonymus japonicus.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a specimen of Chcerocampa (There-

tra) porcellus, taken at Reigate in July, 1907, having the

right wings unusually rosy, while the left wings had the

yellowish markings predominant and the rose colour almost
suppressed ; a large number of Lycarna (Polyommatus) icarus,

both male and female, upper and under sides showing a

good deal of minor variation, and taken in Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

Dr. Fremlin exhibited several varieties of Vanessa (Aglais)

urticce. There was only one discal spot on the fore wings,

the black blotches were considerably enlarged, and in some
cases united, while the hind wings were much more suffused

with black than usual.

Mr. McArthur showed a novel method of mounting the

webs of spiders between two sheets of glass, showing the
tenant and its prey in sitil.

Messrs. West, Tonge, Main, Dennis, and Lucas exhibited
a large number of lantern slides.

Mr. Turner exhibited a number of species of Lepidoptera
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taken by Dr. Chapman in South-Western France, including
Goneptcryx rhamni, Brcnthis dia, Pararge megcera, and Hippar-
chia semele, a male in which the black scaling rather than
the brown predominated, all from Guethary, July 6th.

Papilin machaon, Pamassins apollo, Apovia cvatcegi, in which
the outer margins were much clouded at the termination of

the nervures, and the nervures which close the cells in both
fore and hind wings similarly clouded. Argynnis aglaia,

Mclanargia galathea, var. procida, mostly males, two of which
were unusually large and of a yellow tinge. A small male of
Mclitcea didyma. A long series of Pararge mcrra, the males
very bright, with the row of submarginal blotches very
plainly outlined on the fore wings, and one specimen was
without the oblique dark line running to the inner angle
across the blotches, which were thus uniform in size and
shape from costa to inner margin. The females were
extremely brilliant with rich brown, but showing only slight

duplication of the eye spots, and only a slight tendency to

bipupillation of the apical eye spot. A specimen, supposed
to be Pararge hiera, taken with the previously mentioned
species, which were all from Gavarnie, July gth—30th.
Argynnis adippe, A. aglaia, unusually dark males of Satyrus
alcyonc ; a male underside of A. paphia, having the usual
black spots on the fore wing almost suppressed ; Pararge
m&ra, and a specimen of Camonympha arcania, var. darwin-
iana, in which the white transverse band and the eye spots of
the underside of the hind wings showed through the brown
of the upper side : all from Cauterets, August 1st— 8th. Mr.
Turner also showed a series of Colias phicomone, taken in the
Engadine in August, and a very dark male of the same
species from Cauterets in the Pyrenees.

OCTOBER 24(k, 1907.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited a series of Agrotis
ashworthii bred from larvae collected in North Wales, Easter
1907. Several of the specimens were referable to the form
var. virgata.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited a series of Calocampa vetusta,

bred from Continental ova, with a photo of the natural
resting position of the imago; stereo-photos of the ova of
Ennomos fuscantaria, in situ on an ash twig x 5 diam. ; and
of Cirrhcedia xerampelina, in situ on ash buds x, 5 diam.

Mr. W. West, of Greenwich, exhibited the Coleoptera,
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Apion hookeri, A. confluens, and CcuthorJiynchus rugulosns ; all

taken near Erith on chamomile.
Mr. Simmons exhibited the larvae of Eupithccia subfulvata,

found feeding on Achillea millefolium in his own garden.

Mr. Main exhibited the ova of a "stick" insect, Bacillus

rossi, which much resembles a short-stalked seed.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Melanippc galiata reared

from ova obtained at Eastbourne in September, 1906. He
said the parent female was quite an ordinary example of the

dark-banded form, but the progeny, which emerged between

June 7th and August 4th of the present year, varied consider-

ably in the tone of colour of the transverse band, from one,

the first to emerge, in which it was of a very pale bluish-

grey tint, to one of quite the dark-banded form similar to

the parent, which happened to be the last to emerge; the

remainder of the brood consisted of individuals covering all

grades of variation between the two, and they emerged
indiscriminately between the first and the last, light and
dark forms often coming out on the same day. He men-
tioned that on a former occasion he had reared a brood
under similar conditions, except that in that case the parent

female was of a light. form, but the progeny varied in much
the same way as in the present case. In neither instance

was the male parent known. He further stated that, in his

experience, very few pale forms were found among the wild

examples.
Mr. Henry J. Turner exhibited leaves of birch showing

the web, feeding gallery, and cocoons of the Hyponomeutid
moth, Swammerdammia griseo-capitella, and contributed the

following note :

" The larva spins an intricate web of very fine threads on
the upper surface of a birch leaf, gradually causing the mid-

rib region to become depressed and the margins to be more
or less raised and approximated. Among this collection of

web is formed a cylindrical chamber, open at both ends,

general^ parallel to the mid-rib, and raised above the

surface of the leaf, which tube the larva usually occupies.

It feeds upon the upper cuticle and parenchyma of the leaf,

reaching down from its chamber, but generally keeping its

hind segments in the tube while doing so. Such is the

colour of the larva and its position in the colorless tube,

that the combination of light and shade render its recogni-

tion very difficult except by careful examination. Add to

this the fact of its extreme agility to drop by a thread, when
disturbed, and also its habit of lying perfectly straight in the
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chamber, and we have no doubt a tolerably adequate
means of protection. Not only do these circumstances
protect the larva, but it becomes immediately aware of the
near approach of an intruder by the tremor of the surround-
ing web, and can prepare accordingly. When the larva is

full fed it spins a beautiful, pure white cocoon in the cylin-

drical tube of its web, and in a few days turns to a pupa.
The two ends of this cocoon are shaped like the exit of that
of Saturnia pavonia, and at the time of pupation a most
curious circumstance occurs in that the larval skin, discarded
by the pupa, is thrust out of one end of the cocoon. How
this is done has not been ascertained. Can it be that the
larva before pupation places itself in one of the ' bottle

'

necks, and in the change the wriggling action works out the
old skin and works the pupa into the body of the cocoon, or

does the pupa, after discarding the skin, move and gradually
push out the old garment ? In every larva noted the old
skin was thus pushed out at pupation. One cocoon was
opened, with the idea that perhaps the larva had not
pupated, but had only changed its skin, and was hibernating
as a larva, changing to pupa in the spring ; but the pupa
was found fully formed, and with its head towards the other
' bottle ' neck. What is the reason of this extrusion of the
old skin does not seem apparent, nor do I know of any
similar case. Stainton's figure of the leaf, etc. (" Nat. Hist.

Tin.," Vol. xi, PL 2, figs. 16, 26), does not give one an idea

of the real beauty of the web, but only the appearance of the
denuded leaf, with a larva in a young stage before it required
the intricate contrivances described above."

Mr. Turner also exhibited the following varietal forms :—
Mclanargia galatea, two specimens of var. leucomelas, female,

in which the underside of the hind wings was of an uniform
coloration without markings, only the shading of the upper
side being apparent, taken in August, 1905, at Gavarnie,
Pyrenees; Aricia agcstis (astrarche), a specimen of var.

alpina, a small Alpine male form, uniformly deep black on the
upper side of the wings, without any orange spots, from St.

Moritz, Engadine, August, 1907; Abraxas grossulariata, a
specimen with but few traces of yellow on the fore wings (its

place being taken by black scales), and with the black
markings more or less extended and coalesced ; Polyommatus
teams, several female specimens of the blue aberration, ab.

clara, from Effingham ; Eupithecia oblongata {centaureata), a
specimen of ab. centralisata ? in which all the markings were
much paler or even obsolete—bred from golden-rod ; Mala-
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measuring only 24 mm., one of them being exceptionally

pale; and Anthroccra ftlipcndulce, from Chatham, several

specimens in which the sixth spot of the fore wing was
prominent by its size and brightness, and very clearly

divided by the dark nervure.

Mr. Grosvenor exhibited a long series of Lycana {Polyom-

matus) corydon and L. bellargus, showing considerable varia-

tion, and pointed out one specimen of the latter with the

usual discoidal spots wholly absent. The veining of this

species was abnormal.
Mr. Newman exhibited a long series of Hypsipetcs sordiata

(elutata). Many were bred from bilberry growing around
Sheffield, and included numerous fine red forms ; others

were bred from larvae taken off hazel and numerous melanic

specimens were obtained. He also showed another gynan-
dromorphous Amorpha populi.

Mr. Newman recorded the occurrence in N. Kent of coal-

black shiny forms of Oporabia dilutata, and also black aber-

rations of Cheimatobia brwnata.

Mr. Sich read a paper, " Rhopalocera in the Taunus
Hills" (see page 8), and exhibited some of the imagines

obtained.

NOVEMBER itf/i, 1907.

Mr. Newman exhibited series of Plusia bractca, captured in

Aberdeenshire in July, 1907, and P. chryson (orichalcea) bred

from larvae taken in Cambridgeshire ; also sprays of garden
chrysanthemums on which two very differently coloured

flowers were growing.
Dr. Hodgson exhibited photographs and drawings of details

of the lizard orchis {Orchis hircina) found in Sussex in July,

1907. On comparison of this species with Aceras longi-

bracteata, from the Alps, having whitish pollinia on one viscid

disc, and with Aceras anthropophora, they seem to form a

much more natural group than 0. hircina with O.pyramidalis.

The labellum with bifid termination in 0. hircina comes
nearer to A . anthropophora than to any English member of

the genus Orchis.

A short series of Spilodcs palcalis, showing dark shading

on the fore-wings in varied gradation ; from the neighbour-

hood of Dover, where it was abundant this year. Lycccna

(Plcbeius) argns {agon) females, destitute of orange scaling

on the upper side, that from Surrey being nearly black, and
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that from Lancashire with much blue scaling ; a male from
the same locality had orange scaling on the upperside in a
similar position to that found on a normal female. Agriades
corydon, a Surrey male, with orange markings of " eye " spots
duplicated on hind-wings ; a Sussex female with no trace of
the orange scaling on the upperside ; and a Surrey female
referable to ab. scmisyngrapha, and without orange scaling.
Agriades bellargus, a Surrey female with much blue, and a
female with blue marginal band, interrupted on the secon-
daries, both specimens being devoid of orange on the upper
sides. A series of Urbicola comma from Clandon, including
pale and dark forms of both sexes, a cream-coloured aberra-
tion with well-pronounced black margins, and an unsym-
metrically bleached female.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a specimen of Xylocopa violacca,

which had been captured alive in the London Docks.
Mr. R. Adkin exhibited, on behalf of Mr. C. E. Young,

of Rotherham, a specimen of Sirex juvencus ; it was found
alive on September 5th last, floating on the surface of the
water in a tank, sixty feet above the ground, at Rotherham.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Oreopsyche pyrenceella,

bred from cases collected at Gavarnie at the end of July, 1907,
and emerging in August. They were very plentiful at one
or two spots near Gavarnie. The cases were also shown.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Porthesia chrysorrJicca,

L., reared from larvae collected at Eastbourne in June last.

The larvae were feeding on an isolated patch of bramble
near the sea. Many of their winter nests were seen, and the
larvae were in such great numbers that they had almost
completely denuded the brambles of their leaves. He read a
short paper entitled " Notes on Porthesia chrysorrhcea "

(p. 12).

In the discussion which followed, Dr. Chapman instanced
the thoroughness with which gregarious larvae were subject

to be parasitised, by reference to a nest of Eriogaster

arbusadce, every one of the larvae of which had succumbed.
Mr. Main similarly instanced a brood of Aporia cratcegi

received from S.E. France. He also stated that he had
placed a portion of a brood of Euvanessa antiopa out in his

garden in the open, with the result that every one was stung
by a parasite, while those kept indoors were entirely free.

NOVEMBER 28th, 1907.

The annual exhibition of varieties and notable captures of

the year. Nearly eighty members and friends were present.

7
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Mr. Austin, of Highbury, was elected a member.
Mr. E. C. Goulton exhibited a bred series of Hypsipetes

sordidata (elutata) from various Surrey localities ; the larvae

were fed on nut and willow ; and two males of Cosmotriche

botatoria captured at Wicken, and wholly of the very light

female coloration.

Mr. A. J. Willsdon exhibited a gynandrous example of

Crocallis elinguaria, from Manor Park.

Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited Odontopera

bidentata. A melanic series bred this year from black

parents from Horbury, Yorkshire ; and another bred series

from rather dark parents from the same locality.

The brood from the black parents were almost all black,

there were a few less dark specimens, but unfortunately they

were not able to give the exact percentage. No black

specimens were obtained from the dark parents.

Also a series bred from a very light female taken at

Wisley in 1906,011 one of the Society's excursions; and
various series from Epping Forest, New Forest, N. Corn-
wall, Wallasey, Delamere Forest, Liverpool and Durham,
a few being captured specimens, but most of them bred

from collected larvae.; together with a varied series from
the Isle of Lewis, which have been exhibited here on a

former occasion.

Pieris napi, var. bryonice : four broods, bred from specimens
captured in July, 1906, on the Kleine Scheidegg Pass,

Switzerland. The females of all the broods exhibited a

considerable amount of variation, especially in broods B.

and C. The majority had a yellow or brownish-yellow

ground colour, with the black marking boldly defined.

Some had no yellow in the ground colour, and in these the

black markings varied very much. One specimen in brood B
had almost obscured grey scales, similar to those at the

base of the wings in the females of the English napi, being

spread over the whole surface of the primaries, and giving

an almost unicolorous effect. A specimen in brood C was
very similar to some of the British examples.

Variation in the males consists mainly in the presence or

absence of the central spot in the fore-wings, and in the

quantity of dark scales along the veins on the under-surfaces.

Bryonice is single-brooded, appearing in July in the

locality in which the parents of these broods were taken.

As regards size, they are much larger than our spring form,

and fully up to the average of the summer emergence ; but

as regards markings, especially on the under surfaces, they
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agree much more closely with the spring than with the
summer form.

Strictly speaking, of course, the name bryonies should be
confined to the female.

The worn specimens at the end of each brood are the
parents.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited a series of Grapta c-album, and
contributed the following note :

" I received six ova on April iSth and about a dozen
more on April 30th, from Mr. Barraud. They were laid by
a female he took in the Wye Valley last Easter. The first

hatching took place on April 28th, and others followed
almost daily. The first larva pupated June 20th, all being
reared upon red currant.

" Emergences were as follows :

July 4

7

9
10
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and from the 150 collected no form of note emerged, except a
very small-spotted form. The main interest was in the
captured specimens, which were all taken on the same
limited area, and probably the most interesting specimens
must have emerged from the " ground " cocoons in this area
or have arrived from some other, which was not discovered
by him. Moreover, no empty exposed cocoons were found
except at the first visit, when two were met with, one having
been raided possibly by a bird, and the other had a parasi-

tised larva. This was sixteen days before any emergence
took place, when four hours or more had been spent in

completely searching the ground. Six cocoons were spun
on grass or dead sorrel stems, about two feet above the
ground. The selection exhibited was from some 1200 or so
specimens examined, and an endeavour has been made to
establish the species in three likely localities by putting out
ova and larvae. The most strikingly aberrant forms obtained
were three melanic forms, ab. obscura ?, and three six-spotted

forms, ab. hippocrcpidis, all of which appeared to have just

emerged when found. They were resting low down, with
fore-wings half-spread laterally in one plane with the fore-

wings covering the hind-wings, as is the usual second position

of drying, and they bled freely when pinned. The last six-

spotted form was taken at 6.30, after some seven hours'

continuous hunting, and after four systematic searches all

over the locality had been carried out. The days were in

July, 1907, and were dull, inclined to rain, with scarcely a

gleam of sunshine ; even Apliantopus (Enodia) hyperanthus did

not willingly fly. The bulk of the specimens bred and
examined were liberated either on the ground or in two or

three apparently suitable localities.

Mr. A. Scollick exhibited the following variations of

Abraxas sylvata {iilmata) :

One exceptionally broad-banded and dark specimen, the

band being unbroken and extending from the costa to the

inner margin of the front-wings, the markings being slightly

different on each wing

;

One smoky form with an almost entire absence of mark-
in&s;
Four pale varieties approaching var. pantaria ;

Four slightly suffused with a smoky tinge
;

Two small specimens, from one of which the ochreous
markings were absent.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a sparrow, captured in Deptford,

with a curiously lengthened and enlarged beak.
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Mr. Newman exhibited a melanic Opovabia dilutata taken
wild at Bexley Woods, October 23rd, 1907. This is a
melanic form new to Kent, and possibly the darkest melanic
form of this species yet taken in England. (?)

Mr. Grosvenor exhibited a long series of Lycczna (Polyom-
matus) icams from the N. Downs, and a few from Aberdeen,
including a large percentage of blue females. One male had
a white edging in the border, in place of the black margin,
several with a tendency to ab. persica, and ab. icarinus, and
specimens with crescents on both fore- and hind-wings.
Among the females one from Aberdeen had large white
wedges on all the wings, two from the N. Downs had
confluent spots on the under-surface, and a few had the

spots enlarged in area.

Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited some species of land and
fresh-water shells of the New Forest, and read the
following note :

" Generally speaking the New Forest is

not considered a good locality for these animals. I was
therefore somewhat surprised to find that by very casual

collecting I had obtained 29 species. No doubt this total

could be doubled at least. The species exhibited are :

—

Hyalinia alliaria, H. nitidula, H. fulva, H. nitida ; Helix
rotundata, H. cantiana, H. fusea, H. caperata ; Pupa cylindracea

(umbilicata) ; Vertigo pygmcea ; Balea perversa; Cochlicopa

lubrica ; Succinea putris, S. elegaus ; Planorbis albus, P.

spirorbis, P. complanatus ; Limnaa pcregra, L. stagnalis, L.
pal ustris, L. glabra ; Bytliinia teutaculata ; Valvata piscinalis ;

Anodonta cygnea, var. anatina ; Sphccrcum corneum ; Pisidium

amnicum, P. fontinale, P. pusillum, P. nitidum. These have
all been secured actually in the Forest ; the fields and
hedgerows around have not been examined.''

He also exhibited Stcmonitis ferruginea, Rost., a fungus
belonging to the Myxogasters, found near the Black Pond,
Esher Common, November 17th.

Also the following varieties of dragonflies, all from the

New Forest : Pyrrhosoma nymphula, var. ceneatam, female, P.

icnellum, var. ceneatum, female, and P. teuellum, var. rubeatxnn.

Mr. W. B. Pratt exhibited a short series of Mellinia

(Xauthia) ocellaris, taken by Mr. H. O. Mills and himself, in

September last, by sugaring the outside leaves of black
poplar, in Surrey.

Mr. Edelsten exhibited several specimens of Sesia andrcni-

formis, bred from pupae taken this year, together with its

ichneumon Meniscus bilineatus.

Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited, on behalf of Messrs. F. W. and
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H. Campion, a female of the rare long-horned grasshopper,
Chelidoptera (Platycleis) rocsclii, from Heme Bay (September
13th, 1907).
A male of the dragonfly, Sympetrum sanguincum, taken in

Epping Forest on September 15th, 1907, having a regularly-

formed notch in the margin of the left hind-wing, recalling

the notch, at the corresponding nervure, in the wings of

certain Orthoptera, where the folding under of the wings
takes place.

Two males of the black dragonfly, Sympetrum scoticum,

from the Black Pond, Esher, illustrating the range of size

presented by the species. The large specimen (taken on
September 3rd, 1906) measures 33.5 mm. in length and 52
mm. across the hind-wings, and the small specimen (taken

on September 20th, 1907) measures 27.5 mm. by 42 mm.
Two specimens of a var. of Agrion puella (male), in which

the U-shaped marking on segment 2 is connected with the
circlet behind. One specimen is from Epping Forest

(June 24th, 1906) and the other is from Byfleet (June 23rd,

1907).

A specimen of the somewhat rare female of Cordulia cenea,

from Epping Forest (June 1 6th, 1907).
Mr. J. Alderson exhibited Mclitcea aurinia; a short series,

bred from Cumberland larvae, and reared on honeysuckle.
All the specimens were undersized, and much darker than
the type ; the most extreme form being very dark.

Melampias cpiphron ; three second-brood specimens bred
from ova laid by a female taken at Honister, July 1st, 1906.
Four larvae fed up and pupated on September 2nd, gth,

16th, and 18th, 1906, while the remainder of the brood
hibernated. Imagines emerged on September nth and
28th and October 5th, 1906. The larvae were fed on
Poa annua.

Mr. Garrett exhibited Argynnis adippc, taken at Arundel,
Sussex, July, 1907. It was much more common than
A . paphia, and one of the females shown was larger than usual.

Anticlea sinuata obtained by beating. He had not heard
of this species having been taken at Arundel before.

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited varieties of Diptera : a

male specimen of Cyrtoneura stabulans, Flu., with an extra

cell in the upper corner of the sub-apical cell in each wing.
Specimens of species of Syrphus and Platychinis, lacking

one or other of the usual yellow abdominal markings.
Mr. R. South exhibited on behalf of Mr. Pope, of Exeter,

several varieties of Epincphclc ianiva, including a small male
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measuring 38 mm.= i^in. In this specimen the fulvous

blotches below the apical ocellus were well developed.
A pale ochreous brown female inclining to whitish on

outer margins ; the hind-wings slightly darker than the
fore-wings. There were two small but well-defined fulvous

blotches below the apical ocellus, which was double, but faint,

and the lower white pupil was very minute.
A male with symmetrical pale ochreous blotches on the

fore-wings and a broad paler ochreous band on the hind-
wings ; the inner edge of the band diffuse ; the fringes of all

the wings white.

Eubolia plnmbaria ; fore-wings dark purplish slate colour,

with ochreous edged, purplish brown tranverse lines. Hind-
wings darker than usual but otherwise normal.
They were all captured in Devonshire in 1906-7.

Mr. South also exhibited an aberration of Epinephelc

titlwmis; very similar to that taken by Mr. Spindler in

Sussex, July 29th, 1897. The usual fulvous colour was
present, but the margins of all the wings were broadly
bordered with whitish, instead of the usual dark brown or

blackish. Taken by Mr. Haynes in the Salisbury district,

August Bank Holiday.
Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited specimens of Cydimon

(Urania) kilns, and also the coloured plates recently issued

in the 'Transactions of the Entomological Society of London,'
showing the life-history of the species, together with
examples of other species of the genus.

Mr. E. Step exhibited a series of forty photographs

—

" Fungi of 1907," depicting thirty-six species, and including

Amanita strobiliformis, A. solitarins, Morchella crassipes, var.

smithiana, etc. With two or three exceptions they were all

from Ashtead and Oxshott.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited under the microscope ova-

shells of several species of Coleophora, and also preparations

of the shells of the ova of other species in the genus, to

show the peculiar structure of the micropylar area.

Mr. W. West (Ashtead) exhibited a fine specimen of

Madrepore, formed apparently by the association of two
species, one much smaller than the other.

Mr. A. W. Dennis exhibited a photograph of a rainbow-

which occurred on August 6th, 1907, and contributed the

following note :
" The photograph illustrates a phenomenon

which doubtless accompanies every rainbow but is probably
rarely' observed owing to the bow being apparently projected

upon a surface of varying tint containing light clouds, or
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even some portion of blue sky. In the present case the

background of sky was intensely dark and practically

unicolorous, so that the conditions were unusually favorable,

and the brightness of the sky inside as compared with the

darkness outside the bow is well shown. In popular

accounts of the rainbow this is never mentioned, and the

explanation is only to be found in the encyclopaedias and
the larger treatises on light.

"A curious circumstance is that when the photograph is

viewed upside down the contrast of tints appears much
stronger."

Mr. Winkworth exhibited his extensive collection of Helix
virgata, showing the extreme variation obtainable in all the

characters of the shell, it being almost an impossibility

to meet with specimens which were identical in all par-

ticulars.

Mr. Cuzner exhibited a number of microscopic slides of

Mycetozoa.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a few Lepidoptera collected in the

Pyrenees this summer, including Lycama orbitulus, var.

oberthuri, L. pyrenaica, Anthrocera anthyllidis, A. contaminei,

Erebia lappona, var. sthennyo, E. lefebvrci, E. govgone, E. stygne,

E. ceme, E. ccecilia, E. tyndarus, var. dromus, Oreopsyche

pyrenceella, Apterona pusilla, and Marasmarcha tuttodactyla.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited specimens of Tortrix pronubana,

reared in June last from larvae collected in spring ; others

which emerged in autumn from larvae collected in Septem-
ber ; also autumn specimens which were reared from ova
deposited by the June moths, thus clearly demonstrating
that the species is double-brooded in this country. He
called attention to the variation in the orange colour of the

hind-wings in both sexes, caused, in the case of the darker
examples, by a suffusion of black or brown scales.

A variety of Melanippe fluctuata, taken at Lewisham in

July last, in which the usual dark central band was repre-

sented by a mere speck on the costa and a slight enlarge-

ment of the discoidal spot.

A series of females of Lyccena corydon, taken at East-

bourne in September last, showing more or less blue scaling,

chiefly in the hind-wings, but in two or three of them the

blue colour was well defined in the fore-wings also.

Examples of a dark suffused form of Boarmia roboraria

from North Hampshire.
Varieties of Abraxas grossulariata, in which the black

markings were in one case normal, in another excessive, and
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in the others much reduced, but all having a distinct yellow
shade in the ground colour. They all resulted from cross-
pairing between selected forms.

Mr. J. W. Schoon exhibited Aporia cratcegi, taken this
summer in north-east Kent, male and female.

Tapinostola bondii, taken this summer at Folkestone.
Bryophila muralis {glandifera) . taken this summer at Folke-

stone, except the first four, which were bred from pupae
taken at Cheriton, Kent.

Sesia chrysidiformis taken at Folkestone. The first four
bred from the larvas taken at Folkestone in April last.

DECEMBER 12th, 1907.

Mr. H. W. Andrews, F.E.S., of Welling, Kent, was elected
a member.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a large number of pupae of
Pieris napi just as the larvae had spun up on the top of the
box in which they had fed. Considerable range of colora-

tion was shown, one pupa being a vivid green. A specimen
of Ennomos aiitumnaria devoid of speckled markings and
with the tips of the wings very red. A bred specimen of

Xylomyges conspicillavis from Worcester. A pair of Drcpana
liarpagida (sicula) from Leigh Woods, 1876 ; and specimens
of Trigonophora flammea (cmpyrea) from Lewes, 1889.

Mr. E. Step exhibited specimens of the following fungi
from Oxshott : Phlcbia radiata, a rare species of Hydnei,
growing on dead birch ; Cantharclhis carbonarius, growing on
dead leaves at the Black Pond; and Lenzites betulina, on the
dead fallen birch at the same place.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a number of stereographs of entomo-
logical subjects.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a series of Acidalia humiliata,

caught by himself on Jul)' 25th, 1907, on the face of the cliffs

at Freshwater, Isle of Wight. He said that this was the

only locality in Britain, but that the species was there in

great abundance, though, for the most part, unget-at-able.

Continental specimens are, as a rule, considerably larger,

and had the red stripe on the costa more pronounced. The
species was out at Freshwater from July nth to 31st, and
was over by the latter date.

Mr. South exhibited a series of Eupithecia castigata, bred
from ova, and compared them with a captured series of the

same species. None of the former showed the brownish
suffusion which is the characteristic of captured examples.
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Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Teras contaminana
from Polegate. His object in showing this very common
species was, he said, an endeavour to interest some of our
younger members in the Tortrices. The individuals of the

series varied very much, and were all taken from a few
blackthorn bushes on an afternoon in September last, when
there was really nothing else to be found. Many other
species of Tortrices might be taken in a similar way, and he
was sure that many members who appeared to take little or

no interest in the smaller species of Lepidoptera might often

with advantage fill in a blank day by looking after such
species as the one exhibited, and would soon learn to take an
intelligent interest in them.
The following members then brought to the table selected

specimens, series, or broods of Pieris napi :—Messrs. Harri-

son and Main, Montgomery, Rayward, Newman, Joy,
Turner, Grosvenor, Garrett, Sich, Adkin, Dr. Chapman and
Dr. Hodgson.

Messrs. Harrison and Main: Broods of South English, Irish,

Cheshire, and Swiss origin, including var. bryonies and cross-

ings of English and Swiss pairings.

Mr. Montgomery : Broods from dark Kilkenny parents.

Dr. Chapman : Examples from Finland.
Mr. Joy : An example two years in pupa.
Mr. Garrett : An extremely small example.
Mr. Turner : Very pale undersides from the Continent.
Mr. Sich : An extremely dark form taken in Middlesex in

1874, approaching var. bryonies.

Dr. Hodgson : Well-marked spring forms, comparable to

ordinary summer forms, and extremely pale spring forms.

Mr. Rayward : Series from Cornwall, Fife, and Surrey.

Mr. Main then read a short paper entitled, " Some Notes
on Pieris napi " (see p. 16).

In the course of the discussion following the exhibition,

Mr. A. L. Rayward confirmed Mr. Harrison's statement as

to the difference in size between the spring and summer
broods of P. napi, and, with regard to the frequency with
which pupa? from spring parents lie over until the following
spring, instead of emerging as a second brood, stated that,

although temperature almost certainly has a considerable
influence in determining the percentage of the summer
emergence, temperature and food supply are insufficient in

themselves to account for the tendency of the pupae to lie

over, and there appears to be some, as yet unknown, factor

inherent in Napi, and in many other species of Lepidoptera,
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which controls this tendency, and this factor is probably ot

considerable importance to the well-being and preservation of

the species.

Mr. Tutt remarked that the rarity of a partial third brood
of P. napi in Britain was to be noted. It was a most
unusual occurrence, and possibly only took place in very
suitable summers, and then only in very occasional
individuals. There was perhaps a tendency for some fifty

per cent, of the summer-feeding- larvae to emerge in late

summer, the rest going over the winter. In P. brassicce a
still smaller proportion of second- and third-brood specimens
emerged, although in P. rapes a very large proportion of the
partial second and a fair proportion of the partial third brood
emerged. The occurrence of these individuals was always
worth noting in reared broods.

As to the point raised by Mr. Main on the difference

between the pupae of summer- and spring-emerging speci-

mens, Mr. Tutt observed that it was a well-known fact that
the larvae of Anthocharis bclia collected in the south of

Europe in the spring gave rise not only to two forms of

pupae of different colours but also of different structure (the

summer-emerging pupae having one movable incision, the
others none) , and so far as the seasonal broods of these species

varied generally in size and form, so, of course, must there

be a corresponding variation in the pupal size and form, more
or less readily distinguishable by the expert. The winter
pupae of P. napi were said to be narrower, and usually more
heavily marked with black, whatever was their ground colour.

The relation of the number of broods or partial broods to

latitude and altitude was also very interesting. At high
latitudes and altitudes the species was single-brooded, no
doubt in the extreme south of Europe, almost entirely double
with a large partial single brood. In Britain, in bad seasons
the species was almost entirely single-brooded (as were many
other partially double-brooded species), in favourable seasons

more complete and partially double-brooded. Among each
brood were individuals, "laggards" from the commencement,
and totally incapable of being forced into a second brood,

whilst others were just as certainly "forwards," and could

not be restrained ; the greater mass, however, apparently
were capable of responding directly to environmental
conditions. Merrifield noted, in his experiments in 1893,
certain individuals that refused to be forced in each of the

batches he dealt with. Mr. Joy had bred one example that

insisted on going over two winters as pupa.
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Mr. Tutt also remarked at length on the interesting

variation of this species.

JANUARY gth, 1908.

Mr. Sich exhibited a specimen of Plodia interpunctella,

captured in the Society's rooms, and which he was placing

in the Society's collection.

Mr. Gadge exhibited two specimens of Malacosoma neustria,

bred from larvae obtained at Chingford ; in one there was
not even a rudiment of the right hind-wing and in the other

only a rudimentary fore-wing, the left.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited numerous examples of Lyccena

(Aricia) agestis (astrarche) including var. salmacis, var.

salmacis ab. obsoleta, male, nearly ab. alpina, male, and a form
with yellow spots, all from Witherslack; var. artaxerxes from
Kincardineshire and Aberdeenshire ; and ab. allous from
Reigate and Sussex.

Mr. Grosvenor exhibited the same species, and contributed

the following note :

"The var. artaxerxes are from Aberdeen, three being of the

form qiiadripuncta, the others the usual form ; in the females

two show a considerable amount of orange, nearly as much
so as in typical southern females ; in some of the males this

colour is nearly absent.

"L. agestis (astrarche) from Reigate, first brood, all well

marked with orange with the exception of one male, with a

large decrease in the orange markings, being very close to

the ab. allous.

"Also a few from Westmorland, all of which are of the

ab. allous, with the exception of one male, which I take is

referable to a form described in Mr. Tutt's ' British Butter-

flies,' and of which he says :
" Var. alpina, Stdgr., a small

Alpine form of which the males are completely dark on the

upper side of the wings." This specimen, so far as I can
find out, is the first example taken in England. I may say

that a strong lens fails to show a single orange scale.
" In the undersides there are one var. artaxerxes with a

decrease in the number of spots, of ab. allous two well-

marked, and two of the ab. obsoleta; in the malformed
specimen the spots are almost entirely absent."

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited series of Tortrix pronubana

;

T . podana ; T. heparana ; T. rosana ; T.forsterana and Batodes

augustiorana reared from larva? taken on Euonymus japonicus
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at Eastbourne in May and June, 1907 ; and read a paper
entitled, " Further Notes on Tortrix pronubana, including its

Life-History in Britain "
(p. 20).

Reports of the various Field Meetings of the year were
then communicated and read.

JANUARY 23rd, 1908.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

The first part of this meeting was devoted to the reading

and adoption of the Treasurer's Balance Sheet, the presenta-

tion of the Council's Report, the reading of the President's

Annual Address, and the expression of thanks to the retiring

Officers and Council.

The following is a list of the Officers and Council of the
Society appointed for the year :

President.—A Sich, F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents.—R. Adkin, F.E.S., W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.
Treasurer.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S.
Librarian.—A. W. Dods.
Curator.—W. West (Greenwich).
Hon. Corresponding Secretary.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S.
Hon. Report Secretary.—Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.
Council.—S. R. Ashby, F.E.S., T. A. Chapman, M.D.,

F.Z.S., F.E.S., H. Main, B.Sc, F.E.S., A. L. Rayward,.
F.E.S., R. South, F.E.S., E. Step, F.L.S., A. E. Tonge,
F.E.S.

Mr. Alfred Sich, in taking the chair, thanked the mem-
bers for having elected him to the position of President, and
briefly proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Adkin for his past

services and for his address, expressing the hope that he
would allow it to be printed.

Mr. Step, in seconding the proposition, expressed his

gratification that the retiring President had given them that

sketch of the history and progress of the Society—a progress

towards which Mr. Adkin had throughout his long and
honourable membership so materially contributed. As one
of the 1872 men, listening to that history had awakened
many memories ; and he felt sure that more recent members
would turn to that portion of their " Proceedings " with
keen interest. To the accuracy of the retrospect he could
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bear testimony, except with regard to those few months that
were "before his time." He rejoiced that they had still as an
active officer one of the founders of the Society in the person
of their Hon. Curator, Mr. West.

Mr. Tutt, in supporting the vote of thanks to Mr. Adkin,
both for his services in the chair and for his Presidential

address, thought it was a good thing that he had dealt with
matters affecting them rather as a "natural history" than
as a purely " entomological " society. He was pleased that
Mr. Adkin had reviewed the history of the Society and had
placed on record the main features of its growth.

Mr. Adkin, in acknowledging the vote, said that he
regarded societies such as their own as useful institutions,

in that they were, if he might so put it, stepping-stones to
higher things, and it was very encouraging to know that
many of those who, as members, had received their first

encouragement in this Society, were now occupying useful

positions in the entomological world. If he had been the
means of assisting in any small way in carrying on the work
of the Society he was very glad. He expressed his apprecia-
tion of the generous assistance he had received, not only
from the officers but also from the general body of members,
in carrying out the duties of the office whilst he had been in

the chair ; and he felt sure that in Mr. Sich, whom they had
chosen as their future President, they had one whose know-
ledge, tact, and kindly disposition could not fail to be
advantageous to them in continuing the Society's work.

Votes of thanks to the various officers were then put and
suitably acknowledged, and the business of the annual
meeting concluded.

ORDINARY MEETING.

Mr. A. Sich, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. B. Smith, of Upper Norwood, and Mr. E. R. Goffe, of
Wandsworth Common, were elected members.

Mr. A. L. Rayward exhibited alarva of Pseudoterpna pruinata,

hibernating on a twig of Genista anglica, and stated that,

when found a few days previously, it was attached by the
prolegs and anal claspers to a leafless side-shoot of the main
stem, half way between the surface of the ground and the
top of the plant. The body was held, in the manner
characteristic of the resting habit of the species, well away
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from the stem, but with the head towards the ground.

Another larva, found on the same plant, was in an exactly

similar position, and in neither case could any trace of

silken pad or supporting thread be seen.

Mr. Newman exhibited a large number of Amorpha populi,

mostly bred from captured larvae. Some specimens were
very dark and others light. He stated that many of the

larvse were well spotted with red, and that they varied con-

siderably from light to dark.
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Chelidoptera rceselii...

Coeuonympha areania

Cosmotriebe potatoria

Cucullia lychnitis ...

Cymatophora duplaris

Cyrtoneura stabulans

Dasycbira pudibunda
Ennomos anturanaria

Epinepbele janira ...

„ tithonus...

Erebia lappona

Eubolia plambaria ...

Euchelia jacobsea3

Eupitbecia oblongata

„ pulebellata

,,
purailata

Grapta c-album
Heliconius amaryllis

„ hydara ...

Helix virgata

Hemerophila abruptaria

Hesperia malvoe

Heteronympba merope
Lyca?na eumedon

„ orbitulus

Lasiocarnpa quercus...

Malacosoma castreusis

Melanargia galatbea...

Melanippe fluctuata...

Morchella crassipes ...

Oporabia dilutata ...

Papilio macbaon
Pararge msera

Pieris brassiere

,, daplidice

,, napi

6, 89, 96
... 94
49,85

... 70

... 54
.. 53

... 49

... 88

... 91

... 69
87, 100
... 47
... 64
... 67

52,66
... 63
... 47
... 54
... 50

88

Varieties and aberrations

—

con-

tinued.

Plebeius argus ... 73, 80, 88
Plodia interpunctella ... 100
Polia xanthomista ... ... 83

Polyommatus icarus ... 66,93
Pyrrhosoma nympbula ... 93

„ tenellum ... 93

Rana temporaria ... ... 63

Satyrus semele ... ... 50
Sesia andramiformis... ... 93
Smeriuthus ocellatus ... 66
Sympetrum sanguineuiu ... 94

„ scoticum ... 94
Tberetra porcellus ... ... 84
Trachea piniperda ... ... 58
Urbicola comma ... ... 89

" Verdigris," paper by Mr. Adkin 55
Visit to the British Museum (Nat.

Hist.), Mr. Edicard.s 52
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hsetnorrhoidalis, Telephorus

holosericeus, Corymbites
liookeri, Apion
humator, Necrophorus ...

hybridus, Phalacrus

hypochajridis, Cryptocephalus

irarnaculatus, Haliplus ...

interruptus, Necrophorus
kiesemvetteri, Apion
lacordairei, Triplax

longior, Hydrsena
luperus, Cistela ...

metatarsalis , Oxypoda . .

.

niorsci, Cryptocephalus ...

marina, Cistela

murinus, Lacon ...

nidicola, Gnatlioncus

nigricans, Telephorus

nigrita, Hydrama...
oblougus, Laccobius

pallida, Phytodecta

pallidas, Cryptophagus ...

panaceuin, Anobium
picipes, Simplocaria

polita, Chrysomela
rufipes, Melauotus
rugulosus, Ceuthorhynchus
ruspator, Necrophorus ...

sex-punctatus, Cryptocephalus

sub-depressus, Cryptophagus
Tenebrionidaj

variolosus, Oxylaemus
viridis, Ochthebius

Ceustacea.

diapbanus, Cheirocepbalus

f'oliaceus, Argulus

DlPTEEA.

avicularia, Ornithomyia ...

domestica, Musca
gracilis, Phora
lagopodis, Ornithomyia ...

longiseta, Eccoptomera ...

„ Sapromyza
melanostolus, Pipuuculus

Platychirus

pubericornis, Pbora
stabulaus, Cyrtoneura
Syrphus

PAGE

62
62
86
83
30
69
29
83
30
62
30
62
30
69
62
62
30
62
30

. 30
62
30
69
30
62
62

. 86
, 83
. 64
. 30

72
. 54

. 30

53

45

30
53
30
30
30
31
31

94
31
94
94

Fossilia.

Fossilia

Petraj

Tricaterops

2

2
52

Fungi.

abietinus, Polystictus

anemones, Urocystis

betulina, Lenzites

betulinus, Fomes ...

bulliardi, Tiametes
carbonarius, Cantharellus

cinerea, Clavaria ...

crassipes, Morchella

crispa, Sparassis ...

Da3dalea

esculenta, Morchella

ferruginea, Stemonites ...

gambosum, Triclioloma ...

gibbosa, Trametes...

ina'qualis, Clavaria ... 81

maculata, Collybia

maxima, Retinia (Myxogaster)
mucifluus, Cortinarius

Mycetozoa...

Myxogaster
pieiuus, Lactarius

Polyporus ...

pompholygodes, see anemones.
prunulus, Clitopilus

radiata, Phlebia ...

radicans, Boletus ...

ramealis, Marasmius
repandum, Hydnum
smithiana var. (erassipes), M

chella

solitarius, Amanita
spectabilis, Pholiota

spissa, Amanita ...

strobiliformis, Amanita ...

Tiametes ...

variegatus, Boletus

vegetus, Fomes
virescens, Physarum

Hemipteba.

a>neus, Eysarcoris... ... ... 70
gothicus, Lopus ... ... ... 70
limbatus, Anthocoris ... ... 31
lituratus, Peizodorus ... ... 81

maculatus, Corizus ... ... 70
rhombea, Verlusia ... ... 62
rufescens, Pachycoleus ... ... 31
scaraba?oides, Corimelana ... 69
scurra, Idiocerus ... ... ... 31

Htmenoptera.

Bassus ... ... ... ... 72
bilineatus, Meniscus ... ... 93
brevicornis, Adeloguathus ... 31

Halictus 31
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PAGK
cardui, Pyrameis ... 5, 10
carphodactyla, Hellensia (Leiop-

tilus) 31,50
carpini (pavonia), Saturnia 71, 87
carpophaga, Diantlioecia ... 50
castigasta, Eupithecia ... ... 97
castrensis, Malacosoma ... 70,88
Cemiostoma ... ... ... 75
centaureata, see oblongata.

centralisata ab. (oblongata),

Eupithecia ... ... ... 87
cerussellus, Platytes ... 67, 68
cervinata, Eubolia ... ... 47
cbai'iclea var. (brassicse), Pieris 16
charlouia, Anthocharis ... ... 49
chloridice, Pieris ... ... ... 49
chrysidit'ormis, Sesia ... ... 97
chryson (oriclialcea), Plusia ... 88
chrysorrnoea, Porthesia (Liparis) xiii,

12, 13, 14,89
cinxia, Melita?a ... ... ... 64
circe, Satyrus ... ... ... 10
clara ab. (icarus), Polyommatus 87
clathrata, Tinea 56,72
cloacella, Tinea 59,61
ccenosa, Lselia ... ... ... 53
Coleophora ... ... 65, 95
colmnbina sub. sp. (hydara),

Heliconius ... ... ... 48
comma, Augiades (Urbicola) 8, 11, 89
complanella, Tischeria ... ... 65
concomitella, Lithocolletis ... 57
consignata, Eupithecia ... ... 58
conspicillaris, Xyloiniges ... 97
contaminana, Teras ... ... 98
contaminei, Anthrocera ... ... 96
conversaria var. repandata,

Boarmia ... ... ... 66
corydon, Polyommatus 66, 76, 80, 88,

89,96
craccae, Toxocampa ... ... 70
cramerella, Lithocolletis ... 59, 61
crataegi, Aporia ... ... 85,89,97
cribrum, Myelois ... ... ... 70
cristana, Peronia (Acalla) ... 50
cucullatella, Nola ... ... 61
damoue, Anthocharis ... ... 49
daplidice, Pieris ... ... 16, 49
darwiniana var. (arcania), Cceno-

nympha ... ... ... ... 85
defoliaria, Hybernia ... .. 47
delius, Parnassius ... ... 80
dentina, Hadena ... ... ... 58
derasa, Thyatira 8, 81

dia, Brenthis ... ... ... 85
didynia, Melitsea 49,85
dilectella, Blastodere ... ... 68
dilutata, Oporabia ... 59,88,93

PAGK
discordella, Coleophora ... ... 62
dodoneata, Eupithecia ... ... 74
dorilis, Chrysophanus ... 8, 11

dromus var. tyudarus, Erebia ... 96
duplaris, Cymatophora ... 54, 55
edusa, Colias ... ... 10, 73
egeria, Pararge ... ... 8, 10, 79
elinguaria, Crocallis ... ... 90
elutata, see sordidata.

empyrea, seejtammea.
epiphron, Erebia ... ... ... 94
ergaue, Pieris ... ... ... 79
ericetella, Gelechia ... ... 61
eumedon, Lycsena ... ... 73
euony melius, Hyponomeuta ... 84
euphemus, Lycajna ... 8, 9, 11

eupheno, Anthocharis ... ... 49
euphenoides, Anthocharis ... 49
euphorbia?, Acrouycta ... ... 52

Hyles 83
euphrosyne, Brenthis ... ... 76
euryale, Erebia ... ... . . 72
exclamationis, Agrotis ... ... 58
exoleta, Calocampa ... ... 62
fabriciana, Simaethis ... 59, 61
fagi, Stauropus ... ... 61, 67, 79
falcataria, Urepaua ... ... 81
falloui, Anthocharis ... ... 49
f'arinatella, Cedestis ... ... 66
fasciata, Arctia ... ... ... 76
filipendulaj, Anthrocera 71, 73, 88, 91
nammea, Meliana ... ... ... 47

„ (empyrea), Trigouophora 97
flava (tbaumas), Adopsea 5, 8, 11, 67
flavescens var. (napi) Pieris ... 49
fluetuata, Melanippe ... 67,96
forsterana, Tortrix ... 20, 100
fuciformis, Hemaris ... ... 60
fuliginosa, Boletobia ... ... 52
fumata, Acidalia ... ... ... 52
fuscantaria, Ennomos ... ... 85
fuscedinella, Coleophora ... 61, 81
fuscoviridella, Glyphipteryx ... 61

galathea, Melanargia 4, 8, 10, 73, 85, 87
galiata, Melanippe ... ... 86
gemmaria, Boarmia ... ... 67
genistse, Coleophora ... ... 59
glandifera, see muralis.

glaucinaria, Gnophos
gnaphalii, Cucullia

gorgone, Erebia ...

grisealis, Zanclognatha ...

griseocapitella, Svvammerdammia

grossulariata, Abraxas
gruneri, Anthocharis
hamana, Xanthosetia

harpagula, Drepana

79, 8

52

66
96
68
81,

86
96

.. 49

.. 68
53,97
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PAGK
hastata, Cidaria ... ... ... 52
Heliconius ... ... ... 48
heparana, Tortrix ... 20, 100
hiera, Pararge ... ... ... 85
hippocrepidis ab. (trifolii), Anthro-

cera ... ... ... ... 92
liispidaria, Nyssia ... ... 61
hortella, Lithocolletis ... ... 59
liortuellus, Crambus ... ... 68
humiliata, Acidalia ... ... 97
hutchiusoni var. (c - album),

Grapta 91
hyale, Colias 4, 8, 10, 73
bydara, Heliconius ... ... 48
hyerana, Hastula ... ... ... 50
liyperanthus, Apbautopus 8, 82, 92
Hyponomeuta ... ... ... 84
ianira (jurtina) Epinephele 8, 11, 67,

94
ibipennella, Coleophora ... ... 81
icarinus ab. (icarus), Polyommatus 93
icarus, Polyommatus 11, 56, 66, 67,

84, 87, 93
iclmusa var. (urticaj), Aglais ... 75
ilicifolia, Epicnaptera ... ... 53
immuudella, Trifurcula ... ... 75
incanaria, Acidalia ... 67, 70
inous, Lycaenesthes ... ... 72
insularis var. (tagis), Anthocharis 49
interpunctella, Plodia ... xiv, 100
io, Vanessa ... ... ... 8, 10
iris, Apatura ... ... ... 8
jacobsese. Eucbelia ... 64, 66
jasius, Cbaraxes ... ... 54, 76
jurtina (janira), Epinephele 8, 11,

67,94
labumella, Cemiostoina ... ... 70
lacertula, Drepana ... ... 81
lactearia, Iodis ... ... ... 67
lappona, Erebia ... ... ... 96
larieiata, Eupithecia ... ... 67
lathonia, Argyrinis ... 8, 10
lefebvrei, Erebia ... ... ... 96
Icilus, Cydimon (Urania) ... ... 95
leucomelas var. (galatbea), Mela-

nargia ... ... ... ... 87
leuwenhceckella, Pancalia ... 68
ligea, Erebia ... ... ... 72
linea (tliaunias) = flava ...

lineola, Adopsea ... ... ... 79
luciua, Nemeobius ... ... 61
luticomella, Elachista ... ... 65
lutipennella, Coleophora ... 61, 65
lycbnitis, Cucullia ... ... 73
macbaou, Papilio 4, 8, 9, 62, 73, 85
msera, Pararge ... . . 51, 74, 85

Malacosoma ... ... ... 70
malva?, Hesperia ... ... ... 64

PACK
marginaria, Hybernia ... ... 50
megsera, Pararge 8, 9, 10, 11, 51, 85
melagona, Oclirostiguia ... ... 8
mercurella, Scoparia ... ... 67
inerope, Heteronympha ... ... 56
metra var. (rapa;), Pieris ... 16
minima, Cupido ... ... 64, 70
monacba, Liparis ... ... ... 8

monodactyla, Einmelina ... ... 81
monotonia ab. (uisera), Pararge ... 51
muralis (glandifera), Bryophila... 97
muricata (auroraria), Hyria ... 71
napaese var. (napi), Pieris ... 16
napi, Pieris xiii, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 46,

49, 53, 59, 90, 91, 97, 98, 99
neu stria, Malacosoma ... 70, 100
nigrociucta var. (xanthomista),

Polia 83
nigromaculaua, Grapholitba ... 67
niveata, Cleogene ... ... 81
niveidactyla (baliodactyla), Wheel-

eria ... ... ... ... 68
uubeculosa, Asteroscopus ... 47
oberthuii var. (orbitulus), Lycseua 96
oblongata (centaureata), Eupi-

thecia ... 74, 87
obscura var. (duplaris), Cyma-

tophora ... ... ... 54, 55
obscura var (msera), Pararge ... 51
obscura var. (trifolii), Anthrocera 92
obsoleta ab. (agestis), Aricia

(Lycajna) 100
obsoleta var. (icarus), Polyomma-

tus 66
ocellaris, Mellinia (Xanthia) ... 93
ocellata, Melanthia ... ... 68
ocellata, Smerinthus ... 66, 71
ocnerostomella, Douglasia ... 68
(Eceticus ... ... ... ... 72
ceme, Erebia ... ... ... 96
olivata, Larentia ... ... ... 67
omicrouaria, Zonosoma ... ... 67
onosmella, Coleophora ... 67, 68
orbitulus, Lycsena ... ... 96
orichalcea, see chryson.

ornata, Acidalia ... ... 67,68
padellus, Hyponomeuta ... ... 84
padi, Hyponomeuta ... ... 84
palseno, Colias ... ... ... 80
palealis, Spilodes ... ... ... 88
palliatella, Coleophora ... 59, 65
pal umbel la, Pempelia ... ... 65
pamphilus, Ccenonympha... 11, 67
pantaria var. (sylvata), Abraxas 92
paphia, Dryas ... 5, 8, 10, 76, 85, 94
parasitella, Tinea ... ... ... 61
partbenoides, Synemon ... ... 56
parvidactylus, Oxyptilus ... ... 67
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PAGE
68pascuellus, Crambus

pavonia, see carpini.

pechi, Anthocharis

pectinitaria, see viridaria.

pedaria (pilosaria), Phigalia

peletieraria, Cleogene
pentadacfcyLi, Alucita

perfumaria var. (genimaria),

Boarmia...

peisica ab. (icarus), Polyommatus
plialerope, Heteronympha
pliieouione, Colias

phlams, Chrysophanus ... 5, !

pilosaria, see pedaria.

pinastri, see scabriuscula.

piniperda, Panolis

plagiata, Anaitis ...

plexippus, Danais
plumbiiria, Enbolia

podana, Tortrix

polychloros, Kugonia
polygonalis, Mecyna
pomifoliella, Litliocolletis

Pontia
populi, Amorpha ... 66, 70, 88,103
porcellus, Theretra, Chserocampa 8-1

potatoria, Cosmotriche (Odones-
tis) 71, 90

procellata, Melauippe ... ... 67
procida var. (galathea), Melanargia 85
pruinata, Pseudoterpna ... ... 102
progetnmaria, see marginaria.

pronubana, Tortrix ... xiii, 20, 21, 6-4,

69, 81, 96, 100, 101

.. 49

51,59
.. 81
.. 64.

67

93
56
85
11

... 58

... 54

... 83
54,95

20, 100

8, 10
... 72
... 57
... 16

pro-tea, Hadena ...
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sylvanus, Augiades (Hesperiat 8, 11, 67
syngraphavar. (corydon), Polyom-

niatus ... ... ... ... 76
tages, Nisoniades 59
tagis, Anthocharis 49
taras var. (malvae), Hesperia 64
tarsipennalis, Zanelognatha ... 68
temerata, Bapta ... ... ... 64
tenebrella, Xystophora (Gelechia) 68
tephradactylus Leiontilus ... 50
thaumas, zeeflava (linea).

thrasonella, Glyphipteryx ... 65
tithonus, Epinephelp ... 11, 76, 95

trifasciella, Lithorolletis ... r>9

trifolii, Authrocera ... 73, 91
trilinearia, Zonosoma ... ... 61

triops ab. (maera), Pararge 51, 52
tuttodactyla, Marasmarcha ... 96
tyndarus, Erebia ... ... ... 96
ulicetana, Lyspeyresia ... ... 59
ulniata, see si/lvata.

ulmifoliella, Lithocolletis ... 61

urnbelaria, Acidalia ... ... 52
unguicula, Drepana ... ... 61

urticata, Eurrhvpara ... ... 68
urticae, Aglais (Vanessa) 5, 10. 73,

75, 84
venosata, Eupithecia ... ... 52
verbasci, Cncullia ... ... 74
verberata, Cidaria ... ... 52
vetusta, Calocampa ... ... 85
villica, Arctia ... ... ... 69
viminetella, Coleophora ... ... 61

viretata, Lobopbora ... ... 67
virgata, var. (ashwortbii), Agrotis 85
virsraureas, Chrysophanus 8, 11

viridaria (pectinitaria), Larentia 68
viridella, Adela ... ... ... 59
vitalbata, Phibalapteryx ... ... 68
vulsella, Gelechia ... ... 67
w-album, Strymon (Theela) 8, 47
xanthomista, Polia ... ... 83
xerampelina, Cirrhcedia ... ... 85

Mollusci.

albus, Planorbis ... ... ... 93
alliaria, Hyalinia ... ... ... 93
amnicum, Pisidium ... ... 93

anatina var. (cygnaea), Anodonta 93
cantiana, Helix ... ... ... 93
caperata, Helix ... ... ... 93
complanatus, Planorbis ... ... 93
corneuin, Spbaereum ... ... 93
cygnaea, Anodonta .,. ... 93
cylindracea, Pupa... ... ... 93
elegans, Succinea... ... ... 93
fontinale, Pisidium ... ... 93

PAGE
fulva, Hyalinia 93
fusca, Helix 93
glabra, Limn sea ... ... ... 93
laevis, Agriolimax... ... ... 80
lubrica, Cochlicopa ... ... 93
nitida, Hyalinia ... ... ... 93
nitidula, Hyalinia ... ... 93
nitidum, Pisidium ... ... 93
nitidus, Zonitoides ... ... 80
palustris, Limnaea... ... ... 93
peregra, Limnaea ... ... ... 93
perversa, Balea ... ... ... 93
pisciualis, Valvata ... ... 93
pusillum, Pisidium ... ... 93
putris, Succinea ... ... ... 93
pygmaea, Vertigo ... ... ... 93
rotundata, Helix ... ... ... 93
spirorbis, Planorbis ... ... 93
stagnalis, Limnaea ... ... 93
tentaculatn, Bythiuia ... ... 93
umbilicata, see cylindracea.

virgata, Helix ... ... ... 96

Mammalia.

glareolus, Hypudams (Bank Vole)

Neueopteba.

germanica, Pan orpa
margiuata, Namoura
standtussi, Namoura

29

62
31
31

Odonata.

aenea, Cordulegaster ... 65, 94
aeneatum var. (nymphula),

Pyrrhosoma ... ... ... 93
aeneatum var. (tenellum), Pyrrho-
soma ... ... ... ... 93

nympliula, Pyrrhosoma ... ... 93
pratense, Brachytron ... ... 65
puella, Agrion ... ... ... 94
rubeatum var. (tenellum), Pyr-
rhosoma .. ... ... ... 93

sanguineum, Sympetrum... ... 94
scoticum, Sympetrum ... ... 94
tenellum, Pyrrhosoma ... ... 93

Orthoptera.

aegypticum, Acridium ... ... 57
Blatta 50
Mantis 56
roeselii, Chelidoptera (Platycleis) 94
rossi, Bacillus ... ... ... 86

9
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Phanerogams.
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